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1. Methodology and research goals 
  
  
1.1 Subject matter and research tools 
 
This thesis aims to set the basis for research on Icelandic street art by detailing the 
main events that spurred its development and by describing the key factors that shaped its 
evolution as well as the societal reaction towards it. The presented theoretical material aims 
to enable discussion on street art substance in this one particular country, taking into 
consideration the scope of definitions applied in international street art research. While 
regarding existing studies on this artistic movement in other European countries, this thesis 
presents the local specifics in order to highlight the differences in artistic and social 
approach.  
  
Due to the lack of research on the topic and lack of appropriate definitions in 
Icelandic, there was an attempt made to adjust the internationally used term to the specifics 
of local environment. In order to avoid misunderstanding in the use of descriptions, a short 
explanation of commonly used wording is presented. The term “street art” is used to describe 
the artistic activities on flat surfaces in the city space. It refers primarily to graffiti and murals 
painted illegally or on a pre-order basis. Where the word “graffiti” is used, it refers to the 
pictures illegally sprayed on the walls of public property or property owned by someone else 
other than the artist. The word “tag” refers to a brief artistic signature that is put in an illegal 
manner on the wall or on an object owned by someone other than the artist. The term “urban 
creativity” is used in this dissertation akin to “street art” and describes the paintings sprayed 
or painted on the surfaces of the buildings owned by someone other than the author. The 
definition of “public art” has been not implemented into this study as it does not refer directly 
to its scope. The discussion on the proper wording that underlines all the differences and 
nuances did not find a place in this dissertation as this is a topic that needs a separate, broader 
approach. It is recommended for a further study to consider these themes in order to comply 
with international academic research.  
This thesis focuses on Icelandic street art and above mentioned terms are used 
exclusively in the given manner, unless otherwise stated. The bespoke terms of 
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“streetartness” and “Icelandness” have social and ethnological connotations and are 
discussed in more detail in the corresponding parts of the dissertation.  
  
This study is divided into sections. The theoretical part is followed by images and 
source materials. A summary of current research on street art is included in order to establish 
the basis and present the context for a new approach on Icelandic street art study. The  most 
pertinent issues in the process of collecting and assessing materials are presented in the 
corresponding chapters. An overview of the definitions used in academic fields, as well as 
explanations for their application in research on Icelandic street art is given further along. 
The question of institutionalization was deliberated on, in order to provide an extended 
understanding of the social approach towards Icelandic street art and add extended context.  
The presentation of the main theme is conducted primarily in a chronographic 
manner. Where feasible, a newly introduced theme is described in more detail in the 
following chapters in order to provide historical consistency and to present the influence of 
particular themes on the local art scene, depending on the attribution of the works or the 
social interaction. In such cases, there are suitable explanations provided, followed by the 
indication of where this topic is addressed again.  
The thesis presents events and occurrences that have been shaping street art in 
Iceland. Due to the socio-geographical network of the country, the main area of interest lies 
in the area of Reykjavík’s city centre. Nevertheless, street art from areas other than the 
capital area, including other parts of the mainland but also islands, is also presented in this 
dissertation.  
  
The topic was chosen due to personal interests that grew expansively while the author 
was living in Iceland. The possibilities to directly observe the growing contemporary art 
scene and participate in the ongoing changes served as empirical materials to constitute 
factual basis for further research.   
The characteristics of Icelandic society and the ways of shaping street art vary from 
circumstances known in other Nordic countries and also from countries that readily give 
space to cultivate street art. It has ultimately been decided to present the phenomena of 
Icelandic graffiti and street art in the form of a monography of the socio-artistic movement, 
which seemed to be a more sustainable way to present the history of the street art in one 
particular area. The available sources and approaches differ from the traditional 
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hermeneutics of the history of art. Therefore, the detailed interpretation of single artworks 
or considerations on the stylistic development of individual artists was excluded from the 
scope of this thesis. The primary aspect comprises a theoretical presentation of 
circumstances for the growth and expansion of urban art in Reykjavík and the factors which 
influenced its growth throughout the 21
st
 century. The bond between social changes, both 
historical and contemporary, and street art was presented in the light of local and 
international connections of the modern Icelandic art world.  
At the end of the thesis, the methodological requirements, and the quality of the 
sources are discussed again. Taking into account the results of this study, the aforementioned 
issues will be critically presented and verified.  
  
The environment for the development of Icelandic contemporary art varies from 
other European countries due to, among others, the history of the nation. Because of 
hundreds of years of political and economic suppression caused by foreign rule, Icelanders 
developed a sense of national identity, which ultimately constituted the approach of entering 
the international scene in the late 19
th
 century1. Being a subject to further limitations caused 
by international policy, Icelandic artists approached the possibilities of cultural and artistic 
exchanges after the Second World War with openness for influence but also a burden similar 
to those in postcolonial societies.   
This dissertation presents the history of street art in Iceland with the background of 
artistic changes in the 20
th
 century and a juxtaposition of circumstances for different urban 
art movements. The critical matter under consideration is the social canvas of modern 
Icelandic society that shaped the dual approach to graffiti: the implementation of the Zero 
Tolerance Policy and, contrarily, the acknowledgment of street art thanks to granting 
 
1 Ziętkowski, Stefan, Trudna droga Islandczyków do dobrobytu, [in:] Towarzystwo Przyjaźni Polsko – 
Islandzkiej, Nr 3/ 97, URL http://www.islandia.org.pl/dobrobyt.html (10.02.2020) Since 1996 Icelandic/Polish 
Friendship Society published series of articles in their magazine, on the historical topics, specially way to 
obtain independence and the influence of political situation on the Icelandic society. Articles are written by 
the ethnologists, historians, politicians, linguists. The publishing platform is maintained and supervised by 
Michał Sikorski, specialist in political sciences, political geography, holding a consular function in Iceland and 
US. Information on here mentioned issues are also available in following articles: Ziętkowski, Stefan, Jon 
Sigurdsson (Jón Sigurðsson) - wielki patriota islandzki, [in:] Towarzystwo Przyjaźni Polsko – Islandzkiej, Nr 3 / 
96, URL http://www.islandia.org.pl/sigurdss.html (10.02.2020), Ziętkowski, Stefan, Jak Islandia zdobyła 
niepodległość drogą rewolucji w XIX wieku, [in:] Towarzystwo Przyjaźni Polsko – Islandzkiej, Nr 3 / 2000, URL 
http://www.islandia.org.pl/zdobyla.html (10.02.2020). 
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financial resources and through awarding national recognition to muralists and artists who 
actively take part in the street art movement in both legal and illegal ways.   
Furthermore, the definition of “Icelandness” will be presented to show the dynamics 
of the nation growing in pride, but also in isolation, which intensifies the depth and impact 
of their contemporary art. This unique characteristic is not only well visible in the graffiti 
and murals of Icelanders but also influenced foreign artists who were active in Iceland.   
This thesis aims to present the cultural, artistic and structural context for street art in 
Iceland. The history of the movement is presented in light of the most significant changes in 
the graffiti and street art scene. Due to the limited number of existing resources and 
evanescence of the documentary material, the dissertation presents social initiatives and 
occurrences instead of concentration on the biography and stylistics of individual graffiti 
artists or muralists. It demonstrates the cultural occurrence of street art, from the early stages 
of graffiti inspiration through the international boom to the balancing of the scene at the time 
of writing this thesis. The summary of the conducted research serves as the basis to point out 
the opportunities for the further study to be conducted, as well as the scope and possibilities 
of documentary work to be done. In this manner, a hermeneutic description of the urban 
artists, graffiti artists, and muralist active in Iceland within the last 25 years is established.  
The question of the appropriateness of the language and definitions used on street 
and urban art research is also addressed. As a growing discipline, it connects methodology 
from different academic fields. Depending on the angle of research, the wording and 
perspectives varies. Due to the close relation of graffiti and street art and the character of 
sources available for research, the style used for the description of this artistic movement 
varies from other academic papers on the history of art. To approach street art is to tell a 
story including different, often popular, perspectives on the matter. To grasp the phenomena 
of this multidisciplinary occurrence, the choice of alternative research and sometimes also 
writing methods is needed.  
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1.2 Historical background reasoning the topic choice 
  
History of art is a relatively new academic discipline in Iceland, in comparison to 
other European countries. Due to the island’s political and geographical circumstances, so-
called Ultima Thule2 has significantly been influenced by 20
th
-century social “re-
colonialization,” which began around the time of the Second World War. The term 
“colonization” is properly used to describe the overtaking of one country by another, 
stronger one and results in the colonising country, due to its political power, imposing its 
value systems in most areas. Although this is a very strong concept, the history of foreign 
influences, and the attempts to decide over each aspect of local life3, justify the usage of this 
definition in the Icelandic context.  
Though political and historical conditions have undergone many changes, Iceland 
has remained dramatically influenced by other countries until the present. The effects of 
“colonization” remain ever-present, despite changes in the scope and range of domineering 
powers, including the dominant political parties. The first attempts to gain political and 
religious predominance over Iceland were made by Norwegian kings around the year 10004. 
Eventually, Iceland lost its independence to Norway in 1262 and later, due to the Kalman 
Union provisions, in 1397, Iceland became dependent on the Danish crown to remain under 
Danish rule for hundreds of years5. During this time, different ideas centred on capitalizing 
on the use of the tiny island were considered. Not only Denmark but also England and 
Germany left an imprint on Icelandic socio-cultural canvas by entering the trading scene of 
Iceland in 15
th
 century.6 In the 16
th
 century, drastic political and religious changes took 
place. The Danish King, Christian II, imposed Lutheranism on Icelanders, but the bishops in 
Skálholt and Hólar were opposed this move. After the ultimate battle in 1550, Iceland 
surrendered. As a result, Ultima Thule lost the remains of independence, and the role of 
Althingi was radically restricted7. The idea of purchasing Iceland and Greenland appeared. 
 
2 The name Ultima Thule is used in this to describe Iceland. The discussion on the possibility of reference to 
the other islands of the North is taken into consideration. Yet, the explanation provided by Jón Hjálmarson 
that the name Ultima Thule related to Iceland only, is taken as sufficient. Hjálmarson, Jón R., Ultima Thule, 
[in:] Die Geschichte Islands. Von der Besiedlung zur Gegenwart, Reykjavík 2009, p. 9 
3 Ibidem, p. 38, 64, 70, 83, 112,128. 
4 Ibidem, p. 39 
5 Ibidem, p. 64, 70 
6 Ibidem, p. 70 
7 Ibidem, p. 75 - 90 
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In 1868 A Report on the Resources of Iceland and Greenland addressed to U.S. Secretary of 
State was prepared in order to discuss the notion of obtaining Iceland and Greenland. This 
proposal was deemed “worthy of serious consideration” and incurred a request of “views 
and facts on the subject,” as Anna Andersen writes8.  
In 1874, Iceland celebrated the millennium of settlement. By this time, the country 
had gained some of the political power back due to the European Revolutions of 1848 and 
the endeavours of Jón Sigurðson9. Still, it took until 1918 and 1920 to get further 
disconnected from Danish rule10. In 1940, the remnants of dependence on Danish rule ended 
with Hitler's invasion of Denmark11. 
One of the consequences for the social and artistic development in the second half of 
the 20
th
 century was the freedom of access and usage of the ideas of all worldwide-known 
artistic tools and movements. At this time, Icelanders finally got to engage with global 
artistic resources due to the occupation, which began in 1940 by the invasion of British forces 
so as to keep Iceland safe from German control12. British possession was further reinforced 
and substituted by the USA Army. American influence also started to make a sizeable impact 
on Icelandic society in 1941 and has continued since13. Also, after the Second World War, 
German political refugees were seeking work and stability elsewhere in the world. Though 
it was the group of “Esjawomen” from Germany that enriched the Icelandic society shortly 
after the war. Anne Siegel described this cultural emigration along with the political and 
societal background in the book Frauen, Fische, Fjorde14. The publication of the book in 
2016 resulted in further exploration of the theme, also in the artistic world through the 
German-Icelandic project Heima. It shows the circumstances of the new life in Iceland of 
the people who decided to ground home in the new country.  
 
8 Andersen, Anna, That Time The United States Was Thinking Of Buying Iceland, [in:] The Reykjavík Grapevine, 
20.04.2015, URL https://grapevine.is/mag/articles/2015/04/20/that-time-the-united-states-were-thinking-
of-buying-iceland/ ?fbclid=IwAR1zhmaJ-_euMftP3psMocvNazUqsGdmR75HSOncA09hW6qwWuuGg-tMYes 
(21.08.2019). Further on, the discussion on purchasing whole countries did not cease in the modern world. 
For example, in 2019 there was a debate of Trump’s Oval Office about buying Greenland.  Inman, Phillip, Why 
does Trump want to buy Greenland?, [in:] The Guardian, 19.08.2019, URL https://www.theguardian.com/us-
news/2019/aug/19/why-does-donald-trump-want-to-buy-greenland (23.08.2019) 
9 Ziętkowski 1996 
10 Skrá Viðburð [in:] Fullveldi Íslands, URL https://www.fullveldi1918.is/is/skra-vidburd (04.04.2019) 
11 Hjálmarssn 2009, p. 173 
12 Ibidem, p. 173 - 178 
13 Petersen, Trude, U.S. Military Returns to Iceland [in:] The Independent Barents Observer, 10.02.2016 URL 
https://thebarentsobserver.com/en/security/2016/02/us-military-returns-iceland, (01.04.2019) 
14 Siegel, Anne, Frauen, Fische, Fjorde, München / Berlin 2016 
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On the other hand, many Icelanders, above all women, emigrated to Canada and the 
US after getting into relationships with soldiers based on the island. The connections with 
Germany remained powerful, especially in the cultural, economic, and financial fields. The 
dynamic of this relationship did vary throughout the decades to come, yet still, in the third 
decade of the 21
st
 century, it keeps on influencing Icelandic artistic scene. The validation of 
this bond’s importance may be well seen in the recent visit of Chancellor Angela Merkel, 
who was invited to join the annual meeting of Nordic Prime Ministers in Iceland in August 
201915. The cooperation on an artistic level is not limited to the exchange of fine art students 
and exploration of the artistic projects in both countries. Some of the most significant 
occurrences in street art in Reykjavík have been possible to conduct, thanks to German 
funding. Individual examples are discussed in further parts of this thesis.  
All the factors adding to the kaleidoscope of sudden influences in Iceland after the 
centuries of the isolation reflects the Icelandic term referring to the Second World war – 
“Blessað stríðið,” which directly translates as “The Blessed War.” What has been a dramatic 
event for the world enabled Icelanders not only to access global resources but also establish 
their presence in the art world.  
  
 
1.3 Development of history of art as a discipline reasoning the topic choice 
  
The history of art as a discipline, however, has not been well developed in Iceland. There 
are merely a few publications on the matter, and these are rather inaccessible to the broader 
academic public due to the language of research, namely Icelandic. Some courses on the 
history of art and culture have been available to the students of the Icelandic Art Academy. 
As a course of studies, Art Theory is being taught at the University of Iceland only since 
201016. The interest in History and Theory of Art has been rising in Iceland for the last couple 
 
15. Chancellor Merkel was a special guest during the meeting, with the aim increase Nordic-German 
cooperation to meet international challenges, especially concerning climate action and sustainable 
development. As on Icelandic Embassy web site, Nordic Prime Ministers adopt a new vision and meet with 
Angela Merkel, [in:] Government of Iceland, 21.08.2019, URL https://www.government.is 
/news/article/2019/08/21/Nordic-Prime-Ministers-adopt-a-new-vision-and-meet-with-Angela-Merkel-/ 
(22.08.2019) 
16 https://ugla.hi.is/kennsluskra/index.php?tab=nam&chapter=namsleid&id=050107_20196&kennsluar= 
2019 accessed on 01.04.2019. Art Theory is being taught at the University of Iceland on BA level, with a strong 
emphasis on modern art, from the 19th century onwards. Some courses are presented in English though the 
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of years. The number of publications on artistic topics is growing in the fields of abstract art, 
sculpture, design, and architecture. Pressure on expanding leads to widening research range, 
for example, to the history of exhibition institutions and museums on the island. Though 
until now, as said by the teaching body, Icelandic is the preferred language and there are still 
too few scholars with adequate knowledge for the expansion of the scope and level of 
research17. The unusual growth of the artistic community in Iceland established special 
conditions: the street art movement has been welcomed with the area and possibilities which 
empowered its position to became one of the first independent artistic movements of Ultima 
Thule. At the same time, it is the first contemporary artistic phenomena in Iceland to be 
analysed from the history of art perspective.  
Furthermore, academic interest in the area of street art and urban studies has been 
growing for the last ten years. Following the publication of first reviews and insider 
information provided by Cedar Lewisohn in 200818, media, and popular interest in street art 
and key graffiti writers have been evolving. Already, in 2003, Banksy made his presence in 
the Tate Modern and imposed the acknowledgement of the existence of street art as one of 
the valid contemporary art movements19. This vanguard idea brought media and the scholars’ 
attention to the question of the borders of living art as well as the limits of such perception. 
At this time, other significant scholars have widened the research of graffiti, street, and urban 
art, among which key speaker is Peter Bengtsen, art historian and sociologist conducting his 
work from Lund University in Sweden. His research was first published in 2013 and 2014. 
Since then, he gradually became one of the best-informed scholars and influencers in the 
street art world20. Also, the topic of initialization and legal consequences of being a part of 
the street art world directly as an artist or indirectly as a researcher has been discussed more 
 
final exams are held in Icelandic. The program in MA is introduced for the last two years. No postgraduate 
studies are offered at the time. Detailed information on the accessibility of art history and theory education 
are to be found in the following Chapter: The official and social approach towards street art in Iceland  
17 As per Hlynur Helgason, Lecturer and Assistant Professor of Art History and Theory at the University of 
Iceland, private talk on 09.11.2018 in Reykjavík, Iceland 
18 Lewishon, Cedar, Street Art. The Graffiti Revolution, 2008. The influence of and the role that Lewishon had 
on the beginning of street art research, was discussed by Kamila Radłowska in her Master Thesis: Radłowska, 
Kamila, Banksy, MA thesis in History of Art, Wroclaw University, Poland, 2009  
19 Radłowska 2009 and Moris, Steven, Graffiti artist cuts out middle man to get his work hanging in the Tate, 
[in:] The Guardian, 18.10.2013, URL https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2003/oct/18/arts.artsnews1 
(05.02.2019) 
20 Bengtsen, Peter, Beyond the Public Art Machine: A Critical Examination of Street Art as Public Art, [in:] 
Konsthistorisk Tidskrift, 82.2 (2013), 63–80 URL https://doi.org/10.1080/00233609.2012.762804; 
(05.02.2019); Bengtsen, Peter, Arvidsson, Matilda, Spatial Justice and Street Art, [in:] Nordic Journal of Law 
and Social Research, 5.5 (2014), 117–30, URL https://doi.org/10.1671/28, (05.02.2019)  
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openly after Bergsten’s publications21. Awareness of the scholars of different disciplines has 
been raised and, among the more comprehensive research papers of Alison Young must be 
placed22. 
The development of research methods in street art and urban creativity themes has 
been of great value to this dissertation, as well as boundless opportunities for studies in 
diverse academic disciplines due to the social and political changes in Europe - which allow 
affordable ways of travel in order to get all possible materials on-site, that are otherwise 
difficult to obtain. Another key factor is media development allowing the speedy and reliable 
exchange of source materials and knowledge - sharing between interested people around the 
world. Nevertheless, continuous lack of research in Icelandic art, especially the latest 
artforms, creates the void which necessarily needs to be covered and addressed in the 
academic field. This dissertation is a step towards widening acquired knowledge about 
Icelandic art with the emphasis on street art as the mirror of fast-changing (artistic) society 
of this still academically neglected Nordic country. 
 
 
1.4 Information sources used in research, collection methods and value assessment 
 
 While street art is one of the living-art disciplines as its created on an up-to-date, 
precipitated basis, the primary line of materials suitable for scientific research consists of 
photographic documentation, information, as well as articles published on the web platforms 
and social media. Becoming part of the creation process through gaining acceptance and 
trust is, however, specific to the methodology used for street art study. In the article on the 
research of “Icelandicness“ in the Icelandic discourse, Gísli Pálsson and E. Paul 
Durrenberger refer to the ethnographic practice of intensive contact with living persons, 
participant observation and fieldwork23. In this context, tools used in an ethnographic study 
may be very well adapted for the research on street art as a complex phenomenon created by 
vivid, ever-changing groups of people. 
 
21 Young, Alison, Street Art, Public City: Law, Crime and the Urban Imagination, 2013, URL 
https://doi.org/10.4324/9780203796917 (05.02.2019) 
22.On the academical exchange platform academia.edu in October 2019 there are 8 books and 22 papers of 
Alison Young published, most on which regard street art and graffiti thematic.  
23 Pálsson, Gísli, Durrenbergen, E. Paul, Icelandic Dialogues: Individual Differences in Indigenous Discourse, 
[in:] Journal of Antropological Research, Vol. 48, No. 4 (Winter, 1992), p. 302, URL 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3630441?read-now=1&seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents (18.01.2020) 
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 Street art and graffiti are fugitive ways of artistic creativity, and so the sources often 
remain covered or hard-to-access. The question of the research ethics is caused by the 
ambiguity of the attitude. Academics are forced to search for new research methods but also 
accept the challenge of presenting a study by balancing the scholar's need for scientific 
documentation and development and the scope of the research, among others. As a result, 
the study of street art, in the academic standing, mirrors the specifics of the movement by 
connecting facts and opinions of authorities, documentary materials with vague 
considerations based on the sources that cannot be named directly. Evanescence of the 
material and “grey-zones” caused by this specific consideration presents the corresponding 
part of the Chapter 5 Icelandic street art in the context of the current state of international 
research. 
As graffiti artists create their pieces without obtaining the permission of the space’s 
owner, graffiti and illegal street art are inextricably connected to the possible legal 
consequences. Artists creating their works are liable to criminal prosecution for committing 
offenses or “crimes” in public space. Unfortunately, researchers are potentially also subject 
to legal litigation, as through collecting materials about possibly committed offenses or 
crimes, they may find themselves in possession of likely identifying materials that may be 
used as evidence in the criminal proceedings24. The difficulty in obtaining materials is 
presented Chapter 5.2.3 Online accessible articles and reviews, blogs, where the question of 
methodology and ethics are also presented in a more extensive scope25. 
 Facing legal consequences forces most active street and graffiti artists to avoid 
revealing their identity. It is not only challenging to obtain names but any material which 
may potentially allow artist identification. Also, geolocation of the pictures shared on the 
internet and IP addresses of devices used to upload or elaborate on some materials must be 
taken into consideration. These circumstances lead to difficulties for media sharing as to 
shape publicity and for journalists, who seek to further circulate street art among the wider 
population, to organizations or even municipal bodies that might be in a position to offer 
some funding for spreading urban creativity. Furthermore, these factors create tremendous 
distress for scholars, whose access to the source material that is minimally influenced and 
 
24 Mulcahy, Linda, Flessas, Tatiana, Limiting Law: Art in the Street and Street in the Art, 2016, URL 
https://doi.org/10.1177/1743872115625951 (05.02.2019)  
25 Bengtsen, Peter, Lennon, John F., Phillips, Susan, Ross, Jeffrey Ian, Wilson, Jacqueline Z, In Search 
of Academic Legitimacy: The Current State of Scholarship on Graffiti and Street Art [in:] Social 
Science Journal, 54.4 (2017), 411–19, URL https://doi.org/10.1016/j.soscij.2017.08.004 
(05.02.2019) Point 2.4. describes Concerns with ethics, legality, and ephemerality 
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shaped by the way of obtaining it, is marginal. A challenge for researchers arises in the 
matter of getting in touch with the artists and artistic circles that may provide good quality 
photographs. Gaining enough trust to get engaged in the talks or interviews is a matter of 
breaking through the wall of suspicion. Among the most efficient methodology tools are 
fieldwork and go-along interviews but also a community-based study, participatory action, 
as well as collecting empirical data and observation. These tools were applied in order to 
obtain the largest possible amount of material for this thesis. Adapting said methods enabled 
the collection of data from different sources. Finally, the diversity of the material obtained 
by applying different passive and active methods, was meant to present the most neutral state 
of street art in Iceland. 
In order to obtain first-hand information, researchers on street art often choose direct 
methods of material collection though engaging in the street art world. Such an approach to 
data collection was described by Pálsson and Durrenberger as “alternative”26. In this case, 
the issue of neutrality of the research of street art must be pointed out, as one faces the 
following inconsistency: to be able to proceed with the research, the artistic group must 
accept a researcher. Though by taking part, even inactively, in the street art world, one can 
quickly lose their own neutrality. Nevertheless, the bias, to some extent, must be accepted 
in the street art study similarly as it is in anthropological and ethnographic approach and has 
to be precalculated into street art research and evaluated accordingly.  
 Likewise, due to the anonymity of graffiti artists and attachment to the group, street 
art research differs from the “typical” academic research. The possibility of relying on the 
sources in form of  academic books is minimalized due to the still little amount of such types 
of sources. That imposes research to be often limited to the transience of online approachable 
materials and the unavoidable adherence to street art circles. The classical history of art 
methodologies needs the adjustment that is connected to the special form of narration in 
street art research. The study describing the artworks and the artists includes the socio-
ethnographic context of street art rather than a complex catalogue created with the traditional 
methodology of history of art. The quality and value of the sources must, therefore, be 
precisely described to define and determine the position of single contributions and the unity 
of the study. The depiction of the importance, the value, and the meaning of different types 
of the sources is also addressed in the following Chapters: 5.2 Different means of research 
 
26 Pálsson, Durrenberger 1996, p. 302 
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on street art and 5.4.2 Online sources: personal blogs, tourist information, social media 
accounts. 
 The same factor strongly influences the other important research issue, namely 
setting the borders of scope in one's study. According to clarification in the Chapter 2 
Fluctuating scope of the area of interest,  the definition of urban art itself, especially after 
the entrance of the street art into galleries and museums and cooperation with the councils 
and organizations, presents considerable difficulty. As will be highlighted throughout this 
dissertation, street art cannot be seen as other historical, artistic movements rooted in the 20th 
century but has to be accepted as a multidimensional social phenomenon. Being created in 
the current timeline and strongly affected, especially in Iceland, by finances and politics, 
street art fluctuates continually.   
 On the other hand, the spread of information through the internet and social media, 
along with global networking, may have a very positive influence on urban creativity 
research. Up to now, academic work on these topics remained atomized within disciplines27. 
Thanks to rapidly developing e-tools enabling connection on the other level, as well as the 
exchange of materials and research on particular topics, street art research can overcome the 
difficulty of nomenclature and scope definitions by widening or removing the borders or – 
settling them very definitely. 
 Naturally, street artworks may be perceived exclusively through an art historian 
perspective. Having access to chronographic documentation of the works and location of 
individual artists and groups allows creating a catalogue of the artwork like for any other 
painter in history. The traditional tools of academic description and cataloguing may be very 
well used for that purpose. Creating such a comprehensive record of single artists or an active 
group may serve as a basis for further research. That would be beneficial in order to establish 
the connection between graffiti, street art and social presence of urban activities. This issue 
is explicitly addressed concerning further research on Icelandic and Scandinavian street art 
in the Chapter 9 Summary. 
 
 
 
 
 
27 Bengtsen, Lennon, Phillips, Ross, Wilson 2017 
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1.5 Specifics of Iceland 
 
 Difficulties in academic research as mentioned previously, are being deepened 
through two further significant factors. 
 Academic research on national art history is also a new discipline in Iceland. There 
are just a few scholars who have sufficient knowledge to share with students and the public. 
As previously mentioned, courses on art theory have been offered on a Bachelor level for 
just eight years now, and on the Master level, there are only two, with no postgraduate 
education possible in 2019 and early 2020. Though research on Icelandic art is welcomed, 
the primary language of the study is Icelandic. Furthermore, publication possibilities are also 
minimal. Therefore, though the chances for researchers to deepen the knowledge about art 
history in Iceland exist, the problematic nature is increased by the difficulty of accessing 
resources and finding the way to approach different local groups interested in conducting 
such research, its results, ways of implementing it in local academic environment and finding 
possibilities for further use and development of addressed areas. 
 Additional difficulty consists of the social conditioning of Icelanders and their 
experiences of century-long dependence on other countries. Being under Norwegian rule, 
followed by Danish rule for a few hundred years post-settlement, Icelanders have been eager 
to preserve their tradition of the legendary Ultima Thule. It has always been essential to 
maintaining Icelandic sagas, Althing, and law assemblies, as well as beliefs that have 
strongly influenced art created by Icelanders with little means and licence. Even at the time 
of the religious convention, the keeping of values under the guise of following forced rule 
was a real concern to Icelanders.   
As described, different periods of occupation had a massive impact on Ultima Thule. 
Even though actions of the Second World War were conducted in a peaceful manner and 
Icelanders were not forced to surrender, there was no free choice left as regards to the 
stationing of foreign troops28. It echoed the political dependency throughout ages, yet the 
country was now officially independent, though just on the paper. Being reintroduced to the 
subject of conquest in 1940 pushed Icelanders towards deceptively borderless possibilities 
for a rebirth of national culture and awarded the opportunity to present the world with their 
 
28 Ziętkowski, Stefan, Udział Islandii w II wojnie światowej, [in:] Towarzystwo Przyjażni Polsko – Islandzkiej, 
Nr. 3 / 99, URL http://www.islandia.org.pl/wojna.html (12.02.2020) 
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heritage29. Notwithstanding, there was undeniable correlation between NATO and North 
Americans that forced Icelanders to build their sovereignty according to the circumstances. 
The fact that Iceland has had little scope of choosing further options, contributed to a robust 
national bond and will for the preservation of identity30. 
 In the 21st century, it is notably difficult for foreigners to be accepted in Iceland as a 
part of the community on social, artistic, and academic levels. Bank crisis(es) and 
catastrophes connected with it have deepened this divide. An extended description of the 
factors in the Chapter 7 The official and social approach towards street art in Iceland, shows 
that though it is arguably effectual to say that the matter of acceptance in street art and 
academic circles has received extra gravity in Iceland.  
Thanks to personal experiences of the author, who lived in Iceland for a few years 
and spoke the local language after studying at the University of Iceland, establishing contacts 
with the artistic scene as well as gaining access to written documentation, has been possible. 
Nevertheless, the factors of different difficulties in urban creativity research and art research 
in Iceland, also apply in this case and form the shape of this study. In all adequate places, 
further explanations will be given. 
  
 
29 Hjálmarsson 2009, p. 173 – 176 The difficult situation for artistic growth in 20th centrury is described by 
Bjarni Reynarsson in the book on the cities and city planning development. The artistic bond between Iceland 
and Denmark is also adressed in the publication. Reynarsson, Bjarni. Borgir og borgarskipulag. Þróun borga á 
Vesturlændum, Kaupmannahöfn og Reykjavík, Reykjavík 2014, p. 181 
30 Ibidem, p. 192 – 196, 219 Jón R. Hjálmarsson describes the key occurrences in Icelandic position on the 
international scene, that influence local society and their attempts to fight for their political and cultural 
independence. 
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2. Fluctuating scope of the area of interest 
 
The beginning of street art research is connected to the interest that graffiti awoke in 
media, society, and academic circles. According to Ross, Bengtsen, Lennon, Phillips, the 
first noted scientific approach towards street art was in the manuscript of Allen Walker Read. 
He was a linguist at Colombia University who analysed graffiti of the 1920s and 1930s in 
the US and Canada, emphasizing themes of sexuality and bodily reactions. It was published 
in 1977 and created both resistance and attraction in academic circles31. In the 1960s, 
professors of psychiatry and anthropology, Harvey Lomas at UCLA and Alan Dundes at UC 
Berkeley, started research on legitimacy of street art as an academic discipline32. 
Independently, they began the battle for the recognition of street art as a field of scholarly 
interest. Though there was no previous research established from any angle, they were 
welcomed with no academic acceptance but only media interest. From the early beginning, 
there has been sizeable resistance in academic circles towards graffiti research. At the same 
time, media was bringing up issues of lack of acceptance for it as well as graffiti art itself 
into the awareness of broader reception33.  
Graffiti seemed to be rejected as a worthy academic topic due to the vulgarity and 
simplification of depictions. The first attempts of street art research took place in the US, 
then transported towards France and gaining traction in the development of non-traditional 
art movements. The timing was of grave importance for the world. Central Europe and the 
US were developing new attitudes towards life after the massive re-evaluation of priorities 
caused by two major wars, among others. Nevertheless, academic interest in previously 
arguable or controversial fields started to bloom. It was just a matter of time before scholars 
became attracted to the new socio-cultural phenomena of graffiti. Notably, the same battle 
with the old, traditional manner of perception of the fine arts led Expressionists, Cubists, 
Dadaists, Futurists, to name just a few, in many places across the globe. The viewpoint of 
societies has been changing at a high pace, drawing a woman into active roles in society, 
allowing them into daily working life, politics, and science. Feminism and sexual 
emancipation, among other social movements, were at the peak and caused mass 
determination to report on these events. Science has continued developing in an 
 
31 Bengtsen, Lennon, Phillips, Ross, Wilson, 2017 
32 Ibidem, p. 414 
33 Ibidem  
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unprecedented rapid manner. Nevertheless, spreading the liberation of old opinions has been 
changing private people, groups, communities, and countries. However, it was afflicted for 
some more decades, and academic acceptance came even later.  
Although graffiti writing has begun in New York at the end of the ’60s, this 
dissertation sees graffiti as one of the artistic movements of the 20th century originating from 
the post-war changes. With the development of technology, geographical reach has become 
a less considerable problem, and the distance between Europe and the USA or Asia less 
challenging over the years. The influences of single occurrences or conflicts that took place 
in some part of the world, due to popular and easy for everyone reachable sharing tools, are 
known worldwide. In no time, the influence, that would be caused just locally, is now 
reaching broader socio-political structures. Taking the above factors into account, graffiti art 
development is, in its core, artistic creativity deriving from the war-affected society. 
Notwithstanding, there is a difference between graffiti writers and the other artists 
who were active within other post-war artistic movements. The fine art ideal and tradition 
of artistic education has been still robust in the third, fourth, and fifth decade of the 20th 
century. The world became fascinated by art naïve and the abilities of natural-born talents 
whose career missed involvement of official educational institutions or training at the older 
master, such as Henri Rousseau of France or Nikifor Krynicki of Poland. 
Initially, the figure of graffiti artist had no association with the fine art education 
system. Instead, artistic niveau was obtained by learning from the master or training one’s 
capacities at home in order to perfect skills and obtain fame for artistic abilities. Generally, 
graffiti artists have not aimed to achieve acknowledgment in the official art circuit or to 
profit financially through publication of their works. Neither did they see themselves as 
artists - their goals and aims had no similarities with such deliberation as there was no space 
for them to consider similar issues. This description certainly does not apply to all graffiti 
artists at the beginnings of the street art movement yet is meant to present the general 
difference between this alternative art approach and movements that were born in frames of 
official artistic education system. 
Soon, there has been change of the creator’s profile that from a person looming in 
the shadow, who wants to spray their name or a message in a well visible place, that is yet 
not meant to be interfered with in this way, to socially acknowledged warrior or a messenger 
who playfully interferes with social structures. The public visibility of Blek le Rat, starting 
in early ́ 80 in Paris, and his artistic adjustments as a reaction to the perception of his stencils, 
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may serve as a good example34. The change of the street artists' anticipations and presence 
has been influenced by a profound change in society’s networks connected, again, to 
international political dependencies and transparency of processes due to the growth of 
technologies. The production process evolution, along with a widening scope of approach, 
thanks to all new media of the digital era, has given a push in every category of daily life, 
including art. The multiplication of the artwork and placing it in different contexts was 
innovative during the time that Andy Warhol was creating his first series of designed prints 
in the ’60s and ‘70s. Over the next few years, the technical processes and, accordingly, 
artistic possibilities, sped up. People began buying a series of everyday items that were 
deemed good quality and within their financial range. Instead of indicating social status or 
wealth, design became accessible for everybody. Not only dishes and furniture, but even 
clothes and art became recurrent, unified, and un-personalized. It became desired to be a part 
of the crowd by owning the same items, looking similar, and living in similar conditions. 
Thanks to securing the same look and way of living, people felt like achieving acceptance 
in the group and avoided any social exclusion. Being an indistinctive part of the crowd meant 
being accepted and safe35. 
In the societies or groups calibrated by the time and socio-location, a single person 
needed some more resources to accept graffiti. The unique manner of communication used 
by graffiti artists, made them to have been seen as “social rebels,” “vandals,” who opposed 
the ongoing changes through questionable artistic methods, using openly accessible means 
like sprays or stickers in open space. 
 
 
2.1 Change in the approach 
 
Along with the widespread emergence of mass media and a widening scope of 
internet accessibility, a remarkable change factor has been established by international 
politics. European Union countries have gradually opened the borders for foreigners, 
 
34 Kamila Radowska juxtaposes Blek le Rat and Banksy in their artistic profiles in her MA thesis. Radłowska, 
2009, p. 55  
35 The mechanism of creating group bonds and belonging feeling through empathy and recognition are topics 
of social psychology. The correlation of this occurrences is well explained by Thomas Fuchs of Psychiatry 
Department at the University in Heidelberg in his article: Fuchs, Thomas, Empathy, Group Identity, and the 
Mechanisms of Exclusion: An Investigation into the Limits of Empathy, [in:] Topoi 2017, URL 
https://www.academia.edu/38296434/Empathy_Group_Identity_and_the_Mechanisms_of_Exclusion 
(18.02.2020). 
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primarily inviting them to join local job markets. Due to the post-war and post-communism 
changes, people have been moving into different locations, attempting to find their heritage 
and roots, searching for better work possibilities to support families, or fleeing their own 
countries tangled in war conflicts. Open borders ultimately led to the formation of 
multicultural societies. The reaction towards these changes has adopted a variety of forms 
depending on the areas – both geographically and culturally. In examining political changes 
of the late 20th and early 21st century, it is necessary to note the development of the 
movements leading to the founding of one’s history and identity again by searching for 
individuality in the flood of mass production, mass creation, and mass media. In the 
overwhelming presence of “mass,” the “me” or “individuality” factor characterized by non-
obviousness has been sought. 
On the other hand, a significant impact on how art is perceived has been made by 
globalization and (sub)cultural and artistic movements deriving from its side effects. Along 
with the most important factors, one needs to name the global village36 angle where 
everything suddenly changes size meaningfully and influentially. The liberation processes 
ongoing in countries or different social groups from the 20th century on, are the same 
important in this context. It entails one’s needs as well as the group’s or social urge to be 
tolerant and welcoming for the new, which are impacts not necessarily well understood yet.  
The question of understanding art was raised within many movements of so-called 
“modern art” within the first half of the 20th century. Surrealists challenged viewers' minds 
by putting popular items and situations in oneiric context and fooling the understanding of 
the seen scene. Pablo Picasso, who has been considered the most influential artist of the 
century for many decades, said: “Everyone wants to understand art. Why not try to 
understand the songs of a bird? Why does one love the night, flowers, everything around 
one, without trying to understand them? But in the case of a painting, people have to 
understand. If only they would realize above all that an artist works of necessity, that he 
himself is only a trifling bit of the world, and that no more importance should be attached to 
him than to plenty of other things which please us in the world, though we can’t explain 
them. People who try to explain pictures are usually barking up the wrong tree37.”  
 
36 The term was introduced in ’60 by Herbert Marshall McLuhan in his book The Gutenberg Galaxy and relies 
on the vision of media development that causes spread of media and technology tools to the extend allowing 
people constant communication regardless their actual position.  
37 Conversation with Pablo Picasso, [in:] Art theory, URL http://theoria.art-zoo.com/conversation-with-
picasso-pablo-picasso/ (19.04.2019) 
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Nevertheless, according to the Polish history of art professor, Maria Poprzęcka, after 
years passed, Picasso appears to be a rather traditional artist, as in fact, he created mostly 
“just paintings painted with paint on canvas.” Therefore, she refers to Marcel Duchamp as 
the one who stirred modern art as well as modern art understanding, the most. In her opinion, 
no matter what is said about his most known pieces, like Fountain, The Large Glass, or Étant 
donnés, it can be accepted or rejected as those are open works of art38. Furthermore, as 
Poprzęcka reminds, Duchamp was a productive writer who made the interpretation of his 
works even more challenging. Eventually, Duchamp emphasized that, first of all, the 
spectator is the creator of the piece of art. Passing power over the work of art is one of the 
most basic motions of the artist39. The discussion about art and anti-art has started. The artist 
becomes demiurgic: he may or may not create the item. It becomes a work of art utterly due 
to the artist’s will.  
In this perspective, all artists using traditional tools, like paraphrasing Poprzęcka 
“just paints” to create “just paintings” would fit in the category of “traditional” or “un-
innovative” artists. Purely theoretically, graffiti artists could take a place in such a category 
as well, as they are using “just (spray)paint” to create “just a painting”. Yet obviously, 
assessing graffiti artists and street artists as “traditional” and “not innovative” would not give 
the justice to the reasons and conditions of emergence and development of graffiti arts. 
Though by adapting this approach, graffiti and street art may be seen as a step of 
development of painting techniques that use a rather limited number of different tools. At 
first it might seem unjustified, yet the juxtaposition with solely urban arts, that embrace 
much more of urban creativity, proves the actual deprivation of artistic tools.  
Nevertheless, this discussion is inseparably connected to describing the borders of 
definition scope that are used in street and urban art research as well as the philosophy of 
street art. As proved throughout this thesis, regardless of the commonly accepted definitions, 
in each case study applied names need to be defined individually depending on local context. 
Yet, even then there may not be a clear line to part some of the definitions. In the interview 
with Jon Reiss, LA-based director of Bomb it! movie on graffiti, given in Reykjavík after 
screening of his movie in 2008, he said: “There is a recent issue of Overspray, an 
international graffiti magazine, and they have so many different kinds of graffiti that you can 
 
38 Świeszewski, Aleksander, Duchamp. Sarkastyczny kpiarz, nieuchwytny geniusz, Interview with Maria 
Popławska, [in:] Polityka, 02.10.2018, URL https://www.polityka.pl/tygodnikpolityka/kultura/ 
1766140,1,duchamp -sarkastyczny-kpiarz-nieuchwytny-geniusz.read (19.08.2019) 
39 Ibidem  
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do, like there’s knitting graffiti, people who knit of street posts, there’s people who do metal 
sculptures and illegally place them. There’s so many different forms of graffiti besides ink 
and spray paint”40.  
In the second part of the 20th century, crossing the borders of good taste, decency, or 
even disgust became the further expansion of international art movements. Along with here 
described social changes as well as publicity’ openness for art for the sake of art exclusively, 
it seems that Socrates’ wisdom of Scio me nihil scire, led to accepting the fact that the items 
which were given to us as art may, as well as may not, be “real art” - and at present, we are 
in no position to evaluate it. Our perspective and knowledge are merely insufficient, 
regardless – or maybe by dint of - too easy and comprehensive access to different resources 
and means worldwide in the matter of computer mouse or mobile device click41. On this 
background, graffiti and street art have had no obstacles of being perceived socially as art. 
The academic dispute on the matter is discussed in the Chapters 4 Institutionalization as an 
inseparable part of street art history, and 5 Icelandic street art in the context of the current 
state of international research.  
 
 
2.2 Widening research and multidisciplinary approach 
 
Along with growing acceptance for the new artistic medium comes openness of 
academics towards understanding street art phenomena in its natural environment. From the 
early stages of the street art study, there has been recognition of the inevitability of the multi-
context approach42. Preferably, specialists from different fields were to be involved in a 
research project concerning street art so that it could be assessed from different angles43.  
The breakthrough in street art research is constituted through multiple social media 
exploited not anymore exclusively by graffiti artists and urban creators but also academics 
themselves. Academic platforms like Mendeley or Academia.edu, dedicated to research 
 
40 Bombing the city. Director Jon Reiss talks graffiti, [in:] The Reykjavík Grapevine, Issue 16 – 2008, p. 8 
41 Further on problems with understanding modern and contemporary art: Zaaiman, Jacob, How to 
understand modern contemporary art, enjoy it, and not be fooled, URL 
https://www.academia.edu/19985092/How_to_understand_modern_contemporary_art_enjoy_it_and_not
_be_fooled (20.08.2019) 
42 Bengtsen, Lennon, Phillips, Ross, Wilson, 2017 
43 This approach, along with the changes, is described closer in Chapter 5 Icelandic street art in the context of 
the current state of international research, page 55. The need for naming and defining particular aspects of 
street art activity has been delineated in Chapter 3 Nomenclature in street and urban art studies, page 38. 
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exchange, become very lively due to the easiness and pace of publishing and sharing one’s 
research. Scientists can get into facultative discussion much faster than ever. The traditional 
way of publishing written research in the books and magazines has sped up in the form of 
regularly held conferences. In 2014 Lisbon Street Art and Urban Creativity Conference was 
held for the first time. In 2019, almost 160 registered researchers participated in this event44. 
Except for that, the other study centre of great importance was set in Pufendorf Institute for 
Advanced Studies at Lund University in Sweden. The party held the Urban Creativity 
Conference in 2019, along with subsequently ongoing interdisciplinary projects. There are 
also more specialized conferences being held, for example, Tag Conference in Germany. 
The focus of the gathering lies in all the activities connected to tagging and marking artistic 
presence through name writing in the urban space throughout the centuries45. The velocity 
of widening and redefining means of research of urban creativity is an ongoing process that 
aligns itself with the present situation in real-time. Depending on the chosen topic and the 
background of the researcher, the methodology will differ. An excellent example of the 
diversity of means was presented by the participants of the Urban Creativity Conference 
2019 at the Lund University in Sweden46.  
Another development was achieved by expanding the academic field into empirical 
research and acknowledging the importance of belonging to the street art scene, for example 
in situ and on festivals. The afore-mentioned Pufendorf Institute for Advanced Studies 
regularly holds the open stand in the city space or within different events (for example, pre-
voting events of Culture Night in Lund) under the name Ask the Professor. Group of assessed 
researchers for urban creativity is voluntarily meddling with the passers-by, offering them a 
possibility of talking to the academics about the dynamics in the urban space47.   
Another example, to be followed hopefully in other places, has been set at Nuart 
Festival which was organized for the first time in 2009. At the moment, it is not an only one-
place, one-in-a-year event. Festival takes place in Aberdeen in Norway and Scotland, two 
times a year. Furthermore, the website of Nuart provides a lot of written materials on street 
 
44 According to the Lisbon Street Art & Urban Creativity International Conference event site, URL 
https://www.facebook.com/events/belas-artes-ulisboa/lisbon-street-art-urban-creativity-international-
conference/1506534032899909/ (21.08.2019) 
45 The Tag Conference. Name writing in public space URL http://thetagconference.com/ (21.08.2019) 
46 For the list of presentations and information about researchers, see https://urbancreativity 
lund.tumblr.com/tagged/conference2019 (21.08.2019)  
47 In images, URL https://urbancreativitylund.tumblr.com/post/187046725873/in-images-artstreethbg-2019 
(21.08.2019) 
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art and urban art as well as graffiti projects in the lone destinations. Very up-to-date material 
on current street art research is supported by the ongoing project of nuart that publishes a 
journal in a book form twice a year. The idea behind this is to speed up the research and 
widen the scope of interest. Historically, development in the history of art papers has 
expanded based on printed albums and materials. That was also the reality for the street art 
research of the first decades. The development of the research field and the possibilities 
derived from the availability of the internet and conferences step further. There is an 
opportunity for young academics to publish their research in the journal at the time that their 
work is still ongoing. In this way, current academic projects are presented to the international 
academic community connected with urban creativity studies. It allows colleagues 
researchers to reach out and contribute to the said project48.  
 
 
  
 
48 Nuart group – presentation of Laima Nomeikaite, Martyn Reed, Susan Hansen, Goren Moya and Viktor 
Gjengaar at the Urban Creativity Conference, Lund University, Sweden 2019 
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3. Nomenclature in the street art and urban activity studies 
 
It has been adopted in history of art research that, before addressing any scientific 
topic, it is necessary to establish the scope of the research base and to ensure a clear-cut 
definition of the field. Nevertheless, difficulties arise when a singular point of interest is 
subsumed within different academic disciplines, each adopting diverging approaches. That 
is the case with activities created or performed in urban space, which has been evolving 
independently from or alluding to the development of urban creativity49.  
Rapid development and collaboration within several fields are, at present, derived 
from constructing new ideas and approaches towards artistic and social acts in urban areas. 
Such ideas are formulated mostly during conferences on urban creativity. Since 2014, when 
the first Lisbon Street Art and Urban Creativity International Conference took place, the 
merge of academic research on a worldwide level has been virtually expanding all the time50. 
Annual factual comparison and equalization are taking place in the frames of Lisbon 
conference meetings as well as in others from their derived locations for expanded growth 
of research on urban creations51.  
 Street art contributes to this research complexity for a few reasons. Art historians 
typically take a different angle compared to a social studies researcher or sociologist, and 
the criminologist or social psychologist adopt another perspective, pointing their subjective 
interest in a certain direction. Each of them may be detecting value for their own discipline 
in the diverse aspects of the topic, which may be decidedly far from those of interest for 
another – here: art historian. Further complexity emerges in acknowledging the core of street 
art and urban creativity, as well as the history of changes of the movement and, importantly, 
the customary anonymity of the artists.  
 Nevertheless, street art as a movement or as an artistic environment is not a pure 
creation where one can apply clear cut definitions. Due to the evanescence and fluctuating 
nature of this ever-changing structure, as well as the time and media, spreading factors, at 
present it is impossible to provide ultimate and only proper names for the street art world. 
 
49 The picture of changes is characterized accordingly in the Chapter 2 Fluctuating scope of the area of 
interest, page 20. 
50 According to data presented by Pedro Soares Neves in his presentation at Urban Creativity Conference in 
Lund, Sweden, in May 2019 and the number of academic papers uploaded to the academia website.  
51 The most influential events and ways of fluctuating the research manner and field have been described in 
the Chapters 1 Methodology and research tools, page 6 and 2 Fluctuating scope of the area of interest, page 
20. 
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Like the environment itself, also definitions are very elastic. They vary, they fill in the gaps, 
get adjusted depending on the intention of the defining person, his or her standpoint, 
education, and personal beliefs. The factors to influence the scope of names in the street art 
world are endless and impossible to embrace through one person. As a phenomenon of the 
socio-artistic global village, the street art world will not stand the strict names that may be 
applied in the fine art field where methods and elements have particular, non-changeable 
names. The only way out of this Gordian knot is to define definitions used in particular 
papers based on the wording used up to now, and the intuitive qualities of the issues 
addressed. 
 
 
3.1 Overview of milestones in attempts of street art definitions 
 
 As Kamila Radłowska writes in her MA thesis about Banksy from 2009, “street art 
has neither unequivocal program nor assumptions. It is a  heterogeneous name to describe a 
variety of strategies, of which the only common point is the place of creation, namely public 
space”52. She tries to divide street art into categories depending on different criteria like 
territorial range, technique, and means of creation, thematic of the works or rather to say, 
criticized parties. She takes the stand of Honza Zamojski, Polish academics, and applies the 
term “postgraffiti” 53as the synonym for street art in general.   
 The first attempts of naming and defining street art are inseparably connected to the 
time that graffiti found the ways into curated public space – or seen from the artists' 
perspective – curated artistic space extorted the access to street art (See pic. 1). 
In the publication accompanying one of the first street art festivals called Out of Sth. 
Artyści Zewnętrzni in Wroclaw, Poland, in 2008, curator Joanna Stembalska states that street 
art definition can never accommodate all the meanings and influences connected to the 
artistic creativity in urban canvas. Concerning artists whose works have been presented in 
the event, she uses the term urban art, like the one describing different types of artistic 
activities in creative city space: from graffiti artists, activists, influencers to street 
interventions, and conceptualists. The other of the curator couple, Sławek ZBK Czajkowski, 
 
52 Radłowska, Kamila, Banksy, MA thesis in History of art, Wroclaw University, Poland, 2009, p. 8 
53 Zamojski, Honza, Postgraffiti i streetart, [in:] Gazeta Malarzy i Poetów nr 2 (2004), URL 
http://witryna.czasopism.pl/pl/gazeta/1002/1007/1020/ (03.10.2009) 
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stated his denial towards calling street art with the name “art” as there is more to it as just 
traditional painting. The second part of the name of the project, Outer Artists he sees as the 
crucial “to avoid stuffing together amateurish art actions which I don't know why they are 
called art and mature attitude to art which is represented by the invited artist” from over 20 
countries in the world. Such an opinion seems to be given just in order to catch the attention 
and prove rebellious – or fine – character of street art. It seems inappropriate to decide upon 
the value of artworks created in the spirit of unlimited freedom and creativity. Yet, 
Czajkowski, holding a position of exhibition’s (co-)curator, is allowed to define the value of 
street art as he pleases. It looks like one of the impulses for exhibition has been the need of 
reassessing the value and reassuring the position of street art as a valid and important way 
of (fine) artistic creativity. 
 The insecurity connected to the lack of rigid boundaries resulted even in asking these 
questions as the primary concern at the street art conferences in New York and Nice in 
201554. Within the next few years, along the expansion of street art into different curated 
spaces, not only the scope of the movement has grown but also the angles from which people 
have seen street art. Depending on the standpoint, from the artist, sympathizers, critics, or 
curators to the perceivers of the wall’s art, different names have been used for the always 
lively creation that graffiti has become. The dynamics within each and all parties have 
evolved into the creation called by the Peter Bengtsen – street art world. The definition was 
invented in relation to the term of art worlds that American sociologist Howard S. Becker 
made as a contradiction to the single artists from the past, who was the only inventor and 
creator of one piece, later delivered in the ultimate form with some particular meaning to the 
publicity55. 
Peter Bengtsen in the article on street art in the museum discusses some first 
exhibitions of street art in the official art word, taking the opportunity to recall a few of the 
definitions of the topic along with the changes seen in the mirrors of presenting graffiti in 
the best-recognized museums of the world. He reminds that the exhibition Spank the 
Monkey, which was held in 2006 in Newcastle upon Tyne, the term of suburban art was in 
operation to describe presented graffiti56. While the definition still exists, the meaning has 
 
54 Blanché, Ulrich, Street Art and related terms – discussion and working definition, [in:] Street Art & Urban 
Creativity Journal, Vol. 1, 2015, p. 32 
55 Bengtsen, Peter, Carelessness or curational chutzpah? On the controversies surrounding street art in the 
museum, [in:] Journal of Art History 2015, Vol. 84, No. 4, p. 220 – 233  
56 Ibidem 
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changed since, at the moment, referring to the works which are somehow connected to the 
“real, actual” street art. Further on, Bengtsen puts the pressure on the dividing of the street 
and urban art, as the second term may also be used for work which themes are connected to 
the urban tissue or the artists who share urban space with street artists, not necessarily being 
them themselves. The establishment of the term urban art by institutions is in part the result 
of a need to resolve precisely the dilemma of adequately representing street art in the 
institutional, fine art context57. A similar view is presented by Tristan Marco, one of the first 
to put street art experiences in writing, who, as an urban artist, also perceives artists 
influenced by the contemporary urban culture58. He also underlines that urban art is not made 
just on the streets and is instead defined through freedom of expression. 
The question of adequacy of the term “street art” to art made in legal manner or 
presented in the closed space has been widely discussed. The opinion that influenced 
academic field for years, of Nicolas Alden Riggle, states that placement of the art on the 
street is essential for “street art”.59 Also Alison Young, while applying distinction between  
terms “graffiti” and “street art”, sees the second one as inseparably connected with the 
placement60.  
Along with the development of the research connected to the street art and related art 
on the street, the scope of definitions fluctuates. Some definitions are indisputable while 
others still are a topic to adjustment. In the already cited, widely descriptive article from 
2017, published in The Social Science Journal61, some definitions are quoted, with the 
common point in all of them stating that, as street art can - and should be - encapsulate all 
depictive, written, or mixed presentations in different forms put in the public space or private 
sphere without consent of the property owner. Such a definition of street art would exclude 
graffiti or murals made in an authorized way, for example, within artistic festivals – which 
is a considerable amount of urban art still seen in Iceland in 2019. Accepting this definition 
would also automatically negate the possibility of opening public exhibitions, such as 
museums and galleries, to present street art as, in this case, one would not be permitted to 
call graffiti pieces shown in closed viewing room street art anymore. The controversial issue 
 
57 Ibidem, p. 221 
58 Manco, Tristan, Make your mark. The New Urban Artists, London 2016, p. 8 
59 Riggle, Nicolas Alden, Street Art: The Transfiguration of the Commonplaces, New York 2010 
60 Young, Alice, Street Art, Public City. Law, Crime and the Urban Imagination, New York 2014 
61 See cit. 1 as well as Ross, (ed.), 2017 
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of letting street art possess and include all types of urban space, accessing both open and 
closed areas, and still staying uninfluenced and rebellious, would limit its sense of existence. 
By demonstrating the absurdity of the attempts of drawing settled and inviolable 
definitions for street art, it appears the idea of Bengtsen, stating that each researcher is to 
designate the names and areas of his or her research every time, for every issue anew, may 
be the most logical of use. This is especially important in the case of Iceland as up to now 
due to the lack of appropriate study, there are no definitions describing occurrences in graffiti 
and street art related world. As mentioned, there is no academic research to date and the 
world used in press and during lectures, for examples made in museums, is “veggjakrot”. 
The direct translation is “wall scribblings” and it should be applied primarily to graffiti. 
Nevertheless, this world occurs in all written materials on the topic of street art, graffiti and 
urban art without further consideration. In the said lectures led by Listasafn Reykjavíkur in 
2012, the other world occurs – “strætislist” as a literal translation of “Street art” into 
Icelandic62. Yet, this word was used in the specific context in order to present art of Sara 
Riel and does not occur in available sources.  
The issue with the proper wording for Icelandic street art activities is influences by the 
specifics of the language that has been kept in pure form since the settlement. It has not 
changed much since and has to adapt international definitions in the individual way. For a 
long time is was not well seen to use even terms as ‘pizza’ or ‘TV’ as all incomings were 
to be translated into local language63. This influenced the direct translation of the 
definitions in the artistic field at the moment and caused simplicity and impoverishment of 
the language comparing the international academic research. To work on the adjustment 
and development of the properly fitting worlding is definitely an important issue, yet it 
expands the scope of this dissertation.   
 
62 Sara Riel -- Strætislist: Saga, þróun og listafólkið,[by:] Listasafn Reykjavíkur, YouTube on 04.02.2012, URL 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GOaXokhCRHc (23.07.2020) 
63 See Hilmarsson-Dunn, Amanda.,Protectionist Language Policies in the Face of the Forces of English. The 
Case of Iceland, 2006 
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3.2 Newest points of view 
 
Pufendorf Theme at the Lund University, working on all areas connected to Urban 
Creativity in the state of art format, organized a conference on the topic in May 2019. The 
great number of highly valued research has been presented by sociologists, place-makers, 
architects, art historians, musicians, city planners. The mingling of different views resulting 
from the experience of researchers as well as their academic background and actual 
occupation has clearly shown the need to abandon the excessive attachment to the clear-cut 
definition in favour of earing nomenclature borders, which instead of helping may turn out 
to be exclusively confusing and misleading. 
Sofia Pinto, in the paper for Urban Creativity Theme in Pufendorf Institute, points 
out, that graffiti is historically associated with vandalism, while urban decay and street art 
have been rewarded with more acceptance both from public opinion and the art world. Both 
may be defined as – as Pinto points out, just “mainly” –unsanctioned visual interventions in 
public spaces64. In this view, though, there is a place left for some authorized artistic activity 
as graffiti. She also quotes Nicolas Alden Riggle, who, as previously said, defines street art 
through the necessity of the context, whereas the material use of the street is internal to its 
meaning65. Confusion is caused by narrowing the scope of the public art to those who would 
have the same definition of street art – or on the other hand – possibly crucially different. In 
this case, most of the murals are intended as a social intervention, but also “fames”, 
understood as places for graffiti artists to spray whatever they please, would fall out of the 
definition of the street art and would need to be included just in the broader “urban art” or 
yet more open “urban creativity” or even “public art”. One could place them in other 
circumstances and environments which would not deny the original meaning but only 
underline some other aspects of the given mural – if there would be change at all.  
Although such an approach towards street art is undoubtedly fresh and challenging, 
it does not stand the juxtaposition with the street reality. Furthermore, Pinto discusses similar 
doubts, pointing to Bengtsen and Riggle and the destruction or change in street art intent and 
significance66. In this place, it seems sustainable to paraphrase Thierry’s Noir view shared 
 
64 Pinto, Sofia, The wall is dead, short live graffiti and street art! Graffiti, street art, and Berlin Wall's heritage, 
[in:] Street Art & Urban Creativity Scientific Journal, Intangible Heritage, Vol. 3 / No. 1, p. 62, URL 
https://www.academia.edu/35684932/The_Wall_is_dead_short_live_graffiti_and_street_art_Graffiti_stree
t_art_and_the_Berlin_Wall_s_Heritage_2017_ (27.08.2019) 
65 Riggle, 2010: 246, after Pinto 2017 
66 Ibidem 
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concerning the Zeitgeist exhibition and Berlin Wall graffiti: as everything made on the wall 
immediately gains the meaning, as it is made on this particular wall. On the other hand, the 
absence of graffiti may also have a special meaning, indicating a socio-political pattern of 
the precise place where artists not necessarily are not allowed to write graffiti but chose not 
to, making a statement through this67.  
Pärra Andreasson has been active on the graffiti scene in Sweden for decades, and 
for the last three years, extended his interest in offering creative space for other graffiti 
artists. As he comprises functions of the artist, curator, and street art world observer, his 
opinion on the actual definitions may present the latest standpoint. Andreasson is spreading 
conservative and literal definition of street art as graffiti art which is made literary just on 
the streets68. Murals made in closed space, even mainly designed for that, are not street art 
anymore, and to gain the right to be addressed as such, they would need to be moved 
outdoors. Andreasson is leading a project Urban Art Museum Hangaren in Malmö, Sweden, 
where he provides walls of the hangar – each to separate muralists. Murals are being made 
in the inner space of Hangaren and on the outdoor walls as well. As Andreasson claims 
himself, he is not a curator, as he allows for free choice of the topics presented on his walls. 
Nevertheless, through his power of authority and respect of younger muralists and 
graffiti artists, he takes on the veiled position of curator. He assesses the walls to be given, 
adjusts them according to the “uninfluenced” project, and creates the compound graffiti 
space (See pic. 2 - 4). The idea of a public living room for activating vacant space in 
commercial street remains just an unlively concept. 
 
 
3.3 Definitions used hereby 
 
Similarly to the problems with the institutionalization of street art and all the shades 
connected to naming particular types of curator, patronage or another type of influence of 
finances-holders on street artists, also setting the clear borders for definitions in the whole 
street art field is the matter of description in each case separately. 
 
67 Bush, Kenneth, The Politics of Post-Conflict Space: The Mysterious Case of Missing Graffiti in "post-Troubles" 
Northern Ireland, [in:] Contemporary Politics, 19:2, 2013 p. 169-170  
68 As per talk in Hangaren, 16.05.2019, Malmo, Sweden 
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The intent of applying particular definitions was explained in the first section of this 
thesis. Nevertheless, there is a need of further explanation of the ground for choosing 
particular wording in this work.  
In this thesis, the definition of urban creativity is adopted and used for the artistic 
activities taking place in the urban tissue with no general distinction depending on the 
financing source of the works. Urban creativity is seen here as all types of spontaneous 
artistic actions in order to co-create a dynamic, artistic city. It includes mostly graffiti, 
murals, and big-scale projects but also smaller invisible acts of creativity like tagging or 
music performances. 
Street art is presented here as art on the streets, which occasionally explores galleries 
and museum space but remains outdoors. In the definition of street art the free artistic speech 
is inseparably included, whereas the view presented in this thesis is that even if the large-
scale work is paid for by the party other than the painter, he or she still holds the right of 
choosing a theme, means and forms for their work. Therefore, such artworks are considered 
here as valid examples of street art. 
Furthermore, the aspect of socio-aesthetics in the city canvas is used here as a part of 
collective social responsibility for the space we are living in. It is reminiscent that important 
that street art is not some finished piece of work presented on the street, but it is inviting 
action to it. It is usually taking the metaphorical form of acting through the perception of the 
spectator, his range of personal experiences and education but also necessarily through 
location which is an inseparable part of the street artwork (and that is why it may be 
presented in the closed space just on some occasions). On the other hand, the reaction on the 
street art is a natural and expected way, either as an inspiration for some further graffiti or 
murals or as a canvas on which the next creator can add his voice. The chosen respect 
towards some murals, which is very often the case in Reykjavík, is one of the facades of the 
invitation to co-creation of public space.    
The city is seen here as a public living room, whereas street art takes on the same 
task as interior design. Urban creativity has the task of conscious, lively creation of the space 
which is architectonically already created. Thus, artists acting in the city landscape are co-
creating the city but sometimes also arrange artistic intervention on the street to issues which 
need attention for local (or global) society. The muralists are activists who, instead of flags, 
use paintbrushes or spray cans. The chosen way of artistic expression in the urban space is 
caused by the need for voice-raising in a very active, well seen, in an instantaneous manner 
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– like activists in other fields do with different tools. Graffiti artists and street artists may 
make the space prettier, but also turn it into a warning sign. In the time of the (inner) peace, 
there will be more pressure on comfort and beauty. In the time when people feel unheard or 
threaten unfairly, there will be more action and riot, though due to the danger of 
consequences caused by raising a voice in uncertain political circumstances, the way of 
presentation certain issues may incline to more decorative and presentation consisting of 
multi-layered meanings.   
The whole experience of artistic creation of the city, of vibrant, fast, evanescence of 
some graffiti is in contraposition to the often big-scale murals made in order to please and 
soothe people and influence their level of comfort in living in the particular community. 
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4. Institutionalization as an inseparable part of street art history 
 
Guerrilla tactics determined the beginning of street art movement, evolving from 
illegal graffiti writing and had a massive impact on street art development69. As one of the 
most dynamic modern art movements in its roots, the issue of accessibility to the created art 
pieces, as well as their purpose, has always been pertinent. As Poprzęcka notes, “Duchamp 
has been hostile towards the institution of art. All in all, institutions have also won him over. 
He has been captured by museums and pulled into the art market”70. Little change in such 
an attitude can be noted concerning street art as an active catalyst for change within art.  
Street artists traditionally act undercover to protect their identity and on the edge of 
permitted sociocultural activities from the early days of trains-spraying. Thus, guerrilla 
tactics served for some time as a synonym for street art and graffiti71. Oftentimes, the 
decision to start commercial cooperation and reveal, at least partly, the artist's identity, 
creates a split in an original street art group and the one who decides to expand their career 
to the cooperation with customers, is pushed aside or even not welcomed anymore. Yet, 
these dynamics work in both directions and is connected to the personal and artistic 
development of an artist who does not necessarily stay interested in active participation in 
the original street art group72.  
 
 
4.1 Scope of definition 
 
 In this thesis, the “institutionalization” of street art is used as a term, which applies 
primarily to the sale or exposition of street art and connected creations in galleries, museums, 
and other officially maintained indoor spaces. In this situation, the aim of such a transition, 
whether to widen artwork's influence scope or to receive financial gratification, is 
immaterial.  
 
69 See also Radłowska 2009, p. 18, 21 and 34 
70 Świeszewski 2018  
71 See also note 63. 
72 Change of dynamics in the career of street artist who decided to expand his or her career is well visible in 
the cases of successful graffiti artists, muralists or street artists of other interest. Banksy may serve as an 
example of the artists who made an extraordinary media and social presence and lost the ties to his orgigins 
over the yers (Radłowska 2009). Also described in this thesis Guido van Helten or Sara Riel shared similar 
experiences after getting acknowledgement and being awarded grants or prizes. 
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 The term “institutionalization” also relates to all the activities of street artists, who, 
in order to gain financial advantage, create graffiti or street art by the demand of private 
persons, companies, or public bodies. It also applies to creations of street art, which have 
previously been ordered by other parties other than the artist, whereas graffiti and murals 
created in the space of festivals, where the project requires official acceptance before the 
creation process, are included in the scope of this given definition as well. 
The phenomena described here have different faces and, as such, require a detailed 
definition corresponding to each aspect. In many cases, the word “acquisition” or 
“patronage” reflects reality better. In the year 2015, the initiative of street art walks got more 
popular. Creating the city space indirectly through the choice of the paths and shared 
information on urban art, no matter if still visible or already vanished, added to spread the 
ideas of “streetness” and “street-artness.”73 They may be discussed in detail, as the public 
and institutional influence and co-creating urban dynamics derive the focus from graffiti 
itself and push on the street created objects towards creating a living, branded city. 
Nevertheless, in order to remain in line with previous research and to retain 
homogeneity with the academic nomenclature, the word “institutionalization” will be used 
henceforth as the default definition of the above-described cases. The issue of urban 
creativity takeover is not itself the core topic of this thesis but remains essential as a 
background for changes in Icelandic street art in recent years. Therefore, while, in 
contemporary research, the name “institutionalization” is used in a different scope, when it 
occurs in this dissertation, it has the above-described meaning. In case the referral to the 
definition of colleague researcher occurs, and the definition has a different meaning, a proper 
note denoting such is provided. 
At the Technical University Dresden, there was a Collaborative Research Centre 
appointed for the study theme called Institutionalität und Geschichtlichkeit, “Institutionality 
and historicity.” This special project constituted numerous research works of topics 
connected to the symbolic, historicity, and power. The aspects of institutionalization were 
looked into depending on the political and economic circumstances of particular times. The 
scope and range were very broad yet no direct connection to the process of social acceptance 
of institutionalization of street art was made up to now. Interesting approach that could be 
used in the street art institutionalization study was taken in the project made about the 
 
73 Andron, Sabina, Selling streetness as experience: The role of street art tours in branding the creative city,  
[in:] The Sociological Review, 1-22, 2018, p. 1 - 19 
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cultural processes of institutionalization in the modern time or the instrumental and symbolic 
functions led by the representative institutions. Nevertheless, that was an approach 
concentrating more on the political sciences or sociological aspects than the artistic 
spectrum. The themes addressing directly the issue of institutionalization of art have been 
studied from the perspective of a particular time frame, movement or social dynamics. 
Although the scope of the projects was very extensive and helpful in methodology and in the 
matter of understanding this phenomenon, yet the material concerning contemporary urban 
art in the curated spaces was still limited. 
 
 
4.2 Institutionalization as an inseparable part of street art 
 
With the erection of the Berlin Wall in 1961, going in stages through decades, a 
complex local structure was created – both in direct and metaphorical sense. This act divided 
the city into two political and geographical areas yet set an opportunity for social connection 
through artistic activities. Any interaction with the wall was possible only on the Western 
side. Between the walls separating the city, there was a death strip. Armored forces 
constantly supervised the Eastern side of the Wall, and any operation in this area could  result 
in the dramatic consequence of death. As the Swedish art historian Jacob Kimvall writes, 
though the Wall was a place of substantial political importance, police seemed to care “less 
about people writing on the Wall, and more about the content of the writing.” As early as 
1982, the first exhibition of the Berlin Wall graffiti was held by the Martin – Gropius – Bau 
under the name Zeitgeist. The idea originated from Christos M. Joachimides, a Greek art 
historian, and Norman Rosenthal, from London’s Royal Academy74. The exhibition 
contained artwork of 45 artists from Europe and America, with a strong group from Italy, 
England, and Germany. The style of work was highly variable, having little in common 
besides their timely occurrence75. Keith Haring, Christophe Bouchet, and Thierry Noir took 
part in the exhibition as well. As Sofia Pinto writes, while some of the public considered the 
 
74 Newsom, John, Zeitgeist, [in;] Flashart, 14.03.2016, URL https://flash---art.com/article/zeitgeist/ 
(27.08.2019) 
75 Russel, John, Art view. The Big Berlin Show That Misses The Mark, [in:] The New York Times, 05.12.1982, 
URL https://www.nytimes.com/1982/12/05/arts/art-view-a-big-berlin-show-that-misses-the-mark.html 
(27.08.2019) 
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graffiti devoid of meaning, Thierry Noir remarked, “Everything you do on the wall is 
immediately political. Even if you piss on the wall, it is a political act”76.  
This provocative statement may be read in two different ways. Considering the multi-
layered meaning of the Berlin Wall, indeed all interactions with it may be, understandably, 
seen as a political act. No matter the actual form of interference, already the interference 
itself is a response to the existence of the Wall that deprives freedom, rights, humanity. The 
type of the social or artistic or socio-artistic response add meaning on another level that will 
be seen directly by the groups on the spot and will be spread in wider circles - and ultimately 
globally. On the other hand, reading Noir’s quote literally, also actions on the walls, on the 
streets, taken by street artists in other circumstances than the Berlin Wall, are provocative 
acts. They mean to point out something: an incident, a social problem or “just” the presence 
of the graffiti artists (that brings a message in the sociological context). Through making 
local communities and municipalities aware of their message, they’d hope for some change 
and in such light, Noir’s these of a political act created by the interference with (here: any) 
wall, may be read as a political act. All in all, even a statement of that kind constitutes such 
an act. In these terms, the opinion of Alison Young, that street art activity is always a political 
act, is well understandable77. 
After the fall of the Wall, pieces of it were handled as amulets containing unique 
energy or – like the ones with the pieces of art by Noir and Citny – sold for a substantial 
amount of money in the way of auctions with sustainable certificates78, entering, at the same 
time, the official circulation of art. Nevertheless, as people demolished the Wall as an act of 
political resistance towards oppression and partition, many graffiti were destroyed. In order 
to preserve the rests, the German Historical Museum was appointed after the Fall of the Wall. 
There are policies and rules in place to secure the rest of the Wall in Berlin as a part of 
history, artistic creativity, and national trauma healing. 
However, not only free, independent graffiti was written on the Berlin Wall. As a 
continually fluctuating piece of living art, the painting made one day might not have been 
found there on the next one. Some artists decided to redesign it regularly, like Keith Haring, 
others were going with the flow of ever-evolving socio-political being of the Wall, expressed 
through scribblings and graffiti. In 1982, the same year of the Zeitgeist exhibition, Museum 
 
76 Pinto 2017 
77 Young 2014 
78 Pinto 2017 
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Haus am Checkpoint Charlie announced international competition under the title 
Overcoming the Wall through Art.79 Moreover, ordinary people, as well as graffiti artists and 
party representatives, were invited to contribute to the creation of Wall's art. As it was an 
official supervised invitation, it created curated space.  
In the year 2009, there was an event organized to celebrate the 20th anniversary of 
the Fall. A new wall made up of domino blocks was erected from Potsdamer Square to 
Reichstag. Domino blocks were painted by artists, private people, and children. The event 
under the name of Freedom Fest had enormous political and social meaning as invited were 
world leaders: leaders of EU states, Russian President Medvedev United States Secretary of 
State Hillary Clinton, President of European Commission Jose Manuel Barroso, former 
Russian President Gorbachev, as well as oppositionists from East Germany and previous 
East Block Countries80. The event was enriched by many symbolic acts, as Chancellor 
Merkel passed the checkpoint on her symbolic walk from West to East side and speeches 
held by the representatives of Allies of World War Second. Lech Wałęsa moved the first 
domino block in a symbolic gesture towards his historic jump over the Wall in Gdańsk in 
1989 and influence on German unity process. Notwithstanding, no contemporary graffiti 
artists were officially invited to participate. In the former festivities Thierry Noir, Keith 
Haring, and Kiddy Citny were invited to paint one of the parts81. Yet, in the 30th anniversary 
of the Fall of Berlin Wall,  there were open-air exhibitions, 3D video projections of historical 
pictures and film recordings, animations and sound installations that allowed visitors to delve 
into the time of the “Freiheits-Fest”. The East Side Gallery, which was grounded after the 
Fall of the Wall and presented graffiti made then after more than 100 artists from many 
countries, was participating in the celebrations. The events on the jubilee included among 
others the audio-visual projection of the historical pictures projected on the reminiscent of 
the Wall (See pic. 5 - 6). Presentations were created by the underlining of the fight for 
freedom but also the tragic course of events if the safety precautions were not held. 
 The example of the Berlin Wall sets a sustainable background for the history of 
crossing ways of street art and official art flow but also underlines the shift – or rather lack 
of change  – in social or official acceptance for renowned graffiti artists. The Berlin Wall 
 
79 Kimvall, Jacob, The border fortification as a symbol of freedom for www.eurozine.com, 2010 p.6, URL 
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was a major step toward the bloom of street art in Europe and the art created on it was 
accepted and exhibited rapidly. As also said, within the years, the graffiti painted part has 
gained extra value due to the stricte artistic but also historical, political, and sociological 
circumstances. There are organizations and museums to protect this grave heritage. 
Nevertheless, while organizing the world scale event in honour of freedom, freedom of the 
art has been overseen as the rather remarkable group of people who fought on the Berlin 
Wall through graffiti, has been excluded. 
This dynamic seems to be more interesting while viewed in the kaleidoscope of the 
development of street art, redefinition, scope extension, different means used by the artists 
but also used to reach the public. Graffiti art default spectators’ group has also been evolving 
to the extent where everybody is a potential viewer. The meaning of the urban art piece 
depends on the age, social position, and beliefs of the viewer, as well as the location of the 
piece itself.  
On the other hand, commercial street art where graffiti pieces or murals are tailored 
to pre-order and are financially attractive,  appears to encompass a betrayal of the ideals from 
the beginning of the graffiti culture and are not always well seen in street art world82. 
However, there were enough idealists during the conception of the art form, created in the 
name of pushing political agendas or fighting social and cultural systems. In the graffiti 
world, anonymity naturally bears the grave meaning, as revealing one's own identity carries 
the risk that this particular person, as well as others in their social circle, might face criminal 
consequences of making street art. Public offense, insult, social deprivation, damage, or 
destruction of property are among other potential consequences. 
The game-changer in the undercover world of street art was Banksy, who went with 
his or her message worldwide83. He caused not only emergencies in academic and pop 
cultures but also enabled the development of guerrilla tactics for producing murals and tags 
 
82 Ritchie, Greg, Luxury Brands Are Taking Over the Street Art Scene, [in:] Bloomberg, 23.07.2019 URL 
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into a kind of social movement, acknowledged and loved by mass media and default viewers 
or – rather now – the customer. He raised graffiti into the realm of popular art, and over time 
his pieces have been printed on canvas, tourist bags, t-shirts. Currently, they are sold as 
pieces of interior design, posters, and postcards. Banksy’s website contains the 
advertisement and link to The Walled Off Hotel, which is placed 500 m from checkpoint 
Bethlehem and a mile from the centre of Jerusalem, in the very epicentre of where Banksy 
seems to see the most vivid point for necessity of bringing freedom to the world. As to be 
read on the Hotel's website, “This place is the centre of the universe - every time God comes 
to earth it seems to happen near here”84 – It is supposed to be a middle point of spiritual and 
political significance. Banksy fully financed the hotel at the beginning, whereas now it is 
financially independent mechanism85. It looks like a living sculpture made off his pieces, 
whereas each room, restroom, bars, library, and pub have exclusively street art design and 
are full of his original works. Thus, the hotel secures the deposit of 100 dollars at the check-
in as a safety measure. There is an art gallery, shop, and museum accessible to the public not 
staying in the hotel as well. The hotel was founded in 2017 to mark a century of the British 
control of Palestine. It was meant to stay operating for a year, though at the time of writing 
this thesis, hotel still takes bookings86 as it developed into an independent tourist-cultural 
organism. 
Comparing Banksy’s Hotel in such proximity to the wall of international importance, 
separation barrier in Israel, to the Berlin Wall, and the public response may point towards 
significant differences in European and global approach to acceptance of the alternative 
methods of the fight for freedom, including obvious artistic ones. Nevertheless, as such an 
example is itself intensely stirring, it is important to underline and remind people of the 
necessity of taking action rather than deciding to step aside. With the impossible to grasp the 
global crisis of politics, economy, and environment, it is unimaginable and nonessential to 
discuss just a tiny piece of the issue or look at it from just one perspective — all in all that 
has also always been an aim of Banksy's creativity.  
The list of areas influenced, affected by, or “infected” with, Banksy is almost infinite. 
It is not an artist or merely a name anymore; he became a slogan, a way to live, a brand. 
Banksy transformed himself into a piece of global street art. Already in 2009, his fame had 
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reached heights sufficient to attract the attention of art critics and researchers, as well as 
students of different faculties and slowly also auction houses.  
Significantly for Icelandic urban art development, Banky’s pieces were exhibited in 
the office of Icelandic mayor Jón Gnarr in Reykjavík as a personal gift for the officeholder. 
Gnarr, an anarchist mayor, who took over the city steers after the bankruptcy of the country 
in 2009, has been related to Banksy’s machine for a decade now. Though he stepped out of 
the office after his term, his connection to Banksy was prevented until this socio-political 
case evolved majorly in November 2018. A detailed description of Banksy’s artistic and 
provocative presence in Iceland is to find in Chapter Reykajvik’s mayor Jón Gnarr and 
Banksy. 
 
 
4.3 The side effect of sponsored street art 
 
4.3.1 Graffiti in large-format advertising 
 
 It was only a matter of time before street art began to appear in the urban canvas in 
the form of large-format advertising. Due to the rapid development of accessibility of media 
as well as the interest connected to street art (as a kind of forbidden-fruit-type of artistic 
creativity), murals have found their secondary way to a billboard. This media has been used 
not only through graffiti artists to paint over it but also by performers. The secondary usage 
style exists as sponsored murals creating the part of an advertising campaign. Murals became 
one of the marketing tools as an alternative to photo image. Similarly to trains that were not 
supposed to become the canvas for graffiti, billboards were not to be used for murals87. 
The scale of the new marketing and advertising graffiti is growing at a fantastic pace. 
In May 2019, Kering SA’s Gucci brand began a mural campaign in Mexico City, while 
London’s Global Street Art Agency recently made a mural for Louboutin in Shoreditch (See 
pic. 7)88. The long history of Mexican muralists shaped the social perception of street art 
since the twenties in more open and perceptive ways than in other countries. According to 
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Greg Ritchie, the social and artistic drift towards outdoors space is connected to the change 
in social dynamics89. A decade ago, graffiti artists were trying to approach the most 
significant number of people through going viral online. As the situation develops currently, 
the aim is expanding beyond cyberspace. It is different from agreeing with such a drastic 
development. When the spectators see the actual mural on the streets or travel in order to see 
it, as Ritchie underlines, still the most prominent part is played out in cyberspace thanks to 
the pictures taken by the tourists or researchers. Indeed, the pictures on social media and in 
different informative portals are enabling access.  
Furthermore, the meaning of the piece is left to the viewer. Graffiti art, which is 
experienced directly, in the same sense as other forms of art, may lose, vary, or get additional 
meanings by the tools of indirect influence. The photo-taking person, the angle a photo was 
taken from, the time of day or night will tell some story which does not necessarily mirror 
the ideas of the artist. Then the place on the internet where it is presented and forwarded, the 
title was given by a sharing person, and the comments will impact the way of reception.  
Mariana Costa dos Reis researched the presence of the big brand campaigns in the 
urban fabric as a part of visual culture. She confirmed the disharmony in street art society 
due to cooperation with brands. She terms graffiti artists who are engaged with official 
campaigns as “influencers.”90 In comparison with other graffiti artists, influencers are not 
perceived in a favourable light. Looking deeper into this issue, however, an alternative 
perspective emerges, corresponding to the ultimate ownership of the space – if the brand 
took over a public or abandoned wall or a wall to which graffiti artists would gladly make a 
claim, and there is nothing one could do to win it back, the best reaction is to get engaged. 
In this case, influencers are seen by street art brand artists as “sell-bought”, though the 
likelihood is they become influencers in order to be connected and create influence through 
campaigns. Lee Boffkin, Director of Global Street Art Agency, does not appear to agree with 
defining all street art advertisements by the same parameters, stating that “the aesthetic of 
what we're painting is very different from what street art is generally. It's got a lot more in 
common with large-format advertising, but with the skills and technique of spray paint”91.  
 Graffiti and brand merging happened for the first time in large, globally spread scope 
in 2016 when Gucci implemented pieces sprayed by Trevor Andrew, the so-called “Gucci 
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Ghosted”92. He has been spraying Gucci’s logo on seemingly random public items and 
locations. In the autumn-winter season, the company included these writings in its official 
collection to enrich design and bring the brand further into the world of consumers thanks to 
one widespread interest. In the 2019 campaign of Gucci Walls succeeded in many locations 
all over the world (See pic. 8).  
 
 
4.3.2 Substitute for freedom in curated urban space 
 
All murals are polysemous, and their ultimate meaning depends on a number of 
factors. The concept of the artist may very well be just an impulse for an art piece or the way 
to fit into the theme of the competition, organized for arranging some walls, by whoever 
likes. In this way, by creating billboards for brands, the artist has the final say. Also, in the 
situation where the creator is being paid, he or she takes over the position of co-curating 
space, at the same time denying his artistic freedom of speech. Nevertheless, that is a win-
win situation for these two parties but also widens the scope of the campaign, mural, and 
general interest of street art. The kaleidoscope of potential meanings is continuously 
expanding and developing. Such changes are intrinsically connected to the reviews in the 
newspaper, photographers' sensitivity, and the context the pictures are presented. In this 
manner, an even broader spectrum for possible meanings of one singular piece is available.  
Similar arrangements are to be observed in other graffiti environments, as well. 
However, prominent format advertising is the one where such a situation is easily discerned. 
As an intermediate step to the dependence between the final piece on the supporting 
measures, it seems pertinent to point out street art festivals where the creativity of the artists 
is predetermined, though the regulations of the event and the full freedom of artistic speech 
is subject to the rules of the particular festival. The Wall Poetry Projects of 2015 and 2016 
in Reykjavík illustrate such circumstances – the venture idea giver had arranged all financial 
and local resources, giving walls free to the applying artists. Though the freedom was 
somewhat restrained due to both geographical locations, the touristic value of the spot, and, 
most importantly, due to the given music piece, which had to correspond to the mural. Even 
though described measures were creative and inspirational, per se, restrictions were 
unavoidable in this case. A detailed description of the event, as well as the Urban Nation 
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Museum, which held the event, is given in Chapter Icelandic street art and Wall Poetry. The 
issue of curating creative energy of street art festivals is also discussed in Chapter Role of 
festivals, conferences and street art museums as a research tool. 
Answering the question of the widening influence of mass culture on street art is 
possible by using already existing means of advertisement and mass media. As this 
dissertation concentrates on the phenomena of Icelandic street art, Nordic countries' culture 
and street art history are taken as a direct reference and background for the history of urban 
art on Ultima Thule. The example of Viktor Gjengaar is particularly fitting, who since 2015 
has curated street art on the streets of Oslo in the frames of his Tøyen utegalleri – “Outdoor 
Gallery Project”. The first plan for graffiti in urban space in Norway has been set by Nuart, 
yet the one in Bergen from 2011 belongs to the earliest and most known examples. The one 
in Oslo has been open since 2015 and will remain so until 2020. Gjengaar says that the 
creation of such plans can be derived from the change in street art perception, which is now 
being accepted in Norway as any other visual art93. As a Deputy Mayor of Gamle Oslo, a 
member of Nuart initiative and representative of the Green party, he is now the one who 
decides whether anything is possible for the urban art in Norway capital, following his 
acceptance94. This apparent freedom is supervised by and executed through a single person.  
Further examples are James Finucane and Espen Monserud, who “subvertise” 
Norway. Not only do these individuals keep their personalities revealed, but they also put 
online documentation and short movies made during ”subvertising” actions and even publish 
tips and organize workshops on the matter. The leaders act, among others, out of social 
concern – explaining the need for change advertisement into artworks as no individual can 
know what is quietly advertised - “what it was hate”95? ”Subvertisers” are already using 
existing advertisement space, which consists mainly of exhibition boxes and replaces 
popular-culture advertisements on billboards with artworks. By juxtaposing their work with 
such a provocative sentence, they seem to try to underline the grave effect on the society 
where not art would have been spread but hate. As far as ”subvertising“ concerns art, it may 
be treated with some distance and little trust. Yet by exchanging the subject from art to hate, 
the direct social influence becomes clear.  
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In 2019 “subvertisers” organized a big event for Independence Day in Norway, on 
the 19th of May, when they aimed to place 100 art pieces in public space in 5 cities. As they 
said in May 2019, at the Urban Creativity Conference in Lund, until then, not only had they 
never faced any legal consequences, but their activity was widely praised in local media. 
Due to the social engagement of artists and less qualified people, they show with their 
example that each of us may and should be engaged in creating urban art in the city canvas. 
By bringing the focus back to individuals, they create oneness. By uncovering the loneliness 
of anonymity in the cyber world, they provide the emergency exit from mass culture. 
 
 
4.3.3 Zero Tolerance Policies and clean cities 
 
 After the boom of interest in graffiti and urban creativity, slowly, one by one, city 
administrations started to implement different types of Zero Tolerance Policy. For many 
years, Scandinavia has been well known for the implementation of restrictions on the matter. 
Closer description of it is in Chapter Zero Tolerance Policy Implementation.  
 Due to the overwhelming effect of visual contamination caused by billboards, 
advertisements, and graffiti, some cities decided to go entirely against any of the named 
forms. One of the well-known examples is Sāo Paulo in Brazil, where all types of visual 
addition have been strictly banned. There are no ads, no billboards, neon signs, posters, 
leaflets to be seen anymore. This law implementation took place in the year 2007. After the 
short period of transition, brands and companies had to comply with new regulations in order 
to avoid fines. The difference in city visuals before and after the law enforcement is 
substantial (See pic. 9). Other locations have implemented even harsher regulations, where 
fines that street art is liable to incur are graver. In the year 2019 in Honolulu, there were 
leaflets to be found on the streets, reminding people that not only is graffiti a crime and 
artists will be subject to punishment in the form of imprisonment for up to one year but also 
that individuals who report seeing this sort of crime can be rewarded financially with 3 000 
dollars (See pic. 10). The public engagement in line with official policy towards graffiti and 
street art is remarkable, though the locally perceptible social attitude towards them can be 
drastically different, as will be highlighted further. 
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4.4 Publicity of the public art 
 
 While discussing the institutionalization of street art, discussion on the issue of 
publicity and public space is pertinent. This theme relates to the question of defining street 
art and urban creativity scope. Paraphrasing Peter Bengtsen96, how is it possible to steal art 
from the public if it was never the property of the public in the first place?  
 On the example of Caroli Park in Malmö (See pic. 11), one can see the importance 
of the cooperation between people who take over initiatives, organizations, residents who 
participate in the project but also tourists and passers-by. The idea of merging influences and 
assets like in a bank of time ideas has been well implemented in Reykjavík as well. Often 
people were asked to and allowed to raise voices about the placement of large-scale murals 
on the city canvas. 
 As the Church of Sweden has been losing members, the maintenance of churches 
was a heavy burden to fund. As a solution, buildings were put on the retail market. 
Nevertheless, for this dissertation, the example of Malmö based Caroli Park seems to be 
adequate as it is a social project connected to urban creativity more than re-labelling a 
building of past worship97. As it became apparent that the church would not serve its original 
purpose anymore, a void was naturally exposed. It had attracted force as it had created a 
bright space, space to be used in any way wished, as the project coordinators, Marthe Nahl 
and Ezana Mussie say98. 
The idea of revitalizing this old church has been planned to last for a year. Urban 
Frirum is a non-profit organization consisting of a small group of researchers on the case. 
The starting point for Caroli Park consisted of visualization of the park in the church. 
Quickly, it took the form of an activation initiative for the society or, at least, artistic 
communities and locals. The whole project has involved much funding and also an open call 
for volunteers. Space has been created by society and curated by the maintenance team. It 
was meant to have a little time out in the artistic atmosphere, offering books, places to rest, 
and intellectual stimuli. It was warmly welcomed and, after the provided time elapsed, closed 
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up with regret. The time and effort, as well as financial means, are not enough to re-open 
Caroli Park at the moment. 
Community engagement in urban creativity is taking different forms all over the 
world, depending on local socio-condition and possibilities. Comuna 13, Medellin in 
Colombia, which was previously world-wide known due to the highest levels of crime and 
a hiding spot for most wanted criminals, in the years 2004 – 2007, has fully evolved through 
hip hop and graffiti. Thanks to the social activation of young people, hip hop, and graffiti 
artists, previous street art culture has been turned from a side effect of poverty into the tool 
of selling the place out to the tourist and providing for living for hundreds of locals. The 
whole evolution has been made utterly by inhabitants. It included investments, erecting 
libraries, developing cultural investments, and, most of all, participatory budgeting. It has 
been designed as the most significant enterprise in the area with low indicators of well–
being99. After implementing the transformation means, a substantial change in urban tissue 
occurred, and Comuna 13 has been given awards for the most innovative city, among others, 
from the year 2013 on. Further, in 2016, the Nobel Peace Prize was granted to the former 
president of Colombia, who implemented these changes in Medellin. 
Even though Comuna 13 residents are making their living by showing off their art 
and music, they remained a closed group by hardly accepting anyone from outside. In this 
manner, it is well comparable to groups of graffiti artists who do not reveal their secrets to 
the outside world. The same pattern may be superimposed on a divided society of official 
and underground street art world where the border is close to the line of selling one’s self in 
order to get institutionalized in the understanding of this thesis. 
There is a tremendous difference in the perception of urban space, depending on the 
position of the user. The full range of perspectives spans from private users, though 
communities as units, artists, influencers, designers, maintainers in the form of city councils 
and architects. None of them has to see the same space in the same way. Depending on the 
position and acting possibilities, one can influence others through their concepts and impose 
their ideas on how to use a particular space. This is the tool to create and define users for 
common space and to order them the ways of using theoretically public space in their chosen 
way. An evident and interesting example pointed out by Emma Nilsson, associate senior 
lecturer at the Department of Architecture and Built Environment at the Lund University in 
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Sweden, who researches parkour as another way of using public space. We - as a society - 
are accustomed to using path walks to walk on them on the way from one point to another. 
We accept fences and pillars as a part of the system to derive and set borders between urban 
parcels and squares. We see railings support constructions to walk next to. Though there are 
not any rules saying that one should actually not run on those – except the set of beliefs we 
as society connect to the savoir vivre rules. As space is public, each user is theoretically 
allowed to define and use it in his way, definitely as long as he or she is not disturbing other 
participants of the urban structure. It is not prohibited for a person to voluntarily choose to 
move in an urban canvas by hopping, jumping, or running if he or she pleases to. In this way, 
parkour lovers are allowed to define their space and ways of using it in the very same way 
as mothers with children, pedestrians, or bikers.   
 While the research of Emma Nilsson is essential to start the discussion of the fluidity 
of architecture in architecture objects and study the role of public space in urban creativity 
as well as the ways that this space is used, it also underlines the transformation of activities 
taking place in urban space. It is noted that it also highlights the necessity of dialogue and 
public consultations in order to be able to create democratic architecture and oppose 
gentrification with all negative consequences.  
There are multiple drastic examples of activists taking power in order to be able 
to preserve own local space, as strikes against demolitions, like for example in Claremont 
Road, in East London, England, what David Pinder described in a publication about the fight 
between politics and peculiar reorganization100. The ability and need of communities to get 
involved in preserving their space or recreating it is enormous.  
The history of George Michael graffiti in Sydney may serve as an example for the 
debate of the publicity of public art. After the vote on same-sex marriage legislation in 
November 2017, the painting of George Michael posed as a saint with the rainbow 
accessories was destroyed by a private person claiming to stand up for personal religious 
beliefs. The vandal destroying the painting was filmed and charged with graffiti offense. On 
the crime scene, he wore his company's outerwear. Responding to the issue, said company 
made a statement in which the action was condemned, and the offer of covering the cost for 
bringing the mural back into the original state was given. On the following days, residents 
began to draw over the vandalism, covering it with chalk notes in the spirit of love winning 
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no matter what (See pic. 12). Another mural painted by Marsh, which depicted former prime 
minister Tony Abbott with his hand down the pants of Catholic cardinal George Pell, was 
defaced 101 and painted over the following week, just after being finished the previous day102. 
Susan Hansen looks at these situations as the negative curation in the public visual landscape. 
She has been monitoring the changes on-site and documenting people’s reactions over 
weeks, months, and years in order to establish dynamics of the interaction of graffiti 
throughout the time. She notes that the responses of residents have been of a wide range, 
from demands for an explanation, accounts (and counters to accounts) given, rejection of 
authority to interact with a said graffiti – and counters to that, demands to stop, threats to 
call authority and insults103. This catalogue of different emotional reactions proves firstly, 
how strong an influence a graffiti piece may have on residents of the area who involve it as 
theirs and mostly – want to stay on guard for this piece of collective artwork. 
The above-described reaction of the residents and the dynamics evolving between 
them, authorities and the artists themselves, bring the discussion back to the actual publicity 
of public art. It is necessary to state that just thanks to the interaction, the work of street art 
becomes democratic and public - meaning that the ownership lies indeed in the public hands. 
In the other circumstances, when there is graffiti in the urban canvas, but interaction with it 
is either impossible – for example, because of placement – or not wished or allowed, it does 
not belong to the people and therefore cannot be described as public. If some graffiti piece 
is not public – it means that it is institutionalized to some extent. Since the ownership is 
taken away from the public, it must belong to either a single unit –the artist who painted it – 
or the owner who ordered it and possibly paid for it – it could be a private person, a festival 
management team, city council or company wishing for a big size advertisement. 
Elton Chan studies commodification of the public space in the light of growing 
gentrification. He agrees that the ownership, funding, and management structure are 
regardless when it comes to this issue, as it is not a practical, exchangeable value on its own. 
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As the driving forces for the change forces, he sees financial gains of many parties, city 
branding, planning, and development motifs, as well as political goals104. 
In this light, discussion on institutionalization proves meaningless as most of the 
street art does not belong to the public at any rate. The one paying for the paint, regardless 
of whether it was the artist himself, city council, or a brand, means as little as the time of the 
day or night when the artwork came into existence. Nevertheless, this does not belong to the 
impact spectrum of street art and, thus, for this thesis is irrelevant. The vital point for society 
and academic circles, however, is to note the change in the urban creativity tissue as another 
point of the rapid development of all connected issues. There is no need to further label and 
invent new divides by calling street art institutionalized or not. The cultural value of street 
art has nothing to do with financial backing. Using marketing graffiti or street art to influence 
the market value of the property or city part is one way of shaping the city and the social 
network in urban space. Nevertheless, for the people perceiving street art exclusively 
through aesthetic lenses, the source for covering primary cost does not influence the 
perception, as long as it is not intentionally revealed. 
 
 
4.5 Research on the institutionalization of street art 
 
 In the research on institutionalization, acquisition, or patronage of street art, there 
have been two dominant opinion changing points. Firstly, a meaningful shift took place after 
the acquisition and acceptance of street art through the official art market and opening the 
doors for graffiti and street art also to the auction houses. The other one is connected to the 
spread of graffiti tours in cities and the resulting reshaping of co-existences in the cultural 
city tissue.  
 The summary of the milestones in the entering always more full circles of socially 
acknowledged art institutions and galleries gives Peter Bengtsen in the article from 2015 on 
the controversies surrounding street art in the museums. He presents the history of 
exhibitions with the focus on artworks placement – in or out of the museum space - and 
discusses possible, changing roles of the museum as an institution. Along with the history 
of the street art presence in the official art stream, he also describes the differences in the 
 
104 Chan, Elton, Commodification of public space. The case of Hong Kong, publication on the Urban Creativity 
Conference, Lund 2019 
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key definitions, which is in Chapter Nomenclature in street and urban art studies. 
Furthermore, in the example of the Museum of Contemporary Art exhibition in 2011, called 
Art in the streets and curated by an insider of the street art world, Jeffrey Deitch, Bengtsen 
presents the controversies as well as personal changes resulting from implementing street art 
into the scope of the museum's interests. Not only the museum staff directly but also artists 
and sympathizers of the street art world locally in the international communities have been 
influenced gravely by the first attempts of the merge of these two different artistic 
environments. The press criticism added to the discussion on the adequacy of the merge of 
graffiti and museum, influencing the ultimate decision of the director and curator of 
premature termination of his position. Removal of the mural made by BLU, previously 
ordered for one of the outside walls of Museum Of Contemporary Art, has begun the 
discussion on censorship rather than curating the exhibition and stirred up the artistic circles.  
Regarding the history of institutionalization and acquisition of graffiti as well as 
street art tours, Peter Bengtsen describes, in the detrimentally named article, “Stealing from 
the publicity. The value of the street art taken from the street” the issues around taking urban 
tissues out of their natural landscape and placing them for the publicity in closed exposition 
space. He names the year 2007 as the beginning of these changes with interest in street art 
in auction houses, such as Sotheby’s and Christie’s, and strengthening the position one year 
later when Bonhams led the first auction for street art only105.  
 Bengtsen points out other phenomena in the example of an exhibition called Stealing 
Banksy, which took place in London in 2014. Eight pieces were removed from the streets 
and put for selling on auctions, while their value was reaching up to 500 000 GBP. The 
works were not sold, and Banksy publicly assured that he was neither taking part in the 
events nor had prior knowledge of it106. The reliability of this information remains 
questionable. Further, Peter Bengtsen describes other examples of the removal of street art 
from the street in order to sell it in exhibitions, auctions, or internet bidding sides as well as 
the negative opinions of the artists concerning this procedure. Bengtsen also discusses the 
motif of the institution against the will of the author. With the hesitation of the artists towards 
the removal process and the lawlessness of the bodies proceeding with removals, no 
authentication is given for graffiti display or sale. Due to the given situation, some of the 
artists renounce their work in order to avoid repetitive copies being sold in their name, but 
 
105 Bengtsen, Peter, Stealing from the public. The value of street art taken from the street, [in:] Ross, Jeffrey 
Ian (ed.), Routledge Handbook of Graffiti and Street Art, 2016, p. 416 
106 Ibidem, p. 419 
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also auction houses reshape their opinions in case it is known that the removal and sale of 
the works are not wished107. 
As Sabrina Andron writes in her paper on the street art tours, “sanctioned street art 
and murals have not only been deemed acceptable, but they have become potentially 
lucrative for local authorities, to support place branding and the development of the creative 
city.” Andron also quotes criminologist Alison Young and art historian Peter Bengtsen, 
authorities in the academic street art field with their opinion of tours as the utter boundaries 
setting for the publicity and shaping their views with little space for their own street art 
experience108. Participants must pay for the right to attend the tour. They are led by some 
guide, often an outsider beyond the street art world, who, by the position he or she holds, 
gets the power to say, or regulate, what to see and how to perceive the art people are seeing. 
No aberration of the route is possible, and the art presented to the tourist is chosen by the 
company or the guide who takes on the role of curator of presumably independent graffiti 
world. Moreover, shaping the routes of street art walks re-define the space also for artists. 
They have to adjust to the new conditions and play along or go in hiding, with consequences 
for each choice made. Another negative result of a graffiti tour is that they are often a 
misleading and selective way of choosing the pieces to present to the public. As Andron 
writes, “naming generates uniqueness and recognition”109 and overseeing or false 
presentation of these qualities leads to negative or no recognition for the particular artists, 
but also art as a whole. As a result, walking tours that seem to try to get similar attendance 
as city or museum walks not only ignore the pre-existing value of the art but assign new 
value based on fortuitousness. The importance of acknowledgment and appreciation of the 
name is underlined through demonstrating on street art tours places, where one or another 
famous mural used to exist. 
Street art walks became a tool that has little to do with the source material they relate 
to. Through the inauthenticity of creating certain expectations, they are sabotaging the 
purpose of free urban creativity and arbitrarily taking over the function of curator for space 
and art, which was never meant to have an official curator.   
 
  
 
107 Ibidem, p. 424 
108 Ibidem, p. 2 
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5. Icelandic street art in the context of the current state of international research 
 
5.1 Area of interest – social studies and the edge of different disciplines 
 
The scope of research in the street art field has been changing and amplifying 
constantly. These changes in the field of scholarly work have been reflected by the 
development of interest coming from different academic directions and merging with the 
expansion of interest in traditional and digital media. The Chapter Fluctuating scope of the 
area of interest contains adequate information. 
There has been a rather lengthy dispute regarding the proper scientific approach of 
researchers towards graffiti and street art. Currently, the stage of defining the scope of 
interest presents different approaches. Difficulties multiply by the inclusion of the question 
of institutionalization of street art, which arose at the end of the first decade of the 21st 
century, along with artworks of street artists entering auction houses and popular media. 
Sociologists, art critics, historians, and multiculturalists shared doubts about the 
appropriateness of academic interest in street art phenomena110. As street art research grew, 
scholars concentrated on the phenomena, a multithreaded issue or social occurrence, which 
should be viewed beyond the borders of pre-defined disciplines, appraisals, cultural 
implementations, or even country and continental borders. The lack of sufficient means to 
research and catalogue determined the understanding by labelling this new socio-artistic 
movement111.  
The speed of digital and cyber tools development, which are customarily used, 
intensifies these problems by progressing at a very fast pace. Traditional methods of art 
research and scientific description become hard to apply directly on street art works. Due to 
the guerrilla tactics of the artistic process and possible legal consequences of engaging with 
street art, the methodology of research needs to be always adjusted for individual cases. The 
use of alternative research tools is, in this manner, crucial112. As said, the methods have to 
be customised, nevertheless it is of a strong advantage to collect materials in an empirical 
manner,  rather than accessing them from the position of outsider of the street art group. Yet, 
 
110 Bengtsen, Lennon, Phillips, Ross, Wilson 2017 
111 Rose 2015 
112 See also Durrenberger, Pálsson 1992 
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the value of the collected data is to be evaluated and described individually for each case113. 
Information acquired in that manner is different from indirectly obtained photos on the 
internet or even articles or personal experience in outdoor or indoor space. Notwithstanding, 
obtaining materials at the source often proves impossible as the wall of suspicion, lack of 
trust, necessary anonymity and hideout of graffiti artists are forced by law regulations.114 
Interestingly, ongoing growing social participation in street art events and festivals 
is not influencing the accessibility of the source materials. The case of Icelandic graffiti and 
the modern art scene is slightly different also in this manner. The artistic circles are a 
powerful clique and, though inviting on the social level, offer minimal connection beyond 
such a stage. Also, nationality, or rather language knowledge, has grown to become a natural 
defence mechanism protecting the tightness of the artistic circle along with national heritage.  
On the other hand, due to the historical specifics of the population of Iceland, most 
people know one another or, at least, have a connection of some kind. After gaining initial 
acceptance in such circles, thanks to spreading the word, a person interested in further 
contacts may get information not available on the internet. Unfortunately, the process of 
gaining this first acknowledgment may be challenging for someone with no previous relation 
to the local artistic and academic scene.  
 
 
5.2 Different means of research on street art 
 
Street art and urban creativity has received growing attention from scholars of quite 
distinct areas –historians of art, specialists in cultural studies, social studies, followed by 
specialists from environmental studies or criminology. Not to be underestimated is the role 
of state institutions and artistic expositions management, renowned museums, and private 
galleries. Art brokers, traditional media, and mass media give a fresh take and assessment of 
urban creativity. They take advantage of the rising pawky popularity of graffiti creations in 
the tourism and travel industry but also use their own methods to spread the word about 
street art, as to fulfil their financial goals. Despite the intentions and purposes, they tend to 
 
113 See methods of collecting data in cultural and social anthropology and ethnographic research: 
Durrenberger, Pálsson 1992, p. 302-303 
114 Due to these problematics, some researchers decide upon exclusion of direct acquired materials in the 
first place and base their study just on the indirect materials: talks within Urban Creativity Conference Lund, 
Sweden, May 2019 
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reveal information that should be recognized in the scholarly field in order to provide wide 
social background to the study.  
Experts, artists, and branch representatives drift closer together to continue working 
on an up to date, multifaceted catalogue of existing and current street and urban activities 
There are currently two main ways of contributing to international research: the first is 
traditionally written and published study conducted through academics of some stage of 
education. Many students are collecting materials for their Bachelor or Master thesis, though 
also postgraduates and researchers on further career level from the socio-artistic field are 
engaged with street art and urban creativity115. The traditional angle of this research is based 
on the way of collating materials obtained in different, both direct and indirect, ways but 
delivered to the broader academic circles in some form of publications. The other one is 
undergoing constant change, the vibrant environment of street art, or urban creativity events. 
 
 
5.2.1 Festivals, conferences and street art museums as a research tool 
 
5.2.1.1 Street art festivals 
 
Street art became part of the public events or workshops offered in cultural or artistic 
festivals at the end of the first decade of the 21st century. Although it grew to be an official 
occurrence, space given to graffiti was assessed in frames of supporting general artistic free 
creativity. This tendency is still ongoing, and graffiti writing possibilities are advertised even 
as a family entertainment116. Nevertheless, within time, the second decade of the 21st century 
welcomed a growing number of festivals devoted to street art only. Some of them assign 
space for graffiti paintings and writings, like Out of Sth festival in Poland or ibug in Saxony 
in Germany, while others offer workshops and sometimes additionally also theoretical 
background in form of study exchange, one-time events or lectures, like, for example, nuart 
in Scotland and Norway.  
Street art festivals per se are not discussed jointly in this dissertation as the variety 
of perspectives and meanings depend on the theme of interest of the participant or researcher. 
 
115 Observations withing conferences and on academic exchange platforms Mendeley and Academia.edu 
116. For example, ibug Street Art Festival in Chemnitz in 2018 or annual event at the same location, which is 
taking place late in May under the name of Street Art Fest.  
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Icelandic street art events and the Wall Poetry Project are presented in Chapter Icelandic 
street art. Nevertheless, the impact of festivals on spreading street art and urban creativity 
awareness as well as taming the public to other types of artistic arrangements is substantial. 
It helps to establish the validity of street art as other types of art in the vibrant canvas of the 
city. 
Street art festivals are lively and intense in the artistic sense as an intense 
juxtaposition of graffiti writing and are regularly hosted in diverse cities, inviting music as 
well as visual and conceptual artists. These events host outreach programs and offer 
opportunities to expose and create art in a safe space while avoiding legal consequences. 
They also receive financial privileges through direct supplies of tools, paints, and all needed 
materials along with accommodation and provisions for direct participants117. 
One of the first European street art festivals has been hosted for the first time in 
Wroclaw, Poland, in the year 2008 under the name Out of Sth, Artyści zewnętrzni. It was 
introduced to the public simultaneously with Brave Festival, a music event presenting the 
cultures of distant and poorly known locations through music and dance. Out of Sth has been 
hosted by one of the chained national galleries for modern art, BWA Awandarda Wrocław, 
adding a new voice to the discussion of early “institutionalization” of street art in Central 
Europe. Different graffiti artists were contacted mostly through private channels by the team 
working for the gallery at the time. Joanna Stembalska, the art historian, led the team and 
took the position of curator of the festival. Sławek “ZBK” Czajkowski, one of the first line 
street artists in Poland of the said moment in time, took the chair of the second curator (and 
artist) at the festival. BWA Awangarda Wrocław has a history of hiring on curatorial 
positions some first-line artists, like Paweł Jarodzki, grounder of LuXus group, activist and 
painter.  
Out of Sth project provided each artist with a big wall for large-scale murals of their 
choice. There were festivities at the spot but also in the gallery, which supported spectators 
with information and site-seeing maps118. The personalities of the artists were not encrypted. 
Some of the cooperating street artists, like BLU, had already gained international recognition 
in the alternative art world. The building of the gallery was covered by large-scale graffiti 
painting, though it was presented on canvas and not painted directly on the wall. The outer 
surface of the gallery was the only spot where public displeasure intensified. On the front 
 
117 Those have been conditions at, for example, Out of Sth and ibug festivals. 
118 The author was part of a team connected to the organization of the festival in 2008. 
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wall of the gallery, large-scale work of radically controversial Peter Fuss was displayed. His 
Who killed Barack Obama (See pic. 13) was the only piece that got attacked and partly 
destroyed119.  
The title chosen by the BWA pointed out that the art out of recognition is a crucial 
matter of interest. The choice of the festival name – Out of Sth. Artyści Zewnętrzni (whereas 
the second, Polish part of the title is directly interpreted as “outer artists” or “sub-artists”) 
provided an essential voice in the discussion of the adequacy of presenting graffiti works as 
an art and in the artistic, devoted space. Thanks to the hosting body, from the first years of 
holding Out of Sth. Artyści Zewnętrzni festival, it was a topic in local media, including many 
interviews with partakers, critics, and scholars. The catalogue with the graphic, factorial 
documentation, and some other culture texts was published as a follow-up. Also, the English 
version was provided in order to ease spreading the news in other countries and cultural 
circles. The whole project was led several times and has received financial support from 
Ministerium for Heritage and National Culture as well as from city funds120. 
Due to the changes in the street art perception of the auction houses and exhibiting 
institutions, the year 2008 was significant for the street art world as few crucial challenges 
were presented to both fine art and alternative art world, official art trade, and general 
publicity. Street art made its presence visible and loud. Not only auction houses have shown 
official interest in graffiti, not only street art got a phenomenon important enough to become 
a part of a theme or art festival, but it also established a way to the galleries and museums. 
In consequence, also the development of the criticism on street art has taken on another angle 
by starting discussions on definitions and meanings caused by allegations of selling-out or 
institutionalization. 
Within last year’s festivals of street art, an increasingly more comprehensive 
approach by including scholar panels and different creative and informative workshops was 
presented. In contrast to previous years, there are also formal introductions of the 
organization which concentrated on live music and mural creation to interested participants. 
That has been the approach of the Iceland Airwaves Festival in Reykjavík in November 
2018, where diverse venues have been credited to host creativity, literature conferences, or 
 
119 Information about the Out of Sth. Artyści Zewnętrzni festival was gathered by the author through the direct 
experience as well as co-operation with BWA Awangarda Galerie Sztuki Współczesnej gallery. 
120 Out of Sth. Artyści Zewnętrzni. Exhibition catalogue, Wrocław 2008 
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live workshops121. The conference has been held for the fourth time, creating a space for 
networking, forming new connections, and exchanging ideas. Because of a geographical and 
cultural set of Iceland between two continents, the conference was meant to serve as a 
meeting point to highlight the possibility for the expansion of Icelandic culture abroad. The 
event in 2018 was open also to non-wrist band holders (people who did not purchase 
expensive festival tickets). Some panels were accessible only with personalized invitations. 
Discussions were open to all and including the following topics, among others: the process 
from poetry to lyrics, copyrights, safety issues, and background of festivals. Though in 2018 
the owner and organization of the festival have changed, the conference will continue to be 
held every year. 
Nuart team organizes street art festivals but also provides extensive possibilities of 
research exchange in their journal and within the organised events. Therefore, nuart would 
be crucial not only for the research on street art and Icelandic contemporary art, but it also 
set the standards to the most state-of-art and comprehensive academic approach towards 
street art. Nuart leads two activities that are notably difficult to combine: they organise 
graffiti festivals, workshops, and projects but also collect and publish ongoing research on 
street art. Susan Hansen, who is active on the Nuart team but holds the position of Head of 
Visual and Creative Methods Group at Middlesex University in London, underlines the 
importance of question if street art festivals can work with this ungoverned energy of the 
street122? Talking about the festivals of street art in general, she analyses if we must 
reorganize the street, which has a process of energy, erasing, recreating in the timeframe of 
the festival.  
 The difference between Nuart and other street art festivals seem to be encompassed 
in the extensive freedom given to partaking artists. Also, in opposition to other events, walls 
are not previously prepared. These events maintain the possibility of rule-breaking and 
recklessness within the more massive structure. Street art festivals should not create art to 
consume but to actively bind with the work on the street in the way that spectator was not 
expecting, says Martyn Reed on behalf of Nuart123. He also discusses the dilemma of 
curating street art festivals without really interfering and managing it. Leaving freedom to 
 
121 Information according to the experience and information collected by the author who participated in the 
event. 
122 According to nuart panel on Urban Creativity Conference 2019, Lund, Sweden and private talks with the 
author. 
123 Reed, Martin, Hansen, Susan, The ethics of un-curating, Urban Creativity Conference 2019, Lund, Sweden 
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the artist by just providing some space for graffiti presents no efficient solution as the 
question of financial support becomes unaddressed. Together with Susan Hansen, they agree 
that not all can stay under control, as “usually controlled art is unravelling.”124 Nuart festivals 
put pressure on using “now” in the particular moment, not to leave it to expand later. Reed 
states that graffiti reminds “narcissistic practices which need a level of freedom, particularly 
on the street.”125 
 On the other hand, the very dynamic team of Nuart street art and music festivals put 
considerable pressure on publishing research with the multidisciplinary approach of 
watching this socio-cultural phenomenon from different angles. Nuart has a task of putting 
in writing certain research that is still ongoing and that allows young researchers to establish 
their name in the field. The main point though is to allow academic or para-academic 
discussion in writing by publishing ideas and directions of research that are not closed up 
yet. Nuart journal proposes deadlines for written applications twice a year in order to keep 
the ongoing exchange of thoughts on street art connected studies. 
 
 
5.2.1.2 Street art conferences 
 
 A similar approach to Open Call takes from the year 2019 on Pedro Soares Neves, 
organizer of the oldest and most attended street art conference in Lisbon, Portugal. In the 
beginning, 2014 onwards, the restriction concerning the conference was on the academic 
part. Now the conference welcomes multidisciplinary studies from art historians, 
sociologists, architects, and criminologists, among others. After the gathering in the year 
2014, resources were published in the book form, but the journals are freely downloadable 
in pdf format126. Publishing research, which refers to the previous works in the field, also 
establishes scientific dialog in writing. In 2017 conference began to be accompanied by the 
parallel activities in the context of the topic, similar to Nuart and Icelandic examples 
establishing a broader spectrum of active and passive experience of street art.  
Outstanding in the street art world was the initiative of establishing the “Theme”, a 
study at Pufendorf Institute at the Lund University in Sweden – a year-long project about the 
 
124 Ibidem 
125 Ibidem 
126 Pedro Soares Neves, Lisbon Street Art and Urban Creativity Conference and Journal, Urban Creativity 
Conference, Lund, Sweden, May 2019 
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issues around street art. Pufendorf Institute for Advanced Studies was appointed in order to 
enable researchers from different academic fields to come together and work on cutting edge 
definitions in particular fields. The Urban Creativity Theme took place in 2018- 2019. The 
project was constructed to operate for eight months, with an estimated finishing date in May 
2019, with Urban Creativity Conference as one of the closing-up events. The research was 
led in several faculties in the Institute, such as the Department of Arts and Cultural Sciences 
in the Division of Art History and Visual Studies, Faculties of Humanities and Theology, or 
Department of Sociology in Faculty of Social Sciences, both at the Lund University. Primary 
coordinators were Peter Bengtsen and Erik Hannerz.  
The re-definition of the phenomena connected to the street art world, seen in the 
name of the conference, is prominent. The most popular name used worldwide up to now 
was “street art” or “street art world”. The name Urban Creativity elicits the perception of 
artistic actions in the urban territory and adds to the ongoing debate regarding definitions 
and meaning of aspects of street art - as, for instance, graffiti presented in a closed, artistic 
area such as an official gallery. As stated in the call for papers, “Urban creativity is an 
umbrella term for a range of activities within, or in direct relation to, the city. These activities 
take place in different urban environments around the globe and strive to, or are perceived 
to strive to, intervene in how the spatial, temporal, political, and material aspects of urban 
life are communicated, interpreted, and acted upon. An essential characteristic of situated 
urban creative practices is that they push legal, moral and cultural boundaries by intervening 
and exploring alternative ways of using, producing, experiencing and understanding the 
city127”.  
Not only is the conference’s approach to urban creativity innovative, but the adopted 
format is also unusual. It tried to merge established presentations, group projects 
accompanied by the discussion on studies in progress, currently unpublished theses and book 
sections. There were writing workshops, smell walks, but also other creative interventions, 
workshops, in situ presentations in neighbouring cities. The combination of these elements 
inspires the research and ideas exchange throughout the assembly. 
The other international conference recognizing the importance of diverse scholarly 
and cultural attitudes towards urban art is REBEL STREETS: URBAN SPACE, ART, AND 
SOCIAL MOVEMENTS held at the University of Tours François Rabelais at the end of May 
 
127 Call for papers for Urban Creativity Conference, URL https://www.pi.lu.se/en/activities/UrbanCreativity 
(10.01.2019) 
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2019128. The assembly was organized around three main areas of interest: “Street art and 
everyday life in the city, Art and anti-gentrification resistance, Art and the urban social 
movements.”129  
The conference committee consisted of critical researchers from universities around 
the world, at the same time establishing further cooperation and academic exchange network. 
Presentations given in the conference concerned areas that until now were not linked to the 
burst of street art activity. Including Africa and Russia in the latest studies on urban creativity 
lets the light on the other aspects of graffiti that wasn’t previously recognized until now. As 
stated in the presentation of the conference proposition, the aim of art in the reconstruction 
of urban space is duplex. On the one hand, and arguably liberal attitude insists on the role of 
art as an integral factor in capitalism, turning it into a source of financial profit, in the forms 
of touristic attractions and investments related to property value130. It seems, however, that 
art is not drastically significant in the gentrification of cities as it used to be in the past. 
Instead, it acts as the response and the product of unequal visibility of urban art in the city 
landscape.  
The emphasis of the concept is placed on the neoliberalism and political environment 
in which urban creativity presents a sophisticated form of globalization, cultural hybridity, 
and plurality in contemporary daily life. This demands an active approach to spectating and 
continues gaining the power of redefinition and the ability to widen the borders of new forms 
of political cooperation. Participants were asked to examine the idea of aesthetic 
reconfiguration of the neoliberal city, which not only allows for a hegemonic restructuring 
of the urban environment but also facilitates the growth of counter-hegemonic resistance. 
The target scholar group encompassed all humanities and social sciences131. In the scientific 
committee, researchers from across Europe continuously grapple with the phenomena of 
graffiti, street art, and, lastly, urban creativity over the last years of the rapid discipline 
development.  
 The aim of assemblies is to incorporate the most significant possible number of 
perspectives and approaches and to connect theoretical research with field study. Every three 
years, there is a Nordik conference organized for art historians and held in one of the Nordic 
Countries. The last assembly in the year 2018 was held in Copenhagen under the name no 
 
128 Retrieved from Conference Web Site, URL https://rebelstreet.sciencesconf.org/ (14.01.2019) 
129 Ibidem 
130 Ibidem 
131 Ibidem 
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title. The academic approach of widening the range of views on the topic was extended here 
to the possible maximum by settling literary no borders for presented themes. Until now, 
each event had given a scope of research to be presented. 
Nevertheless, in 2018, Nordik was open to all kinds of study, under the only hint: 
“subjects should, however, pertain to Nordic countries to some degree, by either 
incorporating them explicitly or by focusing on studies, practices or events currently taking 
place here. The title of the conference bears legacy to Modernism by rejecting the use of a 
title in light of a contemporary art culture which commends it”132. Unfortunately, the 
resources from Nordik conferences are not available in written form. The online archive 
provides some information about previous years’ events, yet the given data is brief and 
lacking specific detail.  
 
 
5.2.1.3. Street art museums 
 
The year 2008 proved to be extraordinary in the manner of allowing street art to take 
place among other art types in auction houses, galleries, museums, and festivals. About a 
decade earlier, some of the street art active artists aroused similar interest as those 
representing other movements. The passion for collecting art works, including street art 
works, rises as the financial value and the predictions for it do. Yet, the placement of graffiti 
and murals is inevitably connected to their original location. Paraphrasing Slavoj Žižek, 
street art taken out of its original location, even as a sign of the most important and valuable 
processes in time, when put in different circumstances, loses most of the power133. 
The position of graffiti seems to get established culturally all over the world, among 
people of all ages. Still, reactions do vary, and there is a rather lengthy response to some of 
the graffiti works and murals. However, the responses or disapproval do not stem from the 
prejudice to street art per se, but more to the topics shown in the artwork. Another set of 
crucial factors shape contemporary urban art: politics and finances played through tourism 
and advertisement.  
 
132 Nordik Conference 2018, URL http://nordicarthistory.org/conference/call-for-session-proposals 
(14.11.2019) 
133 Slavoj Žižek’s opinion on the movie Children of Men, as quoted by Peter Bengtsen (Bengtsen 2016). 
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 It was only a matter of time before street art would become present also in closed 
spaces. As described in the chapter on institutionalization, the attraction works in both 
directions. Sometimes graffiti is pulled into the curated space in order to present, expand, 
change, or stabilize the role of the organization or to gain financial means. Sometimes artists 
previously acting just in urban space find their reasons to extend their creativity towards 
artworks that may be presented in the museum, like Sara Riel with the exhibition Memento 
Mori,134 but possibly they create indoor specific artworks – like Banksy’s initiative to 
“bomb” Tate Modern with his works, placing them in the gallery without previous 
permission135 or put works already prepared for other purposes in the closed gallery space – 
like street art works done at festivals and put in the exhibiting space in the Urban Nation 
museum in Berlin136. The natural evolution of these tendencies is the creation of a museum 
devoted to street art. The Walled Off Hotel made by Banksy, a monument of his glory, may 
well serve as one of the examples of space created by purpose to present and sell artworks 
connected to the experience of “streetness.” All the spectrum of social reasons and 
consequences of the public’s interest in this procedure will remain out of the scope of this 
work as they do not directly correspond with Icelandic street art and in itself, constitute a 
broader topic for scholars. However, the idea of changing, luring or accepting street artists 
in the closed gallery space is also valid and very natural in Iceland137.  
 There are a few types of exhibition spaces hosting street art scenes. Banksy’s hotel 
is one of them, combining street art within service-providing space. Graffiti items, products 
inspired or made by him, fill the rooms of The Walled Off Hotel in Bethlehem. By entering 
the premises, due to the safety precautions, the spectator lives in a world made of, by, and 
through street art138. The idea is related to the funfairs or amusement parks with the other 
default customer. 
 A different type of street art museum is the one hosted by Urban Nation in Berlin. It 
is an organization or team139 working on delivering street art on different levels and creating 
ultimate artistic experience. Urban Nation first held street art festivals where music and 
graffiti artists were invited to present their ouvre. This connection was probably the 
 
134 See Chapter 6.5.3 Sara Riel, page 125 
135 Radłowska 2009 
136 See Chapter 6.7.2 Urban Nation, page 148 
137 More information on Icelandic approach may be found in the Chapter 6 Icelandic Street Art, page 83. 
138 Walled Off Hotel website, URL /walledoffhotel.com/questions.html (29.08.2019) 
139 There is no specific name provided in the accessible materials and direct queries were left without 
response. 
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inspiration for the Wall Poetry project led by Urban Nation in Reykjavík in the years 2015 
and 2016. Furthermore, in Berlin, there is a museum for street art that presents this type of 
creativity as it would have been in case of any other fine art movement. Space is open for 
spectators after voluntary donation. Walls of the ground floor are mainly decorated with 
large-scale paintings that were made in the festivals (See pic. 14). The proper description in 
German and English is provided, and museum staff is eager to help and talk to visitors. The 
walls connecting floors are decorated with colourful spray cans, which create almost 
mathematical patterns reminiscent of rainbows (See pic. 15-16). There is an exposition of 
different brush shapes and sizes, as well as tools needed by graffiti artists and muralists to 
go through all the project stages. The second floor contains an exposition of smaller scale 
works and sculptures hanging from the ceiling reminding graffiti artists at work. There is 
also a library with books on the topic which is available to the publicity on request. Urban 
Nation also offers scholarships or grants for interested graffiti artists in the form of free 
accommodation, working materials, and some wages. According to their information, until 
October 2019 16 artists took this opportunity in frames of Fresh A.I.R. initiative140. 
Urban Nation became an organization that covers all areas of “streetartness”. 
Nevertheless, by delivering all bits to the publicity, it seems to take away the elementary 
sense of street art freedom. Doubtlessly, the effort put into presentation of street art to the 
public will always entail losing some of the initial qualities or intentions of it. However, in 
the street art museums, there are different solutions implemented in a variety of locations. 
The Scandinavian approach of more freedom for street art, even when it needs official 
approval, results in another type of street art museum. Pärra Andreasson birthed the idea of 
Hangaren, which is an art hall used for graffiti. He obtained the previous shed to allocate 
the particular wall-part to the artists. As already discussed, also here there is an element of 
curating the space through granting an assessed space to an individual artist. The walls differ 
in size and location, and Andreasson is the one to decide about ultimate division. While 
taking on the functionalities and necessary duties of maintenance, he is leaving a broad 
spectrum of freedom to the collaborating artists141. Not only inner but also outer walls of the 
hangar are subject to be (re-)painted on (See pic.17). Artists are either contacted by 
Andreasson or most often are reaching out to him in order to participate in his project. The 
ideas must be submitted before the work begins, and the tools are to be brought along by the 
 
140 For the first time published on Facebook in October 2019, then also on the Urban Nation website, URL 
https://urban-nation.com/artist-in-residence-scholarships/ (12.12.2019) 
141 Pärra Andreasson, Presentation with Q & A panel in Hangaren, 16.05.2019, Malmö, 
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artist. As an active artist and graffiti artist himself, Andreasson has an idea of traveling art 
academies with roots in gypsy communities. Artists moving around would leave an artistic 
signature while spreading ideas and being inspired by hopper-on of this graffiti caravan142. 
 
 
5.2.2 Material published in book forms 
 
 As described in the sections above, at the moment, there are a number of digitally 
accessible articles and books concerning street art. A decade ago, the presence of street art 
on the fine art scene was also mirrored in some books, albums, and other publications on 
street art. Many of them contained photographic material only, but there were also 
publications of interviews with artists led by the people from the artistic environments who 
got some connections to the inner circles. Among the most essential authors or material 
collectors were Cedar Lewishon and Tristan Manco143. Within the years, other names of 
researchers with academic background got into the field. 
Nevertheless, the same methods of study or even publishing the current state of 
research, as in the case of older artistic styles do not apply to street art. As set out throughout 
this thesis, the role of always expanding and fluctuating scope of academic interest means 
that the perspectives and applied approach on this topic are in the on-going change process. 
Furthermore, the development of internet and online tools and platforms speeds up the 
process of sharing research results and allows people of the same interests to engage in a 
real-time discussion on graffiti and street art, which also often lasts in unchanged form for 
just a short time.  
Not only academics but also journalists or sympathizers or artists themselves publish 
their study and collected photographic and video materials in the form of articles, blogs, 
tweets, posts, status updates, or even traditional paperbacks. In the Bombing Scene, an online 
store providing all the items connected to urban creativity, from tools to books, there are 227 
theoretical positions on graffiti and 128 on street art144. On the academic exchange platform 
Academia, there are 658 positions containing street art in the title and more than 470 000 
 
142 Ibidem 
143 Radłowska 2009 
144 Bookstore in online store Bombing Platform, URL https://shop.bombingscience.com/medias/graffiti-
books?limit=all (02.11.2019) 
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that refer to street art to some extent145. Urban art is in the title of 440 more papers and is 
mentioned in almost 545 000. Papers with graffiti in the title reach the number of 1600. 
Searching for street art publication in the Saxon State and University Library Dresden 
(SLUB) gives 2030 results, urban art 3670, and graffiti 3179146. These numbers are just an 
example of the number of publications on the topic. As street art keeps on growing and 
varying, so does the research. Thus, there is no possibility of grasping the number of written 
studies on this topic. State of research or previously published voices in the discussion needs 
to be established for each issue in the ”streetartness” field for itself. 
 
 
5.2.3 Online accessible articles and reviews, blogs 
 
The rapid change of approach towards pre-defined academic disciplines reflects the 
ongoing process of public and scholar perception of street art. This is one of the most viable 
and changeable areas of growth, as the tools used to create, publish and globally discuss 
street art develop at the speed of mouse-click or as long as it takes to upload pictures on the 
internet, submit a blog entry, or send an email. Apart from live events followed usually by 
publications in local media and information on leading Internet platforms, some related 
descriptive and current critics of the ongoing social matters are shared in the real time in 
social media. The events are put mainly on Facebook, thanks to designed event pages but 
also through shares, comments, and public profile information of the leaders. On Instagram, 
where the pictures are published, and the search engine works quickly through tagging, and 
Twitter, where information is posted in brief form, indicating relevant, exciting, or shocking 
news. Naturally, depending on the local society's construction as well as the group involved 
and targeted, the use of social media platforms will vary, nonetheless leaving three named 
portals in the very leading positions. As for the event taking place or connected to Iceland, 
all of them are widely and popularly used147. 
Viktor Gjengaar underlines the role of the computerization of street art. Projects of 
murals are scanned and printed out even before the artist starts working on a particular piece. 
 
145 Searching engine for “street art” at Academia platform, URL 
https://www.academia.edu/people/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&q=street+art (14.11.2019) 
146 Search for given terms in the SLUB database on 14.11.2019, URL https://www.slub-
dresden.de/en/search/databases/ (14.11.2019) 
147 See note 166 on Internet usage in Iceland. 
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Also, the process and final effect are crowned by the printouts. All of the steps taken in the 
real world have their extension on the internet148. The process of creation may be sometimes 
better documented than the final piece. The danger of disappearing from the street does not 
exist in an online environment, as the complete deleting of once published material is 
impossible. Sources may get hidden or archived, yet with the proper professional tool, the 
content once put online, may be always tracked down149. 
 After placing graffiti or street art piece in public space, the artist loses control over 
it. There are a few easily predictable scenarios. Removal of artwork from the street is the 
most feared one, whereas interfering with the picture is one of the most often happening. 
The evanescence of graffiti and murals is part of the risk taken by the creator. This artistic 
impulse also serves often as the first sentence spoken out in the discussion, opening some 
dialogue. The means of leading this conversation vary as well - from other painters with a 
spray can and own comment or an idea to add – to the spectators who defend or destroy a 
piece of art. The community, in frames of which graffiti was painted, often feels responsible 
for the artwork, again – by removing or preserving it, and hence adding the value to it. Susan 
Hansen leads her street art study in Australia based on the video and photo material retrieved 
throughout the time. An example of the mural from Sydney with George Michael's image, 
which residents actively interfered with, is based on the documentation of changes that this 
picture was undergoing for the two years150. The weak security of urban space is well-known 
to artists. To quote one of the artists, Samuel Francois in the interview with Joanna 
Stembalska admits, that his goal “is above all to preach transitory art of which spontaneity 
and de-casualisation of the images are the base.”151 
Furthermore, importance is to be given to the meaning of publicly accessed space 
owned privately. In the light of the right to free assembly and usage of such space in artistic 
activities, one observes overtaking space previously freely used by street artists, like 
skateparks and industrial areas, by the municipal organs. The aim of authorities seems to be 
set by attracting publicity, taking financial advantage of the artistically transformed space. 
Sometimes the goal is also to use given space and art for social or resumption programs. 
Eventually, in the process of re-definition and cataloguing (if possible), the relationship 
 
148 Presentation and Q & A panel in Urban Creativity Conference, May 2019, Lund, Sweden 
149 Fineman, Meredith, What We Post Online Is Forever, and We Need a Reminder, [in:] inc., 24.11.2014, URL 
https://www.inc.com/meredith-fineman/what-we-post-online-is-forever-and-we-need-a-reminder.html 
(14.02.2020) 
150 Susan Hansen talks to the author at the Lund Creativity 2019, Sweden 
151 Out of Sth. Artyści Zewnętrzni. Exhibition catalogue, Wrocław 2008 
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between urban creativity, technology, and social media, as well as relationship to the local 
authorities, has to be taken into account. The innovation of graffiti is not what street artists 
are acting on, but how are they doing it. Eventually, in the philosophical sense, the 
evanescence of “streetartness” means that there is nothing left except energy to go and evolve 
further.  
 
 
5.3 Icelandic art 
 
 Due to the history of the country, for centuries, Icelanders had to concentrate on 
survival. They were oppressed and struggling for life, food, shelter, and dignity. The nation, 
which had to sustain and preserve their identity under the rule of foreigners, did so though 
maintaining beliefs, rituals, and stories. For ages, crafts and little scale self-made objects 
were only areas where Icelandic artistic creativity could have existed at all152. In the second 
part of the 19th century, Icelanders raised their voice in order to demand access to higher 
education. Háskóli Íslands, the University of Iceland, was founded by the Alþingi, Icelandic 
parliament, on 17th June 1911153. 
It took further decades for art to become a discipline of theoretical academic interest. 
The collection of art was initiated at the University in 1980, and the Listaháskóli Íslands, 
Iceland University of the Arts, was founded in 1998. Different museums took over the role 
of spreading knowledge about art. Þjóðminjasafn Íslands, the National Museum of Iceland 
was founded in 1863 and Listasafn Íslands, National Gallery of Iceland, twenty years later. 
The largest institution for art in Iceland, Listasafn Reykjavíkur, Reykjavík Art Museum, 
 
152 Dagsdóttir, Úlfhildur, Eysteinsson, Ástríður, Icelandic Prose Literature, 1940 – 2000, [in:] A history of 
Icelandic literature, ed. Neijmann, Daisy, Nebraska 2006, p. 404 – 407 In the introduction to the history of 
Icelandic prose after 1940, Dagsdóttir and Eysteinsson describe the political, social and cultural factors that 
implemented the need for identity search and preservation. Similar topic with the focus on the conditions for 
the architecture development addresses Pétur H Ármannsson in his essay on Icelandic architecture: 
Ármannsson, Pétur H, “The mountains are their castles”. Contemporary architecture and local traditions in 
Iceland, [in:] Iceland and Architecture? Frankfurt am Main 2011, p. 11 – 35 Monika Kirloskar-Steinbach, Dr. in 
Philosophy from University of Lake Constance, explains the connections and factors that create national 
identity and group: Kirloskar-Steinbach, Monika, National Identity: Belonging to a Cultural Group? Belonging 
to a Polity, [in:] JSRI No. 8 / Summer 2004 
153 Seelow, Atli Magnus. Die moderne Architektur in Island in der ersten Hälfte des 20. Jahrhunderts. 
Transferprozesse zwischen Adaptation und Eigenständigkeit, Nürnberg 2011, p. 34 Seelow describes also the 
historz of the main occurences in the history of the country (p. 29 - 39) and writes about the difficulties for 
the Icelandic nation to create and develop architecture (p. 15 – 28 and 107 -109). While the author‘s main 
interest lies in architecture, circumstances that he talks about and the ways of obtaining education access, 
remain same for other arts. 
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opened in 1973. In the same year also erected Kjarvalsstaðir and Ásmundarsafn, two 
branches of Reykjavík Art Museum devoted to the artists whose name they carry154.  
There are multiple other museums in Iceland, yet they present collections connected 
to local culture and heritage rather than (modern) art. The institutions mentioned above took 
the task of publishing the first research on Icelandic art. As discussed already, mostly, the 
publications are available in the local language. However, within the time, other tongues 
have been supported as well. At present, books, albums, and studies are put out to the market 
in dual language versions or with the translation  provided155. Still, the positions of highest 
importance and influence are prepared locally and meant for the local community, though 
the transposition is not given. For example, a study published in the year 2019 on the history 
of Icelandic museums, is accessible just in Icelandic156. It was supervised by Sigurjón Baldur 
Hafsteinsson, professor of museum studies at the Háskóli Íslands, and presents 25 different 
museums in the country. As Hlynur Helgason, professor of Art History at Háskóli Íslands 
notices, the book is “very democratic” as the same space is given to each mentioned 
exhibition space, no matter size, history and influence157. 
Listasafn Reykjavíkur, along with all the branches devoted to modern art and the 
Háskóli Íslands are the leading publishers of research on Icelandic art. Taking into 
consideration the young age of discipline, limited academic possibilities, and language 
curtailments, the study on Icelandic sculpture is already very advanced. Also, painters of the 
19th  and 20th centuries have an extensive bibliography accompanying exhibitions of their 
works in multiple museums in the capital area and Akureyri. All branches of Listasafn 
Reykjavíkur and Háskóli Íslands are among the most active publishing bodies. In both 
locations, there are also open free libraries with books and albums. Other places with art 
theory collection are Þjóðskjalasafn Íslands, National Archive, and Norræna húsið, Nordic 
House of Alvar Aalto project. The library in the second one only contains books in the 
Nordic languages written by Nordic authors, except there are no books by Icelandic authors 
in Icelandic, only translations of their works to other Nordic languages. 
 
154 See previous note but also Listasafn Reykjavíkur website, URL https://listasafnReykjavíkur.is/um-safnid 
and Þjóðminjasafn Íslands Frá 19. öld til nútímans on the website of National Museum of Iceland, URL 
https://www.thjodminjasafn.is/stofnunin/um-safnid/saga-safnsins/ 
155 Study of the publications in the libraryies of Reykjavík museums. 
156 Saga listasafna á Íslandi, ed. Sigurjón Baldur Hafsteinsson, Reykjavík 2019 
157 Interview with Hlynur Helgason on 04.10.2019 in Reykjavík 
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There are some publications on abstract and expressionist art in Reykjavík with 
English translation included in the volume158. Some years earlier, in 1987, the same topic 
was picked up by the team of Kjarvalsstaðir und published under the same title – Íslensk 
abstraktlist. This is a broader descriptive publication on the topic, set together on the 
example of the paintings and sculptures shown at the museum – yet, just for an Icelandic 
speaking reader. A similar attitude presents a short but informative book on Icelandic 
sculpture of the first half of the 20th  century, Íslensk Höggmyndalist 1900-1950, also 
published by Kjarvalstaðir in the year 1990. Reykjavík held at this time, along with eight 
other cities, the name of the European City of Culture.  
The hardcover publications about modernism, abstract art, especially sculpture, 
present the most established position among research on modern art. There are few books 
on the faces of abstractionism in Iceland, but the most significant interest lies in Erró 
(*1932). The Reykjavík Art Museum holds an exhibition of his works on one whole floor, 
and there are other display spaces, including outdoors in Reykjavík, where his works are to 
be seen. There are many publications on Erró’s artworks. This artist of different influences 
combines his Icelandic heritage with a home in France and love to Chinese political art. His 
pieces root in pop art, cartoons and are deeply soaked in the totalitarianism of Mao. Among 
many books, multiple positions contain artist’s works and sketches159. Materials on Erró are 
usually available in Icelandic and English, but a large number of sources are in French as 
well, as the artist lived in France for over 50 years. Due to his connections to China, materials 
in Chinese or supported by Chinese political bodies are also not rare. 
The blurring borders in contemporary art results in a difficulty to set any unmovable 
divisions: not a cultural one, geographic one, nor aesthetics are considered as a determinant. 
With the reputation of uniqueness160, Icelandic artists are gaining international recognition 
and fame, which is also followed by written publications on their activities. As Olafur 
Eliasson and Ragnar Kajrtansson found their place of The Guardian’s list of most influential 
artists of the 21st century161, there are albums and studies published on their art.  
 
158 Íslensk abstraktlist – Endurskoðun (Icelandic abstract art – under review), Reykjavík1995 
159 Some of which are: erró. Designs/drawings 1948 – 2008 before, now and after, Paris 2010, erró. Easy is 
interesting, Paris 1993 or booklets published on the occasion of some exhibition – erró, Reykjavík1989 
160 See Chapter 8 “Icelandness?”, page 187. 
161 Fountaine, Andie, Two Icelanders On Top 25 Artists Of 21st Century List, One Of Them In Top Spot, [in:] The 
Reykjavík Grapevine, 17.09.2019, URL https://grapevine.is/news/2019/09/17/two-icelanders-on-top-25-
artists-of-21st-century-list-one-of-them-in-top-spot/ (22.09.2019)  
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Among others, there is an impressive descriptive album on Ragnar Kjartansson 
(*1976), concerning artist’s works throughout his career in the last decades162. For the first 
time published in London on the occasion of Reykjavík’s museum exhibition of the artists, 
has been republished the following year in Iceland, in Icelandic and English. A detailed 
description of the background as well as of the single projects, philosophical background, 
far-reaching photo materials from different sources are the best values of this book.  
Publications of Listasafn Reykavíkur are of a variety of topics, nevertheless mostly 
they are booklets made after shows on a similar theme. The editions are made in different 
languages, with Icelandic leading. Exhibitions catalogues are often published in the language 
of the artist or curator of the display. For example, an exhibition titled Dedale by Pierre 
Coulibeuf curated in 2009 by Gaudencio Fidelis was published in English and Portuguese 
with glossary also in French. There are no catalogues online presenting publications or 
offering the possibility of ordering some of the positions. 
Sustainable editions also follow special events. For example, after Sommer in Bonn 
event in the year 1993, the publication zeit. Sichten on Icelandic art made by women was 
published in cooperation with Listasafn Reykjavíkur, Frauen Museum in Bonn, and the 
Culture Office of the Bonn City. The publication contains a brief description of the 
background as well as the introduction of the artists and rich black and white photo material. 
There is a similar publication in Spanish, presenting briefly contemporary Icelandic art – Art 
contemporani d’Islandia. Des dels confins de la terra published by Listasafn Reykjavíkur in 
2004. The one following the exhibition Time. Suspend your flight, which took place first in 
Bergen, Norway, then in Reykjavík, was published in three respective languages in one book 
by the Museum of Bergen in 2000.  
The most current situation is shown in the descriptive publication with rich picture 
material following the exhibition under the title Draumar um ægifegurð í íslenskri 
samtímalist. Dreams of the sublime and nowhere in the contemporary Icelandic art163. The 
latest art research is still very vague and seldom gets a separate volume. Mostly the articles 
accompanying some exhibitions contain the most substantial part of the written word on the 
matter. Until recently, there was a magazine called BLATT BLAÐ, a regular Icelandic 
publication issued in three languages, next to Icelandic also in English and German. It held 
open calls for all authors for the following issues. The submissions were to be mailed to 
 
162 Ragnar Kjartansson, ed. L. Hasham, London 2016 / Reykjavík2017  
163 Draumar um ægifegurð í íslenskri samtímalist. Dreams of the sublime and nowhere in the contemporary 
Icelandic art, Reykjavík 2008 
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Hlynur Hallson, the curator and editor of the book as well as an Iceland born artist stationing 
between Berlin and Akureyri in Northern Iceland, where he held courses for local University. 
As the information on his website states, the magazine “was founded in 1994. It is made (…) 
like ‘Magazin for everything’ by Dieter Roth published for years”164. The journal contained 
a mostly pictorial presentation of the artworks. Seldom there was also some text, giving the 
ideas of what was going on in the art scene, unfortunately with no further insight on it. 
Unluckily, in late 2019 the email address got dismantled and the automatic answer says that 
Hallsson does not read his post anymore and the email account is to be closed soon165. 
 There was some research on the contemporary picture art in Iceland, welcomed in 
the artistic circles of Ultima Thule. The author of this thesis studied the works of Hugleikur 
Dagsson (*1977) on the background of Icelandic society for her Master thesis166. At some 
point, there were advanced talks about the possibility of publication of collected materials 
in Iceland, but eventually, they were not finalised. 
 
 
5.4 Street art in Reykjavík 
 
From the last quarter of the 20th century towards the first decade of 21st, Iceland has 
been inhabited by roughly 250 000 people, whereas almost 70% of them live in the capital 
area. These numbers have been constantly but slowly growing at the pace of circa 1,7% per 
year reaching the number of 339 000 in 2019167. With a small population related to one 
another and not a broad scene for spectacular happenings, each occurrence is identified by 
the media as an event. Media, especially newspapers, are very active and pick up on every 
available topic worth mentioning in small talk. The sources on ongoing local life have 
become of considerable size, though due to the regional specifics, default group, the author 
characteristics, and education, such queues are merely informative, and their qualitative 
features have to remain questionable. Street art is one of such vital occurrences in the life of 
Reykjavík or other small towns; therefore, it is often mentioned in the daily delivered 
 
164 Hallsson, Hlynur, Blatt Blað, URL http://www.hallsson.de/blattblad.html (03.10.2019) 
165 As for 03.10.2019 
166 Rose, Joanna Zofia, Twórczość Hugleikura Dagssona na tle współczesnego społeczestwa islandzkiego, 
Master Thesis at University of Wroclaw, Poland, 2010 
167According to World Population Review, URL http://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/iceland-
population/, (01.10.2019)  
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newspaper. The main point of interest of the journalist remains an occurrence of a new piece 
on some walls with no further information provided. 
The development of the tourism industry in the first decade of the 21st century 
brought two significant changes to the Icelandic cultural scene. Since Iceland was gaining 
popularity also in artistic circles, around 2005 – 2006 there was a boom of street art activities 
in the canvas of Reykjavík. Foreign artists have been coming on traveling purposes, and 
some were relocating due to family matters constructing at the same time a new net of artistic 
connotations. Graffiti and street artists were very active – primarily those spending in Iceland 
just a set time, but their example and activities were picked up on by the residents. That 
inducted some further changes which are discussed in this dissertation. At this point, the 
importance is connected to the local press picking on the occurrence of graffiti and street art 
as well and the need for adjustment to the local speaking default group.  
 
 
5.4.1 The Reykjavík Grapevine 
 
In 2003 the influence-making magazine The Reykjavík Grapevine was published for 
the first time. As per year 2017, The Reykjavík Grapevine was self-described as “a free 
alternative magazine in English published 21 times a year; four times (monthly) during the 
off-season period of November-February and 17 times (bi-weekly) between March and 
October. (…) The magazine covers everything Iceland-related, with a special focus on news-
related events, human interest stories, music, culture, food, travel, and events. ”168. Within 
the years, The Reykjavík Grapevine has become a primary source of reliable information on 
all cultural activities in Iceland, having published short notes on the ongoing happenings as 
well as longer, descriptive articles providing a lot of background information on the artistic 
scene. The materials are available in paper form of a magazine but also online and on 
Facebook. According to the staff, not all digitally accessible information was published in 
the paper form169. The huge value of this source material lies in lengthy interviews with 
artists and on the spot reports on the cultural activities and occurrences in Iceland. Ongoing 
registration of all the artistic activity is advantageous for both local scene and tourists but 
also exchange students and field researchers or interested people with no or little Icelandic 
 
168 About [in:] The Reykjavík Grapevine, 03.02.2017, URL https://grapevine.is/about/ (14.10.2019) 
169 Email correspondence with Valur Grettisson, 14.12.2018 
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skills. The magazine has been led by Icelanders mostly, but due to the default reader, the 
level of used spoken English language is very high, full of idioms and colloquial expressions. 
The difference in nationalities and backgrounds of the reporters working for The Reykjavík 
Grapevine enriches the perspective and points towards the more neutral view of Iceland 
specific events, which adds value to the materials published as the source for research in this 
work.  
The Reykjavík Grapevine is published and widely distributed in Iceland to different 
locations like pubs, cultural institutions, but also gas stations, making news-spreading 
accessible to everyone. International orders and shipping worldwide options are also given. 
All the archive numbers are also available as PDFs online. 
 
The articles on Icelandic street art are mainly published by The Reykjavík Grapevine 
magazine and have their value in the interview’s material. The reporters, residents in 
Reykjavík, have good access to the residents as well as the credibility earned already though 
local recognition. The risk of any legal or artistic consequences derived from the publishing 
is almost non-existent as the magazine is made for the English-speaking Icelanders, 
exchange students and researchers or tourists, none of whom would have any interest in 
bringing the matters further170. Due to the Icelandic specifics, even if that were a case, it 
would be probably followed up on in no time171. The artists in Iceland are painting on the 
street with social agreement and understanding of the officials.  
 
 
5.4.2 Online sources: personal blogs, tourist information, social media accounts 
 
As discussed on previous pages, online sources are core materials for all the 
information on street art, with Iceland being no exception. Additionally, in this manner, the 
tourism industry is playing a very noticeable role in spreading the world on Icelandic street 
art. It may be seen from two perspectives, both of them similarly meaningful. Icelanders are 
presenting their assets on the Internet in order to bring attention to their country and 
consequently to add income on both personal and broader, community or country level. 
 
170 See also description of social recognition and response to graffiti and street art in Iceland in Chapter 7 The 
official and social approach towards street art in Iceland, page 173. 
171 See also the course of events with the police described in the Chapter 6.2 Hlíðargöngin as the first scene 
for Icelandic street art, page 90. 
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Personal and business blogs and entries on social platforms are very popular. On the other 
hand, visitors to this nevertheless unique location find street art in the picturesque nature an 
exceptional experience. They document existing and changing street art scenes and spread 
the material on different online platforms. While the second one is rather just informative 
picture substance aiming to display own experiences, the first perspective, as the one which 
aims to bring the attention and profit, seems to be presenting, welcoming, and revealing.  
According to data published by Morgunblaðið, one of two primary information 
sources for Iceland, in summer 2019, the use of social media by Icelanders is much more 
common than in other European countries. In Iceland, 91 % of all population are active social 
media users while the average in Europe lies by 56%172. From 2009 until 2019 Icelanders 
have been using mostly Facebook (number of people increasing from over 50% in 2009 
rapidly in 2012 to about 82 % and falling gradually to 77% in 2019), Pinterest, Instagram, 
Twitter, and Tumblr173. Private people document and show in social media  murals’ 
photographs and the process of creation, including difficulties on the way. It has limited 
academic adequacy and may serve mainly as the picture material, context and the way to 
observe the social acceptance of the issues connected to graffiti and street art in Iceland, 
which as an issue of social studies, extend the scope of this dissertation.  
Nevertheless, among the personal blogs and tourist-oriented pages, some drive closer 
attention due to the published material or offers for visitors. After closing down the 
Hjartagarðurinn graffiti scene in Reykjavík in 2012 and the bloom of large-scale murals in 
frames of Wall Poetry festivals in 2015 and 2016, there have been some articles or feuilletons 
published on touristic and influencer’ websites. While undiscussable helpful in spreading 
the news and images about art and providing for the financial success, they must be seen 
also as a source material needed in the research in the street art field.   
On the informative touristic page Guide to Iceland, there is an elaborated article 
written by Salvör Bergmann on street art and the history of graffiti in Reykjavík in the 21st 
century174. Bergmann was working for the portal as a freelancer for over a year. She 
graduated in cinematography at Háskóli Íslands and thus could have provided one of the best 
 
172 Hafstað, Notkun samfélags-miðla mest á Íslandi [in:] Morgunblaðið, 01.07.2019, URL 
https://www.mbl.is/frettir/innlent/2019/07/01/notkun_samfelagsmidla_mest_a_islandi/ (14.10.2019) 
173 Social Media Stats Iceland, 2009 – 2019, [in:] GlobalStats, URL https://gs.statcounter.com/social-media-
stats/all/iceland/#yearly-2009-2019 (14.10.2019) 
174 Bergmann, Salvör, Graffiti and Street Art in Reykjavík, [in:] Guide to Iceland, August 2018 URL 
https://guidetoiceland.is/Reykjavík-guide/street-art-in-Reykjavík-icelandic-guide-to-urban-graffiti 
(15.10.2019) 
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summaries of Reykjavík graffiti up to now, based on her academic research skills. 
Unfortunately, the article is not dated. According to the material accessible online and 
information revealed by the author in private correspondence, it was published in August 
2018175. It is based on the guided graffiti walks which were offered to tourists between 2015 
and 2018 by private parties and street art connoisseurs. It contains the theory of street art as 
well as some information on the beginnings of graffiti in Iceland, through the milestones in 
the last 20 years, towards the current state of walls in Reykjavík in 2018. It also includes 
video materials from Vimeo and Youtube portals, added by private people, and good quality 
picture material from all the essential occurrences on Icelandic street art of the last 20 years. 
The author focuses on murals, but the definition of tags is expanded on graffiti writing with 
name-motif or those signed with a tag. Although the information on factual and academic 
importance was provided, the style of the paper is very narrative and chatty, since it is 
published and defaulted to the tourist-reader. However, as already stated, the free writing 
style is excused by the nature of the topic and methodology. In this case, the default group 
and publishing way are also considerable factors. 
Mural Festival176 page provides a similar summary of the Icelandic street art scene 
and history in milestones. The overview from the time of Jói in the Tunnel until the Wall 
Poetry project is given, as well as the photographic material with credits to I heart Reykjavík, 
another page led by an Icelandic couple connected to the local art scene. Whereas the info 
given by the Mural Festival is taken from few other sources and is very repetitive, both 
quelles provide information and offer so-called graffiti walks, which becomes a more and 
more popular way of gaining popularity and financial benefits. 
I heart Reykjavík is a company led by Auður Ösp and Hrannar, which grew from a 
personal blog of a culture lover into a company offering different insider's tips for tourists 
in Iceland as well as the first Walking Tour in Reykjavík. The article on street art that 
concentrates on the Wall Poetry project177, was written just after the first edition has been 
closed up and contains good quality pictures along with the materials retrieved from the 
artists or organizations. It also includes a compilation of map-locations of particular murals 
 
175 According to the information provided by the author on social media, regarding her employment chart. 
176 #Traveltuesday: Reykjavík, [in:] Mural Festival, 12.03.2018 URL https://muralfestival.com/traveltuesday-
Reykjavík/ (17.10.2019) 
177 Ösp, Auður, Street Art in Reykjavík: Wall Poetry, [in:] I heart Reykjavík, 14.10.2015, URL 
https://www.iheartReykjavík.net/2015/10/street-art-in-Reykjavík-wall-poetry/ (28.10.2019) 
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and a playlist of the songs, which served as an inspiration for the wall pictures. It is possible 
to book a personalized graffiti tour as well.  
The Wall Poetry project raised much attention and was widely described in all 
depicted media as well as the materials published by Urban Nation organization and museum 
in Berlin. The articles on the matter published by The Reykjavík Grapevine have proved to 
be the most informative and contain the most up-to-date news for publicity. Nevertheless, 
the content of the given information was evidenced to be firmly decided by the organization 
and press as just certain things were shared with the public. Many details presented artists 
inspirations by the songs, as well as the novelty of the project coming and curated by 
Germany-based Yasha Young. As the personal talks with street art scene representatives and 
officials on-site proved, the reality and also the reception of the event in local circles have 
been drastically different and rather despised178.  
The popularity of cultural tours and Reykjavík walks has been growing since the year 
2015179. At the moment, different parties offer such guided tours, starting from still popular 
Wall Poetry or general Street Art Walks held by mentioned I heart Reykjavík. After 
contacting some of the artists previously active on the street art scene and gaining enough 
trust, it is possible to schedule the meeting and side seeing with one of the artists themselves. 
Among others, there are also a variety of other tours offered in Reykjavík: Pop Music tours, 
Feminist Tours, Halloween Tour, accessible though Iceland Airwaves or The Reykjavík 
Grapevine180. 
 
 
5.4.3 Hard copy published materials 
 
There has been just one hard copy book published on street art up to now181. It was 
prepared by Thordis Claesen, who has been active on the street art scene in Reykjavík in the 
first decade of the 21st century182. The book contains an extraordinary amount of photo 
material of all types of graffiti and street art activities in Reykjavík and the capital area of 
 
178 Details concerning the Wall Poetry project and controversies connected with it are described in Chapter 6 
Icelandic street art, page 83. 
179 Assessing on the growing number of offered tours and recommendations given on social media. 
180 As per own experience and information are given on the Facebook page of The Reykjavík Grapevine, 
https://www.facebook.com/ReykjavíkGrapevine/ retrieved on 28.10.2019 
181 Claesen, Thordis, Icepick: Icelandic street Art, USA 2007 
182 Interview with Sara Riel, 04.10.2019, Reykjavík 
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that time. Very advantageous is a neat organization of the pictures by the author mostly, by 
topic or type of the shown scene. Presented are graffiti writings, tags, crayon or chalk 
scribbles and large-scale murals. The information on Jói in the Tunnel, photos of the tunnel 
itself, and police notes, later used in the movie and corresponding articles, were published 
by Cleasen already in the year 2007. According to Sara Riel, who has been active on the 
scene as back as at this time, though under another name, Claesen has had a secondary 
position in the graffiti artists circles due to her gender, age, and reproductive artistic style183. 
A material collected by a group participant has a documentative value not to underestimate. 
Though, there is neither any information nor descriptions or conclusions concerning street 
art. Osóma, the shop with alternative clothing led by street artists using the same name, was 
engaged in the book production process. The venue existed downtown Reykjavík a few more 
years after the book publication, but at this moment, attempts to obtain closer information 
have proved effortless. None of the sources or contacts given in the book were verified as 
valid. 
Other printed sources include an article on street art in Reykjavík based on the 
information collected in the years 2007 – 2010 that was prepared by the author of this thesis. 
It was aimed for the Conference on Sustainability at the University of Wroclaw, Poland, and 
was printed out in the hardcover book184. 
 
 
5.4.4. Social media and sharing platforms 
 
As already said, there are many materials to find on different internet sharing 
platforms. Many posts are put on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter by private people on 
their news spread, so-called ‘Walls.’ People active on the scene upload the posts from the 
perspective of the spectator, observer of the phenomena. In case of Iceland, the most 
noticeable is content shared by people involved in graffiti and street art creation processes, 
for example, while organizing of mural painting or while the future of Icelandic graffiti 
garden was on stake185.  
 
183 Ibidem 
184 Rose, Joanna Zofia, Street art in Reykjavík as rejuvatory and regenerating agent, [in:] Sustainable art. 
Facing the need for regeneration, responsibility, and relations, ed. A. Markowska, Warszawa - Toruń 2015 
185 The matter is discussed closer in the Chapter 6 Icelandic street art, page 83. 
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Graffiti artists active on the streets are usually publishing their content under the alias 
in order to prevent possible legal fees186. According to the information obtained in multiple 
talks, none of them has ever been confronted by the authorities due to the content they were 
sharing. Neither was anybody charged with the legal offense. 
 
 
5.4.5 Film materials 
 
 Similar situation as on social media is observed on video sharing platforms like 
Youtube or Vimeo, whereas the movies with graffiti artists in the act have faces of the artists 
invisible or covered, like on videos published by TheMr.Library in 2010 and 2011187. There 
are also short advertising materials from companies, like Futuregrapher or GS PRODS 
MEDIA GROUP or private people, that promote particular artists. Some try to bring general 
attention to the Icelandic graffiti scene in the name of touristic “must do’s”. 
The most comprehensive research on street art in Iceland has been done through the 
group working on the movie about Jói in the Tunnel and Hlíðargöngin, the Tunnel, the first 
artistic scene for young graffiti artists in Reykjavík. Noumena Films has been working on 
the documentary on graffiti in Iceland that was supported by numerous parties. In 2013 the 
idea of the production came to life and the team of members connected to the Icelandic 
artistic scene got together. Hallur Örn Árnason - director, producer & scriptwriter and Ester 
Rós Björnsdóttir – accountant are the owners of the company. Other members are Björgvin 
Sigurðarson - director & cinematographer with a background in graffiti, Óskar Bragi 
Stefánsson - producer with experience as independent contractor, also for Hollywood and 
The Reykjavík International Film Festival, Bríet Breiðfjörð Einarsdóttir - production 
manager with background in Icelandic public TV as well and Helga Björg Gylfadóttir - 
production assistant and sound recordist. All of the team members have gained experience 
in living art, most of them graduated from Kvikmyndaskóli Íslands, Icelandic Film School 
or Listaháskóli Ísland, Iceland University of the Arts188. 
The project got a grant from Youth in Action European Union Program in the year 
2013 and Kvikmyndamiðstöð Íslands, the Icelandic Film Centre sponsored the script. The 
 
186 Interview with Henny María Frímannsdóttir, November 2018, Reykjavík 
187 The Mr.Library, Hardcore graffiti bombing, [in:] Youtube, 14.05.2011, URL 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CIeIIeW-TMw (28.10.2019) 
188 Joe in the Tunnel, URL https://www.karolinafund.com/project/view/1052 (17.10.2019) 
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rest of the financial means was assessed for 4 000 Euro and collected online on the 
crowdfunding page. 127 people donated, none of whom remained anonymous and the sum 
gathered has extended the expectations189. In the year 2015 on Menningarnótt, Culture Night 
in Reykjavík, there was an event held in Hlíðargöngin. In the same year a 4 – minutes long 
movie on the topic was produced and published online190. According to the initial 
information given, the documentary was to be finished and screened in 2015. On the 
Noumena Films web site as well as on the page of the director, there is only a brief note that 
the movie is in the production stage. The notes were added in the years 2018 and 2019, 
accordingly191. On the director’s, Björgvin Sigurðarson’s page, there are logos of 
Kvikmyndasjóð, and Evrópa unga fólksins, part of an Erasmus + program but none of the 
organizations provide further information on the movie, stage of development or finances. 
The director, Hallur Örn Árnason, admits that “The film is in post-production, and we hope 
to release it early next year [2020 ed.]. We have acquired much extra footage from Icelandic 
graffiti artists that have changed the story somewhat, that and some problems with funding 
the post-production is the reason for the delay”192.  
On the occasion of the film production along with Menningarnótt and accompanying 
events, there were articles in the local press on the topics, containing the overview of the 
information on Icelandic street art. Sadly, all of them are repetitive and share the same few 
facts193. 
 
 
5.4.6 Publications of cultural and educational institutions 
 
 Until late 2019 there were no official publications on Icelandic street art released by 
publishing houses in Reykjavík. Neither any of the academic bodies – universities and high 
schools – nor museums and galleries in Iceland – have published hardcover materials or 
other research on the matter yet.  
 
189 Ibidem  
190 Joe in the Tunnel excerpt for Skjaldborg - documentary film festival, URL https://vimeo.com/146884908 
(17.10.2019) 
191 In Production, [in:] Noumena Films website URL https://www.noumenafilms.com/in-production 
(17.10.2019) and https://www.bjorgvinsigur.com/joe-in-the-tunnel (17.10.2019) 
192 Private correspondence between Hallur Örn Árnason and Joanna Zofia Rose from 22.10.2019 
193 HEIMILDARMYND UM GRAFFITI Á ÍSLANDI OG JÓA Í HLÍÐARGÖNGUNUM Í BÍGERÐ, 11.09.2015 URL 
https://www.albumm.is/heimildarmynd-um-graffiti-a-islandi-og-joa-i-hlidargongunum-i-bigerd/ 
(18.10.2019) 
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6. Icelandic street art 
 
6.1 Environment for street art development in Iceland. Artistic society after the Second 
World War 
 
 
Modern Icelandic art is direct and genuine. It has been shaped through the nation 
comprising those who are either art creators or recipients. Regardless of political difficulties 
and outer obstacles in approaching the theory of art or art education, Icelanders have 
cultivated poetry, deep respect, and connection to nature with high creativity that has helped 
them preserve and form their national identity. Daisy Neijmann reminds the quote of Anras 
Arnæus, collector of the manuscripts in the XVII-century Iceland and Denmark, portrayed 
by Halldór Laxness in the novel „Iceland‘s Bell“: “the only role of his betrayed nation is 
‘being mindful of one’s history’”.194 
20th-century Icelandic art was established on a foundation with no previous art 
history, and as Christian Schoen writes – this obligation to survive in the harsh environment 
was more than well fulfilled195. Moreover, it is important to note, as artists were first free to 
explore their creativity shortly after The Blessed War, people engaging on the scene today 
are only about third-generation artists. 
This modern Icelandic environment for art development depended on diversity in 
Icelandic society after World War 2. It was shaped through a few migratory factors, with 
three main flows. The first group to influence the local culture consisted of people seeking 
to finish or widen their education abroad, as established in the 19th century. Due to the lack 
of higher-level education possibilities in Iceland, as well as a need for widening personal 
horizons, Icelanders began to travel overseas to learn. Traditionally, frequent destinations 
were in Scandinavia. However, though Denmark and Norway were popular destinations, 
Germany and the Netherlands became more and more popular. Professor Hlynur Helgasson  
underlines connections with less popular countries of destination, due to the political 
situation in the years before and after the Second World War196. Icelanders were still seeking 
education, often in previously Nazi-occupied countries. 
 
194 Neijmann, Daisy (ed.), A history of Icelandic literature, Nebraska 2006, p. 405 
195 Schoen, Christian, Preface, [in:] Icelandic art today, Ostfildern 2009, p. 7 
196 Interviews with Hlynur Helgason, 09.11.2018 and 04.10.2019, Reykjavík 
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Christian Schoen writes about the importance of a sudden mixture of influences, 
caused by Icelanders opening their borders to international influences. Not only were they 
going abroad to learn, but foreign artists were also coming to Iceland to get inspiration, to 
settle, and to create art. Some remained in Iceland for longer periods, influencing local 
society directly or indirectly: through personal contact with other creators or by teaching 
younger Icelandic students or by merely leaving their art in the Icelandic landscape197. 
Furthermore, through marriages resulting from social experiences during the 
international travels, the scope of nationalities present on the island, as well as language 
spoken (at least at home), has been steadily growing. Moreover, the movement of after-war 
immigrants enriched the population both in the matter of cultural and genetic material. With 
the ratio of 5 women to 1 man in Germany after the Second World War and critically low 
number of women at Icelandic farms, in 1949 more than 350 people came to Iceland, a 
country they were wholly unfamiliar with, to start new life198. With different motivations 
and backgrounds, they grew into the local community, bringing their beliefs, experiences, 
and languages to pass on to the next generations.  
Finally, the young people, who had no possibilities of traveling due to their financial 
situation and limitations coming from a traditional upbringing of “decent Icelanders,” were 
looking into closer connections to the stationing army. Widely spread nationalistic views 
stated that getting closer to the foreigners was often seen as a betrayal of the nation, which 
had been afflicted by other countries long enough. Nevertheless, many young women sought 
recognition, but also convenience in daily life by spending time and ultimately getting 
married to the soldiers. The time at the barracks seeped with American culture, magazines, 
books, music, technology, and in different ways, the leaks of this colourful, vibrant, and, in 
local opinion, better life were leaking out to larger circles of Icelanders199. 
The cultural landscape after The Blessed War allowed artists to explore arts other 
than traditionally cultivated handcraft and sagas. Education at third-level was possible just 
at the undergraduate level after 1911. After obtaining a diploma, Icelanders mostly went 
abroad. They wanted to get access to a higher-level education or to gain practical experience. 
Another prominent factor affecting the artistic emergence was growing familiarity with 
international tendencies in arts and urge to replant them locally in an Icelandic manner after 
 
197 Schoen 2009, p. 7 
198 Siegel 2016 
199 About the social circumstances and politic situation of the time of change, see Neijmann, Daisy 2006, p. 
404 – 407. 
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coming back home. The romantic ideas of redefining nation through artistic activities were 
visible in literature but also in urge to define national style, for example in architecture – 
though first state architect Guðjón Samúelsson – in romantic folklore painting or modern 
sculpture. Most of the artists were coming back after some time, enriched by all the 
experiences, contacts, and inspirations. The flow of affiliation spread in both directions, as 
the foreigners started to come to Iceland seeking purity, impulses, and new ideas for their 
art. Frequently, they stayed in the country or even filled positions at the art academies, 
widening the scope of the possibilities on the island200.   
Shortly after the war, Iceland experienced the first abstract expressionist influence 
brought from Copenhagen by Svavar Guðnason. The groups, within which he was active in 
Denmark later formed the Cobra group. In 1957 Dieter Roth settled in Iceland for almost a 
decade. The environment was very welcoming towards abstractionism after the local society 
engaged with modernism. Christian Schoen writes that the general public longed for a 
renewed balance on firm ground and many of the representatives of abstractionism saw in 
the victory of modernism the means to transcend topical enclaves once and for all, and 
ultimately elevate art above the social bond.201 Not only were the newly arrived immigrants 
but also Icelanders searching for the progressive means of creation to break through the 
stagnation of modernism, which was the most accepted and acknowledged style of the 
nation202. The ground for conceptualism was ready. 
The decade of 1960 was crucial for the art world in Iceland. The connections to the 
other countries had been made, and the benefits from them were reciprocal. Working spaces 
and galleries were set up as well as commercial spots devoted to art. The national 
organizations and public museums were poorly funded, and the number of exhibition spaces 
was too little to present the latest Icelandic art in its whole diversity203.  
Nevertheless, in the mid-sixties, the first Icelandic artistic group was founded. The 
time overlapped with an increase of money into the country's economy, allowing for the 
extraordinary transformation of outdated industrial, social structure and, most importantly, 
putting an end to the long-lasting depression204.  
 
200 Schoen, Christian, Icelandic art today, Ostfildern 2009 
201 Schoen, Christian, Times of Continuous Transition, [in:] Icelandic art today, Ostfildern 2009, p.11 
202 Fiodorow, Joanna Zofia, Searching for the national architectural style. Creation of Guðjón Samuelsson in 
Reykjavík, BA thesis under the supervision of Dr. C. Wąs, University of Wroclaw, Poland, 2008 
203 Schoen, p.10 
204 Ibidem, p.10 - 11 
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Artistic activities of Roth, who opened his store in Reykjavík willing to sell mass-
produced artistic objects, brought similar attention as Magnús Pálsson presenting first 
conceptual stage pieces along with his interest in experimental theatre. Jón Gunnar Árnason 
prepared sculptures out of metal bits that were adjustable according to the client's wishes. It 
has been natural consequences to form a group along with organisation of an annual 
exhibition in newly addresses space, SÚM, presenting trends from Neo-Dada, through new 
realism to pop art205. There was no real statement for the group, and their main point of 
agreement was opposition towards traditionally thinking Icelandic artists. Some of the works 
of later joining creators have shown all spectrum of materials and emotions, crossing even 
the norms of safety for the spectators due to the used sharp pieces of processed metal.  
Further personas active on the Icelandic art scene in the sixties strengthened the 
connection to the countries of artistic freedom. Sigurjón Jóhansson, after a stay in London, 
got affected with the flow of pop art thanks to the relationship between England and 
America. Also, the beginnings of Hreinn Fríðfinnsosn career are strongly connected to the 
repetitive pictures containing self-portraits with “ready-mades.” Hreinn began his artistic 
revolution, and a few years later, he tended towards pure conceptualism. His projects often 
implemented inspiration from different cultural sources anchored in Icelandic reality. The 
influences from literature or events in his country were often visible in his artworks.  
Even though there was no official manifest of the group, one of the milestones was 
setting official exhibition space and annual outdoor exhibition together with Reykjavík art 
school in Skólavörðuholt – part of the town between Tjörnin lake and the highest point with 
Hallgrimskirkja. The event was a significant occurrence for the community and artistic 
exchange on a national and an international level, as artists from abroad were invited to 
participate. Unfortunately, the ideological war between traditional and forthgoing creators 
deepened, and the split became impossible to ignore206. After opening the gallery on 
Laugavegur in Reykjavík, SÚM became the most influential factor in the Icelandic art scene. 
 This opening in 1969 was, at the same time, the first solo exhibition of Sigurður 
Guðmundsson. Even though various objects and paintings seemed somewhat inconsistent, 
the manifesto called “A few words about art“ accompanying the works was well-fitting to 
the artistic posture of all group participants in the late sixties, early seventies: “Art is not 
about showing how skillful an artist is. - Art is not about the artist‘s acquisition of money 
 
205 Ibidem, p.12 See also Neijmann (2006) and Seelow (2011) 
206 Ibidem, p.15 
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and fame. – Art does not express the artist‘s surroundings. Art does not express the artist's 
problems207“. This manifesto may be at least partly derived perception shaped by the deep 
connections to the Netherlands where Sigurður Guðmundsson lived and perceived as his 
second home. Through him also national artistic relations got more support and possibilities 
for further growth. One of the consequences was the repeated presence of Icelanders on the 
Dutch scene and even an invitation to hold a fourth annual exhibition in Museum Fodor in 
Amsterdam.208 It was also the chance for Kristján Guðmundsson, who had been already 
living in Amsterdam for some years at this time and had entered the Icelandic art 
environment with very sharply defined conceptual projects. For the first time, the Icelandic 
group was present in the international arena. It was assessed with the same means as other 
countries, and even with a relatively poor former history, modern Icelandic abstractionism 
and conceptualism withstood the comparisons.  
The seventies brought another development for the young island’s art. Icelanders 
began to get invited to participate in the international comparison exhibitions. Their 
conceptual art was presented at the opening of Centre Pompidou in Paris in 1977, and two 
years later, there was an exhibition in Malmö. However, until now, Icelanders appeared to 
lack an appreciation of the enormous role which SÚM played for their culture, making it 
possible not only to enter the European scene but also to compete and enrich it. The 
phenomena of national distance following the recognition and fame by a third party were 
intuitively taken on by the local environment. This occurrence, later called “Bjork-
syndrome,”209 is not unusual in Iceland in case of local identity or group seeking 
international acknowledgment for their own uniqueness and remarkable national 
characteristic, though at the moment of gaining it, encouraging reaction in Iceland. Society 
is very proud of this person or group and sees accessed fame and financial resources as an 
only possible consequence, though it creates some distance towards the admired party and 
treats it more carelessly than before. It seems to be derived from the history of an oppressed 
nation that has been fighting for its pride and honour on the outer layer, between themselves 
remaining but equal.  
The seventies and eighties are the decades overtaken by further expansion of 
conceptualism and minimalism. Photography, as a means of artistic expression, was 
becoming more and more popular. Topics of more concern to Icelanders are particular 
 
207 Ibidem, p.17  
208 Ibidem, p.18 
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questions and temporal continuity. Mirroring and symmetry balance out the inner 
compulsion to symbolic search for identity. Further on, the most important on the scene 
remain Sigurjón Jóhansson, Hreinn Fríðfinnsosn, Sigurður Guðmundsson, experimenting 
with writings, drawings, photography to name just a few. All of them keep the overseas 
connections stable, still benefitting assessed skills and impulses, kept open to ongoing 
exchange. The other figure on the stage is Magnús Pálsson strongly connected to 
experimental theatre, poetry, and sculpture. Being a professor at the art academy in 
Reykjavík, summer he spent out of the town, leading various workshops for students in the 
name of expanding “crazy art” beyond any thinkable definitions210.  
With the wide spreading of new technologies, Steina Vasulka and her Czech-born 
husband, Woody, got engaged in video projects. Recipient of international education and 
worldwide connections, they challenged humans’ perception from rotating cameras working 
in order to proceed with various visual and vision experiments. Connection to New Mexico 
and Japan spread interest in Icelandic art even further, by presenting unexpected similarities 
in the art environment of these seemingly not alike environments. 
The question of “Icelandness” in Icelandic art has never really been dismissed. No 
matter the intensity of foreign flow, local artists have never forgotten their roots and 
traditions. The urge of remaining truthful to their own people and present their deepest value, 
seen in the national style search and literature of the 20th century, had been visible ever since. 
Landscape as a creative inspiration, part of some project, or even recipient of it, has always 
been an important issue. Icelanders have been forced to include it in their living space and 
design forever, and with the age of new possibilities, these tendencies have not been left 
behind. Modernism in Iceland has been searching for the direct connotation to the outer 
world in the created architecture or design seeking even to use just a little or not changed 
materials for the projects. The ways of expressing “Icelandness” have become even stronger 
in the late eighties and nineties, along with the development of technical possibilities to 
engage in artistic processes. In this way, postmodernism in Iceland began to bloom in the 
eighties along with structuralism and poststructuralism211. 
The decade of the nineties in Reykjavík welcomed even more influences from abroad 
than ever before. New, professional galleries grew up in the town that already had established 
the presence of a few modern art museums. Foreign teachers were holding positions at the 
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educational centres, often bringing their passion for collecting the newest art. Many 
inspirations and impulses were coming to Reykjavík, though the ways of transformations 
were still limited. While Icelanders have been trying to obtain access to international 
inspirations and get to know the cultural life of other countries, their possibilities may have 
been even more limited than their peers at the same time in the other corners of Europe. The 
former mayor of Reykjavík, Jón Gnarr, describes this struggle in his biography, mentioning 
his willingness as a young teenager to gain more informative material on anarchy and punk 
culture and the limitations he was facing: “At this time it was quite difficult in Iceland to 
find out anything (…). All we had was a single legal radio station that was limited to 
Icelandic choral and classical music. Often the pieces and their interpreters were not even 
identified”.212 
Further on Gnarr describes, that in the library there were some British music 
newspapers and German Bravo magazine available. Nevertheless, the skills in foreign 
languages were not as common as it is in Iceland now, and ordinary people had to rely on 
the pictures while trying to find some inspiration in foreign materials or learn languages out 
of them, says Gnarr further. As Bergmann writes, “in the early 1990s, Icelandic teens worked 
with the little they could scrape together and started to develop their style—short of the 
benefits of the internet, a couple of photo books, album covers, and music videos became 
their bibles”213. Graffiti artist Örn Tönsberg recalls that in the time of the sudden spread of 
graffiti, kids in Reykjavík had just two books available to read in the bookstore named 
Eymundsson. Pictures in them were already about ten years old, but that was the only 
example of graffiti for youngsters in Reykjavík to draw inspiration from.214 
The first stage for trying their skills in graffiti was in a slightly hidden tunnel, located 
centrally in town. It gave some security and risk, just the qualities Icelandic teens knew to 
associate with graffiti of which they heard and saw too little until now. 
 
  
 
212 Gnarr, Jón, How I Became the Mayor of a Large City in Iceland and Changed the World, Stuttgart 2014, p. 
27 
213 Bergmann 2018 
214 Kristinsdóttir, Kristín Heiða, Hjartagarðurinn er eitt stórt graffítíverk, [in:] Morgunblaðið, 15.10.2012, URL 
https://www.mbl.is/folk/frettir/2012/10/14/eitt_stort_graffitiverk/ (12.10.2019)  
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6.2 Hlíðargöngin as the first scene for Icelandic street art 
 
 
 The first scene for Icelandic street art was spontaneously set in Hlíðargöngin, later 
known as The Tunnel. It is an underground passage on Miklabraut street, next to Klambratún 
park, within 15 minutes' walking distance of Reykjavík’s downtown. In the passage, there 
were public toilets guarded by a worker during the daytime. The Tunnel became the canvas 
for graffiti and served as the central point for street art in the time when the ward worked 
there, namely from 1993 to 2005. 
 The name of the guard, who then became the first unofficial curator of Icelandic 
street art, is Jóhann Jóhnmundsson, but he has been called Jói. Soon he received the 
nickname “Karlinn í göngunum,” which translates directly to the “guy from The Tunnel.” In 
English versions of the materials on Hlíðargöngin, he is called “Jói in The Tunnel” which 
unfortunately does not reflect the nuances of semantics and the local context of the Icelandic 
nickname. 
 Jói215 typically sat in his office in The Tunnel, between the bathrooms, as a guard 
during opening hours. He minded the order and cleanliness of the premises as well, so after 
he noticed first graffiti in The Tunnel, he used to paint it over. Nevertheless, there were 
always new pieces of writing the next morning, so his effort to keep the walls clean was 
pointless. He knew graffiti from Uppi og niðri pub on Laugavegur in downtown Reykjavík, 
which spoke to him sincerely. In the movie trailer, Jói spoke about beautiful graffiti visible 
as one went down the starts after entering, showing the landscape in such detail that one 
would feel like being in Northern Iceland216. 
 In the beginning, Jói gave youth spraying in The Tunnel tools for removal of their 
graffiti (See pic. 18) Yet, soon his views changed, and he began advocating for youngsters. 
He talked to his supervisors, ultimately getting permission to keep graffiti on the walls in 
The Tunnel. He still provided tools, yet now not for removing but for graffiti writing. There 
were specific rules to keep for those who wanted to paint in Hlíðargöngin. No obscene, 
 
215 In Iceland, everybody is using their first names in conversations, regardless of the social, financial, or 
political position they hold. Just the official written documents include the full name. Icelandic social specifics 
underline equality, and it is unthinkable to refer to someone with his family name and very seldom to refer 
to someone with their full name. In this dissertation, the paragraphs referring to Icelanders active on the 
cultural and artistic scene, or essential to it, will be referred to with their first names or with their full names 
if that is necessary for the cohesion of the work. 
216 Joe in The Tunnel excerpt for Skjaldborg - documentary film festival, 2015 
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pornography, violence, or satanic motifs were allowed. The mutual respect and devotion of 
Jói created a relaxed, creative atmosphere. In the trailer of the movie on Icelandic street art, 
Jói recalls teenagers cheering as they saw him in The Tunnel, treating him respectfully, as a 
supporter and proponent that he proved to be217. He is a humble man who recognized the 
value in this new activity, graffiti, and took a very natural way to support the young people 
in their hobby, defend and promote them, and document their creations. The Tunnel became 
the social spot also for kids from the neighbourhood who scribbled “Afi er cool” (“Grandpa 
is cool”) on the walls (See pic. 19). Jói also documented all of the painted graffiti carefully 
using his camera and developed photographs at his own cost. Throughout the years, he has 
collected extensive material on all the changes of graffiti in Hlíðargöngin. It may be fantastic 
material on the artistic development of particular artists, who have been active in Reykjavík 
and learning from others on the scene. The graffiti passers-by would also have left their sign 
there. The collection of these photographs may also be valid for some social research or used 
as a reference to prove – or not – the actual negative influence of graffiti on young people. 
At the time of writing this dissertation, the collection stays private and has not been shared 
yet. 
 The harmonic routine of daily life and safe space for graffiti artists in Hlíðargöngin 
was interrupted just once, in late 1997. Jói in The Tunnel tells the story in the movie trailer 
as follows. The police got at the side on one of the patrols and saw graffiti artists spraying 
the walls. They were asked to show the authorized permission, but there was no document 
in writing. Graffiti artists appealed to Jói as their supervisor. The police confiscated their 
belongings and spray cans as evidence of the crime. An official letter from the authorities 
was sent to Jói, ordering him to give official statements on the matter. He showed the police 
his permission and collection of the photographs and underwent the interrogation. The police 
abandoned the case. Spray cans kept as evidence were returned to the owners218. Thordis 
Claesen published the written police letter stating the dismissal of the case (See pic. 19). It 
reads: “Hereby you are notified, as appropriate, in the matter of art.112 of the Act 19/1991 
on the handling of public issues, that the case 010-1997-20750- regarding alleged violation 
of police agreements by spraying paint in The Tunnel under the road on Miklabraut on 
 
217 Ibidem 
218 Ibidem 
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November 22, 1997, will be not presented for the further investigation. The case is therefore 
dismissed”219. 
After this one event, there are no further notes or stories about the interruption of 
street art bloom in Hlíðargöngin until 2005, after Jói ceased working there.  
There are no available daily press nor TV materials on Hlíðargöngin in the primary 
time of activity. In the book on Icelandic graffiti published in the year 2007 by Thordis 
Claesen, one of the active street art participants, there are two pages on The Tunnel and Jói. 
There are also some pictures from this time (See pic. 20)220. On Facebook, there is a private 
profile of “Jói í göngunum”221 led in Icelandic and set in the year 2015, probably in 
connection to the celebration of the Culture Night.. From the published content, it is clear 
that it is a marketing tool for a movie that is still in production. Nevertheless, there are some 
good quality photos of the few original graffiti from the “Jói’s time.” 
 Jói stopped working at The Tunnel in 2005. Following his retirement, his former 
office got demolished and filled in with cement, and there is hardly any sign of the previous 
premises. From the year 2008, the City of Reykjavík implemented a much stricter Zero 
Tolerance Policy, and the efforts of regular cleaning up The Tunnel were enforced. 
 
 In the year 2012, Ellen Guðmundsdóttir presented her proposal of establishing safe 
graffiti places for teenagers to the City of Reykjavík and few other bodies. She prepared the 
project intended to be public led and financed, with her as a supervisor but also a social 
worker and other helpers on the spot. It would have been an extension of over a decade of 
work of Jói in The Tunnel. Ultimately, the project was rejected222.  
 About the year 2014, Ellen Guðmundsdóttir raised her voice for Hlíðargöngin again, 
before leaving the street art scene223. In the year 2015, there was a significant change in the 
attitude of the City of Reykjavík, as was permission granted for re-use of The Tunnel for 
Reykjavík Menningarnótt - annual Culture Night.  
 Menningarnót in The Tunnel has been a success. It was a festival to celebrate 20 years 
of Icelandic street art on the 20th anniversary of the Culture Night Festival itself. Graffiti 
 
219 Claesen,Thordis, Icepick. Icelandic street art, USA 2007, np page numeration. All translations from Icelandic 
made by author, unless stated otherwise. 
220 Ibidem 
221 https://www.facebook.com/joeinthetunnel/ 
222 Details on the official explanations and stages of changing the attitude of officials present Chapter 6.4. 
Zero Tolerance Policy Implementation in Reykjavík, page 99. 
223 Private correspondence with Ellen Guðmundsdóttir from March 2012 to October 2019 
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artists were brought together again in order to create a positive colourful environment with 
music and fun, accessible for everyone. KEZ, the artist previously active on the scene, 
designed a poster for the event. In the Tunnel, street artists like Dire and Chulo met with old-
timers such as Youze, Atom, KEZ, and others224. The event served as a reunion for the 
veterans as well as a convention for the currently active artists. An eminent portrait of Jói 
has been painted in The Tunnel (See pic. 21) in order to honour his efforts to preserve the 
Icelandic graffiti scene. On the photo and video material from the event, there are all families 
visible, children playing, artists at work. No faces are covered, and no legal consequences 
awaited people. The Tunnel was designed anew and stayed in that shape for some time (See 
pic. 22) before graffiti was removed again. 
 The event brought some media attention, though the press and TV primarily 
concentrated on other gatherings and exhibitions in Reykjavík. It was also an opportunity to 
spread the news about the movie on Icelandic street art, which has been in production since. 
The movie got generous financing from official bodies: Youth in Action European Union 
Program and Kvikmyndamiðstöð Íslands, the Icelandic Film Centre and the remaining sum 
was collected on the crowdfunding page225.  
 The event in Hlíðargöngin seems to have been planned by the teat working on the 
movie226. Nevertheless, there is no official confirmation of this information. Culture Night 
pictures were published in the daily press, online, and additionally on the updates on the 
movie production. The screening was scheduled for the beginning of the year 2016. In the 
information from the production team in the autumn of 2019, they say to hope for the 
screening in 2020 as the movie is still in the production stage.  
 The history of Hlíðargöngin is described in the online article of Salvör Bergmann227, 
which has also been recommended by Ellen Guðmundsdóttir as a good summary on the 
Icelandic street art228. As mentioned before, Thordis Claesen presents the figure of Jói and 
The Tunnel as one of the faces of Icelandic street art229. In this case, she also adds a few 
 
224 HEIMILDARMYND UM GRAFFITI Á ÍSLANDI OG JÓA Í HLÍÐARGÖNGUNUM Í BÍGERÐ, 11.09.2015 URL 
https://www.albumm.is/heimildarmynd-um-graffiti-a-islandi-og-joa-i-hlidargongunum-i-bigerd/ 18.10.2019) 
225 Details on the movie data were presented in the Chapter 5.4.5 Film materials, page 81. 
226 Crowdfunding project’s description retrieved from https://www.karolinafund.com/project/view/1052 on 
20.09.2019 
227 Bergmann 
228 Private correspondence from 17.10.2019 
229 Claesen 2007 
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sentences on the matter in opposition to otherwise presented just photographic 
documentaries of unknown locations. 
 
 
6.3 Bloom and expansion time 
 
 The official closing of Hliðargöngin in 2005 caused the expansion of graffiti all over 
Reykjavík. There was no longer a central spot where everyone was heading to paint together, 
to exchange ideas and to gain inspiration. Nobody was documenting their works, but neither 
were they chased by the police nor the city. The grey zone, which was held together by Jói, 
began to flood over all the spaces in the town. Further factors started to gain more meaning. 
The international exchange of artists has been blooming for some decades, but due to the 
rapid development of the Internet and overwhelming accessibility of the cyber world, this 
transformation began to grow further. Expensive private travels, artistic residencies, or 
studying and teaching abroad were only a few canals of fast-growing connection net. 
Through social media platforms, picture sharing tools, and chat rooms, now everyone was 
able to upload – or see new graffiti in Iceland. Breath-taking landscapes and pureness of 
nature were inviting the street artists to mark their presence.  
 In a natural course of events, Europe-based artists were inspired by Iceland and the 
open attitude of the local community and started to follow their colleagues from abroad to 
explore the land for themselves. Icelanders were still only adjusting their approach to the 
contemporary art world and were giving a chance to anyone and everyone.  
 Sara Riel went to study art in Berlin after she graduated from art college in Reykjavík. 
While in Germany, she got involved in the street art scene, where everyone was tagging, 
spraying on every possible city surface, and conducting projects in different size groups. In 
2005 she finished her education and, after graduation, moved back to Iceland. Along with 
other Icelanders who were in Germany at the time, she took a few graffiti artists from Berlin 
with her. The mixed group was welcomed on the local scene, where everyone was in the 
tagging fever, putting their name all over the town230. The addition from abroad made the 
group more vivid and visible on the streets. Some of the motifs were repetitive, and tourists 
were eager to search for, for example, characteristic little round-shaped people or a speech-
deprived sheep (See pic.). 
 
230 Interview with Sara Riel 
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 As Riel says, the group of graffiti artists was not all  consistent as to how they want 
to act in the city space. There was no common goal or set of rules. Many projects were done 
spontaneously in the cooperation of two or more people. It was the time when younger 
graffiti artists were spending time with more experienced ones, learning from them, copying 
their style, and developing the new one. The spirits were high and creative; nevertheless, 
there was an atmosphere of respect. Some of the actions have not been getting full acceptance 
in the group as the people maintained different beliefs. For example, some young female 
artists tended to engage in the group due to personal or romantic reasons, at the same time 
tagging along with other ones231. Even though the engagement and skills were not the same 
as the most active group members, they were not excluded. Nor were the ones who did not 
respect specific rules. One might have interfered with the works of others, though it has been 
graffiti led dialogue without the intention of undermining the works of colleagues. 
 Images from these years show an overview of spontaneous creativity forming walls 
full of tags, stickers, stencils, and graffiti (See pic. 23). The time was intense, and the graffiti 
bloom was overwhelming. It was essential to do, to act, more than to think of the complex 
social projects. Specific motifs were put on the walls, closed doors, pillars just as a single 
image so that the city was haunted by a big head girl with round ponytails, the monkey head 
or the crazy sheep. 
 
 While graffiti artists have been enjoying their freedoms, the social view on graffiti 
was quite different. As the Hlíðargöngin closed up, there was no other place for youngsters 
to practice their skills. In 2007 and 2008, the situation on the street severely escalated due to 
the overflow of tags, throw-up and wild-style graffiti downtown Reykjavík. It was perceived 
as problematic and cost engaging as the private properties, shops, and restaurants downtown 
needed to be cleared up daily as to protect the walls from the overgrowing of the scribblings. 
People started to be against graffiti and street art in any form, no matter the quality. There 
were voluntary groups removing tags overnight, and neighbourhood watch collected proves 
against graffiti and street artists. In 2007 almost 400 “graffiti connected crimes” were 
reported232. The daily press regularly informed on the event when youngsters or foreigners 
were held in custody after being caught in the act with spray cans in their hands. 
 
231 Ibidem 
232 Veggjakrotarar nást í fimmta hvert sinn, [in:] Fréttablaðið, 10.08.2011, URL https://www.visir.is 
/g/2011708109909 (20.05.2019) 
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 There are a number of daily press materials that focus on the stress that mostly illegal 
graffiti and tagging were imposing on the Icelandic society at that time. The numbers 
connected to crime reports, fines and sums of money gone to the connected matters are also 
given.  Graffiti in the form of bombing and tagging and big-scale murals occur randomly, 
though the detrimental effect of the graffiti shaped a very negative view of all noncurated 
urban activities. That is one of the reasons that there is little documentary material for 
recreating the individual persons active in the street art world. The collection of Jói from 
The Tunnel has not been publicly revealed. Pictures that were available online are seldom 
signed with names and rarely with locations. The profiles of those who were uploading 
photographs are long-time inactive, and the possibility of direct contact does not exist at the 
time. Also, a socially accepted way of getting connected to certain people through mutual 
friends does not exist in this case. People who have been active in graffiti scenes as 
participants, coordinators, or helpers choose to remain anonymous. 
 Large-scale murals were barely present in Iceland until a few years later. The only 
method to conduct detailed research at the time lies in the comparison of visual forms of 
graffiti collected randomly. The detailed summary was presented in the book Icepick. 
Icelandic street art by Thordis Claesen, published in 2009. Yet, the title is very accurate as 
the material presented is just a limited amount of the promising materials.  
 The overwhelming majority of the available photographs are the proofs of quickly 
made throw-ups or bombing, which areadmired mostly for the short time they have been 
done in and the risk factor connected to the location. In this dissertation, they are seen as 
sketches or exercises and, as such, are out of the scope of the goal set in this thesis. Taking 
into account the insufficient material and lack of sources for research to rely on, they shall 
be seen as social background and a phase in the history of Icelandic street art. The matter 
certainly deserves more attention, but it must be described separately. 
 In the available materials, there are few tendencies or motifs which are repeatable 
and more visible in the tight canvas of Reykjavík urban landscape before the year 2010. The 
motifs of monkey and girl with big ponytails and rounded, simplified stick figures of Nomad 
are described in the Chapter Sara Riel. Though on the streets of the capital, there were some 
more motifs which were hatching from the corners of the town. Probably the most visible 
and beloved one, quickly taken on as one of the symbols for Iceland, was a sheep (See pic. 
24) attributed to Ósoma.. A clear graphic image with no unnecessary details was popping up 
as a sticker on the other posters or as a single image or put into the broader context. 
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Sometimes it is just the head of the animal, but often also with a body shaped with the wavy 
line and an “X” to mark the anus.  
 Similar simplicity of another reality connected image is visible in a cat figure (See 
pic. 25), which Haló was putting all over the town. Reykjavík is known for being a cat town, 
where the unique species of Nordic cats are freely running down the streets. The cat of Haló 
is made out of horizontally put moon shape with sharpened edges to mark the ears. There 
are variations on this primary motif where the form is filled with one colour, or the cat is 
getting horizontal marks for eyes. Single examples are enriched by two vertical, tears shaped 
forms to induct the paws. There are also stencils and small sprayed forms of Haló known 
which place him along the graffiti artists with tendencies to dark romanticism. Yet, at the 
moment, there is not enough material nor contact possibilities that would enable further 
investigation of that matter.   
 Among many motifs of this time, there was a figure addressing women's issues in 
Icelandic society. A very simplified outline of the feminine silhouette was presented, usually 
with a heart marked in the middle. The game with the spectator included placing this form 
in a different context. Sometimes the woman is put alone, other times she stands next to the 
other person, which has a heart for him or herself. Now and again instead of the heart, the 
form has a hole in the intimate area, placed next to the same presentation or alone. Other 
motifs include one person with a heart and the other with the hole or a person with the hole 
in place of the heart or the heart in the intimate area. 
 Another motif widely spread in the capital area was an eye made by Æbol (See pic. 
26)233. Cartoon-alike in vibrant colours it appears in different contexts. Sometimes it is a 
simple image of an eye; other times, it is the halo or wings cover. It may wear clothes and 
get involved in conversations – with other eyes – on intimate topics. The eye is presented as 
all-seeing and ubiquitous. Sometimes judgemental, other times turning a blind eye on what 
is out there. 
 There is a particular tendency in Icelandic graffiti after 2005 to create rapid 
spectator’s reaction through exposition to turpism images. Súrkúla was an artist who 
consistently produced themes of suffering and ugliness. The creatures on her pictures have 
longitudinal limbs, sometimes transforming into animal bodies. Belly areas of the beings are 
either bloody or exposing insides like on the x-ray pictures (See pic. 27 - 28). The swans are 
grown into other beings creating strange entities. The limbs are losing flesh, and the bones 
 
233 Isl Æbol is a direct transcription of ‘eyeball’ – that is also a lite motif of his creations. 
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are visible out of the body. The confusion and madness in their eyes suggest some grave 
experiences, possibly a loss or insanity. The half alive, half – aware reality of beings are 
walking through the city in a dance macabre. Unfortunately, this very personal view on death 
dance motif provides almost no documentary material at all. Attempts to contact the artist 
also proved impossible. 
 On the other hand, many graffiti writers were devoted to developing their artistic 
style. There is a specific difference in the projects which are conducted alone, and the ones 
made together.  
 Nores is an artist who used a few different motifs and styles. He developed a 
figurative image of a man concentrating on all the pejorative stereotypes of the working 
class. The character has a drawn-out head with a massive jar and hardly visible neck. The 
eyes are accented with two black dots, eyebrows thick. The nose is small and upturned. Lips 
are fleshy and big, and the mouth often presents single asymmetric teeth. The character is 
placed as an individual image in the city landscape or occurs with a group creating a bigger 
picture (See pic. 29). The other motif that Nores is placing within his graffiti as a separate 
motif presentation or as a part of team-up work is a long ribbon of the colon. Brown-shaped, 
wriggly, and long, it interlaces other motifs. 
 Among the throw-ups and graffiti writers, there are few people whose style is 
outstanding. They were working on the letters cut and tend to always use specific colours. 
These graffiti artists also often come together to make a wall as a group but yet, each kept 
his style.  
 Wyh wildstyle projects are rather homogeneous. The visible inspiration popular in 
early 2000’ 3D visualization speaks out of his pieces. He determined to spray his name, and 
there were no photographs found where the world or sentence was more complex. The image 
is seen from different angles as the letters climb up or go down as in the rotating modus of 
the graphic program. The shapes are simplified through Wyh works on the shades are 
underlined on one edge with some patterns. The forms are vibrant and make an impression 
of a move like octopus’ tentacles.   
 A different style is presented by Kyte, whose letters recall smoke patterns (See pic. 
30). The elements are decorative, elongated, and give the impression of refinement. Kyte 
usually works with two colours and shades, implementing the light glittering on the surface.  
 The style of Atom has some similarities (See pic. 31) that often suggest cooperation, 
seeking inspiration in the same places, or learning from the same source. The corresponding 
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images visibly influence deep identification with hip hop culture in ’90. The posture is frozen 
in some cool pose and hands exaggerated to show the gestures. A person wears a head cover 
almost at all times, and sunglasses are often one of the accessories. The unexpected change 
is the perception cause a very sharp form of letters used by Atom. The whole world looks 
like an untwined metal ribbon. Though in cooperation with other street artists, Atom shows 
the ability to redefine his style in order to create new forms. In the mural made with Chulo 
(See pic. 32), the shapes are ovoid. The character standing in the middle is drawn with a 
smooth line. He stands in the middle with the spray can in his left hand, with the right one 
showing “V” symbol. Around him, there is a circle made up of smoky clouds caused by the 
spraying process or the cigarette held in his mouth. The smoke pattern is enriched by the 
flying skulls recalling the vanishing process. This memento mori on graffiti seems to be a 
summary of the current situation in Reykjavík.  
 The remarkable change in the style in the projects of a few people is well visible in 
Kez's artworks. His single projects are characterized by a very sharp, aggressive shape of 
letters in an expressive style. In the middle of his images, there is often the jar visible, getting 
ready to bite someone or just after it occurred. Grinning white teeth adds to the intensity (See 
pic. 33). Kez juxtaposes orange and red tones with green shades. 
 
 
6.4. Zero Tolerance Policy Implementation in Reykjavík 
 
6.4.1 Reasons for the implementation of Zero Tolerance 
 
 Before the 2006 City of Reykjavík had little concerns about street art and graffiti, 
putting minimal or little attention to that matter. Police were indulgent and seldom fined 
graffiti and street artists. Wildstyle graffiti and tags were left on the walls, and only 
sporadically someone removed it. The situation had changed around 2007 and 2008. After 
closing up Hlíðargöngin, there was no other place for youngsters to spray their art. The 
group of street artists joining the scene from Germany together with Sara Riel after her 
graduation made the situation yet more tense. Graffiti was written everywhere, causing a 
flood of sprayed pictures, stencils, stickers with little concepts behind. There were 
considerable voices raised against graffiti. In Fréttablaðið newspaper in 2007 and 2008, 
regular articles were pointing out the increasing amount of graffiti and tagging in the city 
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with a negative approach. The journalist Guðmundur Steingrímsson recognized that in past 
years there were many beautiful artworks sprayed on the buildings in Reykjavík. 
Nevertheless, he writes, that is an offense to do graffiti, no matter what quality it may present. 
He brings up an example of “Ólafur Elíasson, who is an extraordinary artist, would also not 
be allowed to spray on some buildings. Landlords want to have their houses clean and 
tidy”234.  
 Until then, Icelanders appreciated the value of high-quality graffiti and murals. Due 
to the overwhelming impact of graffiti and tagging on residents and business holders, the 
distinction between graffiti writing, throw-up, and large-scale murals has vanished for some 
time. The specifics of the local language that does not differ between particular forms of 
urban activity eased the simplification of street art perceiving through publicity. The press 
described the situation as “overwhelming” and called it a “problem” or a “plaque” like never 
before. The shop owners in the city centre were facing the need to repaint their shops on a 
regular basis at their own cost. The same situation had the landlords as the walls of the private 
houses were getting vandalised overnight. All involved parties agreed that one needs to clear 
up graffiti and tagging straight ahead in order to protect it from growing more and more. Not 
removing it would have meant that one allows it and so the others came to spray on the wall 
as well. Nevertheless, this attitude derived from Broken Windows Policy had not factual 
basis  Except for one time in Hlíðargöngin, neither press nor street art scene participants 
recall police getting involved on the scene. The complexity of problems in 2007 and 2008 
shows raising numbers of violent incidents connected to graffiti writing. Fréttablaðið 
reported an occurrence where a woman was stabbed by the graffiti artists after she caught 
them in the act at night and did not want to back off.235 In August 2008, the other graffiti 
artist was caught in the act, arrested and fined along with the undertaking to clean up graffiti 
for his own cost for the following half a year.236 The situation escalated to the extent, where 
a voluntary organization, Góðverkasamtökin, The Charity of good deeds, decided to  
regularly paint over graffiti downtown Reykjavík with white paint237.   
 
234 Steingrímsson, Guðmundur, Veggjakrot, [in:] Fréttablaðið, 12.01.2018, URL https://www.visir.is/ 
g/2008101120162/veggjakrot (13.05.2019) 
235 Þrír handteknir fyrir veggjakrot, [in:] Fréttablaðið, 02.01.2008, URL https://www.visir.is 
/g/200880102003/thrir-handteknir-fyrir-veggjakrot (20.05.2019) 
236 Þarf að hreinsa veggjakrot í hálft ár, [in:] Fréttablaðið, 20.08.2008, URL https://www.visir.is 
/g/2008507851708 (20.05.2019) 
237 Máluðu yfir veggjakrot í miðbænum, [in:] Fréttablaðið, 27.03.2008, URL https://www.visir.is 
/g/200880327025/maludu-yfir-veggjakrot-i-midbaenum (20.05.2019)  
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 The City was aware of the problem. According to Hrólfur Jónsson, 
Framkvæmdasviðs Reykjavíkurborgar238, Director of the City of Reykjavík's Construction 
Department, looking at the examples of other European, mostly Scandinavian cities, there 
were two routes to take: to ban graffiti altogether or to set places where it would be allowed 
to grow. Kirsten O’Brien quotes Guðmundur Vignir Óskarsson, project manager of the 
Reykjavík City, who said that the decision to implement Zero Tolerance Policy was made 
after the community raised concerns as the centre of Reykjavík became heavily graffitied.239  
 Representatives of the street art scene tried to argue that the situation will settle once 
there is an official open spot for graffiti, like Hlíðargöngin in the previous years. To ban 
graffiti entirely was not a solution in their opinions. As Chulo says, “This Zero Tolerance 
thing hasn’t worked anywhere. How are we going to be the first country in the world to 
eradicate graffiti?”.240  
 
 
6.4.2 Scandinavian inspirations for Implementation of Zero Tolerance Policy 
 
 The quoted media sources are in line with the information obtained from interviews. 
While looking for the solution to the graffiti overgrowth problem, Icelanders were inspired 
by Scandinavian countries, where the Zero Tolerance Policy has been accepted and lived by 
for some time now. The City Council sought to resolve a similar problem yet resulting from 
a different situation. 
 According to Jacob Kimvall, implementation of Zero Tolerance Policy in Sweden in 
the mid-nineties was influenced by the New York City approach. There were two types of 
arguments to support the executions on new laws. On the one hand, it was argued that graffiti 
in public space made citizens feel unsafe, and on the other – that graffiti was a criminal 
subculture where drugs, violence, and crimes were very present241. Yet, the New York 
graffiti prevention model underwent further development in Scandinavia as the graffiti got 
criminalized. There was certain propaganda already before to spread the vision of graffiti as 
a detrimental way for youngsters, which would lead them into violating the laws and act 
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against social behaviours242. The new legislation was in force. There were special police 
groups delegated to the matter but also groups connected to the police whose task was to 
investigate graffiti. Banning graffiti entirely meant that from now on, there was no possibility 
to obtain permission for spraying, neither for retail or advertisement nor for private people. 
Kimvall describes the reality where the artists were punished by withdrawing any 
possibilities for legal street art on the argumentation that previously they have been acting 
illegally – no matter if that was true or not243. 
 Thankfully, Iceland has not been implementing Zero Tolerance Policy in the same 
form. After the controversial negative comment of graffiti performance made by Swedish 
Minister of Culture Lena Adelsohn Liljeroth in 2009, there was an extensive discussion to 
prove, if graffiti is at all art or rather just a crime. Jacob Kimvall presents a set of logical 
evidence proving pointlessness on such a discussion giving previous artistic education of the 
artist in this case. Most importantly, he underlines the lack of critical skills that would allow 
her, or the authorities in general, assessment of the quality of the product presented as art. 
These critical skills possess just a particular group of people who can say if the art is bad or 
good. The fact that it is art should remain undiscussed at all244. The approach presented in 
this thesis dismisses the need to evaluate graffiti or street art in the matter of being worth to 
be perceived as art. Kimvall points out well enough that just a certain group may have 
enough knowledge and experience to possibly be in a position to give such a verdict. Yet, in 
my opinion this factor should not be involved in the street art study or legislation process as 
the tools we have to assess the ongoing artistic changes are not sufficient to judge their 
importance and value among other creations of contemporary or experimental art. History 
of art knows enough examples where the actual historical and cultural value of the artwork 
or art movement has been assessed differently from the time perspective, than it was at the 
time being. It may be useful to recall the opinion of Slavoj Žižek again, where the 
community’s choice of the most important artwork – in this case street art – has been seen 
as irrelevant and meaningless from the time perspective245. 
 As described above, the issue of graffiti being art or not was bothering Iceland at the 
turn of the century when the street art was still new in the country. After the matter got settled 
by obtaining an officially assessed place and supervision in the Hlíðargöngin, the topic was 
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not addressed again. The spread of graffiti over the town in uncontrollable ways, along with 
a more expansive attitude of graffiti artists after The Tunnel was closed, was the cause of the 
growing displeases towards all illegal graffiti and urban art. As proved in the quotation 
above, for Icelanders it was not important what artistic status held the person who scribbled 
or painted their walls. They were getting annoyed by the lawlessness and boundlessness of 
graffities, as well as the effort and costs caused daily by street artists. These tendencies 
settled as the Hjartagarðurinn was reactivated, surprisingly, by all the community. Previous 
frustration was no longer relevant, as the intensity of graffiti writings in the town decreased 
due to having their area for artistic creativity. 
 Kimvall relates to the propaganda introduced in Sweden in order to spread selected 
information on graffiti to shape the public view of the occurrence as a very negative factor 
creating negative recipients of street art. He claims, then “more than anything, Zero 
Tolerance meant a redefinition of graffiti – and this redefinition was a move from dissent to 
unity”246. 
 
 
6.4.3 The costs of Zero Tolerance Policy 
 
 According to the number given by Kristin O’Brien, in 2008, there were 42 00 square 
meters of public surfaces covered with graffiti, tags, stencils, and stickers. This applies 
exclusively to the surfaces owned by the city, like public buildings, streets and pavements, 
playgrounds, transportation signs, and similar. Neither the numbers nor the costs represent 
the physical and financial effort which landlords, tenants, and retailers had to cover. 
 Because of the intensive efforts of the city to repaint walls stained by graffiti, by 
December 2012 the covered surface shrunk to 22,000 square meters”247 The given numbers 
relate nevertheless to all kinds of graffiti and murals with no regard to the quality of removed 
graffiti or illegal urban art or the location. The numbers also include surfaces in 
Hjartagarðurinn that had been reactivated by that time, as well as Hlíðargöngin and other 
places holding graffiti workshops. On the other hand, they relate to the cleaning up of the 
road signs from the tags or removing street lights knittings248. 
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 Further on O’Brien reports after national broadcasting station RÚV, that in the year 
2008, there were 159 million Icelandic Kronas spent for removing all types of graffiti from 
different locations in Iceland. Fréttablaðið reports slightly lower number – 155 million 
Icelandic Kronas (respectively 1 313 000 USD and 1 280 000 USD or 943 000 EUR and 
920 000 EUR). Forty million Icelandic Kronas went directly into the Clean City campaign. 
It is, respectively, about 1 183 035,00 euros or 1 302 220 dollars for graffiti removal in the 
country and 297 600,00 euros or 327 600,00 dollars for the graffiti removal in the capital. In 
2011 the cost of graffiti removal reached 50 million Icelandic Kronas and in the following 
year was expected to be about 26 million Icelandic Kronas.249  
 
 
6.4.4 Obtaining permission for graffiti 
 
 In the legislation accepted in 2012, street art was officially shifted into the grey zone, 
being not entirely prohibited, but neither officially allowed. Whereas tagging is entirely 
forbidden, graffiti is allowed as long as the property owner gives his consent after 
corresponding retrieved permission from the City Council250. This covers the necessity of 
having appropriate legislation, and it brings no solutions. 
 Jón Gnarr served as mayor of Reykjavík from the year 2010, starting his duty after 
the bankruptcy of the country.251.  In an interview, Jón Gnarr asked about this situation, 
brought up the difficulties with the attribution of the ownership of the particular walls. He 
said that it was rather common that after talking to the alleged owner of some property, there 
was a question raised about the ownership of the walls or any other parts of the building. 
Gnarr illustrated it with an example of a confection store on the main street of Reykjavík. 
As the store in the example is placed in a historical building, the entrance is narrow and not 
easily approachable for persons with moving difficulties. When the owner wants to make 
amends, the question of ownership is raised. Though he owns the building itself, he may not 
own the street directly in front of it, differently like in most European countries. The step of 
the door, as well as the door and the walls, may or may not be his property. They face the 
 
249 Veggjakrot vaxandi vandamál, [in:] Fréttablaðið, 30.07.2011, URL https://www.visir.is 
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street and are visibly accessible parts of public space. That is why the rights and 
responsibilities may – or may not – lay in the hands of the City of Reykjavík252.  
 This doubt plays a critical role in the street art world. The question of graffiti 
legitimacy put on someone’s wall, even after obtaining this person’s permission, stays open. 
Whereas acceptance of the owner for paining on his wall is usually enough, the other 
problem presents the removal of the graffiti. Tanya Lind253, one of the founders of 
Hjartagarðurinn, recounts the beginnings of the broadly spread graffiti removal actions, 
when a person who got assigned to do so, had got no explicit instruction on what he was 
supposed to remove. The assessment of street art, the value of graffiti or it is artistic 
importance laid in his responsibility254. Also, Jón Gnarr remembers that the troop which was 
sent out to the streets in order to clean up street art had no clear directions on how to proceed. 
There were just a few people who obtained the task and an insufficient number of tools to 
proceed. By the time one wall was finished, the one cleaned previously was already taken 
over again and presented new graffiti255. 
Obtaining permission for large-scale graffiti is facing another difficulty. Henny 
María Frímannsdóttir, the curator of the Wall Poetry project on Icelandic side, was assessed 
to find the proper walls for the large-scale murals to be made in 2015 and 2016. While talking 
about as the challenges on the way, she also mentioned the necessity of complying with the 
Stjórnarráð Íslands, Ministry for the Environment and Natural Resources256. As written in 
the summary of areas of the Ministry on their website, 257 planning and building lie in their 
responsibility, along with other matters. The other agency which needs to agree to the 
changes in the buildings is Skipulagsstofnun, The Icelandic National Planning Agency. 
Whereas this office is accountable for agreeing on the changes influencing the use of the 
building, mainly it is form and height, but also overall shape and presence, the first one has 
a say on the consistent city view and the aesthetics. According to Henny María 
Frímannsdóttir, the lack of strict regulation led to misunderstandings and revoking the permit 
for some walls planned to use at the Wall Poetry258.  
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6.4.5 An assigned place for graffiti 
 
In the 2013 City of Reykjavík repainted Hlíðargöngin up to two times a week 
whereas Hafnarfjörður, a town bordering suburb of the capital, had five separated tunnels 
for graffiti artists to officially paint in259. Graffiti advocates claim that it gives youth space 
to express themselves artistically and that reduces the amount of poor-quality graffiti 
scribblings in other places. It also creates a safe space and an educational environment for 
participants.  
The graffiti artist Chulo comments on the circumstances as follows: “The problem 
with graffiti is that the City made it a problem. When I was growing up, we had these places 
to paint. And everyone would meet up there, and everyone was into quality, trying to get 
better and develop. As they shut down all these places, we lost the connection between the 
older and younger generations, and now instead of competing with style, people compete 
with space, and the younger generations don’t develop as rapidly. They’ve grown up this 
way, and they’ve never had a place to practice, so this is all they know how to do.”260 
Ellen Guðmundsdóttir was a street art activist for a long time. She has been a part of 
the street art scene in Reykjavík but chose to advocate for the young people in order to grant 
them a safe, legal space for their art and provide them opportunities they would not have 
otherwise. Having a background in art as a former student and also education in criminal 
matters, she seemed to have been a perfect person to mind the best interests of the Icelandic 
street art world. She has been supporting and documenting the activities of the younger 
generation and in October 2011 sought to get such an official graffiti spot from the City of 
Reykjavík. 
The petition was called Úr veggjakroti i verðmæti, “From graffiti to value” and was 
addressed primarily to the mayor of Reykjavík and submitted to a few following authorities. 
As the response to the ongoing situation and overflow of graffiti, Ellen suggests creating a 
safe space for people from 12 to 18 years old. As an insider of the street art world, she would 
be supervising the group, and there would also be a social worker present on the scene. The 
creative work with youngsters would help them look into further development of their skills 
while keeping them away from the risk of getting fined or arrested for illegal graffiti. It 
would also be a cost-effective solution, and the money saved on cleaning up the graffiti could 
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be possibly used for other purposes connected to the educational arts. Ellen claims that 
graffiti is the way of many of the troubled young people to communicate and have their 
voices heard261. 
The petition included a financial proposal for a trial running time. The total cost 
would reach 18,5 million Icelandic Kronas, which would be taken from the graffiti budget 
that at the moment was spent on removing graffiti. Nevertheless, allowing the new spot 
would also cut the graffiti removal costs as the main interest and intensity would be moved 
into the project spot. It was also proposed for the city of Reykjavík to choose and provide 
sustainable housing. The project would be conducted partly at the seafront, where there 
would be an extra couple of supervising artists who would engage participants in theoretical 
and practical art education but also maintenance and cleaning. After two years the project 
would be evaluated, and there would be the determination of the final economic impact as 
well as social changes and development of the youngsters who would have been taking part 
in the undertaking262. A Zero Tolerance attitude is not only expensive and momentary, but 
it also ignored the young artists that are expressing themselves. “The issue is a social one, 
says Ellen. “These kids want to be heard and appreciated for their art, the same as the ones 
who get a round of applause and approval for playing musical instruments263”. 
The explanation of the proposal contains an additional title that presents the approach 
of Ellen: Veggjakrot: Að breyta vandamali i tækifæri – “Graffiti: changing a problem into 
an opportunity.” It explains the simplicity of the idea that has not been tried out yet. The 
adolescents were to be guided on their way of exploration art and street art by liberalization, 
providing education, exhibitions, and happening possibilities in a safe and supervised way.  
Based on a conversation with the engaged ones, Ellen says, that the youngsters see 
themselves as “graffiti artists” and are genuinely interested in art education, yet the stigma 
put on them through Zero Tolerance makes it for them impossible to obtain access to legal 
tools and further possibilities264. Moreover, if they are caught in the act, they are subject to 
arrest, and ultimately, they need to pay fines. They or their parents are fulfilling this 
responsibility, but at the same time, possible financial means for education and artistic 
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development are being cut off265. She also quotes Lýðheilsustöð, The Directorate of Health, 
on the detrimental effect which this situation has on the health of young people and the risk 
of getting into addictions, depression, and mental health issues. The presence of the social 
worker on the scene would provide possibilities to catch any sign of unhealthy or dangerous 
behaviour, and the appropriate steps would be taken straight ahead. Abuse of any substance 
is strictly prohibited. 
Ellen was convinced that her proposal is a perfect and beneficial idea for all the 
parties as it would also generate enormous savings for the City in a matter of time. The 
project was carefully prepared with the field research among the graffiti artists, backed up 
by the data of the national offices. The specific solutions were offered, including candidates 
for the position of social and artistic supervision. The project was addressed to the mayor of 
Reykjavík. The Foremen of the Departments had a say in the matter of the official graffiti 
approach or welfare of young people got the forwarded documentation. The offices which 
got the proposal were: Sport and Leisure Activities, Culture and Tourism, School Education 
and After School Activities, City Council, Construction Department.266 
In the course of this research, there was a problem with obtaining the information 
and documentation from the authorities. Within a few years, there were multiple attempts 
taken to obtain disclosures about such documentation or even proof that such documentation 
existed. Neither Ministries nor the City Council or particular Departments of the City Hall 
provided specific information on the legislation or provisions concerning street art in 
Reykjavík in the past 20 years. Moreover, none of the contacted interlocutors, neither in an 
official way nor in private conversation, has named the applicable authorities. Eventually, 
through personal contact with Jón Gnarr, former mayor of Reykjavík, who held the office 
from 2010 to 2014, which is the time in question, some of the documents could have been 
accessed. According to the information from Sigurður Björn Blöndal, the Chairman of the 
Chief Executive Board of Reykjavík City Council, all the found documentation has been 
shared for this research. Unfortunately, the number of given papers is not satisfactory. 
Nevertheless, the found written information allows to re-track some of the milestones in the 
street art world. 
 
265 As known from the press reports, fines may vary but usually are set in the amount of 25 to 50 % of monthly 
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The proposal of Ellen Guðmundsdóttir is dated 11.10.2011. According to the note 
made by Hrólfur Jónsson, Head of Borgarráð Reykjavíkur, Reykjavík City Council, it was 
forwarded to the appropriate Department, Framkvæmda- og eignasviðs og Velferðarsvið, 
Construction and Property Department and the Welfare Department. To clear the matter, the 
meeting was scheduled with Ellen Guðmundsdóttir, the proposed artist supervisor, the 
Framkvæmda- og eignasviðs officials and the City Council representatives. Welfare 
Department representatives were absent are had to submit their notes afterward267. The 
standpoint of all parties was discussed with attention to the pioneer status of the undertaking. 
Concerning the social issue and cost reduction, the project was seen as “very satisfactory”.268 
The distinction for the indoor and outdoor works, as well as the permissions obtained prior 
to any exhibitions or extended activities in urban space, has been assessed positively. It was 
also seen as an effective means in the pursuit of the Zero Tolerance Policy. Another argument 
for the launch of the experiment was that Ellen had already talked to the active graffiti artists, 
and many declared themselves ready and willing to participate in her project. “In this light, 
we can give the project our highest recommendation,” writes Jónsson269. As the need for a 
reassessment of the project has been announced valid, the City Council did not find it 
appropriate to share the fund for graffiti removal for these two projects. The undertaking of 
Ellen Guðmundsdóttir was to obtain its funding and, after the reassessment phase, possibly 
also own housing.  
The Welfare Department of the City Council submitted a review of the project 
proposal, dated 13th of February 2012. It summarizes all the main points of it, underlining 
the positive influences of the adolescents and their development that Ellen claims to occur 
in the time being. Nevertheless, the opinion is firm: graffiti is an offense, no matter in what 
form and space it is done, it is crucial to do everything possible to avoid graffiti and all 
criminal consequences of doing street art270. Further on, it writes that it is essential “to fight 
against graffiti and emotional and financial harm it is causing to single people and 
community as a whole.” Fighting graffiti in its very roots are essential for the prevention 
policy of Icelandic Police. Accepting graffiti would be detrimental to young people groups 
by giving them more possibilities “to enter the ways of crime,” “cause disappointment on 
 
267 Note of Borgarráð Reykjavíkur, “úr veggjakroti i verónueti" - umsögn from 16.01.2012 signed by Hrólfur 
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their part-time jobs and unhappiness of their parents”271. All graffiti offenses were to be 
investigated by the police and street artists subject to various fines and other types of 
punishments. Support of the project would encourage crime, whereas all effort needs to be 
done to address the situation on the other end and fight against detrimental occurrence of 
urban art. The example of other cities that lived by the Zero Tolerance rules was praised, 
and the same approach was strictly advised.  
In April of 2012, Menningar- og ferðamálasvið, Culture, and Tourist Department of 
the City Council submitted the review on the project, after roughly half a year on the first 
submission and a quartal after the meetings on the topic. It reads that on the top of described 
documents also Velferðarsviði og Framkvæmda- og eignasviði, Department of Construction 
and Property, submitted their assessments. 272 The effort of Ellen was noted, and the 
recognition was made for graffiti as art in opposition to throw-ups and illegal tagging. It 
underlined as well as the willingness of the City to find the solution, yet to have clear rules 
on graffiti was more important than coming toward young people. In the further explanation 
for the decision, it is said that the delay in the determination of the project was caused by 
comparing the other submitted project on the Hjartagarðurinn. Taking all the factors into 
account, the project of Ellen Guðmundsdóttir was dismissed, and the funds were assessed to 
the works in the Heart Garden. Unfortunately, both the other proposal itself and further 
documentation were impossible to access. In opposition to the proposal of Ellen, which is 
argued in detail, the other one lacks more information. The reasoning for choosing the new 
proposal reads: “In the opinion of undersigned, this project continues the best way to reduce 
debris and destruction caused in the town and to positively encourage ambitious street art by 
doing it the urban environment itself - rather than in confined spaces”273. In the end, it stated 
that the founder of the garden would get funds, but not even the names are given. From the 
press and interviews, it is possible to re-track this data. Nevertheless, this void is surprising. 
In October 2013, at the City council Meeting, the issue of graffiti in the city centre 
was discussed again. The stand of Sjálfstæðisflokksins, the Independence Party, shows that 
it was not only decided that Zero Tolerance Policy is working well, but the measures against 
illegal art were to be tightened. Next to the efforts on removal, much pressure was to be put 
on the prevention. This was agreed upon, and the matter was forwarded to final 
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acceptance274. In the meeting of November 2016, the matter came up again, but the attitude 
has not changed much. It was determined to fight against graffiti with all possible means. 
Further on the engagement of youth clubs, neighbourhood watch and other voluntary 
organizations was very welcome275. 
 
 
6.4.6 Icelandic version of Zero Tolerance Policy 
 
The implementation of the Zero Tolerance Policy in Iceland seems to have helped 
entirely. The grounds leading ultimately to this decision were mainly played on the 
community level. The most disturbing was spreading of the illegal graffiti and tagging of the 
low aesthetic value and the physical effort and financial cost of removing it.  
The success of the change may lay in the flexibility which was adapted to the rules. 
Naturally, some adolescents were caught in the act and, probably due to their aggressive 
behaviour, were arrested and prosecuted to fines. Instead of the further organized troops to 
fight against graffiti, like in Sweden, in Iceland, there was a sociologist to work with police 
and assess the phenomena of street art. It was noted that no more than 20 percent of the 
reported crimes had been closed by the successful investigation. Some graffiti writing was 
never reported, and in the other cases caught in the act, youngsters admitted to spraying on 
the walls276. 
The efforts to cut down the supply of spray cans, markers or ban providing tools277, 
were publicly dismissed very quickly. The law allowing for personal revisions was out of 
the question. 
One of the characteristics of the nation is its utter respect to another human being and 
love for art. Centuries-long dependence on the other countries caused the hate to be forced 
to follow the rules. Moreover, graffiti-ing on own property or after obtaining proper 
permission was not banned like in the other Nordic countries. Also, the financial benefits of 
not prohibiting graffiti materials purchase led to the extraordinary amount of “exceptional 
circumstances” that advocated for all types of urban creativity. 
 
274 Tillaga borgarráðsfulltrúa Sjálfstæðisflokksins um aðgerðir gegn veggjakroti í miðborginni, 25.10.2013 
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6.5 The peak of urban creativity around 2012 
 
6.5.1 Hjartagarðurinn 
 
 Hjartagarðurinn translates to English as a “Heart Garden,” whereas the “art” particle 
underlines the importance of creativity in this space. The vast area, transformed in the 
summer of 2012, rests between two main downtown axes of Reykjavík downtown, 
Laugavegur and Hverfisgata, and have been left unsupervised for some years at the time. It 
was taken over by those who wanted to practice their creativity in arts, body movement, and 
music. Attendees enjoyed the proximity of downtown and freedom gained through the 
appropriation of the space but unfortunately cared little for the views and shape of their area. 
The buildings facing Laugavegur have been in use, but the other ones seem to have been 
forgotten, and nobody has been maintaining them at the time.   
 With the implementation of Zero Tolerance Policy in 2008, Reykjavík City began 
the wide-ranged graffiti removal action, that also covered the square between Laugavegur 
and Hverfisgata. Tanya Lind (Pollock at the time), one of the founder trio of 
Hjartagarðurinn, tells that in 2011 she saw one man painting over the walls there and faced 
him asking what and why he was doing278. She was thereafter informed that the space was 
to be painted white, and all existing graffiti removed. This action would have entailed the 
end of the actively used scene for youth creativity. Nevertheless, the lack of rules and 
supervision led to the hoarding in the square, which became trashed, dirty, and uninviting. 
Together with Örn Tönsberg and Tómas Magnússon, she decides to fight for space. They 
had an idea of evolving it in a communal, vibrant artistic space, which was already perfected 
located downtown. The area was to become the Hjartagarðurinn, the Heart Garden in the 
heart of Reykjavík. Depending on the source, the initiator's name varies. In Tanya's story, it 
was her impulse and idea, though Morgunblaðið article based on the talk with Tómas 
describes his as the one with the original idea279. As the street art world in Iceland at the time 
was very well netted at the time, and everyone knew everybody, it is enough to define the 
founding trio that has been now taking care of the Heart Garden.  
 
278 Interview with Tanya Lind 
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 In summer 2011, Tómas, Tanya and Sigríður Sigurðardóttir called a social event on 
the spot. The news and invitations were spread in many ways: from person to person, on 
Facebook, and in the daily press. The goal was to clean up the place and prepare it for reuse 
by the whole community in order to gain permission from authorities to keep the space clean, 
tidy, and safe for all. People got together to remove trash, repair benches, prepare play areas 
and sitting groups as well as the stage. All the flat surfaces were to be ready for new street 
art (See pic. 35 - 36).280 
The idea of Hjartagarðurinn came from the trio of active urban creators, but at the 
beginning, there was not any particular written plan for the Hjartagarðurinn but rather a set 
of goals, with the pressure on some varying slightly between the leading group members. 
Tómas underlines the need for kids and families to have a leisure spot with playgrounds and 
picking possibilities for free time activities, which were very missed at Laugavegur at this 
time. The space for street art was always seen as a priority by all the founders, but Tómas 
was also hoping for the possible use of abandoned buildings into artists' studio or common 
working space281. 
Hjartagarðurinn got a comprehensive, positive response in the community, first 
promising answers from the Reykjavík City and excellent press. The space was well taken 
care of: the area stayed clean, benches got new paint, there was a playing spot for the 
youngest ones. There were also ramps for skaters, and all the walls became fully covered by 
graffiti. Musicians occupied the stage, and a long white summer evening was filled with 
cheering and music. As Tanya says, it was only possible to connect all the aspects, to let the 
grown next to each other, sink into each other to fulfil and inspire each part. In this sense, 
kids were invited to this society. Tanya further states that, regardless of what project she was 
involved in, she always had her child with her, as a natural state, as did others 282.  
Eli Petzold describes the atmosphere in Hjartagarðurinn in summer 2012 as follows: 
“The sun is shining, music is playing, toddlers are playing on the seesaw, teenagers are 
picnicking, and tourists are taking pictures of the colourful graffiti on the walls. 
Hjartagarðurinn (“The Heart Garden”) is one of the most appealing spots in 101 
Reykjavík”.283 Community members of all ages and beliefs got engaged in this community 
park, bringing inspiration and sharing responsibilities. 
 
280 Interview with Tanya Lind 
281 Finnbogadóttir 2011 
282 Interview with Tanya Lind  
283 Petzold, Eli, Home is where the heart is, [in:] The Reykjavík Grapevine, Issue 10 2012, p. 50 
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Also, the response from The City was surprisingly very positive. The Zero Tolerance 
Policy did not apply there, as the area was not owned by any public body. Stjórnarráð 
Íslands, the Ministry for the Environment and Natural Resources, has had a say on the topic 
as Hjartagarðurinn invaded the public visual space. Nevertheless, no concerns have been 
documented. The City of Reykjavík supported the project in the matter of keeping the spot 
clean, especially after music events and parties as the trash, broken glass, and cigarette butt 
must have been cleared up regularly284.  
 Nevertheless, the whole project was based on mutual trust, respect, and creativity. 
Some walls were soon covered by the large-scale murals, often a collaboration of few artists. 
Each segment of the border walls contained a figurative picture, often in dialogue with the 
surroundings. They were landscape pictures on the walls, reflecting snow-covered mountain 
Esja on the other side of the harbour. Some mystical Icelandic creatures were hiding in the 
looms of the abandoned buildings. The skateboard ramps touching the wall met the painting 
of the wolf wide opening his maul as for swallowing the riders (See pic. 37). The entrance 
from the Hverfisgata street side was guarded by a whole wall painting of robots fights and 
on the other side, a monster child painting, where the monster dresses up as a child and a 
child as a monster (See pic. 38). The overall view of the square presents a well designed full 
of activities possibilities space (See pic. 39 - 40) 
The most serious obstacle for the further development of Hjartagarðurinn proved to 
be the owner of the land285. In the beginning, the founders of the project could not have 
found out who is responsible for the area of the square, not was anyone maintaining already 
destroyed buildings286. Later on, it was determined that the owner was on the property retail 
company Reginn, which holds the right to many different buildings downtown Reykjavík. 
Before the crisis of 2008, there were plans on building a seven-story high mall, but due to 
financial situations, they have never come to be, and space stayed abandoned287. Soon space 
was taken over by people searching for a spot for their creativity. As a private party held the 
land, The City did not engage in any maintenance or upkeep. 
Already in the autumn of 2012, the uncertainty of the future of Hjartagarðurinn stuck 
this new community. Due to the need for the constant growth of the touristic offer and the 
 
284 Ibidem 
285 The issue of ownership and responsibility for the walls and graffiti is discussed in the Chapter 6.4. Zero 
Tolerance Policy Implementation in Reykjavík, page 99. 
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touristic base, Reykjavík’s City Planning Committee introduced a proposal for building a 
new hotel in the place taken by the Heart Garden. Space would need to get demolished in 
order to award the way for the construction under the direction of the architecture firm, 
Arkitektur288. Tanya Lind put her utter disappointment and anger in the following words: 
“The owners gave us permission, as did the city. We were also told that any future plans for 
the area would be discussed with the community—that we could present our visions for the 
place, and that it would be taken into consideration. However, they did not do that. Their 
current plan does not coincide with what the community wants and needs. They should have 
invited us to those meetings.289” Even though this statement undermines the previous one 
about no possibilities of communication with the owner, it expresses the disbelief of the 
community for the plans of the newly renewed Heart Garden. Not only it would be a subject 
for demolition but also some of the buildings there, like a bar and venue Faktorý. That would 
deteriorate the freshly strengthened scene as just some months earlier, other spots of 
Reykjavík cultural nightlife have been closed down. Supposedly, the need for destroying the 
venues was triggered by the growing number of tourists visiting Reykjavík in October and 
November to attend music festivals Iceland Airwaves290. Nevertheless, erasing music and 
cultural spots in order to build modern buildings to facilitate the number of tourists who 
come to visit the city in order to experience this cultural life, seems to be an illogical vicious 
circle.  
The founding trio started to discuss the conditions with the City in order to keep 
Hjartagarðurinn alive. Again, Tanya is quoted: “We want them to back up a bit on the 
construction in the area, leaving alone the businesses that are well alone. There is no logic 
in tearing down Faktorý; the house is in good condition, and it is booming with music and 
life. Since our government wants to construct buildings for private owners to buy and do 
their businesses, perhaps the government can support us by buying one house for a grassroots 
cultural centre. There can be a coffee house and gallery, a place for concerts, possibly an 
indoor market, a designer store, and so on. I would rather see a hostel there than one more 
hotel.”291 There are also multiple videos online, showing the atmosphere of the spot: 
 
288 Staines, Bowen, Where is the love gone?, [in:] The Reykjavík Grapevine, 08.10.2012, URL 
https://grapevine.is/mag/articles/2012/10/08/where-has-the-love-gone/ (15.05.2019) 
289 Ibidem 
290 Ibidem 
291 Staines, 2012  
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presenting graffiti writing process while others are chilling and playing football,292jam 
sessions on one of the summer evening, with the ad banners of the sponsors visible293 or 
some impressions taken by the tourists294 
The battle against Reginn, the largest private estate company in the country, has 
lasted for the following few months. Residents, artists, musicians, teenagers, and passing – 
by tourists have fought together in order to save at least part of the Heart Garden. Örn 
Tönsberg tells in the interview for Morgunblaðið about the actions that the community has 
taken in order to avoid demolition295. Reginn, as a part of Landsbankinn, the most significant 
national bank before the crisis of 2008, has been but impassive. In the autumn of 2013, the 
bulldozers entered the space and the construction work was led for at least another half a 
year (See pic. 41). 
Just before the demolition, Cara Giaimo described the late Hjartagarðurinn as 
follows: “After days steeping in Iceland’s winter colour palette – golden grass, blue sky, 
gray mountains – stepping into Hjartagarðurinn, or ‘The Heart Garden,‘ feels like a 
Technicolor zap. A menagerie of graffiti, in all stripes and styles, covers the walls; skaters 
hop jumps painted like toadstools; sketch artists, parents, singers, and teens ignore the chill 
and flock on the bright benches, exhaling vapor, laughter, and cigarette smoke. Even if 
you’re not tempted by the skate park, the playground, or the frequent public dance parties 
and yoga sessions, your eyes will get a workout climbing the painted mountains or jumping 
between the prayer flags and the pinwheels and that one girl’s neon hair“296. 
Due to the clearing process and weather conditions, the works on the hotels were 
postponed. Þórhildur Þorkelsdóttir wrote for the Fréttablaðið newspaper in the summer of 
2013 that the  city‘s representative for downtown, Jakob Frímann Magnússon, expressed his 
satisfaction on his Facebook page. The works were not to be started before August 2013, 
and thus the availability of the Heart Garden was postponed for a few more weeks before 
the fight was ultimately lost.297 
 
292 Graff born in Hjartagardurinn, 21.07.2011, URL https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zd6pJSxInfw 
(10.10.2019) 
293 Stjörnuryk session, URL https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eaPOYdPMD8g (11.10.2019) 
294 Reykjavík Iceland: Þórunn Antonía (Thorunn Antonia) performs in Hjartagarðurinn, 22.07.2015, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mX-yWV4GgmE (02.10.2019) or Hjartagarðurinn - Love park Reykjavík, 
26.07.2013, URL https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BkRoV-Kw9Es (02.10.2019) 
295 Kristinsdóttir 2012 
296 Giaimo, Cara, Visit Reykjavík's heart while it's still beating, [in:] Visit Reykjavík, 27.10.2012, URL 
http://www.Reykjavík.com/visit-Reykjavíks-heart-while-its-still-beating/ (14.05.2019) 
297 Þorkelsdóttir, Þórhildur, Hjartagarðurinn verður opinn í sumar, [in:] Fréttablaðið, 21.07.2013, URL 
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Hjartagarðurinn was a dream place for the community which united generations, let 
stereotypes be put aside, and enabled the enjoyment of life in creative space together. It was 
created together under the leadership of the founding trio, which took the first steps and led 
official talks. People participated in this phenomenon with all their hearts. The square resting 
downtown was a symbol of respect, equality, art. Just a few hundred meters further, in front 
of parliament, on Austurvollur square, people were gathering every time they wanted to 
voice their objection towards the unfair action taken by authorities. Sadly, the democratic 
Heart Garden lost the fight against Reginn company, which has been a part of Landsbankinn 
bank. The “sanctuary from the capitalistic world we live in”298, as Örn described 
Hjartagarðurinn, had to give up its place to the hotel. 
Though the fight for the Heart Garden was lost, the idea and memory remain in the 
heart of Reykjavík inhabitants. The Facebook page of the place has been inactive since 2016. 
Tourist pages or those who offer graffiti walks, keep a space for the Heart Garden as well. 
The videos of the stage performances or just Hjartagarðurinn everyday impressions are on 
YouTube, and the viewers' number is growing. According to Tanya, in the newly built hotel's 
lobby, for a very long time was an exhibition of the photographs of the Hjartagarðurinn in 
its greatness time (See pic. 42 for a current place view). Until 2018 the annual Christmas 
market, which was taking place in the same spot, was advertised as “The Christmas market 
in the Heart Garden.“ Tanya, who published a photo on Facebook on 15.12.2018, 
commented on it as follows: “This is NOT the Heart Garden. It is not even close (...) The 
Heart Garden was a green area created together by the community. All kinds of art and all 
hearts got to bloom there. Instead of allowing us to keep on growing, they put a hotel in 
there. Hotel concrete is not our community. (...) Where is the heart of the city today? A 
hotel?“299. 
 
 
6.5.2 Guido van Helten 
 
The dynamic change in the perception of graffiti and street art that was caused by 
implementation of Zero Tolerance Policy and at the same time bloom of the Heart Garden, 
 
298 Petzold 2012 
299 Tanya’s Lind Facebook wall post on 15.12.2018, URL 
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made space for yet another occurrence in the urban art world in Iceland – creation of many 
large-scale murals. Not only Icelandic artists started to take over whole walls in order to 
paint murals on them but also the presence of internationally renowned artists marked the 
landscape of urban art on the island. 
Guido van Helten is an Australian born artist with Dutch roots. The beginning of his 
artistic activity lies in traditional graffiti writing for which he has been fined a few times. 
Allegedly it was a reason for the change of his artistic doings and deciding on enrolling in 
university. In 2008 van Helten graduated in arts from Brisbane University. 
Van Helten paints large-format photorealistic portraits in monochromatic tones. The 
keen interest in watercolours, which he developed while studying fine art, is well visible in 
his painting manner. He concentrates on people and their emotions in a vast scope. He creates 
site-specific works in locations all over the world. The first step is to get to the place and try 
to feel it, see it with all the senses. Van Helten focuses on the local people and surroundings 
in a very aware way to give them something they will relate to, something that will speak 
about their spirits300. He chooses the motif according to his feelings, emotions, the reaction 
of people as it is clear for him; they will make their stories, nonetheless. Van Helten painted 
a portrait of the two demonstrators, a deaf girl, and a Palestinian boy, after the protests in 
Jacksonville in the name of tolerance, diversity and respect. In the interview given 
afterwards, he says about the creation process: “Usually I spend some time seeking out an 
image which speaks some connection to a place to the site in which I will paint, who have 
something to say, or simply are just representative something I feel needs some kind of 
representation.”301 
Van Helten praises traditional masterpieces, which were done with caution and care. 
It took a long time for them to be completed, but the delivered image was perfect. The same 
values he puts into his street art projects, bringing his skills always closer to perfection. The 
intention is to put artwork onto the street, not to create a street art piece. It is supposed to 
make an influence on the people, to impact them in some way. As the process is so complex, 
the time spent on one image is about a few weeks or a month usually with just a few 
 
300 Miles, Sabina, Portrait of the artist. Guido van Helten, URL http://www.selinamiles.com/guidovanhelten 
(04.12.2019) 
301 Arias, Enriqueta, Interview: Guido van Helten, [in:] instagrafite,16.12.2016, URL 
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exceptions where due to the external conditions, van Helten had to finish the project in a 
short time302. 
 
Sailors, Skagaströnd 2013 
 
 There are places for 10 to 15 artists in residence in Skagaströnd in the northwest part 
of the country. In summer 2013, van Helten had been staying there and took part in an 
outdoor project. In Skagaströnd, there are two large-scale murals made on the old furniture 
storage and store.303 The mural shows two pictures of old sailors (See pic. 43). This time 
there was no particular person as a model for his work. Van Helten used facial features of 
“several men, so that many can recognize themselves, even though the picture is not of them 
directly.”304 
The timing of the projects overlapped with the ones in Skagaströnd, which were 
probably finished just shortly before the new one started, or even at some point, while van 
Helten worked on a few ideas at the same time. Assessing the timeframes remains very 
difficult but on the basis of dates in daily press articles, it may be proved that the Sailors 
event took more time, and after it was finished in Juni, van Helten moved towards the capital 
where he started the work on the next portrait immediately. Such a course of events would 
have given him also the opportunity to get to know people who afterward could have helped 
him with the formalities concerning graffiti in Reykjavík. Even though proposed timing is 
derived from logical fact composition, it was impossible to determine the series of events 
ultimately.  
 
Afi, Reykjavík 2013 
 
This portrait is located downtown Reykjavík in the Vesturbæjar district. It is among 
the first ones painted by van Helten in Iceland. As described, the correct determination of 
the time of some painting, and sometimes even attribution to van Helten, remains 
problematic.  
 
302. The project in Chernobyl needed to be conducted within 5 to 6 hours due to the risk connected to the 
radiation exposure. The conditions of the project in Akureyri allowed the artists for two days of work. 
303 Bernódusson, Ólafur, Andlitsblöndur settar á gafla, 10.06.2013, [in:] Morgunblaðið, 10.06.2013 URL 
https://www.mbl.is/greinasafn/grein/1468959/?item_num=5&searchid=64af9e370b39f52cde87b75cb 
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 Orri Freyr Finnbogason is told to have helped van Helten in Iceland, which seems to 
mean sorting out the formalities and language difficulties305. He has had a keen interest in 
graffiti in Reykjavík and 2007, wrote a semester paper at Háskóli Íslands, University of 
Iceland, on that topic.  
The permissions for painting have been obtained officially, and the owner of the 
building took part in this process. Due to the lack of information stating otherwise, it is 
assumed that it has been similar to the steps that needed to be gone through shortly after in 
order to get permission. The artist had to contact the owner who needed to obtain permission 
from the sustainable department.  
 The portrait on the villa´s wall shows the grandfather of the house owner (See pic. 
44). As The Reykjavík Grapevine describes, while walking down the streets, van Helten saw 
the building in an open, exhibited place, on the corner of big crossing streets. He knocked 
on the door with the friend, which had to be said Orri Freyr Finnbogason, asking the owner 
for permission to paint over existing tags. They presented some of the already existing 
paintings, and the owner was deeply moved by the soft magical realism of the images. She 
gave the picture of her grandfather, who built the house to have it painted on the wall in the 
gesture of respect and honour to him and their family tradition.306 
 
No exit, Reykjavík 2013 – 2014 
 
The project No exit consists of three large-scale murals taking the space of the whole 
wall each (See pic. 45). The building decorated with the murals, called Loftkastalinn, used 
to be a theatre. It is located in the walking distance from Reykjavík downtown, in the Grandi 
district. It lies next to the big roundabout connecting the centre of the town with two further 
districts – the retail, artistic, harbour one, and the half-island with rather luxurious housing. 
According to Alex Baumhard, van Helten “was commissioned to paint this wall in part to 
reclaim it from persistent tagging.” The owner of the building contacted van Helten after he 
saw the portrayal of Afi in the neighbourhood. In exchange for his work, he was offered 
accommodation, food, and material cost coverage.307 The process of creation took a few 
 
305 Eggert, Graffar afann á húsgafl, [in:] Morgunblaðið, 16.06.2013 URL https://www.mbl.is/greinasafn 
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months, which to some extent, depended on the harsh winter weather. The notes in the 
newspapers began to be published in October 2013 and the summary of the works was 
published at the beginning of March 2014 (See pic. 46). 
Mural presents the pictures of the actress Helga Löve, who played in 1958 or 1959, 
or both (information about both dates available) in the play based on No Exit by Jean-Paul 
Sartre. According to the information given by the artists, he found the photograph taken by 
Andrés Kolbeinsson in the screenplay. Nevertheless, on the website of the project, he 
published a picture taken by himself of this photography, as to be found in the Reykjavík 
Museum of Photography (See pic. 47). 
The first picture on the left side is the first one to be seen approaching the scene from 
the centre towards the suburbs. It is a three-quarter portrait of the woman's face. The middle 
one shows a couple in a tight grip. A woman's funny face is well visible. Laughing, she puts 
her arms around the man, whose back is visible as he leans over to kiss his partner. The last 
mural does not fit into the expected wall space. It presents the man from the half profile 
concentrated on the woman's mouth that he opens with his thumb. They let him do that, 
though her sigh is pointed in the space, and she seems to be emotionally absent. 
“No entry” murals were replaced in June 2019 by the large-scale project Heima. The 
artwork of van Helten brought much attention to Reykjavík. People revealed their sadness 
on Facebook to express their disappointment on the removal of their favourite graffiti (See 
pic. 48). 
 
Halla, Vestmannaeyar, 2014 
 
 Another project of van Helten is to be found in the Vestmannaeyar, island 
archipelago in the West part of Iceland. It was painted before the end of June 2014, after the 
projects in Reykjavík were finished, and the artist gained regional fame and recognition.  
 The face portrait of the young person is visible on the big wall in Heimaey, the island 
where the ferry from the mainland comes (See pic. 49). It has been repainted on the wall 
where previously three old paintings were to be seen (See pic. 50). The building is well 
presented in the local landscape, allowing people to see the image very well. In front of it, 
there is a leisure square with some sitting groups and ramps for skaters.  
The portrait on Vestmannaeyar is in the well-known convention of photorealism. 
This painting is based on the photo obtained from local photography archive Sigurgeir 
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ljósmyndari by Sigurgeiri Jónasson. It shows Halla Svavarsdottír sowing new vegetation on 
the mountain Heimakletti after the eruption in 1976. She lays her head on the left shoulder 
and over the other one is a pattern of regular shapes, reminding of snow or ash-covered 
mountains or mossy hills. Also, here, the picture of the real person was an impulse to create 
a very locally rooted image with a spot for personal identification for the spectator.  
 
Girl, Akureyri 2014 
 
 The large-scale mural on Amaro guesthouse in Akureyri (See pic. 51) was painted by 
Guido most probably in August 2014, possibly 2015. The later date was, at the time of 
writing this dissertation, impossible to dismiss. According to the article in Morgunblaðið, 
the mural was being painted at the end of August 2014 as part of the festival taking part in 
the town308. On the other hand, this painting was supposedly a part of the project which van 
Helten conducted in Akureyri in August one year later, in 2015309. Nevertheless, if the mural 
on the guesthouse wall was painted in 2014, it would have helped the artist to organize 
project details in 2015, which are described by him and on the movie itself. The 
Akureyrarstofa, who facilitated the project of 2015, participated in the festival of 2014. 
The other questionable issue is the frequency of the travels to Iceland, which van 
Helten would have had to be conducting. The projects in Reykjavík were conducted at the 
end of 2013 until at least March 2014. According to the given schedule, in August 2014, van 
Helten would have had to be in North Iceland in January 2015 in Kópavogur and in August 
2015 again in Akureyri. It is not impossible per se but questionable in the light of the amount 
of time which he needs to conduct each project. While one mural usually takes a couple of 
weeks, it would be challenging to accommodate these travels along with travels to other 
destinations worldwide, where he was also working meanwhile. The projects in Akureyri, 
Vestmannaeyær, and Kópavogur are mentioned neither by the artist on his web site nor in 
any accessible interview. It was impossible to obtain the artist's comment on this matter.  
 The event was organized to honour victims of military and hostile actions. The main 
idea was to connect people and strengthen the bonds in the community. The festival 
accommodated ten artists to paint murals. The particular cost has been shared: Slippfélagið, 
 
308 Helten málar mynd á vegg Amaróhússins, [in:] Morgunblaðið, 30.08.2014, URL 
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Society for Ship Maintenance, donated the paint, and the society of Icelandic painters 
covered the costs for the foundations.310 
 
Jón from Vör, Kópavogur 2015 
 
In January 2015, in Kópavogur, a town lying at the suburb of Reykjavík, a poetry 
event was taking place. In Morgunblaðið, there was an article describing the unexpected 
places, where one could see different images referring to the event – for example, on public 
transport or in the swimming halls311. The article had a photograph (See pic. 52) with a 
portrayal of Jón from Vör  which was placed on Hamabrekka, shelter´s building in 
Kópavogur. Jón from Vör, deceased in 2000, had introduced modernism in Icelandic poetry. 
The choice of the person would be in line with the theme of the event. Also, the style is 
directly repeating other photo-realistic projects of van Helten. 
 
Sæfari, 2015 
 
In 2015 the Australian director Selina Miles contacted Guido van Helten with the 
offer for cooperation. In August 2015, they travelled together to the North of Iceland. The 
whole creation process served as a canvas for the movie, which was shot as a part of the 
whole project. The six minutes long documentary shows Guido van Helten’s attitude and 
values towards street art. It was shot in the North, showing stages of the creation of the ship 
graffiti there. Guido's voice leads the story. In the narration, three Icelanders are talking, 
which silhouettes are shown, but neither their names nor functions are revealed. At the end 
of the movie short featuring list consists of three Icelanders and Guido van Helten: Jón 
Gunnar Þórðarson, Finnur Fjölnisson, and Lárus H List. According to www.ja.is, the first 
one is a director from Reykjavík, the second one is a professional painter, and the third one 
has no given information312. One of the men introduces himself in the movie as the 
shipowner. 
Van Helten has always wanted to paint on the ship. It is even more of a challenge as 
it is with the wall. Once the work is done, one may not influence it easily anymore. It is on 
 
 
311 Ljóð sjáanleg í sundi og strætó, [in:] Morgunblaðið, 22.01.2015, URL 
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the go and cannot be changed. The first Icelander in the movie says that the first thing one 
thinks of when asked if someone can make street art on the ship is „no“. Nevertheless, in his 
opinion‚ “it was possible because everyone just wanted to help“.313 According to van 
Helten‘s project description, Akureyrarstofa, the Office of Akureyri, facilitated the 
undertaking314. 
The ferry Sæfari connects Dalvík village with the Grímsey island. Van Helten 
respectfully recognized the importance of this connection for the local population and their 
pride in having this opportunity. He aims to look at the community very aware and make a 
work for them, which everyone will relate to. The piece is meant to fit in and express the 
people. He wants “to make a thing that speaks to them, that belongs there, even though I 
don't belong there.315 Caution, care, and time are the core values for him, enabling him to 
catch the detail and the specific atmosphere of the place and time. It is utter awareness of 
van Helten to soak the surroundings with all these senses and transform the feeling into 
graffiti. As he tells in the movie, North of Iceland made a great impression on him, leaving 
him overwhelmed with nature but also loneliness and the importance of inter-human 
connections. The owner of the boat says that the hearts of Icelanders in the North beat slower. 
The weather, landscape, and light are different and enable people to create magic”316. 
Van Helten was working on his ship portrait over the weekend, at the night-time, 
with the help of one local painter. The public reception was very good, and people visited 
him and cheered for him. 
The graffiti on the ferry is a portrait of the long-haired woman in traditional Icelandic 
peysa, a pullover made of local wool (See pic. 53). It is located in the frontal part of the ship, 
on the right side of the bow. It is presented from head to chest, bowing down with eyes half-
closed. One of the Icelanders in the movie says that it reminds him of an Icelandic mother 
who lost her son to the sea and now is searching for him. The owner sees in the portrait the 
guarding angel of the ship, who takes care of the vehicle and people while fighting with the 
waves. Some random man on Grímsey comes by with a small boy and says he sees the sister 
of the little one in the picture.  
 
313 Miles 
314 Description of the project from artist’s website, retrieved from 
https://www.guidovanhelten.com/projects/saefari-iceland on 02.02.2019 
315 Miles 
316 Ibidem 
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 Even though the placement of the woman portrait refers clearly to the tradition of 
bow figures, this connection seems to be ignored by the local community. It seems that van 
Helten managed to capture the spirit of the people and delivered a work that gets straight to 
their soul. 
 
 Presence of van Helten´s artworks in Iceland has begun in the time of the most 
spectacular bloom of unstoppable, cheerful street art. The artistic qualities of the whole-wall 
pictures on the community members eased the way for residents to accept graffiti and murals 
and stop questioning their values. At a similar time there was another important player on 
Icelandic street art scene. With international experience, amazing artistic talent and sharp 
perspectivity, Sara Riel was the most popular Icelandic who created (street) art. 
 
 
6.5.3. Sara Riel 
 
 Sara Riel is an Icelandic artist with Dutch roots. Her artistic career has been a constant 
development, and she was getting engaged in projects of different kinds all over the world. 
Nevertheless, the strong Icelandic identity and qualities of the Northern character create the 
uniqueness of specific sensibility in her work. Interest in the street art from her first years 
has never vanished, but her views sharpened, and priorities cleared up. Sara Riel became one 
of the icons of contemporary Icelandic art and the most recognizable creator in the urban art 
sphere. Her projects are complex ideas combining emotions, feelings, and atmosphere with 
the magical evanescence and the touch of reality. Riel makes pieces of art and puts them out 
in the urban canvas redefining it into the socio-artistic environment. 
 
 
6.5.3.1 Education, early recognition and awards 
 
 Sara Riel attended Breiðholt College in Reykjavík in the year 2000 and went to The 
Icelandic Academy of Art in the following year. In 2001 she moved to Berlin, where she 
attended Kunsthochschule-Berlin Weissensee. She graduated from the Sculpture Department 
in 2005 and went to Meisterschüler KHB-Weissensee for the next year. As soon as 2001, 
Sara Riel started to participate in a few Icelandic and international group exhibitions each 
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year. Since 2006 she also entered solo exhibition scene: in 2006 in Berlin, following year in 
Reykjavík, a year after in Xiamen and then again annually in Reykjavík317.  
 Sara Riel graduated with honours from her Icelandic college and got a grant from 
DAAD for excellence as a foreign student at the Kunsthochschule-Berlin Weissensee. In the 
same year, she also accepted a cultural grant from Reykjavík City to realize the GATA: 
Gathering318 project. Except for grants received from other Icelandic foundations, Sara was 
also the recipient of Icelandic Artist Salary awarded by the government in the years 2009, 
2010, 2012, 2015, 2017 and 2018319. In October 2019, she was awaiting information on her 
recent application on the artist's salary allocation, though at the same time, she was pursuing 
a move to Athens, Greece, where she would be staying in the wintertime while working in 
Iceland in the Nordic summer320. Sara has also got a place as an artist in residence in China 
(2008), India (2010), Norway (2014), and Italy (2018).321 
 
 
6.5.3.2 Beginnings on the street art scene 
 
 At the time Sara Riel was studying in Berlin, there was a group of Icelandic artists 
active on the local graffiti scene that she belonged to. Meeting Nomad and other street artists 
had set the direction in her artistic career and made a basis for creative thinking for years to 
come. She got active on the graffiti and tagging scene, trying out these new artistic 
opportunities. She was spending much time with other graffiti artists, learning from them 
techniques and strategies for marking the presence in the urban space. Sara says: “A lot of 
what we did in Berlin was total trash, just a bunch of crap put down. But it taught me to be 
more light-hearted about mistakes. There is a feminine tendency that I had to overcome – 
that everything needs to be feminine, everything has to be perfect. Being around boys taught 
me a lot. It taught me just to go for it”322. 
 After graduation, Riel moved back to Iceland with a group of graffiti artists from 
Germany. As she became engaged privately with Nomad, also their creativity got more 
 
317 Artist website, URL http://sarariel.com/About-CV (20.09.2019) 
318 isl. gata means street. The double meaning enriches the concept of the project. 
319 Ibidem 
320 Interview with Sara Riel  
321 Artist's web site 
322 O’Brien, 2013, p. 26 
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bonded together. At the beginning of her presence on Reykjavík streets, Sara was using the 
name Mrs. Riel to sign her works. She has never been ashamed of admitting to her works 
neither did she dread legal consequences. Her goal was to get in touch with people, start a 
dialog, to get out there and play on the urban playground323. However, respect for society 
was always a prime rule to follow. Even if beautiful empty walls were calling for a mural, if 
it were on the freshly renovated house, she would not take it. It was next to the place where 
children were at play – the images would not have been obscene or scary. 
 Sara´s Riel website presents her digital portfolio. As she writes, the project Gata. 
Street art had three abstract cores: “Research, Documentary, (Street)Art and one less abstract 
core: Making life more worth living”324. The pictures show a free-spirited group of creative 
people who feel like they owned the city streets. Tags, stickers, stencils, and even chalk 
pictures bloom out of corners, abandoned buildings, but also sneak on the centrally placed 
walls and even particular stones (See pic. 54 - 55). In this cheerful crowd, the characteristic 
round, cartoon-alike letters reflect the smooth line of Sara’s images in the first years after 
her graduation. Even though her style evolved later into a more complex, magical synthetic 
style, the curvy soft lines pretending clear cut print are visible in all her works.  
 The private bond of Riel and Nomad became visible in many murals in Reykjavík 
that were a combination of the ideas of the both artists (See pic. 55-57). Among the most 
famous ones was the one downtown, with Nomad’s figures on the left-hand side and Sara’s 
monkey in the middle. The monkey face began to gain meaning as a metaphor for the society 
where everyone puts a mask on to hide his true self. The choice of the animal, which is a 
symbol for foolishness and lacking unseriousness, fulfilled the meaning. A similar figure got 
implemented into city canvas some years earlier, as Magnús Tómasson made a sculpture of 
the anonymous bureaucrat (See pic. 58). Though Riel’s monkey is not just a symbol but an 
interactive being. Depending on the composition of the facial lines, he gets slightly different 
moods and shows different emotions (See pic. 59). Images often contain graphical symbols, 
like arrows, clouds, and shapes, sometimes with ultimate messages written in either Sara’s 
or Nomad’s writing style. 
 
 
 
323 Ibidem 
324 Project Gata. Street art, from 2003 to 2007 in Reykjavík, Berlin, Hamburg, Tokyo, Barcelona, Copenhagen, 
Brussel, URL http://sarariel.com/filter/Street-art/Gata (20.09.2019) 
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6.5.3.3 Time of growing up 
 
 The year 2008 brought changes, as Sara had her first artist residency in China. She 
also showed more interest in spatial art in the urban area and started to display her works on 
exhibitions, which composed an essential difference to the local graffiti artists. Her last 
large-scale projects in Iceland before leaving for China have already shown the more 
complex attitude to creating artworks in the urban landscape rather than interfere with 
architectonic structures in towns and cities. As Sara says, her “wall paintings are installations 
in the urban landscape, their position is carefully planned and all landmarks around them 
taken into context”325. Growing up on graffiti and tagging, she has always had very well-
defined opinions on street art: “it has to be on the street, you can’t close it up in some 
space”326. Although Riel has not been ready to agree to close up the art in the gallery, she 
wanted to bring art out to the streets327. The style of artworks started to vary, based on the 
smoothness of the wavy line, well-defined colour framed by contrasting tones. The images 
are transmitting a particular feeling, as a signal light in the city canvas. They are placed in a 
visible spot, presented in the full view from many angles. A spectator looks at them, as by 
pressing the button, they begin to share the emotion or message. 
Along with the changes in Riel’s style and seeking bigger format walls to paint on, 
she changed her approach toward the legality of street art. After returning from Germany 
she applied for funding at the City but with no success. Taking advantage of the troublesome 
building ownership and responsibility for arrangements, she contacted landlords directly 
asking them for permission to redecorate their wall. As long as the painting was “pretty” and 
they did not have to support it financially, Riel was allowed to paint their walls328. Sara 
comments that all her work is “completely financed and produced and made by me, with 
much help from my friends. I usually had permission— but not really support—from 
property owners, most of whom have been rather nice about the whole thing. They'll usually 
tell me, 'we allow you to do your shit, but we won’t support you financially’.329” This 
approach proved to be successful, as Sara has never been fined for street art, neither were 
her pieces painted over by the authorities. 
 
325 Artist´s web site 
326 Interview with Sara Riel 
327 Yamasaki, Parker, The writing on the wall. It is actually quite nice, [in:] The Reykjavík Grapevine, Issue 11 
– 2012, p. 24 
328 Interview with Sara Riel  
329 O’Brien 2013 
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In 2008 Sara Riel made a series of hand images on Reykjavík streets. The common 
characteristic of the project is a black hole, from which palms are reaching out in some 
symbolic gesture. The size of the objects is different, with the biggest taking up the whole 
wall of the two-story house. The openings are presented in the lower part, whereas the 
background is enriched by the traces of paint running down the wall. The colour bomb was 
shot on the upper part of the room, and the traces of intense colours make a curtain and a 
background for the holes (See pic. 60). The hand in the left hole holds tight to it, whereas 
the right-hand side shows the peace symbol. The other images in the project are a 
substantially smaller size. The gesture made by hands visible in the black holes is either of 
support or disapprovingly putting thumbs down or vulgar gestures of sexual intercourse. 
 
 
6.5.3.4 In the vibrant city 
 
 Since 2009 Sara has been regularly awarded different types of grants and financial 
benefits for her creative ventures. She has got grants for the projects but also, already in 
2009, an official Icelandic governmental artist's salary. In the years 2008 and 2010, she was 
an artist in residence in China and India, and after returning to Reykjavík in 2011, she has 
been participating in numerous exhibitions330.  
Theoretically, her firmly defined opinion on street art has not changed, yet Riel 
became more and more engaged in expositions in the closed space. In her opinion, Icelanders 
have been showing too little interest in art. No matter circumstances, going to the museum 
is always to be praised for enabling a more profound connection331. At the same time, Sara's 
style has become mature, self-aware, and confident. Her works are detailed and precise. The 
creation process is long, starting with the location and vision mingle. Afterwards, she freely 
adjusts them in the studio. The respect for the town, which has been one of her priorities 
since the beginnings, has a crucial role in her creations. Riel wants to give the City the best, 
fulfil it through the picture put out in the streets, and to start the game. “Taking it seriously 
doesn’t mean it needs to be profound and intellectually serious. Serious means giving your 
best. Pushing your mind and pushing your limits, criticizing yourself and then taking it past 
 
330 Artist´s website  
331 Yamasaki 2012 
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this criticism”332, she says. Riel likes to use free mind and free flow methods to hatch the 
ideas to see where the imagination on the loose will take her333. The project is closed up still 
in the studio so when she gets out on the street to re-write it there, it is more automatic work, 
like colouring in the picture book. All the effort happened already and now the physical part 
of the job starts334. Due to the weather conditions in Iceland, Sara does not work outdoors 
out of the summer season, from the middle or end of September until April or May. 
 
 
6.5.3.5 Natural Kingdoms 
 
 In 2012 Sara Riel started to work on the spectacular series combining nature and art, 
called Natural Kingdoms. The project has many different variations but consists primarily 
of the series of large-scale murals in the city’s most visible spots. The name applies to the 
species of the shown representations. The chosen motifs are like symbols: put on the 
background of the white wall, reminding of the detailed encyclopaedia’s illustrations. The 
examples that Sara chooses are differential though the way of expression is the same in all 
cases.  
 The image which starts the series seems to be Acorn on the wall on Laugavegur, in 
the strict centre of the town (See pic. 61). This one was painted already in 2010, but both the 
topics and stylistics open up the whole Natural Kingdoms series.  
On the black background, the acorn is hanging on the painted ribbon connected to 
the real element of construction visible on the wall. The hat consists of many tiny elements 
reminiscent of a flower field, and the bottom part is developed linearly with the care of detail. 
 The large image put on the blank wall attracts attention. There is no narration. The 
strength of the image lies in the focus to the detail and exposing the spectator to the majesty 
of nature – even in the city. This is the beginning of a game of waking feelings and emotions 
before cognitive understanding begins. The first impression is the realization of the 
connection and importance to nature followed by the fairy-tale-like impression on different 
worlds. Concentrating on the picture awakes the admiration for the detail, richness of shades 
and artistic excellency. In the end, a dull picture of the pure element is all there is. The 
 
332 Interview with Sara Riel 
333 Ibidem 
334 Ibidem 
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simplification of the number of figures in the picture and utter reduction of the narrative 
forces the interest to acknowledge this monumental connection between art, nature and 
modern city, in the cognitive and emotional sense. 
 Another image from the project conducted fully two years later, in 2012, is similarly 
presented to the viewers. There was a beautiful image of the mushroom on Hverfisgata street, 
one of the main axes downtown Reykjavík, though it was one of few of Sara Riel that has 
not survived. The imaginary qualities of the mushroom picture were more developed in 
comparison to the previous ones as the presented specimen was made of the smaller 
mushrooms of different kinds. The cheerful show of many simple, pure colours, and forms 
making up the final shape added lightness to the image.  
Shaping the default spectator’s emotions through simple forms and usage of colours 
are visible in another project, Phoenix (See pic. 62), which is placed next to the harbour in 
Reykjavík. Simple, mathematically defined forms filled with colours have a strength to show 
thanks to the composition of forms and contrasts of tones. Vibrant red space symbolizes fire 
as well as the body of the phoenix which is burning. The halo placed around the fire is made 
out of feathery wings of the creature but adds splendour and certain holiness to the image. 
The eyes of phoenix are full of eternal wisdom. Facial features of the being recall Icelandic 
basalt formations and sandy beaches335. The pattern below the eyes reminds of waterfalls 
and tears running down the face. In the exhibition of Sara Riel in the National Gallery of 
Iceland, the further variations on the topic of phoenix were presented  
(See pic. 63). 
Phoenix is a symbolic picture concentrating symbols of the national artistic style and 
thoughts on Iceland after the bankruptcy of the country and widespread crisis: the country 
that is proud and strong and even in flames holds onto its values. No matter what comes, the 
country, the people will rise, stronger than ever before.  
 Cultivate your garden is one of two murals in the Natural Kingdom series, both of 
which differ in style. This one is placed next to the kindergarten. Already the title invites a 
sense of playfulness in its meaning. The art is supposed to reach the youngest ones. The 
picture consists of the presentation of flower cups of different sorts and colours. The forms 
are well defined, and the shapes relate to the fleshy lush fresh plants. The connotations 
strengthen the juxtaposition of stalks with opening flower cups related to human 
 
335 These elements of the Icelandic landscape have been used very often since early 20th century to underline 
the connection between art and country in the search for creating national style. See also Fiodorow (2004) 
and Seelow (2011). 
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reproductive organs. The sensuality of the flowers in bloom is shown on the subtle pattern 
of mandalas, which runs down through the garden like pollens and scents in the wind. They 
give a sensation of the vibrant, lively meadow.  
 The title Cultivate your garden may be read on different levels. First is the very literal 
one as the mural presents a blooming, rich garden to take care of. Location of the artwork 
brings another possible meaning of the image. Placed in a kindergarten, it compares children 
to the flowers and underlines the need to mind our offspring, to let them grow, develop and 
become good people connected to nature. Another reading of the picture may be seen in the 
juxtaposition of phallic and feminine elements as well as the used title. The worlding of the 
title has a sexual connotation to love making. Finally, the mentioned possibilities of reading 
the mural can merge into the broader picture of awareness for life, thankfulness and care for 
what is given, how to take care of it and what we left behind. The mandala shaped ornaments 
suggest involving the peace, balance and philosophical view in perceiving the artwork. 
Cultivate your garden was made together with Davíð Örn Halldórsson, whereas the 
other joint project in the series, Animali was created with Thomas Korn. Both murals are 
made in oneiric unreal stylistic, but the stylistics is quite different. Animals are a crowd made 
of creatures wriggling together in a mass, dark and tangled. It looks like the fantastic animal-
alike beings are falling out of the furry hat, shocked and scared, ready to fight for life. The 
contours of the creatures are painted black, and the glittering background in different shades 
lend the tones to the animals. Parallels to the videos and words of the music of the Icelandic 
band Of Monsters and Men, which published their singles and got very popular in no time, 
are also well perceptible. The link between street art and music in Reykjavík has been visible 
as well as the overall influence of the local tradition and folk tales. 
Another connection to the Icelandic identity is made through the placements of the 
artwork. This mural takes a space of the whole wall of the old traditional buildings in the 
heart of Reykjavík. It is placed on the side, touching the garden and space to the next house 
is limited to a few meters. This area looks like it was snatched from the place where nothing 
else should be fitting. Placing a crowded animal group in a very narrow space makes it like 
a break between dimensions through which these unearthly creatures are being pushed to 
our world. This may be an unintended response to some of the local mythology. As Iceland 
lies on two geological plates, in some places, the crack is spectacularly visible. In the folk 
tales, Iceland, as a land of ice and fire, is also a place where the Earth opens for the Satan to 
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mingle with people and search for a new wife every hundred years336. Riel underlines that it 
is essential to her that her murals have “a bold quality that will capture your eye. But within 
it, you'll notice a more in-depth story or connection with the City. All those things, for me 
as the artist, are a huge part of why I do a piece and where I’m doing it.337” The way that 
Sara's murals are read depends on the background of the viewer but also the viewing's angle, 
or even the time of the day or year. She discusses them: “It's more like really big paintings 
that happen to be on the streets, which form the museum space. It's not spontaneous or an 
instant action like I used to work; it's more thought out, almost like an art show338”. 
 
 
6.5.3.6 Memento Mori 
 
 The Natural Kingdoms got widely expanded in the exhibition which Sara Riel had in 
Listasafn Íslands in the following year, 2013. As said, she had her views on street art and 
the permanent open-air location, but on the other hand, Riel always underlined the 
importance of spreading the art and enabling the broadest possible access, no matter the 
channels of doing that. As an artist who grew up from the graffiti writing and tagging in 
Berlin and Reykjavík, she has got official recognition very quickly and started to get external 
funding for her artistic activity all over the world. Riel has always been a very active creator 
who gladly experimented with techniques and styles. She valued the classical workshop of 
the artist, obtained in the art academies, but the openness for all the influences from nature 
and the world out there allowed her not to hold to any restrictions. Sara has had solo and 
group exhibitions before; in 2013, she held an exhibition in Listasafn Íslands, National 
Gallery of Iceland. She comments on that as follows: “I got this opportunity, and I just had 
to do it. No one was paying me to do it, I completely ruined myself financially and was 
working 15–16-hour days, and in the end, I completed the grand mission,” said Riel about 
this project339. Memento mori is an undertaking starting in the uncurated outdoor space, 
bringing the Natural Kingdoms into closed rooms. Images that were already known from the 
streets of Reykjavík were printed out and presented on the walls. The species which inspired 
 
336 Sandemo, Mergrit, Saga o czarnoksiężniku, 1996 – 1997 Sandemo presents local bevies and folklore in the 
Sagas of Ice People, but the Icelandic history specifically is described in the Warlock Sagas. 
337 O’Brien 
338 Ibidem 
339 Yamasaki 2013 
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Sara before got a detailed anatomical picturesque description. The plants look like from 
biological encyclopaedia or an almanac for natural medicine. Presented animals, stuffed and 
redefined in creative ways with the usage of external materials, were shown as well. The 
Latin descriptions enriched anatomical photo-realistic charts of beings (See pic. 64 - 65). 
The floral ornaments filled the corners of the rooms. The big plates stuffed with motes and 
dried butterflies pointed towards the tradition of the natural history museum from an 
international perspective. 
It was like a summary of the kingdoms in the wicked ways, an Icelandic version of 
the natural history museum, that, to Riel’s dissatisfaction, has never been founded there340. 
Taking the example from international institutions and trying to find common ground for a 
meeting of two cultures, was Sara’s answer to redefining exhibiting identity in Iceland, 
taking down the borders between species, walking on the thin line of oneiric experience 
which may or may not become true. In Memento mori, Riel revoked the traditional aesthetics 
of the natural history museum. She used modern technologies to exhibit nature and natural 
history art pieces in the exhibiting space. Scientific information is presented visually.  
 
 
6.5.3.7 Is it legal? 
 
In summer 2013, Sara got engaged in the project of the cover of The Reykjavík 
Grapevíne magazine. It was decided to make an issue on street art as the main topic due to 
the growing popularity and scope of graffiti and urban arts. Just a year before, 
Hjartagarðurinn has been an enormous success and reactivated the local community. The 
workshops on street art have been offered in different locations of the country, and street art 
seemed to win over the Zero Tolerance Policy implemented just a few years before.   
 The Reykjavík Grapevíne team wished for an issue on graffiti with a mural on the 
front page made especially for that occasion. It should not have been ordinary photography 
of a mural, but a picture taken of a mural made especially for that purpose, in the form of 
the front page. As the editor, Haukur S. Magnússon writes, the magazine's team recalled 
afterwards, that a similar idea had already occurred to musician Kurt Vile. The cover of his 
 
340 Interview with Sara Riel 
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record, published in February 2012, Wakin On A Pretty Daze was prepared by the street 
artist Steve Powers (See pic. 66)341.  
Sara Riel was invited to do the mural. At the time, she was working on the project 
Toothwheels for Icelandic music band múm, consisting of a series of pictures showing 
directly understood images as well as a more metaphorical presentation on the theme (See 
pic. 67 - 68). The series was made in cooperation with Davíð Örn Halldórsson, whom Sara 
was already working with on the Natural Kingdoms project, and Inigibjörg Birgisdóttir. 
Toothwheels were presented in an exhibition in the Listamann Gallery in Reykjavík in the 
same year and then served as an inspiration for The Reykjavík Grapevine cover mural. 
The title of the mural and the whole magazine issue is Is it legal?. Haukur S. 
Magnússon, describes the discussion on the way to do the mural. The Reykjavík Grapevíne 
team found few walls where the project could come to life “and wondered for a while 
whether we should get a permit.” Ultimately it was decided not to try to obtain any 
permission as it would better respond to the reality of street art world. “Most of the 
advertising we are exposed to while walking down our City's fine streets doesn't ask our 
permission before invading our eyes and headspace. In the spirit of street art, of opposition 
and radicalism in general, we'll just go for it and see what happens,” writes the editor342. 
Toothwheels was made on Grandi, the part of Reykjavík between the harbour and 
posh housing area. The image is the central part of the whole picture (See pic. 69). It is a 
black circumference with a smaller black-filled circle in the middle, reminding of an eye 
pupil. The inner circle creates a basis for lines in red, blue, and yellow, pointing to the outer 
wheel in a symmetric manner, like the track of the planets around the moon scheme. The 
outer circle crossing is marked by different single teeth. The idea was inspired by the talks 
with Örvar Þóreyjarson Smárason, a múm band member who was the part of the street art 
group in Berlin at the time Sara studied there343. Due to their history and his keen interest in 
horror movies, Sara found the way of connecting the oneiric atmosphere with a dreadful 
literality. 
Sara was taking care of the steps of the project herself, painting on the wall, with 
simple tools and help of a basket lifter. There was a video taken by volunteers for the whole 
working time. Sara Riel worked through day and night344, as her favourite method is to 
 
341 Magnússon, H.S. Editorial, [in:] The Reykjavík Grapevine, Issue 13-2013, p. 2 
342 Ibidem 
343 Arnalds, Ólöf, It keeps getting better and better, [in:] The Reykjavík Grapevine, Issue 11 – 2012, p. 28 
344 Is it legal?, As visible on the video material URL https://vimeo.com/71828887 (22.11.2019) 
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pursue the project with no unnecessary brakes. No matter the change in her family life, even 
as a mom of a young child, when she works, she does so 24/ 7345. 
 
 The artworks of Sara Riel always present a broader spectrum. She finds inspiration 
everywhere. Having a strong bond to nature and the environment, she still does not step back 
from technologies and uses every means she finds helpful to pursue the visions. Her 
perception is fully open and soaking the influences and impulses, letting them play together 
until the new being is developed. The description of Toothwheels given by Parker Yamasaki 
may address all of Riel’s creation of this time: “The product is mildly disturbing and entirely 
appealing”346. 
Her artistic excellence has been recognized by the Icelandic Government very early 
and she was awarded the official artist salary few times347. After coming back from Norway, 
where Riel held the position of the artist in residency, she got involved with the large-scale 
project in Reykjavík´s district Breiðholt, - the district of Reykjavík chosen by the working-
class for financial reasons. Riel got inspired by the diversity of people coming from all over 
the world to end up in this part of the Northern capital.  
Mural Feather takes space on the whole side wall of the block of flats. It consists of 
a representation of 43 birds of different species (See pic. 70), and by that relates to the 
projects Riel made at the University of Iceland and in Canada a couple of years earlier348. 
The motif of birds, different species of parrots flying in all directions and carried by the wind 
relates to the people moving countries, searching for home and luck so far away from their 
birthplace. It corresponds as well to the fates of Icelanders moving away from their country 
after the second world war but also inviting foreigners to their island349. 
 The philosophical connection to the reforming cultural society might have been one 
of the reasons for which Feather has been taken under the patronage of the City Hall and 
Listasafn Reykjavíkur, Reykjavík Art Museum. Both institutions held the open invitation for 
 
345 Interview 
346 Arnalds 2012 
347 Artist´s website 
348 In 2010 Riel made a series called Parrots for the Háskoli Íslands. Flying birds flocks were juxtaposed with 
the monochromateous background. The supporting explanation that Riel gave on the page, read: All kinds of 
parrots in the world flying from somewhere to somewhere (Artists website, URL http://sarariel.com/Parrots 
(19.11.2019). In the same year, Sara was taking part in Canadian festival Núna (now) where she presented 
the work with a ghost-shaped form connected with some invisible thing with an umbilical cord, letting 
multiple birds fly away. Said forms were in the back and white stylistic on the background of rainbowy blobs. 
Artist website, URL http://sarariel.com/Sara-Riel-2 (19.11.2019). 
349 See also project Heima, in the Chapter 6.8 Current situation of Icelandic street art scene, page 164. 
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the unveiling of the mural by newly appointed mayor Dagur B. Eggertsson350. The mural is 
a part of the initiative of the City of Reykjavík to implement more art into the public space. 
 
 
6.5.3.8 Turn into abstract organic art 
 
 In June 2018 Sara Riel revealed the mural on the sidewall of the Sjávarútvegs- og 
Landbúnaðarráðuneytið, Ministry of Fisheries and Agriculture on Skúlugata in Reykjavík. 
The wall is well exposed to all the traffic and public transport heading to the city centre, as 
the building lies at the bypass and the seaside walk. It is placed on the other side of the Harpa 
Conference and Concert Hall (See pic. 71). The Ministry of Fisheries and Agriculture is a 
part of Stjórnarráð Íslands, Ministry for the Environment and Natural Resources which is 
one of two organizations responsible for the outlooks of the town and particular buildings. 
This is also the office that needs to give consents for placing any murals on the walls.  
The Ministry organized a competition for the new design together with the Samband 
íslenskra myndlistarmanna, Association of Icelandic Artists. The emphasis was placed on 
an environmentally friendly project, which would relate to Icelandic nature but also survive 
in the harsh weather. Awarding the prize and the project to the renowned street art artists is 
a symbolic acknowledgment not only for Sara's Riel talent but also for the urban creativity 
in Iceland as one of the fine arts. Interestingly, Henny María Frímannsdóttir managed to 
obtain the permission of the Ministry to use the wall for the purpose of the Wall Poetry 
Project in 2015. There was a large-scale portrait of the fisherman painted by Evoca 1, 
inspired by the song Gonna Make Time by Saun and Starr. Even though the Icelandic art 
scene perceived the Airwaves murals as intruders, the painting of the fisherman was well 
accepted and praised. The decision of the Ministry to order a new mural after a short time 
was questionable to the scene351, especially as it was supposed to be placed there for a time 
of just three years. Furthermore, the reasoning given for the competition relied on the nature 
of friendly, ecological ideas. 
 In the committee's explanation of the artwork choice, it is said: “It dances between 
reality and imagination, allowing the audience to interpret in different ways what they see 
 
350 Árnardóttir, Nánna, Mayor To Unveil New Sara Riel Mural, [in:] The Reykjavík Grapevine, 04.06.2014, URL 
https://grapevine.is/news/2014/07/04/mayor-to-unveil-new-sara-riel-mural/ (20.11.2019) 
351 Interview with Henny María Frímannsdóttir in November 2018, Reykjavík 
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and understand. It is one of the hallmarks of good works of art. We believe that the work fits 
well with its environment and speaks to it and that it has a romantic appeal to the history of 
the fishing industry in Iceland“352. It is important to notice that the explanation relates to the 
extraordinary qualities of an artwork. The street art background of the artist seems to have 
had no importance in the decision process. The project of Riel was chosen because it was 
most lyric and open for interpretation and as such, matched the expectations of the office for 
an impression that the finished art piece will make. 
The project Glitur hafsins, “Glitter of the Ocean“, was made in the automatic method 
writing that Sara Riel began to use more frequently. ”Hesitation makes the hand become 
stiffer. Everything becomes more controlled“, she explains her philosophy of “going with 
the flow“353 The forms are rooted in abstract images, but they rely on the organic shapes and 
tangled seaweeds under the water surface. Riel says that, along with the natural inspiration 
of the water and ocean, she wanted her artwork to correspond to the shapes and colours 
produced by the Harpa building which is just across the street. The close similarity to the 
colours and forms of plants used in the mural of Raffaella Brizuela Sigurðardóttir called 
Draumur hafsins, ”Dreams of the ocean“, point into the direction of specific Iceland intuitive 
perceiving of nature.  
 
 
6.5.3.9 What plant would you like to be and why? 
 
 After coming back home from an artist residency in Italy in 2018, Sara was searching 
for power and inspiration for a new project after experiencing a physical breakdown. In the 
interview with Claudia Schulz, she says: “I was taking my brain into another sphere. Walking 
in the industrial area close to my workshop, going to the swimming pool and listening to 
music and podcasts and books by John Cage. It created a bridge to my new pieces.”354  
 Before leaving Iceland in autumn 2019, Riel conducted the project on the walls of 
Austurbæjarskóli in the centre of Reykjavík, just next to Hallgrímskirkja church. There is a 
broad wall on the old transformer station which was subject to renovation in the frames of 
 
352 Nýtt listaverk á Sjávarútvegshúsið, [in:] Morgunblaðið, 22.03.2018, URL 
https://www.mbl.is/200milur/frettir/2018/03/22/nytt_listaverk_a_sjavarutvegshusid/ (10.09.2019) 
353Schulze, Claudia, Beyond Logic: Sara Riel’s ‘Automatic’ Brings Emotion Into Motion, [in:] The Reykjavík 
Grapevine, Issue 19 – 2018, p. 36 
354 Ibidem 
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the local neighbourhood project after it has been used by graffiti artists for many years. As 
the first stages of the venture, children attending school were asked: “if you were a plant, 
which would you be and why”355. Sara Riel put together photo-realistic documentation of 
the plants (See pic. 72), which she then transformed into the colourful mural at the school 
walls. The process of creation started with traditional sketches until the final view of plastic, 
organic creatures was rooted in Icelandic abstract art (See pic. 73). 
 The project was chosen by inhabitants over the offer of ice skating on the pond, jungle 
playground or greenfield in the city centre, green moss wall that attracts pollution, and 
downtown Basketball Baskets, among others. 
 
Thanks to her visual experiments and artistic boldness, Sara gained a unique position 
on the Icelandic scene. She has been one of the women who were working on pushing the 
boundaries of the limitation of their feminine side356 to stay perceiver of nature, human and 
the city and transform it into forms and artworks, that were put in the urban landscape. As 
Sara was asked to give lectures on street art, she refused with the explanation, that ”it 
shouldn’t be learned like that” but through the direct experience on the streets, while painting 
together, learning from one another, copying more talented or experienced colleagues. This 
attitude refers to the traditional education like in fine arts academy, that Sara  also 
experienced in person  – learning in academies, the theory and practice from the masters, 
and then gaining from the street art experiences of the artists who were active in the urban 
canvas already for some time357. 
Riel has been continuously actively evolving her style and projects, staying faithful 
to her priorities but also cultivating her roots as an artist and as an Icelander. The process of 
constant experimentation, awareness of the land and people’s life and respect to nature as 
the source and co-creator of beauty, allowed Sara to evolve not only her one style but also 
Icelandic contemporary art scene. 
 
 
 
 
355Flóra Íslands á Spennistöðina, URL https://Reykjavík.is/frettir/flora-islands-spennistodina? 
fbclid=IwAR3yuXpdUUdv7DyLDB6G7inwwUPJGBXJtKo6ED6h7tdFN2X_HSu4un4P4vM (18.11.2019) 
356 Interview with Sara Riel 
357 O’Brien 2013 
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6.6 Street art intensity around 2012 – 2013 and balancing the scene off 
 
Around 2012 - 2013 was the peak of free street activity and creativity in Iceland. 
Graffiti became an essential part of Reykjavík's artistic scene. The change of heart toward 
graffiti has been started mainly by the phenomena of Hjartagarðurinn. People of Reykjavík 
could have seen the positive, cheerful side of graffiti in it is the most creative and conjunctive 
way. Offences connected to street art become more visible or invasive as there was a scene 
to paint on without further consequences. Heart Garden of Reykjavík enabled the gatherings 
of residents in order to create a peaceful but active artistic spot for everyone. People of all 
ages and backgrounds, locals, and tourists were shaping this free space in the heart of the 
city. The ideas of the street art world of the previous decade, where younger ones were 
gathering to learn from the more experienced, were once again practiced.  
The whole idea of cultivating graffiti and street art in the centre of the town was in 
theory against the Zero Tolerance Policy, which has been in place for four years at the time. 
The sceptical voices raised against the ban of illegal urban art claiming that it has never been 
possible to erase it entirely from the cities, had proved to be right. After the implementation 
of Zero Tolerance Policy, the City accepted the project for the graffiti scene in the very 
centre of the town and allocated sustainable grants. Graffiti was not only not erased from 
Reykjavík, but it was in bloom like never before. 
The official Zero Tolerance attitude, along with the ultimate need to remove existing 
graffiti and make everything possible to prohibit new graffiti to grow, had little reflection in 
reality. The spread of street art was more extensive than ever before with Sara Riel’s large-
scale murals all over the town and numerous exhibitions - including the National Gallery of 
Iceland, the most important official exhibition space in the country. The cooperation with 
other renowned artists was just a natural occurrence. Furthermore, the passive reluctance of 
authorities stood in opposition to the number of street art workshops taking place all over 
the country with the offer addressed to youngsters or already experienced graffiti artists from 
all over the world. 
The state of semi-consent was beneficial to all graffiti  and street artists. Everywhere 
in the city were whole walls murals to be found. Some of the ones painted in this time are 
still beloved by the residents and tourists at the end of the decade. They stayed in the original 
shape, neither changed nor destroyed by other graffiti nor removed by the officials. 
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One of the most spectacular ones is Draumur Hafsins, “Dream of the ocean” by 
Rafaella Brizuela Sigurðardóttir (See pic. 74). It is placed at the top of the central Reykjavík 
axis, Laugavegur, next to the Hlemmur, central bus station. 
The painting is made in cool blue and green tones. The scene is seen from the bottom 
of the sea perspective. The big fish heads frame the image and serve as a blurry background. 
On the second plan, a young girl is walking sleepily towards the spectator. Her eyes are 
closed but face is calm. She is walking with her hands straight, trying to feel obstacles in 
front of her. The water surface is distant, and what happens out there seems to be 
unimportant. Some creature is coming down from the outer world. Her hair or tentacles 
spread in the inevitable course of events. The calmness and innocence in the girl who is 
under the water is juxtaposed with the danger and cruelty of the sea monster that will get 
hold of the her while she does not see any danger coming. The opposing qualities are shown 
in the scene that due to the location is oneiric, dreamy. The inspiration for the painting came 
from the old Persian story transferred into Norse reality358. Yet it has all the qualities that are 
wide-spread in Icelandic contemporary art: unreality, mystical creature, nature and 
innocence in the scene that inevitably will lure dramatic events. 
The idea was born three years before when a friend who owns an apartment in the 
building was thinking of redecorating the outside walls and asked Rafaella Brizuela 
Sigurðardóttir if she was interested. She agreed but could have started work just after she 
came back from China some years later359. It took another year to apply for all permissions 
and organize financial means, and further support was provided in the form of paints, tuner, 
and refreshments360. The opening was turned into a social event. The invitations were spread 
in public; there was live music, warm snacks and drinks. People have already shown interest 
in the process of painting. The attendance at the opening was as expected, very satisfactory. 
One of the most influential artists in Reykjavík at this time became Selur. He gained 
acknowledgement due to the mural he made on the backyard of the central post office 
building downtown Reykjavík. It is a very lyrical picture of the polar winter, showing a 
person from the back, sitting on the landing facing the ocean. The background shows the 
shadow of the mountains. On the sky spreads the long ribbon of Northern Lights. In the 
 
358 Stefan, Draumur hafsins afhjúpaður, [in:] Fréttablaðið, 06.11.2012, URL https://www.visir.is 
/g/2012121109411 (20.04.2019)  
359 Valli, Veitir fólki innblástur með risaverki, [in:] Fréttablaðið, 22.09.2012, URL https://www.visir.is 
/g/2012709229987 (20.04.2019)  
360 Ibidem 
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lower-left part, there is an Icelandic poem that reads: “Við hafnarbakkann er bærinn fallinn 
í trans, þar birtast guðleg musteri í lágum hreysum. En uppi stíga norðurljós náttlangan dans 
í nakinni dýrð eftir himinsins vegaleysum”. It is the first part of the poem Tunglskinsnætur, 
Moon Shine Nights by Tómas Guðmundsson: “By the wharf, the city has fallen into a trance, 
there, small sheds turn into divine temples. And above the northern lights dance all night 
long in naked glory along the road-less sky”361. The sensitivity to nature and tradition visible 
in this mural derives from an urge to express the national identity. Until the end of the 
decade, the picture has been left in original shape. Unfortunately, due to the lack of 
preservation or renovation, its state has been slowly deteriorating. Although it has been 
exposed to the harsh Nordic weather, it still is well visible (See pic. 75).  
Among the murals from that time that became most important on the Icelandic street 
art map is the large-scale mural of Eagle, painted on the central shopping street downtown 
Reykjavík, Laugavegur (See pic. 76). In the left part of the wall, there is a big silhouette of 
the fighting bird. In the lower-left corner of the fight representation, an object made of finer 
sharp triangles is visible as well as shapes in different blue tones and intense orange-red 
colour. The background is correspondingly lighter. On the right side of the picture, a crow 
is flying away. The geometrical forms stand for the Icelandic nature, with the high glacier 
mountains in the background and the active epi centrum of ice and fire in the front row. 
Although the background is doubtlessly pointing to the Icelandic landscape, and it puts the 
scene in the Icelandic reality, the profile of the two birds may have different meanings. As 
possible explanations concern different concepts, they may be seen separately or all at once 
in the kaleidoscope of possibilities.  
The most common reading relies on the symbolism of the eagle and crow. The first 
one stands for strength and pride, which would respond to the most valuable due to the 
history, Icelandic characteristics of the spirit. The crow would stand for the danger, for the 
bad news, for staying alert. The other interpretation is connected to Icelandic history and 
mythology. Taking into consideration the previously described mural of Selur, which has 
been deeply connected to the local geography and literature and the particular Nordic 
sensitivity, this angle needs to be given a thought. In Norse mythology, the Eagle is living 
on the top of the Yggdrasil tree. He is the one who knows everything about all the doings in 
the world and controls the four winds. There are also poems in Edda of Odin transferring 
 
361 What does the graffiti text mean?, [in:] Iceland Review 03.04.2013, URL 
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:http://efeyvua.icelandtourist.is/stuff/ask-
ir/2013/04/03/what-does-text-graffiti-mean (18.04.2018) 
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himself into the eagle. In this understanding, the crow would stand for one of Odin's animals, 
that are connecting earthly and godly worlds. They symbolize the thought and memory. As 
far as the role of the crow in this perspective is clear and shows him as a messenger bringing 
the news back to his master, the role of the Eagle would lead to questions. Why would the 
one who knows everything, who is in control of all, need to be engaged in the fight? Why 
would he be fighting against Icelandic nature? Or “Icelandness”?  
Another angle from which the image may be perceived along with the other ones is 
the idea of “Icelandness”. This controversial definition in the art world remains a mental 
reality and thus needs to be taken into consideration in academic fields. It is rooted deeply 
in the creativity of Ultima Thule, and the flow of specific characteristics is creating a unique 
set of qualities. Minding other works of Selur, some amount of nationalistic influence is 
visible in his artworks. The sudden bloom of artistic possibilities and access to all worldly 
tools has been confusing for Icelanders who felt the urge to preserve their own identity. In 
this view, the fighting eagle may stand for the  America, which flooded the island over with 
its cultural and economic experiences. The American Eagle trying to take over Icelandic 
pureness of nature and primary culture would give a perverse secondary meaning to the bird 
who is at the top of the world – as America is in the political and economic reality. The 
function of the crow bringing bothering news to the Nordic gods would stay uninterrupted. 
The range of possible meanings of the mural in the centre of the capital, as well as 
purely decorative qualities, may have helped this artwork to have stayed untouched for about 
a decade. Within the time and the situation in the other world, the painting gains additional 
meaning serving not only for decorating purposes but taking on educational and social 
functions. The story of the Eagle and the struggle of Iceland has been picked up on again by 
Selur a few years later, around 2015. On the same street, at the top part close to Hlemmur 
bus station, there is a wide gangway to the yards. On the house side, there is another mural 
with a bird and Icelandic nature, though this time, the perception is different. The picture 
visible straight from the street is a gyrfalcon, Icelandic national bird, on the vibrant 
background of the clouds and sky panorama (See pic. 76 – 77). In a further perspective, on 
the second wall panel further in the backyard lane, there is another part of the image. This is 
the landscape with high mountains and glacier rivers crowned by the clouds and some 
sunshine. The whole project is held in monochromatic tones, with grey - bluish shades, white 
stripes, and orange lightened parts. The lines are wavy and smooth, reflecting the vibrant 
movement of nature. Through the frugal means, Selur managed to obtain the impression of 
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vibrant and lively landscape enacted by the nature forces. A fondness for simple symmetrical 
forms is visible also in this project, especially in the pigeon's body formed by the geometrical 
shapes. 
Picking up on the same topic a few years later may bring wider perspective to both 
images. Each of them presents the natural landscape of the country combined with the giant 
bird with some symbolic meaning. In the middle of the cultural influences and bloom time, 
an eagle stands in the centre of interest as a being possibly protective for Iceland or a symbol 
of foreign influences. It might have been used as a symbol for the independence of Iceland 
and attempts of the world power holder to get more say also in Ultima Thule. Nevertheless, 
coming back to the topic after a few years, the artist decides to use a gyrfalcon as a symbol 
to underline “Icelandness”. The bird stands for peace, freedom and independence and, as 
such, points toward the position of the country on the international scene. Within the time 
that passed after painting the first mural, Iceland experienced a significant crisis leading to 
the bankruptcy of the country. The response of the artists toward this occurrence has gotten 
different forms. The choice of gyrfalcon suggests the wish for confirming country’s position 
and uniqueness in the world 
 
The extraordinary development of Icelandic street art depends on the esteem that the 
society lives by. After the implementation of the Zero Tolerance Policy and having a 
framework for legislation, there was a base set for the actual approach of the authorities 
towards graffiti and street art as well as illegal urban art. As already said, the Zero Tolerance 
does not apply literally, as the number of graffiti connected activities were not only accepted 
but also supported by the City. Although the protracted battle for assigning official graffiti 
space led by Ellen Guðmundsdóttir was unsuccessful after a few months long fight, it set the 
base for the dialog between different suitable departments and ended up in granting the 
allowance and funds for the Hjartagarðurinn. That was not the only supported graffiti event. 
While Ellen had lost a battle for the long-term graffiti and street art project, she was still 
organizing the workshops for youngsters to teach them graffiti writing methods and respect 
for the other’s property while minding the legislation (See pic. 78). The news about it was 
spread in the traditional form as leaflets but also through social media canals. Weekly 
meetings were lasting for a few days each, and at the end of the summer, on the 10th of 
August 2013, there was an exhibition of the sprayed works. The show took place in the Heart 
Garden. According to the logos on the informational posters, not only commercial sponsors 
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but also the City of Reykjavík held patronage over the event. Even though her pilot project 
has not been accepted, it made it possible for the Hjartagarðurinn initiative to occur in the 
urban landscape of Reykjavík. The scene remained undisturbed so that the next project of 
Ellen, Graffiti Reykjavík, has had close cooperation with the Heart Garden.  
After the successful summer of graffiti workshops that were attended by young 
teenagers and more engaged graffiti artists, Graffiti Reykjavík supported some of the 
internationally famous projects led in Iceland in the years 2013 and 2014. The spectacular 
large-scale mural on the axis leading from the University to Grandi has been supervised as 
one of the last ones. Kristin Thorlaksdottir painted the picture of a girl playing with the 
monster-creatures of nature (See pic. 79). An Icelandic artist primarily creating feministic 
conceptual videos, has made a series of graffiti projects in the capital, characterized by the 
blue faces and long fingers of portrayed persons. On the mural facing Hringbraut, there is a 
few years old girl seen from the side, exploring nature. Her hair is falling freely down, and 
she seems to be concentrated on the caterpillar in front of her. She carefully tries to touch it, 
but the creature is wrinkling and exposing itself, so it seems to be bigger than a child. The 
left-hand side is full of nature, grass, long stalks, and flowers. The juxtaposition of a young 
long-haired girl trying to interfere with nature reminds of the mural Draumur Hafsins made 
two years earlier. 
Ellen Guðmundsdóttir decided to end her involvement in the Icelandic street art scene 
in late 2014. Her last wish forwarded to the local media and the City of Reykjavík was to 
grant the permission for the revitalization of Hlíðargöngin362. The last interview she gave on 
that matter and applicable documents are not available anymore. Nevertheless, as Ellen says, 
it seems to have been successful as in 2015, there was a short resurrection of The Tunnel for 
Reykjavík Culture Night and the documentation on Jói in The Tunnel. 
The atmosphere of mutual thoughtfulness by learning from one another and exposing 
graffiti works has spread out of the capital as well. All over the island were organized 
workshops on graffiti. Some of them were preparing their offer to young people who wanted 
to learn how to make graffiti. Others were addressed to artists who already had the 
experience but always welcomed new space to create in. Even the smallest places, like 
Stöðvarfjörður in West Iceland, became aware of the graffiti and its ability to connect people 
through collective creativity. The street art festival was the first event in the town of fewer 
than 200 inhabitants to redefine its cultural landscape after the years of cultural and social 
 
362 Private correspondence with Ellen Guðmundsdóttir 
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void. The festival without a declared program where no one knew precisely if the seen part 
was the performance or the preparation, as the highlight had the workshop led by graffiti 
artists with the local kids to redesign old fish factory building363. The idea was birthed by 
the couple Rosa and Zdenek, who bought the factory in 2011. They were living off recycling 
companies creating art from trash and decided to extend this into redefining the whole 
building. The organization couple recalls the difficulties with obtaining all the permissions 
from the municipality. They had to prove they had not only ideas but also plans which would 
bring some money back into the abandoned town364. The festival was a full success, as 
community cooperation, with the local fisherman catching and grilling fish, herbs collectors 
presenting their methods and cooking all-natural plant-based meals and people from 
Reykjavík, bringing music and street art to town. 
 The year 2013 was very prosperous for the street art scene that was blooming even 
against the theoretically official Zero Tolerance Policy. As the police officer states, there 
was no urge to chase graffiti artists, and the only cases when they were looked after or fined, 
were vandalism offenses to the private properties reported by the owners365. On the contrary 
– except for the fund from the City, the graffiti scene was also granted 6.300,00 Euros for 
the further expansion of street art and funding the project for youngsters366. In this manner, 
the European Union project  Youth in Action has supported Icelandic street art in the areas 
where authorities could have not or have not wanted to do so. Every undertaking which got 
external funding was supposed to end with the written publication with the photographic 
materials367.  
 Following the example of wonderfully functioning street art ventures, in 2014, the 
City of Reykjavík launched a project increasing the amount of art in public spaces. The City 
Council has commissioned a total of five murals in Breiðholt by four different artists and 
eight murals by young artists between 17 and 20 years old. As an official statement of the 
City Council says, “Works of art in public spaces can have a highly beneficial effect upon 
the environment – beautifying it, sparking debate, and nurturing public interest in visual 
 
363 Yamasaki, Parker, Spontaneous Combustion. Pólar festival and the town of Stöðvarfjörður. Make 
something where others saw nothing, [in:] The Reykjavík Grapevine, Issue 11 – 2013, p. 32 
364 Ibidem 
365 Nevasalmi, Kaisu, Caught By The Fuzz? [in:] The Reykjavík Grapevine, Issue 11 – 2013, p. 27 
366 Tönsberg, Örn, Urban Canvasses, [in:] The Reykjavík Grapevine, Issue 11 – 2013, p. 27 It is not stated 
specifically which group was awarded the grant, yet from the talks led with graffiti artists in Reykjavík, it 
seems that the funding was awarded to the team working in Hjartagarður.  
367 According to the results of this research, such closing up written publications were never done.  
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art.”368 Within this project Sara Riel painted Feather. The world-renown Icelandic artist Erró 
was given another two walls. One of the murals was placed on the 24 meters high wall of 
the block of flats and the other one, called Queen of the Jungle, at the Sports Centre on 
Austurberg street. It was unveiled by the Mayor of Reykjavík, Dagur B. Eggertsson. Erró 
donated his work, and the estimated costs of putting up the art murals were around 38.8 
million Icelandic Kronas (246.000 euros or 335.700 dollars)369. Other murals in the project 
are by Ragnar Kjartansson and Theresa Himmer, who conducted an urban art project in 
Reykjavík already in 2012. In 2018 the project got picked up as the students of Community 
College Fjölbrautarskólinn í Breiðholti painted the long mural on another building. The 
students conducted a competition for themselves and picked up a project of Monika Jóhanna 
Karlsdóttir, called The Flow of Birds370 which relies on the image of Sara Riel painted in the 
neighbourhood a few years before. The symbolism of birds flowing in and out of Iceland in 
terms of global migration is strengthened by the implementation of folk motifs of Icelanders 
and their relation to the birds. The residents and students funded the project. The official 
web site of the City Hall published a short note on that. However, neither detailed paperwork 
nor closer information has been made public371. 
 
 
6.7 Wall Poetry 
 
6.7.1 Iceland Airwaves Festival 
 
Iceland Airwaves is an annual music festival held in Reykjavík either in October or 
November. For almost 20 years, as long as until 2018, it was organized by the airline Iceland 
Air and the City of Reykjavík. In 2018 it was sold to the Icelandic event management 
company that redefined the program by including meetings, lectures, and workshops 
 
368 Breiðholt residents get a huge Erró mural, [in:] Morgunblaðið, 01.09.2015, URL 
https://icelandmonitor.mbl.is/news/culture_and_living/2015/09/01/breidholt_residents_get_a_huge_erro
_mural/ (12.11.2019) 
369 Icelandic artist Erró will have a 24 meter mural in Breiðholt, [in:] Icelandic Magazine, 04.06.2014, URL 
https://icelandmag.is/article/icelandic-artist-erro-will-have-a-24-meter-mural-breidholt (12.11.2019)  
370 More mural art in Breidholt, City Council website, URL https://Reykjavík.is/en/news/more-mural-art-
breidholt (12.11.2019)  
371 According to the information accessed from the Skrifstofa þjónustu og reksturs Ráðhúsi Reykjavíkur og 
Borgartúni, service offices of City Hall (message from 19.01.2019), Sigurður Björn Blöndal, the Chairman of 
the Chief Executive Board of Reykjavík City Council (private correspondence) and mayor Jón Gnarr 
(correspondence and interviews). 
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connected to the entertainment business and culture. Interviews and conferences with 
Icelandic authors as well as visual artists were among the activities added to the plan after 
the success of both Wall Poetry editions. 
Iceland Airwaves was held for the first time in 1999, in a hangar on the small 
domestic airport in Reykjavík. With the years, the event grew substantially, being now one 
of the most famous music events in Northern Europe.   
In the years 2015 and 2016, two editions of Wall Poetry projects were conducted 
by Urban Nation within the Iceland Airwaves festival. Reykjavík got flooded by large-scale 
murals made by artists coming from different places of the world, cooperating with local 
musicians.  
 
 
6.7.2 Urban Nation 
 
 Urban Nation is a Berlin-based Museum for Urban Contemporary Art. The initiative 
under the same name was born in 2013, but it took a couple of years until there was proper 
housing for the museum, accommodation, library, and workshops. The museum moved to 
the premises in Berlin Schöneberg and opened for the public in 2017372. At first  Yasha 
Young was director of the project, yet in 2019 she resigned from the previous position to 
take over the position of Creative Director. Jan Sauerwald became the Executive Director.373  
After the change in personnel and expansion of the offer of Urban Nation, some of 
the previously presented information and projects are not available anymore. Therefore, the 
following material is based on the previously available sources as well as research conducted 
on-site and multiple interviews.  
 Before the museum was founded, Urban Nation conducted some outdoor projects in 
the city space, presenting the street art process inspired through musical influences. The first 
performances were conducted at Lollapalooza and M/8 fests in Berlin. The Cube was made 
during the festival in 2015 and got expanded a year later into a walk-in utopian landscape 
under the name of DREAMSCAPE: ART AND MUSIC UN-NITED. Those were oversized 
 
372 Urban Nation: Museum for Contemporary Art, URL https://www.berlin.de/museum/4337664-2926344-
urban-nation-museum-for-urban-contempora.html (12.12.2019) 
373 According to the information on the official museum site, URL https://urban-
nation.com/museum/executive-director/ (12.12.2019) 
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sprayed images made by international artists374. The artworks from this event constituted the 
first exhibitions in the later founded museum. 
 At a similar time, in 2014 and 2015, Yasha Young initiated the Icelandic Wall Poetry 
project that was based on the corresponding ideas. The slogan of We paint the music you 
love to hear was implemented directly, as the artists had been given a particular music piece 
for inspiration and did not rely on the genre of music played at the festival at the time of 
creation. 
 In the year 2016 started the construction of the museum, which opened in September 
2017. The Berlin-based foundation Lotto granted financial support for the Museum375. Until 
2019 Urban Nation expanded to astreet and urban art museum showing previous outdoor 
projects that were transported into the exhibition space as well as the technical side of the 
creation process (See pic. 81). The time and place of the initially painted murals are provided 
along with some background information on the artist. Different tools used in the painting 
action are presented in colour and size order composing a spectrum of rainbow colours that 
defines the space in an active, cheerful, and spectator-friendly educational way (See pic. 80). 
The entrance is free, and the staff is happy to help, though it is also possible to book a guided 
tour for an indoor and outdoor street art experience. At the beginning of 2019, the preparation 
for the library opening with a collection of materials on the corresponding issues was in the 
final stage.  
Urban Nation also offers scholarships for artists in residence for a time of six months 
with the accommodation provided and a grant of 1.900 euros per month for other 
expenses376. In that way, street art is being officially acknowledged and shifted out from the 
grey zone, and the artists have excellent exploration possibilities. While revealing their 
identity for the application process, they put themselves in a legally dangerous position. 
Nevertheless, official recognition, including granting high funds for urban artists, is 
very progressive. It is a step up on the worldwide map of expanding definitions of 
contemporary art and offering support to the creators no matter what artistic and social 
background they have. This update is slowly welcomed in a growing number of countries, 
 
374 Urban Nation Lollapalooza, URL https://urban-nation.com/2016/09/urban-nation-lollapalooza-2016/ 
(01.05.2018) 
375 Lotto Stiftung Berlin, Urban art im Museum, URL http://www.lotto-stiftung-
berlin.de/index.php/projekte/kulturell/71-urban-art-im-museum (12.12.2019) 
376 Artist in residence on Museum Web Site, retrieved from https://urban-nation.com/artist-in-residence-
scholarships/. According to provided information, 26 artists per year use this opportunity through 11 
residencies at the time. 
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with Iceland as a good example – the artist's salary for an urban artist has been allocated to 
Sara Riel already in 2009. 
 
 
6.7.3 Wall Poetry 2015 
 
6.7.3.1 Project description 
 
 The Wall Poetry project was initiated by Yasha Young, who at the time had already 
great experience as a curator and gallerist in New York, London, and Berlin and held 
contacts to numerous artists all over the world.  
In 2014 Yasha Young attended the Iceland Airwaves festival as a spectator. One 
evening during a concert, she approached the Managing Director of Iceland Airwaves, 
Grímur Atlason. He recalls that the woman provided all the details to the project connecting 
Icelandic music and international street artists. As she said not to worry about costs, he 
thought that was “some kind of a crazy joke.” Nevertheless, on the following day, they talked 
again and agreed on trying to implement the project in the following year, 2015377. Henny 
María Frímannsdóttir, who was the PR and marketing manager of the Iceland Airwaves in 
both 2015 and 2016 became a curator and co-operator on the local side. Although the Wall 
Poetry goals were similar to the projects conducted in Berlin, this endeavour was to be more 
time-resistant, locally connected, and of a more significant scale.  
 The first difference was in the placement of murals. Whereas in corresponding 
German projects, art was made on a movable surface, in Iceland, it was to be placed on the 
large walls of existing buildings. Further on, the connection to the music was also more 
thoughtful and rich in perspectives. The works were to be conducted outdoors, no matter the 
weather of the polar winter. The time planned was between seven and fourteen days before 
and during the festival, when the sounds of music came from multiple venues all over the 
town. 
Moreover, artists were assigned one particular song that had to be transferred into the 
mural— both muralists and musicians were chosen for participation in the project before 
 
377 Sigurðsson, Helgi Snær, Myndlist og tónlist sameinuð í veggjaljóðum, [in:] Morgunblaðið, 18.10.2015, URL 
https://www.mbl.is/greinasafn/grein/1571643/?item_num=2&searchid=ad621be9680b132401a49ef 
5a9b12ba5b6a9b36e (12.12.2019) 
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works started. The spontaneous joining of the event was neither planned nor possible, with 
just one exception in the following year 2016. The songs given to the muralists were written 
by Icelandic musicians which was supposed to deepen the connection to the local 
environment. Yasha Young said the idea behind this juxtaposition of graffiti and painting 
was to reveal the creative process “when a painter listens to a record while painting or a 
musician sees a certain painting or art installation and wants to incorporate the emotional 
experience and inspiration in her or his songs and connect this process between the two on 
an extraordinary collaborative platform.”378 Further on, Young explains that she wanted to 
"nurture the exchange and create opportunities between creative genres and cultures."379 
 The theoretical layout for Wall Poetry was well developed. The number of paintings 
and intensity of street art implementation at the international festival in Norse country was 
a pioneer. Nevertheless, surprisingly there was a lack of engagement of Icelandic street or 
other visual artists. According to Sara Riel, nobody contacted Icelanders to ask them to 
participate in the project380. It created the reluctance of the local creators toward the Wall 
Poetry murals. 
 As Henny María Frímannsdóttir says, the biggest challenge for the project was to 
find the proper walls381. The unsolved issue of the ownership and responsibility for the 
properties proved to be challenging to deal with. After accepting the project, a team of 
Iceland Airwaves started the search for proper mural surfaces. Though finding the 
appropriate wall was the smallest problem. Frequently, as Frímannsdóttir recalls, tenants did 
not know who the legal owner of the building was. It was a meticulous task to go through 
registers of the residents of Iceland in order to find people connected to a particular address 
and establish the ownership of the buildings in question. After being able to enact a physical 
connection to the landlords, Henny had to persuade them to agree for a new mural on their 
walls. She admits to some difficulties at this point, as ordinary residents often had just 
negative connotations to the words “street art” or “graffiti.” It took persuading and 
presenting the photo material of the previous street art projects, to get acceptance from the 
landlords. One crucial factor must have been the presence of Guido van Helten artworks that 
have been painted in Reykjavík around the time of preparation for the first Wall Poetry 
 
378 Information from the official website of the festival, before the direction changed. The material has been 
retrieved from http://icelandairwaves.is/wall-poetry/ on 27.04.2017 but unfortunately was neither archived 
nor is available anymore.  
379 Ibidem 
380 Interview with Sara Riel 
381 Interview with Henny María Frímannsdóttir  
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Project. Eventually, all asked parties agreed to participate, except for the Art Academy that 
not only refused to grant the wish nor gave any explanation on that decision382. 
Notwithstanding, this was still not the end of the trouble as there were formalities to 
take care of. The precedence of problematic legislation states not, as Jón Gnarr tells, that the 
owner of the building has a right to decide or maintain the part of his or her building like its 
walls, doors, or pavement in front of it383.  
 Yasha Young chose the muralists from among the artists, whom she already worked 
with, mainly in Berlin and Italy. The musicians were asked to provide the tracks of their 
liking. Getting to know songs and possible translation in case of Icelandic lyrics, laid within 
the responsibility of painters. Some listened to it before the work started while others 
collaborated with music and musicians also during the painting process. Often local creators 
joined the painters on the scene384.  
 The outdoor works took up to two weeks, as previously assessed. The murals were 
presented in the publicly available places. There were no fees for watching the images or 
participating in the process. According to Frímannsdóttir, the Icelandic side of this collective 
undertaking carried no costs. Grímur Atlasson confirms that the Urban Nation has covered 
all the expenses, including travels and materials385. The group from Germany brought the 
tools and paints with them, and Henny María Frímannsdóttir recalls that Yasha Young said 
that the costs were covered “by the German Stiftung” (Foundation)386. Numerous direct and 
indirect, personal and official attempts, independent and thorough recommendation, proved 
effortless, and this information could not be confirmed at the source as Yasha Young has 
remained unreachable. 
Notwithstanding, at this time, Urban Nation got financial support from the named 
foundation Lotto Stiftung in Berlin. According to the information provided by them, Lotto 
Stiftung supported foundation Stiftung Berliner Leben through the realization of the Urban 
Nation Museum for Urban Contemporary Art with a sum of 2.1 million euros387. Whether 
the Wall Poetry Project was included in the “realization,” is not addressed388. Information 
 
382 Sigurðsson 2015 
383 Interview with Jón Gnarr in Reykjavík, 04.10.2019 
384 Interview with Henny María Frímannsdóttir  
385 Sigurðsson 2015 
386 Ibidem 
387 Lotto Stiftung Berlin,  
388 Stiftung Berliner Leben, Connect, Create, Care, URL https://www.stiftung-berliner-
leben.de/projekte/urban-nation/(12.12.2019) 
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provided by the foundation Stiftung Berliner Leben state that they supported the Urban 
Nation project since the beginning in 2013.  
 
 
6.7.3.2 Artworks 
 
 The Wall Poetry project was welcomed by the inhabitants, tourists, and cultural life 
sympathisers very warmly. The media spread the list of mural locations and encouraged 
tourists to visit the venues while walking with prepared downloadable tracks lists to play on 
the way389. For better orientation, appropriate marked maps were available and  Wall Poetry 
walks were organized as well (See pic. 82).390  
The presentation of the chosen murals within Wall Poetry 2015 relies on the title of 
the inspiration song, which is, at the same time, the title of the mural. 
 
Waterfall 
 
 The song Waterfall by Vök was given as an inspiration to DEIH XLF. The mural was 
placed on the corners of Vesturgata and Norðurstígur streets (See pic. 83). The Waterfall 
combines both stylistic and passion of the muralist with the music of a band Vök. As the 
musicians describe themselves, they are a “dream-pop-indie-electro band; their sound 
consists of dreamy electronics with melodic vocals, distant saxophones, and clean 
reverberated guitars.” DEIH. also entered the art scene in the early nineties. In 2015 he was 
working on a project presenting introspective on his own life and work. He likes using 
science-fiction codes to present his truth391. All these factors were connected in the mural 
Waterfall very literally. It presents a person leaning towards the wall, supporting him or 
herself with a hand. The fisherman-astronaut suit makes gender recognition impossible, 
adding towards the universal meaning of the image. The waterfall begins in the face area and 
falls down towards the sea that the person stands in, suggesting the person being sick or 
preoccupied, overwhelmed with some idea. The waterfall substance is made of the universe 
so that the full scene has to be perceived in a comprehensive way of redefining one's own 
 
389 Sigurðsson among others 
390 Ösp, Auður, 2015 
391 DEIH XLF, Urban Nation page, URL https://urban-nation.com/artist/deih-xlf/ (01.05.2018)  
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beliefs in the world, no matter personal cost. The lyrics of the song describe the loneliness 
and need for redefining oneself in the last moment. 
Due to the construction works on the site, in the years to come the view of the mural 
was very limited and in 2019 it was already gone. Nevertheless, as long as possible, 
regarding the building works, the mural was held visible and in the last parts of the 
construction works, there was a tunnel left for the spectators, that allowed them to watch the 
art piece until the last moments. 
 
Over 
 
A similar call for finding life purpose and meaning in the universe is a mural of 
Tankpatrol, inspired by the song Over by Gus Gus (See pic. 84). It is located on the visible 
wall on Grandagarður 14, in the harbour part of the town. Henny María Frímannsdóttir 
recalls the difficulties with this particular artwork. After the works started, the landlord 
appeared suddenly at the scene, threatening the team with police if they did not stop 
“vandalizing” his building. After some time, he was persuaded by Henny María to give the 
project a chance and for the sake of unity of the whole Wall Poetry endeavour, to agree on 
having this mural as long as the festival takes place. If afterwards the landlord would have 
been still unpleased, the removal and repainting of the wall would be taken care of by the 
festival team392. Eventually, this mural is one of those that stayed in the perfect shape until 
late 2019. There are no plans to interfere or remove it anymore. 
 The song Over describes a relationship in which mistakes have been made over and 
over again, and the lines of personal boundaries were permanently crossed. It is a call for yet 
another attempt by giving the power to the partner who has to improve the relationship.  
 The picture shows a woman floating in the air, with her limbs loosely hanging next 
to her body. The head leans back, and the face is not visible. The body posture is reminiscent 
of the Christ Assumption. The sacred feeling emphasizes monochromatic reddish tones and 
the three circular shapes making a triangle with the reference to the Holy Trinity. The 
religious references add mystery to the presentation. It describes the universal values to the 
presentation that be or should be seen in a comprehensive spectrum. On the other hand, it 
adds dignity and importance to the love that is everlasting, overwhelming and sacred. As 
 
392 Interview with Henny María Frímannsdóttir  
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such a lively force it should be prioritised over and over again, like the song title suggests, 
adjusted to the condition of daily life.  
 Gus Gus is one of the Icelandic groups connecting music and video. Tankpetrol is a 
Polish street art painter based in Manchester UK. He uses both freehand and stencils as his 
medium, which he entangles with carefully placed background details, making neat, well-
executed art pieces — the fondness for details and mathematical clarity show in many of his 
works. Tankpetrol often places a female figure as the centre point of his work. The 
surroundings, accessories, and clothing differ in the presentations and their meaning in the 
broader scope. 
 
Fisherman 
 
Among the murals from the first edition of Wall Poetry, there are quite a few with a 
large-scale presentation of a human figure. Many of them are metaphorical in the universal 
aspects, though there is one that stands out with the simplicity and directness. It is a portrait 
of the Fisherman placed on the side of Sjávarútvegs- og Landbúnaðarráðuneytið, Ministry 
of Fisheries and Agriculture on Skúlagata 4 (See pic. 85).  
Evoca1 made the mural based on the song of Saun and Starr Gonna make time. It is 
a story of a fisherman missing his love, planning on spending time with her after he is back 
home. This is the only case where the chosen musicians have no direct connection to Iceland. 
Yet, the topic of loneliness of the fisherman spending much time on the fishing vessel fits 
Icelandic reality very well393.Placing an image of parallel of such kind on the large wall of 
the Ministry of Fisheries and Agriculture building, well visible in the city landscape, shows 
thoughtfulness in the planning and a metaphorical sense.  
Henny María Frímannsdóttir recalls the difficulties with obtaining permission for that 
wall. She says that the Ministry wanted to grant authorisation of the painting from the 
moment the inquiry came, though no one knew whose responsibility it was to sign the proper 
documents. It led to a critical situation when, due to the lack of paperwork, the wall would 
need to be withdrawn from the project. Finally, the other person signed the approvals394. The 
confusion on the legal side of the project may have constituted one of the factors for the 
 
393 Environment of the fishing industry in Iceland in 20th century has served as a study group for an 
anthropological and ethnographical project, within which the idea of “Icelandicness”, the core values and 
characteristics of being Icelandic, has been made – see Pálsson, Gísli, Durrenbergen, E. Paul (1992) 
394 Interview with Henny María Frímannsdóttir 
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removal of the painting at the time of competition for redesigning the wall and revealing the 
new piece of Sara Riel in 2018.   
 
Laxdaela Saga 
 
It is critical to notice how much connection to the Icelandic reality is visible in the 
murals from Wall Poetry. The experiment of setting the foreigner street artists with a local 
music piece is an exciting project. Street artists who were asked or agreed to participate in 
the project had no previous connections nor experience with Icelandic culture or history. 
From the position of an outsider, they rooted their murals into “Icelandness” being inspired 
by the few minutes’ long song. 
The mural on Laugavegur 66 made by D*FACE and Agent Fresco is the only one 
based not on the music but a culture piece (See pic. 86). Sagas have been an essential factor 
in creating Icelandic national identity and providing strength and pride in the time of 
surrender to foreign rule. Also, today, Icelandic sagas are known to the inhabitants of all 
ages and are perceived as a natural part of the national identity. The Laxdæla Saga, Saga of 
the People of Laxárdal, presents the story of the people of Breiðafjörður from the end of the 
ninth to the beginning of the eleventh century395. The main storyline tells the life of Guðrún 
Ósvífrsdóttir, who was perceived to be one of the most outstanding women in Iceland. A 
clairvoyant told her that she would love four times, and so it happened. She got married for 
the first time when she was 15 years old but divorced shortly after. After her second husband 
died on the sea, Guðrún got involved with the first of two childhood friends, Kjartan 
Ólafsson and Bolli Þorleiksson. After Kjartan turned down her request to take her with him 
to sea, she refused to wait for him for a few years. Both men faced the insecure times of 
religious conversion in Norway, but just Bolli got the king’s allowance to visit Iceland for a 
short time. He deceived Guðrún into engaging with him by lying about Kjartan being married 
to one Norwegian woman. After Kjartan was allowed to come back home, he learned about 
the betrayal of his best friend, who now effortlessly tried to make it up to him. The series of 
misunderstandings lead to the spread of hatred among both families. The bloodshed brought 
death to Kjartan in the arms of his friend. After her fourth husband dies at sea, Guðrún names 
her son after him. The last part of the saga describes the talk between them, where Guðrún 
 
395 Saga is accessible online in English in the database of Icelandic sagas, URL 
https://sagadb.org/laxdaela_saga.en (16.02.2020) 
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is asked, whom of all the husbands did she love the most. Even though there is no answer in 
the saga, the mural provides it hundreds of years later. The image shows the dead man 
holding his beloved tightly and kissing her with passion. She leans back towards the 
spectator, with her eyes closed. An Icelandic, stylised sentence on the side, reads: Þeim var 
ég vers en ég unni mest – “To him I was worst whom I loved best.” 
An intense purple colour, along with a cartoon-alike portrait of the couple, marks a 
spot on the main shopping street. The choice of a dramatic moment is strengthened by 
revealing the truth about real love. Showing the biggest love now dead, builds up dramaturgy 
and underlines the hopelessness of human fate, which is decided without us. 
D*FACE, whose real name is Dean Stockton, is an artist educated on the streets of 
London. It may be a coincidence that similarly to the Tankpetrol, who was active in similar 
times and locations, also his art is based on the hand-drawing stickers and posters. The 
dramatic posture of the woman's body and the choice of eye-catching forms and intense 
colour may point in the direction of a shared artistic background. D*Face uses the term 
“apocalyptic” to define his work that applies light forms of pop art to show the evanescence 
of the most critical things in life. Trying to draw a line between “good” and “bad,” he 
encourages people to dive more in-depth than the first impressions to the facts of their 
lives396. 
The picture form the Laxdale Saga is a complex creation combining the most 
obvious and important part of Icelandic culture, sagas with contemporary art. Applying pop 
art inspired stylistics, that D*FACE especially likes the historical couple presentation, 
creating the connection between epochs. Stylized sentence in old Icelandic (that is still 
perfectly understandable as the language evolved through the centuries very little397) 
enriches the image. Intensity of the colours match very energetic body postures and the 
choice of the meaningful moment of truth – which in case of Gúðrun came too late. Also, 
this mural, rooted in Icelandic culture and shown in the modern, international manner, may 
be read in a wider philosophical sense, where the Love and the Death are shown as the factors 
that rule human life. Thanks to artistic means, the image serves as a reminder of the truth's 
importance and living by one's real priorities. 
 
396 D*Face, Urban Nation, URL https://urban-nation.com/artist/dface/ (02.05.2018)  
397 Icelandic language is known to has been preserved in almost original way. Old Icelandic is completely 
understandable in the Iceland of our time and the development of the language refers mainly to the 
adaptation of modern international words ö that are still written and spoken in the Icelandic manner. Yet, 
the language and naming committees in Iceland receive growing criticism as too obsolete and archaic and the 
pressure on adapting changes in growing. 
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Tuttugu og Eitthvað 
 
Deep fusion with local community, a mark of “Icelandness” is well shown in the 
other mural on the same street, Tuttugu og Eitthvað, painted by Elle to the rap song of Úlfur 
Úlfur band (See pic. 87). 
The whole wall of a building is taken up by the painting of a young woman riding 
two wolves. Also, she throws her head back, in some ecstatic state, yet she is very aware of 
the moment. With the eyes wide open, she spreads her lips in a howl to the moon. Pointing 
one of her fingers up brings attention to what she has to say. Both the woman and the first 
of the two wolves are wearing capes with the additional wolves’ heads. The whole image is 
painted in just a few tones. The paleness of the woman is juxtaposed with the black of the 
night and the furry wolf silhouettes. On the dark background, there is an inscription stating 
the band name in the runic alphabet. 
Except for the direct connection to the name of the band, which translates “Wolf 
Wolf” into English, Ella linked her mural to the Norse mythology. Not only the use of the 
runic font but also the wolves connect the mural to the old beliefs. Geri and Freki were the 
two wolves of Odin. Their names mean “the one that is greedy” and “the one that seeks 
revenge.” The song Tuttugu og Eitthvað, “Twentysomething,” is a rapped story of the person 
of the said age, who gave up hope and faith, to realize that he is the only one that can be 
trusted.  
While Úlfur Úlfur is a band that raised the issue of the anger and fierceness of a 
young person questioning everything in the world, Ella considers herself to be a street art 
poet. She likes to tell the story in a beautifully subtle way while underlining the strength in 
womanhood and passion. Summarizing all the factors, Elle shows the modern young 
Icelandic women facing the crisis of values at the entrance to adult life. She rides the wolves, 
though, as she maintains the feelings of greed for earthy acknowledgment and revenge on 
those who traumatized her or want to hurt her. 
 
Óður til móður  
 
Caratoes painted the third Wall Poetry mural on Laugavegur to Ylja’s song Óður 
til móður “Ode to the mother.” This artwork shows yet another approach to the large-scale 
murals as it is the only one in Reykjavík that embraces the building from two sides, tangling 
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the corner (See pic. 88). The house was painted black. On the side-street part, a woman is 
riding a mythological creature. A horse-like mechanized being is simplified to the shapes 
reminiscent of metal elements. The creature has no face but flees in a rush, scared by 
something. There is a filigree woman on the horseback, wearing masks flanked with wings. 
She is presented in a decorative, ornamental way, collated with the metallic ribbons that fly 
over to the site of the main street. In the right upper corner of the whole image, there is a 
steady hand trying to grab the woman or at least the ribbons flying in the wind. The ground 
is painted with wavy lines connecting into the organic ground, maybe a moss or lava field. 
The song of Ylja, “Ode to the mother,” is a poem requesting the father to take a 
stand about the mother’s situation. He is being told by humankind to have been the creator 
of a woman. The mother is shown as the delivering object of the inner beauty of the father, 
who is the creator, the Beginning, and the End. Song themes of the folk duet Ylja are deeply 
connected to the local stories and beliefs. The story presented in the “Ode to mother” is in 
line with numerous Icelandic songs and lullabies underlining the hopelessness and 
meaninglessness of the woman facing unwanted motherhood398. 
Cara To, or Caratoes, is a Belgium-born artist based in Hong Kong. She works in 
the oneiric stylistics, exaggerating facial features to the disadvantage of other body parts that 
are lost in smoky wiggling lines. Detailed elaboration of the background scenes reminds of 
organic shapes, birds wings, or fish husks. The motif of the hand belonging to a higher 
power, grabbing the other creature, is known from her other projects and so are the mask-
like faces, often growing from one another.   
 
 
6.7.4 Wall Poetry 2016 
 
According to Grimur Atlason, Wall Poetry was primarily planned as a single event. 
After the Urban Nation museum was to be opened in 2017, there were plans for Icelandic 
artists to travel to Germany in order to organize and participate in workshops or become 
 
398 See one of the most popular “Móðir mín í kví kví' sang from the perspective of a child abandoned to death 
and the same motif in the contemporary Icelandic art, for example Garðarshólmi by Hugleikur Dagsson or 
Museum of Hidden Beings by Arngrímur Sigurðsson. The motif is also popular in contemporary literature, for 
example in novels of Yrsa Sigurdardottir.  
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artists in residency399. While neither of this happened, the second edition of the Wall Poetry 
Project was held in Reykjavík in the following 2016 year. 
The organization of the formal sides of the project did not vary from 2015 with just 
one exception. As Henny María Frímannsdóttir tells, obtaining the proper walls was a much 
more manageable task. The inhabitants had experienced what the Wall Poetry was about and 
how the murals created in the project looked like. They also experienced the positive 
influence of the event on city life and tourism. Frequently, landlords were seeking contact 
with Henny María Frímannsdóttir by themselves to ask if a wall that they owned was suitable 
for the new edition of Wall Poetry. 
 The location of the works done in 2016 is corresponding to the ones made in the first 
edition (See pic. 89).Festival in 2015 brought much newspaper and magazines attention that 
cooled down in 2016 as again no Icelandic artists were invited. Instead of information in 
paper-printed media, the news about new murals began to spread on the internet, especially 
on social media platforms.  
Yasha Young was the one to chooe the team muralists again, deciding mainly on 
those already cooperating with Urban Nation. In the first edition, the rule stated that each 
artist got one wall to paint on. This changed slightly in the following year. Henny recalls that 
the muralists enjoyed the project to such an extent that they wanted to get another wall 
assessed. That was almost impossible to proceed with on such a short notice. The only 
exception was granting artist Lara Zombie a wall of the building where the gay community 
was meeting. It got a symbol of the unicorn on the background of the rainbow.  
Henny also recalls that the artists in 2016 were less disciplined and, in their free 
time, sought to write illegal uncurated graffiti or make street art on their own. It has been 
assessed as highly risky, putting the credibility of the whole team in question. Any uncurated 
actions have been derided, and artists were asked to stop.Some of the street art made without 
previous consent by Wall Poetry artists stayed untouched until late 2019 when the collection 
of main material for this research was finished (See pic. 93 – 94 on Hlemmur by DEIH.XLF). 
The other difference between the projects in 2015 and 2016 was that in the second 
year, the artists did not get a particular song to rely on but were inspired generally by the 
 
399 According to the information given by the previous direction of Iceland Airwaves, primarily, it was a project 
planned for just a year, with a return endeavour in Berlin in 2017, when after opening the Urban Nation 
Museum, Icelanders were to come with the music and street art workshops. Sigurðsson 2015 
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music of a band. That is the dynamics of the projects led in Berlin by Yasha Young at the 
same time, where artistic freedom is not limited to the one track. Although the restriction to 
a single piece creates a closer intimate connection to the Icelandic reality, the choice of the 
music inspiration in 2016 laid still in the Icelandic music scene. Except for the personal 
preferences and style of the muralists, it affected the artworks. In the end, the murals of 2016 
had a more universal, philosophical meaning rooted in local context. Unfortunately, due to 
the growing number of construction sites in Reykjavík, most of the murals from the second-
year project have been negatively affected, partly destroyed due to the maintenance of the 
walls or removed by the end of 2019. 
 
The fist 
 
Among the most spectacular murals of the Wall Poetry 2016 is the one painted by 
Wes and Onur to the music of the band Of Monsters and Men (See pic. 90). The band always 
gained international popularity after the 2011 single Little Talks. The whole album was an 
undertaking to define its own identity; the musician said in the interview for The Reykjavík 
Grapevine: “The topics were more serious, exploring such themes as loss of identity and 
regret.”400 This atmosphere of searching in the midst of folk tales is the theme of the mural 
of Wes and Onur. The moment of certainty is presented through a powerful metaphor. 
The picture shows a landscape from the North of Iceland – a wide valley flanked by 
the high mountains with the steep slopes. At the end of the dale, there is a little farm visible. 
In the second plan, a massive forearm raises powerfully to the sky with a fist pointing in the 
gesture of fight and victorybut also unity. The arm looks raw as it is built up from the 
Icelandic rocks that comprise the ground. The mountains visible on both sides are made from 
the same type of material. The light of the presentation soothes the feeling of strength, power 
along with decidedness. The music of the band Of Monsters and Men tells stories from the 
dreams, well suited to the part of national identity relating to the Hidden People. 
 
 
 
 
 
400 Cohen, Sara Jane, Boiling Over: Of Monsters And Men Are Back With ‘Fever Dream’ [in:] The Reykjavík 
Grapevine, URL https://grapevine.is/mag/feature/2019/07/19/of-monsters-and-men-fever-dream/ on 
(11.12.2019) 
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The musician 
 
A few houses further, there is a whole wall portrait of a cello player. It is a work by 
the German duet Herakut inspired by the music of classical quartet Kronos. The work is a 
typical representation of Herakut style (See pic. 91). A very lyrical depiction of a person 
with triangle-shaped face, big eyes, little mimics, is accompanied by a sentence that brings 
a number of meanings to the image. The lyricism is underlined through light pastel tones 
and smooth lines of hair flying on the wind. The musician wears lopapeysa, a traditional 
Icelandic sweater, but on the Herakut mural, the pattern is made by the line of swallows. The 
birds come alive and fly away to the tunes of music. The background shows the notes on the 
staff. As usual, Herakut murals also have a poetic line in characteristic font with curvy loops 
and pointed endings. It gives the image a more profound sense and broadens the meaning. 
This one reads: “Isn’t it our job as humans to be collecting great moments?” 
Herakut duet has been cooperating with Urban Nation already for at least a year at 
the time of creating this mural. This particular wall is hidden on the side of villa district In 
Reykjavík but in 2019 there was another large-scale mural made by one of the artists, Hera. 
The lyrical stylistics and empowerment through the combination of weakness and strength, 
firmness and positivity well fitted into the “Icelandness” of up to date Icelandic street art. 
Similarly to Guido van Helten, also Hera came back to Icelandto work on another project 
deeply connected with local culture and history.  
 
Eternal pilgrimage 
 
In the same district, there is the last mural of Wall Poetry 2016 that survived at least 
three years untouched. It is made by Phlegm to the inspiration of the múm music (See pic. 
92). Phlegm is a world-known cartoonist and illustrator. The mural from Reykjavík presents 
well his style characterized by bizarre figures creating narrative lines. The odd figures walk 
on the stick legs in some sort of procession, following each other in the never-ending spirals. 
Each holds a light and an unreal mask, often with fantastic bird beaks. One is following 
another in a never-ending line. There is a recurrence, the lack of free will, or even recognition 
of such. The procession goes on forever. 
The hopelessness of the everlasting process of the confirmed social roles, that the 
pilgrimage participants take on, reminds of lack of initiative and indecisiveness of the 
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anonymous inhabitant by Magnús Tómasson (See pic. 58). Lack of the proper postures 
suggest the scars in the ethics of the people whose heads are circularised according to their 
character. Each of them has a humpback, each holds just its own light. Even though they 
walk in line, they do not mind each other, and each takes care of himself solely. The picture 
contains critique of the contemporary society though through the personalisation with the 
Iceland-specific elements, like a puffin head, it refers to the local context in a philosophical 
observation of life. 
 
 Most of the murals made in 2016 at the Wall Poetry vanished due to new construction 
sites or private renovations of the houses. As Sara Riel underlined, they were protected to 
the end, and until the last moment access to them was granted401. 
The idea of bringing street art and music together has been started by Yasha Young 
already in Berlin prior to the Wall Poetry project. Though, the aimed cooperation of the 
visual and audio artists did not happen before. Sara Riel underlined the inspiration for the 
music in Icelandic creativity, also in her creations and likewise, artworks of the graffiti artists 
and muralists previously active in Hjartagarðurinn. The project became unexpectedly 
successful and the local inspirations induced by the music embraced the connection to 
Iceland more than expected402. Muralists got the feel and the vibration from the music only, 
as they were never officially asked to use Norse motifs in their works. Yet, in most of them, 
such symbolism is either noticeable or overruling the whole scene. The intuitive acceptance 
of the native Icelandic culture helped in defining new creations403. Mostly, the murals are in 
line with the stylistic and thematic field of previous experiences and creations of artists 
involved. Now, they were firmly adjusted to the given new cultural and natural environment. 
Probably this eased also the process of accepting the murals by the residents of Reykjavík 
and preventing these artworks for years after Wall Poetry ended.  
 
While the first edition of the project has been cheered and the news spread widely, 
the second edition was accepted  naturally. This is a typical feature for Icelanders to take 
what comes as all is temporary and passing, is summarized in the saying þetta reddast – it 
shall all pass. Probably this approach, along with the reluctance caused by the exclusion of 
 
401 Interview with Sara Riel 
402 Interview with Henny María Frímannsdóttir 
403 See also Kirloskar-Steinbach 2004 on the processes of creation the identity and belonging in the group. 
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the local artists, the fact that there was never a third edition of the Wall Poetry, was accepted 
with the utter stoicism and no further questions were asked404. 
 
 
6.8 Current situation on Icelandic street art scene 
 
After the Wall Poetry projects were finished, theReykjavík graffiti scene noticeably 
cooled down. As Selur said in 2018, “It’s as if the Airwaves murals have taken over. Not 
much is happening regarding graffiti in the street scene today”405. He thinks that the reason 
for that is the rather too fast pace of urban planning in Reykjavík “for any other wall art to 
be allowed to linger.”406 
Continuous field research in the years from 2017 to 2019 conducted for this 
dissertation confirms this view. There are a few points that summarise the last phase of street 
art in Reykjavík. Although the Zero Tolerance Policy has never been dismissed, the 
concessive attitude of the authorities towards graffiti and street art has not changed within 
the last few years. Further on, graffiti is officially perceived as vandalism but is not 
persecuted unless reported as a crime by an external private party. There are fewer 
scribblings on the walls of the buildings downtown Reykjavík. The question of ownership 
of the walls remains problematic, and so does the responsibility for graffiti and street art. 
With the Heart Garden project, the social view on urban creativity began to change. Street 
art got unlimited access to the official exhibition places. Both City Council and European 
institutions granted funds for graffiti in forms of workshops. Bringing Wall Poetry into the 
landscape of the city might have been despised by the local art scene, though it raised further 
awareness and acknowledgment for the street art in the community after the changes in 
graffiti perception made by Hjartagarðurinn.  
The street art scene in Reykjavík cooled down after 2016. Since then, there were some 
graffiti and street art projects funded or supported by the authorities. The importance of 
neighbourhood-supported endeavours got more significant after the undertaking in Breiðholt 
in 2015 that attracted the most famous names in the Icelandic (street) art world, with Sara 
Riel, Theresa Himmer, Ragnar Kjartansson and Erró. Sara’s Riel mural on the 
 
404 Interview with Henny María Frímannsdóttir, Tanja Lind, Sara Riel. 
405 This is another confirmation in the discussion on the limitations of acceptable definitions concerning 
street art world in Iceland. 
406 Bergmann 2018 
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Austurbaejarskóli school was chosen as a community project over a few others that were 
assisting the physical development of different default groups. 
Most of the large-scale murals that were done within the last decade are still available 
to be seen in the original locations. The general tendency of keeping them applies to all types 
of works. Until 2018, the murals of Sara Riel made with Nomad, Kyte, Wyh and others were 
visible between Laugavegur and Skólavörðustígur streets. Due to the new construction sites, 
some walls were partly affected (See pic. 57). Nevertheless, if the new building project 
included a wall with graffiti on, it often stayed exposed for as long as possible, or there was 
a pass for the spectators to view the art407. Moreover, the large-scale artworks, also the ones 
that were primarily done without permission from the owner, got acknowledgement from 
society and tourists, bringing more action and indirectly possible financial benefits to the 
particular area. For those reasons, they were preserved for longer. For example, the series of 
lifeless creatures, unaware of the life, sprayed on the building walls on the other side of the 
Hlemmur bus station by DEIH XLF in the second edition of the Wall Poetry, has been 
untouched by other graffiti and street artists for a few years. 
The respect towards existing street art seems to be a characteristic capacity in Iceland. 
The example of Hjartagarðurinn shows that the whole idea has been kept in mind years after 
the demolition. As Tanya Lind says, the new hotel presented the old photographs, and the 
events held there by the other parties still relies on the old name of the Heart Garden.408 
Full-walls' artworks are rarely interfered with. Usually, the first project stays 
undisrupted for years, like the above mentioned Hlemmur bus station murals or previously 
described large-scale works. There are merely very few exceptions where some younger 
graffiti artists decided to re-use the wall’s space (See pic. 92 – 94). This leads to the creation 
of open invitation for others to start spraying over. 
A different variation of the revitalization of a wall ideally located for a mural is by 
putting another large-scale project in the same space. This does not happen too often and 
gains little social applause as the people are not supporting the removal of the murals that 
grew into the city landscape409. Among the murals that got exchanged is the decoration of 
the Ministry of Fisheries wall. The portrait of the Fisherman done in the Wall Poetry Project 
has been repainted by Sara Riel with “Glitter of the Ocean” as a competition winning project.  
 
407 Interview with Sara Riel 
408 Interview with Tanya Lind 
409 Newsfeed of Henny Maria Frímannsdóttir and Jon Gunnar Þórðarson on Facebook, showing reluctance 
toward either removing graffiti or limiting access to large-scale murals. 
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The subject of another revitalization of graffiti decorated walls is triptych No exit by 
Guido van Helten, that exchanged by another mural in June 2019. The new large-scale 
painting Heima was made on the walls previously occupied by the three portraits of the 
actors from the theatre play from the sixties. Van Helten works have become very famous 
among Icelanders, and the artist has returned a few times in order to work on yet new 
projects. According to the information from news feed on Facebook, both private people, as 
well as the art scene participants, were unpleasantly surprised by the course of events410.  
Herakut and Nomad Clan made mural Heima (eng. At home). German Embassy in 
Iceland accommodated the organization of the project together with Berlin-based Urban 
Nation. As  Herakut cooperates with the latest and also took part in the Wall Poetry  in 2016. 
The painting of 2019 refers to stories of so-called Esjawomen described in the book by Anne 
Siegel, Frauen, Fische, Fjorde -women who after the Blessað Stritið, World War Second,  
relocated from Germany to Iceland in order to begin new life in the country that lacked 
feminine hands and had too many farmers needing support - quite the opposite as in 
Germany. Anne Siegel, a German author,  spent summer 2019 as a writer in residency in 
Iceland411 when the mural was made.  
The painting is a long narrative image divided into two separate parts of the story. The 
left one is held in monochromatic warm browns, presenting a woman watching the geese, 
flying away into the mountain landscape symbolizing the travel to Iceland, and un-bonding 
the ties with the old country. The time elapsed between two scenes is underlined through the 
physical differences in the wall surface as the right-hand side lies higher and further from 
the street. On the right-hand side, an older woman is watching over her shoulder, back to 
herself from the past, holding her daughter in her arms. The support for the younger 
generation is shown through the posture, yet the younger woman looks into the time to come 
with no fear. She holds the future in new country symbolised by the goose, in her hands, not 
letting her fly away. At the same time, it shows her ongoing devotion to the tradition of the 
land of her ancestors. The image has a sentence that reads: Home is where you take it. Family 
is who you make it (See pic. 95).  
Hera, part of the Herakut duo, sees the project in the global light of the present reality: 
“Sadly, we seem to live in times when nationalists call for barricading borders and building 
walls between people – mentally and physically. That is why it is especially important to 
 
410 Ibidem 
411 Über Anne, Anne Siegel, URL http://annesiegel.de/ueber-anne/ (28.11.2019) 
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shine a light on the fact that humans have always been migrants, tapping into new and 
unknown territory and eventually melting with it, becoming part of new places, cultures, 
families. Stories of migration are in every country ‘s DNA, its national identity. To remind 
people of that is crucial to uphold a culture to welcoming immigrants."412 
As the project Heima is placed in the active construction site, the visibility of the whole 
artwork is not always secured. There is also a question of the timeframes within which the 
mural will still be available to the public. 
The opinion of Selur quoted at the beginning of this chapter remains valid for the whole 
current graffiti scene. Due to the amount and range of the building sites, painting murals or 
large graffiti became more difficult and less payable than in the previous years. In Iceland, 
street art has been done without much deliberation on the liveness of the pieces. Except for 
throw-ups, wildstyle and low-quality scribblings, graffiti and street art in Reykjavík has 
always been exposed over a long time period and has been gradually growing into the urban 
tissue. The inevitability of the evanescence that is indeed an inseparable and seductive part 
of this movement used to play little role in Reykjavík. Nevertheless, in the last few years, 
the economic and touristic structure of the society changed in the way hat influence also 
graffiti and street art conditions.  
The fences and barriers of the building sites became canvas for the graffiti. Even when 
the vitality of the pieces is limited upfront according to the duration of the construction, there 
is a tendency for creating whole graffiti stories on the fencings. As an example may serve 
the image of the fantasy fights in the Reykjavík area, that was made on the construction site 
railing on Laugavegur (See pic. 96 - 97). The cartoon-like entertainment narrative shows the 
fantasy scene taking place in the spot of the spectator, with the heritage sites of Reykjavík 
visible between the erupting volcanos and the attack of the robot, Godzilla and dinosaur. The 
scene is created with elementary shapes and colours, but it holds strong local bonds – not 
only through direct references to the cultural locations, but also reminiscent of  the popular 
graffiti that does not exist anymore, like robot fights in the Hjartagarðurinn. 
There are also particular spots in the city where graffiti has always been made. The 
walls behind Eymundsson bookstore, the old prison walls, between Laugavegur and 
Skólavörðustígur, have been used by graffiti artists regularly for over a decade now. In the 
time of graffiti growth at the end of the first decade of the 21st century, the walls were taken 
 
412 NEW ONE WALL @ ICELAND BY NOMAD CLAN & HERA – "HOME IS WHERE YOU TAKE IT.," Urban Nation, 
URL https://urban-nation.com/2019/06/new-one-wall-iceland-by-nomad-clan-hera-home-is-where-you-
take-it/ (28.11.2019) 
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as a blackboard for the throw-ups, wildstyle and simple graffiti projects. However, for the 
last few years, the pictures became unified, often made by just one person or a defined group. 
Since 2017, the wall is taken by the Ugly Boys duet413. The longwall reminds of the Norns 
canvas where it is decided upon the faith of the humankind and the other creatures. Further 
inspiration in the form Norse mythology forms the unreal creatures interfering with our 
world in unpredictable ways. Yet the world depicted is the one that artists know best 
themselves, often with the mundane items of the modern times, or even spray cans. Graffiti 
on the prison wall has been presenting a narrative story for some time now, characterized by 
the coherent, monochromatic style of both letters and organic shapes. The scenes visible 
there in 2018 become more oval and smoother. The round windows with prison bars 
underlined the connection to the spot and the heritage of the town. The local connection was 
addressed in 2019 in another manner, as there was a sprayed show of Icelandic folk monsters, 
horses, and birds in an overdrawn manner, written between the bubbly letters (See pic. 98 - 
99). 
Ugly Brothers or Ugly Boys (both names occur) is the duet of young Icelanders who, 
according to Henny María Frímannsdóttir414, remained the last active graffiti artists in 
Reykjavík. Except for their activity, there is just little movement on the graffiti and street art 
scene left and it is limited to tags, wildstyle andthrow-ups in the backyards and gangways. 
The other big graffiti pieces are usually made by street art travellers or as an exception to the 
daily course of other artworks.415 Street art scene in Reykjavík is still rich in murals, yet 
graffiti writing stopped being a popular leisure of the youngsters. Ugly Boys mind their 
anonymity much, though their works are visible in many lively spots downtown Reykjavík. 
Their style is easily recognizable as based on the big rounded shapes. These qualities do not 
vary, no matter the project. The throw-ups visible on the previous pictures have the same 
basis as the wriggling playful letter on the old prison wall projects. (See pic. 100). 
The graffiti underworld where youngsters use spray cans to express their feelings, 
often rebellious moods or disappointments, has never fully vanished. As Selur said in the 
already quoted passage, such graffiti can never get entirely prohibited and will never 
completely vanish. The throw-ups and wildstyle are still around the capital, mostly in the 
spots that offer limited hideouts, like in the gangways to the backyards (See pic. 101).  
 
413. According to the inscriptions in the city, the duo goes by the name Ugly Boys or Ugly Brothers. As they 
value their privacy very much, it proved impossible to clear this matter directly with them. 
414 Interview with Henny Maria Frímannsdóttir 
415 Ibidem 
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On the other hand, the passages leading to the backyards constitute an environment for 
another artistic reality, where creativity blossoms. Between the old traditional buildings 
downtown Reykjavík, whole colourful street art worlds are growing. The style varies from 
one to the other. Except for the mentioned graffiti passages, there are many gangways and 
backyard painted with caution to certain concepts. Also here the fairy-tale characterizing 
mythical world is very welcome. The projects are seldom signed but often supported by the 
tenants or landlords. Few gangways next to the Hallgrímskirkja church, can serve as an 
example for some repeatable tendencies. The animal kingdom passage (See pic. 102) is 
located next to the Animali mural of Sara Riel, bringing questions of possible inspiration or 
relations of another type. 
On the other hand, nature, as the topic in Icelandic (street) art is very often worked on. 
Also creatures living on the border of the real and shadow world have an established place 
on the Icelandic walls. Not only in folk tales but also in the daily life the belief in the little 
people and the hidden beings is an undeniable416. The decorations referring to flora and fauna 
are visible very often. Many of the old houses' yards are painted in cheerful colours, with 
illustrations, similar to children's books patterns that force the question of the actual function 
of the old villas (See pic. 103). Nevertheless, these cartoony pictures respond primarily to 
the taste of the private people living in said buildings. 
There are naturally also places used like a blackboard for graffiti practice: graffiti 
writings, throw-ups, some tags, stickers and stencils. Some of the spots are located further 
from the city centre. The underpasses like Hlíðargönginn remain an active graffiti spot (See 
pic. 104), but also, the backyards in the city centre serve for graffiti purposes. Just in the area 
of Hallgrímskirkja there are few passways and backyards where different types of graffiti 
peacefully show conceptual endeavours of local artists (See pic. 105). In the longer passes 
between backyards of downtown houses, walls serve for various small-scale murals as well 
as graffiti exercises and tags (See pic. 106 - 107). The diverse faces of Icelandic street art 
coexist next to each other, sometimes within one backyard or on neighbouring streets. The 
prestige of the area seems not to play any role. Many graffiti-covered walls are next to the 
central spot of the town, Hallgrímskirkja, but also on the streets in the embassies area (See 
pic. 108). As far as the private properties and their decoration remind in the hands of the 
 
416 Dor more information of the approach of Icelanders towards spirituality, Hidden People and superstitions, 
see Gunnel, Terry, Modern legends in Iceland, [in:] Narratives Across Space and Time: Transmissions and 
Adaptations, Proceedings of the 15th Congress of International Society for Folk Narrative Research, 21-
27.06.2009 Athens, Athens 2014,  
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owner, the public walls are subject to the official legislation. In this light, existence of the 
whole-wall graffiti would theoretically depend on the decision of responsible authorities. 
Nevertheless, the insecurity and disinformation of the ownership and official responsibility 
act in favour of these projects (See pic. 109). 
The other places in the city centre attracting graffiti artists are parking lots. The one in 
the area next to the old prison is vibrant, with colourful graffiti written for over a decade 
now. The images change sporadically, though the main motifs remain visible over the years 
(See pic. 110).  
In order to give the youngsters, the creative development possibilities and enable 
entering the artistic scene, there are workshops organized both in Reykjavík but also outside 
of the capital. The old parking lot on the other side of the communication axis, Hverfisgata 
street, is used as a working area for young people interested in street art. According to Silja 
Yraola, a student of the landscape architecture and coordinator of the project, it is a way to 
protect other places from uncurated graffiti writing. The importance is put on the 
environmental effects of street art and ways of protecting nature417. Similarly to the school 
project of Sara Riel in 2019, also in this undertaking the children are co-creators of the mural 
parts, getting inspiration directly from the natural kingdoms of flora and fauna. 
The idea of street art workshops and festivals has spread across the country to revitalize 
also smaller communities. The financial and tourist factors are essential reasons for bringing 
modern, popular urban art into the wild landscape of Iceland. In summer 2018, Kári 
Viðarsson performed a street art project in Hellisandur, a little town in the Snæfellsnes 
peninsula in the West part of the island. He wanted to act against further gentrification and 
oblivion of his birthplace that got progressively abandoned by inhabitants and ignored by 
tourists. According to his own words, the only remaining thing in the village was the hostel 
Freezer that he founded in an old fish factory building418. The birthing of the renovation 
project began, as Luanna Lee from artrvl, international artists connections organization, 
contacted Kári with the idea of the festival. The sources give different information on who 
 
417 Olgeirsson, Birgir, Eykur vitund barna um umhverfisvernd um leið og reynt er að koma í veg fyrir veggjakrot, 
[in:] Fréttablaðið, 16.06.2016, URL https://www.visir.is/g/2016160619156/eykur-vitund-barna-um-
umhverfisvernd-um-leid-og-reynt-er-ad-koma-i-veg-fyrir-veggjakrot (20.09.2019) 
418 Ehrat, Noemi, Brighten The Corners: Kári Viðarsson Brings Street Art To Snæfellsnes, [in:] The Reykjavík 
Grapevine, 24.07.2018, URL https://grapevine.is/icelandic-culture/2018/07/24/brighten-the-corners-kari-
vidarsson-brings-street-art-to-snaefellsnes/ (28.09.2019)  
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was the idea holder419. Regardless, the fish factory became a hostel and a local art scene after 
Viðarsson came back from abroad after graduation420. The idea of organizing the street art 
festival in order to redecorate the village was also designed for tourists who would now have 
another spot to visit on the drive-through peninsula.  
The project was conducted in 2018 and within the year, the number of murals in town, 
indoors and outdoors, reached 100. The topics and styles vary as artists from other countries 
came to participate in the endeavour. There are portraits of the first Icelandic serial killer but 
also oneiric woman half asleep and local landscapes (See pic. 111). Many of them are 
accompanied by a project description in the window frames at the scene to provide additional 
information. Vidarsson wishes to have a mural on each street in Hellisandur in as create the 
modern street art map421. The prospect of offering local children more educational and 
development options was also crucial to the founder. As he says in the interview with Noemi 
Ehrat, “Growing up here, I would have liked to be exposed to so much creativity,” he 
concludes, “and this will hopefully inspire local kids to become artists themselves.”422 
 
While the uncontrolled and uncurated expansion of street art in Iceland has noticeably 
slowed down after 2016, the above summary of the current activities shows that street art 
became an acknowledged social occurrence. The applicable Zero Tolerance Policy remains 
valid, though it is not forced without assessing the influence of graffiti and street art on 
society in the cultural, financial and economical way. The vandalism is a crime and an object 
to prosecution as to protect private properties. Interestingly though, the official bodies and 
institutions accept street art as any other historical movement without deliberating on 
possible detrimental effects of past graffiti writing in guerrilla-style. Street art is valued and 
artworks are ordered by the city, agencies, and embassies. Many communal projects are 
conducted and often chosen by the inhabitants over other helpful initiatives as green fields 
or sport and leisure activities. Further on, thanks to workshops, street art is used to raise the 
awareness of environment and ecology in the community and to groups of school children. 
 
419 Bergþórsdóttir, Kolbrún, Kári er í forréttindastarfi, [in:] Fréttablaðið, 28.06.2019, URL 
https://www.frettabladid.is/timamot/kari-er-i-forrettindastarfi/ (10.09.2019) states that it was the hotel 
owner, whereas Ehrat quotes in The Reykjavík Grapevine, that it was Lee. 
420 Das Freezer Hostel auf Snæfellsnes in Island, [in:] Island Ringstrasse, 20.05.2018, URL https://www.island-
ringstrasse.de/freezer-hostel-snaefellsnes-island/(18.12.2019) 
421 Ehrat 2018 
422 Ibidem 
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 Not only the attitude of Icelanders towards street art is worth noticing, but the 
connection to the local tradition and culture are visible on the walls of Reykjavík. The trend 
that is noticeable in other arts, especially design and music, to concentrate on tradition and 
the shadowy world, blossoms between graffiti writings. It takes a scene, a character, or a 
vague feeling to confirm the bond between people and the nature of their place on earth. 
Even if the means to underline that are the spray cans.  
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7 The official and social approach towards street art in Iceland 
 
7.1 Street art reception 
 
 The overview of the history of legislation towards street art was presented in the 
Chapter 6 Icelandic street art. Two main factors influence the approach considering 
uncurated urban art. The first one is the already discussed issue of the uncertain 
responsibility for graffiti and street art placed on private properties in public space. The 
second one relates to the financial obligation that graffiti is connected with: at the stage 
of creation and the stage of removal.  
 The materials collected for this thesis included field research as well as obtaining 
authorized information from different offices. Due to the ambivalent perception of street 
art, both official and private ways were used. The significant number of requests, that 
were sent over a few years to Reykjavíkurborg, City of Reykjavík, City Council, and 
different Ministries in order to obtain documents or at least an indication of the 
appropriate persons who might hold these documentation or information about them, was 
either ignored or unproductive. Due to the data protection policies, the single names 
cannot be given here, as the answers for the inquiries did not present the official status of 
the municipality's approach.  
 The majority of the interlocutors stayed professionally neutral, also while sharing 
their private views. No matter if they could provide written material or not, no negative 
opinions on the street art were given.  
 Street art per se is not perceived as detrimental anymore. There is a social 
recognition of the possible excellency of it as well as different forms of graffiti. As long 
as street art expands in a way non-invasive for private people and business owners, it is 
accepted as an artistic exploration of the nature but, at the same time, the means to gather 
interest and lure tourists as to obtain financial benefits. Graffiti and street art remain a 
social occurrence that is not disturbing as long as it does not include the destruction of 
someone’s property.  
 Thordis Claesen quotes Hördur Jóhanesson, Chief Superintendent of the 
Reykjavík Police Department: “Wall writing and graffiti done without permission is 
vandalism according to the law. I regard it in general as a bad and filthy habit without a 
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purpose. On the other hand, I‘ve seen some meticulous and impressive work done legally. 
That is a completely different matter“.423 
 
 The only officials who raise negative voices on graffiti and street art, are the 
members of centre right Sjálfstæðisflokksins, Independence Party. This matter is 
discussed in Chapter Zero Tolerance Policy Implementation. Yet, according to the 
documents obtained from the City Council, their stand on the matter did not change: they 
do want to keep the Zero Tolerance Policy and implement even stricter rules. The wording 
of the document suggests that there are regularly held meetings on that matter424. In 
Tillaga borgarráðsfulltrúa Sjálfstæðisflokksins um aðgerðir gegn veggjakroti í 
miðborginni, Proposal of the representative of the Independent Party at the City Council 
on the measures against graffiti in the city centre, dated 25.10.2013, specifically the word 
veggjakrot, graffiti, is used. Yet, in this place it is important to remind that reading 
Icelandic documentation and press articles about the graffiti and street art, confirms that 
these two words are used commonly as synonyms and there is no semantic distinction 
between graffiti and street art.  
 Document confirms, that at the City Council meeting dated 17.10.2013, the issue 
of graffiti (and probably also street art) in the city centre was raised and the representative 
of the Independence Party submitted an application for expansion of the means against 
graffiti (and, again, probably also street art), that has also been granted. There is no further 
information on the form of such expansion, the parties that should be assessed with the 
implementation of new rule or financial matters concerning more intensive removal and 
prevention425. The last sentence says that the City Council agreed to pass this further on 
the proper department, which suggests that the only agreement reached would be on the 
need of taking more decisive actions against graffiti (and / or street art).  
 For reference, a similar document signed few years later, in 2016, Tillaga um átak 
í hreinsun á veggjakroti, Proposal on the means for removing graffiti, still refers to the 
matter as graffiti and not street art. Also, the wording of the document shows slight 
change in the approach: Reykjavíkurborg geri átak í að hreinsa veggjakrot og leita allra 
leiða til að stemma stigu við því og gera borgina veggjakrotslausa í samstarfi við 
hagsmunaaðila s.s. íbúasamtök, ungmennaráð og rekstaraðila - the City of Reykjavík 
 
423 Claesen, 2009 
424 This information could have been neither confirmed nor dismissed. 
425 Tillaga borgarráðsfulltrúa Sjálfstæðisflokksins um aðgerðir gegn veggjakroti í miðborginni, 25.10.2013 
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makes an effort to clean graffiti (and possibly also street art) and take all possibilities to 
prevent creating new one. The endeavours are taken together with all interested parties, 
like resident's associations, youth councils and operators. The change in the formulation 
of the document involves underlining that all prospects will be taken into account to keep 
the city clean. Mentioning particular groups to support these endeavours spread the 
responsibility for existence and removing graffiti (and maybe also street art) on the whole 
community, and not just the authorities. Nevertheless, such an exacerbation of the 
approach read from the wording of the document may be connected to the program of the 
party and does not have to represent social views. The analysis of the right- and left-wing 
press information along with the conducted questionnaires does not support the view of 
grave social dissatisfaction towards graffiti and street art. 
 This duality of the wording even in the municipal documentation presents few 
aspects of street art in Iceland. The lack of definitions and understanding the nature of 
street art is well visible in the problematic definitions used in the documentation. Yet, it 
also underlines the social perception that is against damaging traditional aesthetics of the 
city but not necessarily against street art. The opinion of Thördur Jóhanesson, Chief 
Superintendent in the Reykjavík Police Department recalled by Claesen426 reflects 
general social perception of graffiti, that is connected to the vandalism and street art which 
has supposedly higher artistic value. 
 The importance of social approval is visible not only in private conversations but 
also in the community approach. The changes that were started with the city presence of 
Hjartagarðurinn in 2012 and 2013 spread further by the admiration for insightful works 
of Guido’s van Helten from 2013 onwards. The international fame of Sara Riel’s and her 
presence in the town, as well as in the wild (See pic. 112 - 113), led to further acceptance 
of artistic activities in urban space. At first, the idea of 2014 of inviting foreign artists for 
a Wall Poetry project was approached with some distrust. Yet, it brought more attention 
and recognition to the Icelandic contemporary art scene. Inhabitants, companies, and 
municipalities were only to accept it without any own financial risk, yet with benefits as 
the project added to the touristic attractivity of Reykjavík and ultimately also smaller 
towns around the island. 
 The openness of Reykjavík’s inhabitants for street art was confirmed through the 
choice of the obligatory community projects that are funded by the City. In 2015 street 
 
426 See note 341 
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art was implemented to the architecture and design of Breiðholt district. The municipal 
resources which were available for possibly different activities were chosen to be spent 
on street art decoration. On their own initiative, students kept on working on the idea on 
their own. This tendency lasted until 2019 when repeatedly as the community project 
residents chose the redecoration of Austurbæjarskóli school. This complex endeavour 
started with the survey conducted among young students that led to the ultimate artistic 
project of Sara Riel.  
 
 The questionnaire, that was presented to Icelanders in years from 2008 to 2010, 
and from 2017 to 2019 in a group of 60 people, showed the change is street art perceiving 
throughout the years. The randomly selected residents took part in the survey. Forty-five 
respondents had their home addresses in the capital area while remaining 15 people out 
of the town. The age of the respondents varied from 20 to 55 years. 
 
 The statements to choose from were the followings:  
 
A. Street art is valuable in the visual landscape of Reykjavík and should be officially 
 supported 
B. Street art is valuable but needs no further financial support 
C. Street art is accepted, but graffiti and tagging should be banned 
D. Street art, graffiti, tags should be covered by Zero Tolerance Policy and be a 
 subject to fines 
 
 Whereas in the first phase of research, the interlocutors mainly despised the 
presence of graffiti throw-ups and tagging (46,66%), 28,33% of respondents accepted 
street art but did not think it needed external financial support. 18,33% of interlocutors 
thought that street art in all forms should be banned (See fig. 1). 
 The research conducted on the same group of people in the years 2017 to 2019 
proved the change in the social approach. The majority of respondents still thought that 
street art is a valuable addition to the city canvas but needed no further support (35%). 
However, the percentage of people who wished for street art to have some external 
assistance grew rapidly from 6,66% to 30%. The group of respondents who wished for 
street art activities to be banned and a subject to be fined sank from 18,33% to 10%, but 
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this voice remained present. 25% of people appreciated street art of good quality, whereas 
they did not wish for graffiti throw-up and tags to be present in town. 
 
 
7.2 Reykjavík´s mayor Jón Gnarr and Banksy 
 
 Jón Gnarr has become an icon of Icelandic society and the changes that it underwent 
within the decade after the bankruptcy of the banks and the enormous internal crisis in 2009. 
As an answer to the catastrophe in the country, after which many power holders lost their 
chairs, he founded a new political party called Besti Flokurinn, The Best Party, and ran for 
the position of Reykjavík’s mayor. The extraordinary situation in the country after the 
collapse and enormous distrust towards all old corrupted power structures made space for 
new people in politics who put the worth in authenticity. Jón Gnarr was already a known 
comedian, devoted to the theatre scene, stand-ups and radio auditions. To support himself, 
he was working part-time as a taxi driver. A devoted anarchist, Gnarr was fighting for 
equality and respect for all. 
 The specific character of Jón Gnarr was shaped by early childhood experiences when 
he was misdiagnosed with severe mental illness and treated in the psychiatric ward. The 
learning difficulties caused his ambivalent approach to school and exams. He learned to 
write and read at a late age and decided to continue formal education against his personal 
beliefs in anarchy. In order to be who he wanted to and do what he dreamed of, aspiring to 
change the world, he would have needed to bend to the social rules. Well defined views and 
a sensibility for the vulnerable ones in society but also the ironic sense of humour and sharp 
assessment of the wrongdoings in the Icelandic society made him just the person needed in 
politics at that time.  
 Besti Flokurinn was founded in 2010, shortly before the vote for mayor of Reykjavík. 
The idea was meant as a joke, an intervention in the form of a parody of the mistakes made 
on the Icelandic political scene. Their program included support for families but also the 
vulnerable members of society. The anarchistic views of Gnarr also found their place in the 
goals of the Best Party: “We all deserve only the best, no matter who we are or where we 
come from. We will ensure that everyone gets the best and do our best for every 
individual427.” Much attention was given to ending the fight with corruption, as that was one 
 
427 Gnarr, Jón, 2014, p. 73-73 
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of the main reasons for the collapse of the financial systems. The Party promised more 
transparency of the power holders and commitment to democracy. However, as the Icelandic 
sense of humour also got its share, voters might not have been sure where the borderline 
between reality and fun was set: “We can promise more cost exemption than any other party 
– because we won’t actually try to keep our promises!”428 
 Jón Gnarr won the vote and became the mayor of Reykjavík in 2010. After he was 
elected a mayor, he described himself as a “Predator-style alien who descended upon planet 
Icelandic Politics and wreaked havoc”429. He held an office for one term and, in 2013, 
decided not to run again. The time in service was his manifest for values in the anarchic 
spirit but played out in modern reality. His anarchism is not utopian, as Ciaran Daly writes, 
because he was aware that utopia does not exist. Instead of fighting against all, he tried to 
find the best balance in the middle of the changing currents430. A great characteristic of Gnarr 
is his respect for other human beings, acceptance no matters the race, sexuality or social 
background. Being against all “-isms,” he became an icon of bravery, standing for the values 
that are important to all the Icelanders through tolerance and kindness. 
 
 As Jón Gnarr says, he was personally always a fan of Banksy’s art. As he took over 
the mayor’s office, he thought that “maybe Banksy would be interested in what was going 
on in Iceland”431. He recalls that getting in touch was not difficult. An invitation was sent 
out to Banksy to come to Iceland and act in the way he or she felt the most appropriate. Gnarr 
says that the standardized answer came back quickly with the confirmation of getting an 
inquiry and promise of sending a piece shortly. The year passed and nothing happened. Gnarr 
recalls this time as follows: “I lived in a completely different reality. I was the mayor. I was 
struggling to put something together for the city after the huge collapse”. Finally, an email 
from Banksy came with the picture of Flower Thrower to print out. There was just one 
condition following: the picture was to be presented in the main mayor's office of Reykjavík, 
in the City Hall432. Gnarr with the team decided that it fitted nicely and symbolized the way 
 
428 Ibidem 
429 Tulinius, Kári, So Who’s This Jón Gnarr I Keep Hearing About?, [in:] The Reykjavík Grapevine, 12.11.2013, 
URL https://grapevine.is/mag/column-opinion/2013/11/12/so-whos-this-jon-gnarr-i-keep-hearing-about/ 
(19.12.2018) 
430 Daly, Ciaran, How I Learned To Stop Worrying And Love The Garbageman, [in:] The Reykjavík Grapevine, 
18.02.2016, URL https://grapevine.is/icelandic-culture/literature-and-poetry/bookreview/2016/02/18/ 
how-i-learned-to-stop-worrying-and-love-the-garbageman/ (22.11.2018) 
431 Interview with Jón Gnarr 04.10.2019 
432 Interview with Jón Gnarr 19.12.2018  
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of changes in Reykjavík at his term and they complied. Over the desk in his office, Gnarr 
had a Flower Thrower piece (See pic. 114). 
 The term of Jón Gnarr ended in 2014, and he returned to his artistic career, both as 
an actor and comedian but also as a writer. He kept on being very active on social media, in 
the way most Icelanders do. As said in the Chapter Online accessible articles and reviews, 
blogs, in 2019, 91% of the population were active social media users. Even though the 
previous mayor did not want to actively participate in the political scene anymore, he 
regularly shares content on all the very diversity of topics of his interest. He also presents 
online the events from his personal and family life online.. 
 On sixth of November 2018, Jón Gnarr posted on Twitter a picture of himself with 
his dog in the living room of his house with the title “Myself and Klaki [ed. Gnarr’s dog] 
wish you goodnight” (See pic. 115). As the people saw 433 hanging in the background on the 
wall in Gnarr’s house, a very intense social debate commenced. Publicity was raising the 
question of the former mayor's ethics, as the picture was meant to be hanging in the mayor’s 
office in the City Hall￼. Gnarr was explaining himself in the lengthy posts on Facebook and 
entrances on Twitter, stating that it was a personal gift from Banksy to him. As a 
contraargument, it was said that even though it might have been a personal gift, it was given 
to a mayor and was sintended to be presented in the mayor's office. Through that, allegedly, 
the public gained the rights to the Flower Thrower. While Gnarr asked for a picture at the 
time when he was an officeholder, he might have used his position to obtain the gift, and as 
such, he would have become an object to criminal proceedings for extortion.  
 Very intense pressure was put on Jón Gnarr in the following days from all local media 
that were trying to reveal the truth. A new argument from the right-wing party, opposing to 
the Best Party, was shared in Morgunblaðið shortly after, stating that no matter if that was 
constraint or using the power of the office, obtaining a gift by the mayor would have been a 
subject to taxes. In case of the artwork sent directly by Banksy, the value of the work would 
extend millions of euros and so would be the applicable taxes. The daily newspaper of the 
right-wing party, Morgunblaðið reminded434 that Banksy’s The girl with a red balloon was 
sold at Sotheby’s for one million pounds, which is 158 million Icelandic Kronas.￼ Gnarr 
 
433 Jónsson, Sigurður Mikael, Banksy persónuleg gjöf og endaði heima í stofu, [in:] Fréttablaðið, 10.11.2018, 
URL https://www.visir.is/g/2018181119964/banksy-personuleg-gjof-og-endadi-heima-i-stofu-1/11 
(14.12.2018) 
434 158 milljóna króna listaverk tætt, [in:] Morgunblaðið, 06.10.2018, URL 
https://www.mbl.is/frettir/erlent/2018/10/06/158_milljona_krona_listaverk_taett/ (14.12.2018) 
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not only did not pay 435 back in his time and thus 436committed another crime, tax fraud, but 
should cover all the expenses connected to the matter now, as stated in the article437. The 
professor of law with tax specialization, Kristján Gunnar Valdimarsson, confirmed that the 
gifts were generally tax-free, though this one was taxable on a rate of 37%438. The answer of 
the former mayor stated that although it was a personal gift from a world-renowned artist, 
the value of the artwork does not exceed about 350 euros spent on printing and framing the 
picture.  
 The story created by Morgunblaðið seems to be artificially expanded on the account 
of the lack of sustainable knowledge of the readers. Media ignored the fact that Gnarr was 
privately sent a copy of the artwork intended to be printed out at one’s own cost and retained 
no real value except for the value of materials and emotional value connected to obtaining it 
directly from the artist. Yet, the effort to compare the price of such artwork to the worth of 
the original work of worldwide – known artists is absurd. The figures of Banksy and his 
rebellious fame as well as Jón Gnarr, the prime anarchist and mayor of the capital of Iceland, 
enlarge the possibility to see the story in the false mirror. The only plausible explanation for 
the riot caused by Morgunblaðið seems to be the political view´s conflict between right-
wing magazine and the former mayor. Gnarr has always been clear about his opinions and 
the ones of his party. After he decided on not engaging actively in the politics anymore, the 
group of politicians that he closely worked with, kept on working and stayed in the power-
holding group. 
 The meeting of the mayor's office representatives, lawyers and other specialists was 
called in order to establish if Gnarr was allowed to obtain the gift, was supposed to439 (and 
refused to do so), and take it home after the end of his service￼. According to Valur 
Grettisson, Bjarni Brynjólfsson, the mayor’s office spokesperson said that it was confirmed 
Jón 440 was not acting against the law at any time. It was also confirmed that the Flower 
 
 
 
437 Gretisson, Valur, The Absurd Case Of The Punk Mayor And Banksy, [in:] The Reykjavík Grapevine, 
13.11.2018, URL https://grapevine.is/news/2018/11/13/the-absurd-case-of-the-punk-mayor-and-banksy/ 
on (14.12.2018) 
438 Eiríksson, Jón Birgir, Gjöf Banksy til Jóns sögð skatt-skyld, [in:] Morgunblaðið, 10.11.2018, URL 
https://www.mbl.is/frettir/innlent/2018/11/10/gjof_banksy_til_jons_sogd_skattskyld/ (14.12.2018) 
439 Kanni bóta-skyldu vegna Banksy, [in:] Morgunblaðið, 16.11.2018, URL 
https://www.mbl.is/frettir/innlent/2018/11/16/kanni_botaskyldu_vegna_banksy/ (14.12.2018) 
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Thrower was a personal gift from Banksy that was given to Jón Gnarr, who at the time held 
the position of mayor, and not to the mayor of Reykjavík, who, at the time, was Jón Gnarr. 
Further on, Gnarr could not have had any influence on the interior design of the mayor’s 
office after his term was over441. 
 Tired with the accusations, Gnarr became defensive and on the 14th of November 
2018 shared on Facebook and Twitter his intention to have the painting destroyed. 
Subsequently, he posted the pictures and a video of Flower Thrower in the process of power 
sanding (See pic. 116). Afterward, Gnarr published a “tweet,” saying that he was contacted 
by Banksy directly, saying that no matter what happens, she is ready to send new artwork 
over and over again, as long as it takes (See pic.117). Much attention drew the fact that 
Banksy was talked of as a woman, whereas there has never been any official information on 
the artist's personalities. In the interview given on 17.12.2018, Gnarr stated though that he 
does not know who Banksy really is442. In the talk with Jón Gnarr in 2019, he confirmed this 
course of events and provided the same information after being asked for the clarification of 
this question for this research. He also explained his point of view on Banksy´s gender based 
on the choice of topics in his or her artworks, the way of juxtaposition of particular items 
and usage of feminine accessories in the stencils. 
 As pictures and videos of the power-sanding process were shared , it was widely 
understood that the Flower Thrower was ultimately destroyed. The second interview with 
Jón Gnarr in the course of research for this dissertation was led in Gnarr’s house in 
Reykjavík. In the living room of the former mayor, there is a picture of a power-sanded 
Flower Thrower (See pic.118). Gnarr says he prefers the picture in this version: “That way 
iIt shows the history of what happened in Iceland better.”443 
 The story of Banksy’s picture was blown out of proportion. Firstly,  allegations were 
made by Morgunblaðið and Jón Gnarr responded in a calm, informative way. Yet, the 
provocation was taken further, and multiple experts were involved to discuss the problem. 
Gnarr felt encircled and reacted spontaneously and started to be too assertive. The theme 
was picked up on further media and in no time became a national public debate on ethics. 
The fact of Banksy's response with an offer to provide a follow-up product in case the 
original painting was to be confiscated or destroyed had solely symbolic meaning. The 
picture that would have been provided in digital form per email with instructions to print out 
 
441 Grettisson, 2018 
442 Interview with Jón Gnarr, Reykjavík, 04.10.2019 
443 Ibidem 
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on own cost, would have very little financial value. Instead of calming the situation down, it 
added to the conflict when Gnarr said that Banksy reached out to him herself. That would 
mean that Banksy in person - not his or her PR team – was following the events in local 
Icelandic media or got alleged in other form (probably as a follower on some social media 
platform) and then, decided to react with own statement – but reaching out just to Jón Gnarr. 
It might have been understandable if such a declaration from Banksy was made public, so 
that the press, City council and solicitors’ team would have had stand of another party and 
some alternative information source. This was not the case. Banksy, allegedly, reached out 
to Gnarr as the former mayor informed, “she“ made the offer of re-sending the picture. The 
sudden reference to Banksy´s gender in the circumstances, when his or her personal data are 
strictly confidential, anew raised interest in the matter. Neither Gnarr nor Banksy 
commented on that anymore. The situation calmed down unexpectedly quickly. From the 
perspective, the story of Jón Gnarr and Banksy had all the characteristic of the provocative 
artworks of Banksy him or herself. 
 Jón Gnarr did not decide to run for next term as a mayor, nor for the president seat. 
Since the end of his office time, he has returned to his acting and writing career. In the 
interview from 17.12.2018, he says: “Here, in Iceland, nothing really happens. It’s not like 
when you are reading [ed. international] news with all these horrible stories. I am also to act 
as an activist and a performer. To create something for people, to create some art. To give 
people some Fridays in the never-ending row of Tuesdays. There are just Tuesdays in 
Iceland.444” 
 
 
7.3 Educational institutions 
 
 Háskóli 445 was grounded in 1911, but for the first 29 years, the only courses 
available were in medicine, theology, and law￼. In 2008 the reorganization of the 
Departments was made. The history of art has been offered as a BA program at the 
Humanity Department since 2010, depending on the number of candidates. As already 
said, the MA program has been open since 2017 but  depends on the number of 
applications. The classes are not offered every year if the interest is not sufficient. 
 
444 Interview with Jón Gnarr, 17.12.2018 
445 Saga, Háskoli íslands web site, URL https://www.hi.is/haskolinn/saga (10.10.2019) 
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According to Hlynur Helgason, many people choose to go abroad after completing a 
Bachelor’s program in order to gain more experience and knowledge from other 
perspectives. Further on, there are only limited possibilities for international students as 
most of the courses are led in Icelandic or demand writing a semester paper in it. There 
are possibilities for opening a doctoral program in the history of art somewhen in the 
future, yet until autumn 2019, there were no 446 so far. Neither are there enough scholars 
of sufficient academic grades to supervise possible doctoral candidates. Though, as 
Helgason underlines, the University would probably be open for some type of cooperation 
program for individual researches based elsewhere in the world447.  
 The currently offered program is prepared in cooperation with Listaháskóli 
Íslands, The Iceland University of Arts. According to the information given on their 
website, “the role of the Iceland University of the Arts is to encourage progressive 
thinking in the arts and to stimulate innovation and development in different fields. The 
IUA offers education in the arts at the university level and conveys both knowledge and 
professionalism in the arts to Icelandic society”. Listaháskóli Íslands is a renowned school 
offering support for innovative, experimental arts and artists, yet there is no program 
aimed to deepen the theoretical or practical side of urban art.  
 Notwithstanding, both universities offer only little official support to the street art 
scene. Háskóli Íslands allowed for conducting a small project in graffiti theory in 2008, 
but there was no further interest reported. As the university is eager to expand the 
potential and publish much of the ongoing research, that might open possibilities for 
research to come. However, due to the described situation, at the moment, these are only 
speculations. 
 The Iceland University of Art supports expanding creativity at the time of 
studying. It also allocates space for urban creativity lectures448. Nevertheless, it was the 
only from all parties amongst all asked for participation in the Wall Poetry project, that 
refused to have a share in the endeavours and grant access to one of their walls. No 
explanations were given449. Also, the question asked within this research remained with 
no answer from Listaháskóli Íslands.  
 
 
447 Interview with Hlynur Helgason 2018 and 2019. 
448 The Iceland University of the Arts, URL https://www.lhi.is/en/iceland-university-of-the-arts (10.10.2019) 
449 Sigurðsson, 2019 
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7.4 Artists associations 
 
 Icelanders praise one’s initiative and prefer to support people with the ideas 
instead of offering programs or support freely. Wiola Ujazdowska, the artist of Polish 
origin, living in Iceland, tells about the difficulties that foreign artists are facing in relation 
to support from organizations for artists. She describes difficulties in obtaining access to 
the financial resources for arts and culture that were available to her as non- Icelandic 
citizen, first after a few years of her residency on the island. On the other hand, the funds 
available from the City of Reykjavík are often granted to foreigners rather than to the 
local artists, like it was with some of her projects that were planned in cooperation with 
Icelanders. The relation was questioned, and only Ujazdowska received funding. 
 Alternatively, space-based art growing from conceptual Icelandic passions was 
explored through the theme of women and migration, especially to Iceland. The project 
under the name Medea got funding from the City of Reykjavík in 2017450. Two years 
later, a similar theme was defined into another urban space project Heima, that was 
financed by the German Embassy in Iceland. Details on it are provided in the Chapter 6.8 
Current situation of Icelandic street art scene. 
 
 Multiple organizations are supporting Icelandic artists. Two main ones are 
Bandalags íslenskra listamanna, Federation of Icelandic Artists, and Samband íslenskra 
myndlistarmanna, Association of Icelandic Visual Artists. While the first one connects 
Icelandic artists of all disciplines, the second one stands for visual artists. The possibilities 
of the search for artistic identity or exploring already gained experience are provided in 
multiple forms from the accommodation and studio rental, project support, materials 
discounts, to the residency in Finland and Berlin451.  
 All the bodies mentioned above are actively participating in the Icelandic art 
scene, presenting different possibilities for artists. The support for experimental art is 
visible on the social and organizational level, though in order to obtain it, one needs to 
become an active creator and fulfil formal requirements. The eligibility criteria for 
participation in the artist organization comprised knowledge of local conditions, two 
years of documented activity and at least three exhibitions have to be proved452. Whereas 
 
450 Interview with Wiola Ujazdowska in Reykjavík, November 2018 
451 SIM Residency, URL https://www.sim-residency.info (31.11.2019) 
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for street artists or visual artists with interest in street art, such conditions are possible to 
fulfil, it leaves graffiti artists in the grey zone where they cannot get access to any 
resources. The only remaining way left is to apply to independent foundations or the City 
of Reykjavík. While the possibilities are there, the misinformation on the affiliation and 
the effort to find out the proper ways are very demotivating. 
 
 
7.5 Exhibition rooms and artists-run spaces 
 
 The issue of the appropriateness of including street art works in Icelandic galleries 
was discussed in the Chapters 4. Institutionalization as an inseparable part of street art 
history and 6.5.3 Sara Riel. In the matter of state-curated space, the type of art presented 
has a secondary meaning compared to the artistic qualities. The debate on the merit of 
removing art from the street in order to present inside exhibition space out of context has 
never been accommodated in Iceland. The general view on creativity praises all art and 
art-creating processes and endeavours for making it accessible to others, no matter 
indoors or outdoors.  
 The official exhibition-spaces like Listasafn Íslands and Listasafn Reykjavíkur, 
regularly hold shows of contemporary art. Another advantage of these institutions, 
similarly to the Háskóli Íslands, is publishing possibilities. Whereas the museums and 
galleries distribute mostly catalogues or monographs of the artists engaged with them, the 
University of Iceland supports publishing research of their workers and students. As 
described above, at the moment, there are sufficient materials for collecting and study 
them in order to present comprehensive street art catalogue from the view of social and 
historical sciences, but the studies are either delayed – like production of the movie on 
street art – or there is not enough staff with the proper knowledge and specialization to 
conduct further works locally. 
 More exhibition and exploration possibilities for street artists present artists-run 
spaces. They are created and curated by artists for artists. In 2003 ten creators grounded 
the Kling og Bang gallery. It has always been a creative meeting spot, and multiple single 
and group exhibitions were hosted there every year. Their goal is to enable the creation 
process and show the works of Icelandic and foreign artists. The gallery has moved to the 
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spacey Marshall House in the harbour area. The premises may be used by any artist, no 
matter social, economic or national background.  
 The Listamenn gallery grew up from the framing shop to the exhibition space at 
the beginning of the 21st century. Similarly to Kling og Bang, Listamenn also held 
exhibitions of Sara Riel works. The difference lies in the profile of both showrooms as 
Listamenn also has a sale offer of the artworks created by those connected to the gallery 
through previous exhibitions or personal connections. Interestingly, among other pieces 
for sale by the artists who are active both indoors and outdoors, there are photographs of 
the a art453made in Iceland’s interior, available for sale454. 
 The other private gallery was Ekkisens that was operating until late 2019 in the 
centre of Reykjavík, on Bergstaðastræti 25b. The gallery was set in the flat of the late 
grandmother of Freyja Eilíf in 2014. She was searching for a space for the exhibition after 
graduating from the art college and very naturally adapted the unused living space of the 
old Icelandic house455. The sidewalls and the backyard were decorated by the colourful 
graffiti that also serves as a guidepost for the Ekkisens. Throughout the years, there were 
multiple exhibitions in the gallery. Everyone was welcome to ask for the space and Freya 
was personally engaging in all stages of the processes, often joining the projects herself. 
The space was meant to grant a possibility for the young artists to establish their name on 
the scene. In 2019 Ekkisens underwent some changes and got reshaped into the Museum 
of Perceptive Art. While part of the rooms suits still exhibition purposes, in the other part 
of the buildings, there is now pink, organic space meant for natural healing processes – 
both through art as also spiritual practices456. 
 There are multiple semi-private spaces maintained by some art students who allow 
access to other creators in order to make art of all types. Frequently these spaces are vibrant 
with music, dance but also used for leisure activities. Through the specific character, they 
give exploration possibilities to the young creators and serve as meeting points and ideas 
 
 
454 For example, the photographs of the mentioned project of Sara Riel conducted out of the capital in 2015. 
Sara Riel’s profile, Listamenn website URL https://listamenn.is/magnus-helgason/home/listamenn-
artists/sara-riel/ (22.11.2019) 
455 Rogers, John, Space Exploration: An Interview With The Ekkisens Gallery, [in:] The Reykjavík Grapevine, 
16.05.2016, URL https://grapevine.is/icelandic-culture/art/2016/05/06/space-exploration/ (22.11.2019) 
456 Rawlings, A., Come Into Exxistenz: Freyja Eilíf Opens A Museum Of Perceptive Art, [in:] The Reykjavík 
Grapevine, 30.12.2019, URL https://grapevine.is/icelandic-culture/2019/12/30/come-into-exxistenz-freyja-
eilif-opens-Reykjavík-gallery/ (31.12.2019) 
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exchange especially for artists who are in the grey zone. Due to the very personal character 
of such spaces, they were impossible to include in his research. 
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8. ”Icelandness”? 
 
 
 This chapter will introduce the concept of “Icelandness” as a characteristic value of 
the art created in Iceland. The concept involves a set of factors, each of which is indistinct 
or unrevealing, but together contribute to the unique traits of Icelandic arts. They evolve into 
the intangible features that fill in and pervade the artwork of Icelanders but also of the artists 
who chose to dedicate their works to Iceland or made them in this country. “Icelandness” 
involves the factors that are hardly descriptive yet easy to track in the architecture, paintings, 
sculpture, but also street art. 
 “Icelandness” is created through a set of various influences that have their origins in 
the socio-history of the country. In order to be able to present the occurrence of the whole 
phenomenon, these factors will be featured here separately. The question of eligibility of 
possible idea of “Icelandness” has a grave meaning for this thesis. Even though it might be 
approached with scepticism, it is there, it is a mental reality and as such need to be taken into 
consideration by academic circles. 
 
 Iceland is the island of contrasts. After half a year of the light, the darkness comes. 
Nature takes on primal and powerful forms. People live with the awareness of the possible 
volcanic eruptions or floods caused by the glacier rivers. In modern times, there are 
numerous options to prepare for the course of events that the challenging climate imposes. 
Through the centuries, though, Icelanders lived in fear of ice, fire, constant vertical rain, 
wind. They had to struggle for their survival and that of their animals. Political dependency 
on the other countries worsened the isolation caused by the geolocation. That often meant 
leaving Icelanders with only minimal resources, not suitable to live by. In these conditions, 
the nation evolved a few characteristic features.  
 The 20th-century writer and Nobel Prize holder, Halldór Kiljan Laxness, described 
the nation and its soul in his novels through the presentation of the Icelanders from different 
social groups and their struggle for survival in daily life. However, the unseen was often 
more important than simple nourishment and gave people more power to hold on and keep 
on going just a bit longer. In Iceland’s Bell, a historical novel describing life in Iceland and 
Denmark in the 17th century, the characters picture the national spirit very well457. The pride 
 
457 Laxness, Halldór, Dzwon Islandii, Poznań 1975, based on the edition PWN 1957 
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and dignity, no matter the situation, portrait Icelanders' most characteristic feature. They 
have been proud of themselves as human beings and of the nation that survived, preserving 
their core values. Icelanders took extraordinary care of their language, which, with only few 
exceptions, remained unchanged since the settlement and the occurrence of the first written 
sources. A strong urge for endurance and the theme of leaving behind valuable and beautiful 
things were for centuries re-enacted in the sagas, songs, and crafts. The external conditions 
pushed inhabitants towards an artistic activity that strengthened preservation. 
 On the other hand, these external conditions, as well as the ways of the nation’s 
subsistence, increased the cultivation of the deep belief in the other world. Icelanders have 
traditionally been raised to minding themselves in the dark of the nights, to avoid meeting a 
troll. They had to be aware of Skugga Baldur, the ghostly evil cat-fox, as those who have 
seen him once, would be led into the blizzard to the white emptiness and would never return. 
The one who met Nykurinn, a beautiful horse with his hoofs pointing backwards, would be 
lured onto his back and deep into the water of glacial lakes.  
 For the people living out of Iceland, talks of the presence of the other, shadowy world, 
often seem to be a marketing tool to increase the interest in the magical circumstances of 
this touristic destination. Nonetheless, Icelanders do live indeed being utterly aware of the 
presence of the “hidden people” that one can hardly spot in the daylight. People give each 
other advice on sightseeing, including the spots that are dangerous because of the 
possibilities to interfere with magical creatures458.  
 Including the unseen Including the unseen folk does not end in daily life, as projects 
like building programs and construction site planning rely on the cooperativeness with the 
Hidden People. In the article on the interference of Icelanders and Elves, Oliver Wainwright 
described a series of strange, irrational events that occurred before the authorities decided to 
change former construction plans in order to keep Hidden People communities unbothered. 
He writes about the series of unfortunate accidents that were happening at the construction 
sites where elves’459￼. He mentions that due to this course of events, not only many building 
plans have been subject to change, but it is not unusual to hire a clairvoyant at the first stages 
 
458 Personal experiences and talks with inhabitants since 2003. 
459 Wainwright, Oliver, In Iceland, ‘respect the elves – or else’, [in:] The Guardian, 25.03.2015, URL 
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2015/mar/25/iceland-construction-respect-elves-or-else 
(12.12.2019) 
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of the project in order to check the energetical field of the area and possible interference with 
elves. Many think that it is safer to comply with the wishes of the Hidden P460eople461.  
 In the survey carried on by the Háskóli Íslands in 2006-2007 on the group of 1000 
people, 55 % believed that it is possible or even quite probable that something terrible will 
happen in an enchanted place, while 10% were sure that there would be inauspicious 
occurrences462. 
 The above described led to the development of the interpersonal connections that 
were necessary to stay alive and sane. That is one of the reasons why a strong sense of 
community is so vital in Iceland. Acceptance and support for each other is a natural thing in 
Iceland. The crime rate has always been meagre, and according to the World Population 
Review, it is also the safest country in the world with the peace index of 1.072463. 
 
 “Icelandness” grows out of the factors connected with the powerful feeling of 
personal worth as a human being, as a partaker in the community, as an Icelander. Longing 
for the freedom and freshness manifests in the connection to and inspiration by nature. 
Creativity and the boldness of juxtaposing different art types have no limits. No matter if it 
is art, music, craft, or saga telling – it is all valuable and deserves to be shared and passed 
on.  
 The end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century meant for Icelanders 
the opening of the possibilities for an artistic education abroad. The first half of the 20th 
century was marked by the efforts to reveal and define the national artistic style. The question 
of searching for a distinctive identity in architecture was approached in the Bachelor Thesis 
of the author, Searching for the national style in Icelandic architecture. Creations of Guðjón 
Samúelsson in Reykjavík.464 The connection between the country and the buildings that were 
raised went far beyond the inspiration. The forms of particular places formed through basalt 
blocks were mirrored in the form and design of buildings. Not only the appearances alluded 
 
 
461 Ibidem 
462 Gunnell, Terry, The Power in the Place: Icelandic Álagablettir Legends in a Comparative Context, URL 
https://www.academia.edu/37285041/The_Power_in_the_Place_Icelandic_%C3%81lagablettir_Legends_ 
in_a_Comparative_Context (09.12.2019) 
463 Safest Countries In The World 2020, [in:] World Population Review, URL 
http://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/safest-countries-in-the-world/ (10.01.2020) 
464 Rose 2008 
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to the waterfalls or caves from the South of Iceland, but the building materials were retrieved 
directly from the same spots. 
 This tendency spreads among all visual arts in the decades to come, never to cease, 
only to take different forms. In paintings, the mythical and folklore creatures were interfering 
with the lives of random people. Those who needed a calm while, could have been sure that 
the Hidden People will appear soon. Among others, the series of sketches and paintings of 
Ásgrímur Jónsson show the whole spectrum of the folk tales. 
 Freedom, for Icelanders, is also immensely important. As a nation that spent most of 
its existence under foreign rule, fighting for the preservation of its own culture with minimal 
means, the longing for freedom but also spatiality and openness, is a very natural way. 
Putting the people in the first place, independent of their gender or social background, adds 
to the tolerance for others. Certain levels of distrust for those who do not belong to the 
Icelandic world may be explained through the very same experiences. Though once an 
outsider is accepted by proving genuine interest in the country, culture, and people, he or she 
gets full trust. These social dynamics have been disturbed by the crisis of 2009 when so 
many people lost their jobs and all their belongings due to bankruptcy. This also influenced 
the approach to granting funds and the organization of the work market. Nevertheless, the 
core social values did not change. This approach is well seen, for example, in the described 
Breiðholt project that started in 2014 and has been continued since.  
 Another look at the Icelandic need for freedom may help to explain the specific 
approach to compliance with the rules. Not holding up to the Zero Tolerance Policy fully 
and undermining it in different ways, confirms that each case must be looked at separately. 
Seeking freedom of choice for personal purposes goes in line with the urge to freely choose 
the possible presence of Icelandic street and urban art in the galleries. Graffiti is generally 
connected to the location and, when taken out of context, loses some of its meaning. Yet, in 
Iceland, the question of the adequacy of bringing street art into closing exhibition space was 
never much discussed. If there is a way of presenting graffiti artworks in museums, 
Icelanders would have it done with little hesitation. As Sara Riel says, graffiti (or street art) 
may fit better on the streets, but it is crucial to enable access to art to as many people as 
possible. The way and place to do it have just a secondary meaning. 
 
 The softness of processes that define the search for identity was a topic of two major 
exhibitions of Icelandic artists that took place in 2019. Olafur Eliasson’s In the real life was 
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presented in Tate Modern from late 2019 until early 2020. It was a comprehensive 
retrospective of his installations, though primarily concentrating on the senses and the 
connection to the world – seen and unseen with only sight. The works are Eliasson’s way of 
addressing the questions of the changes, migrations, nature, and environmental issues. The 
works need to be experienced with all the senses465. The rooms of Tate Modern welcomed a 
waterfall, or a wall made of moss that symbolizes a living organism. The passages full of 
light and fog make the spectator leave his or her ego behind and try to accept the different 
sensations in ways that are seldom practiced in the contemporary world in daily life. 
 A similar attempt to activate all the senses was made in the innovatory exhibition of 
Jónsi, the leader of Sigur Rós, one of the most prominent music groups from Iceland. As 
Gregory Volk writes, it is “emotion-inducing music. It seemed to channel elemental natural 
forces like sweeping wind and tidal surges466.” The lyrics of Sigur Rós are in the “Elfish,” a 
language invented by Jónsi himself. Even though the music group gained international 
popularity, the deep thankful connection has been underlined many times. The group made 
a project Heima467 that was prepared exclusively for Icelanders and presented mostly in the 
smallest villages of their home country. 
 The exhibition called Hvítblinda, “Blinding white” was presented in Los Angeles in 
2019. The White was filled in the rooms. The light and space penetrated with white colour 
created feelings of loneliness and emptiness on the emotional level. The whiteness also stood 
for the connection to the almighty nature, whiteness of peaceful snow, and dangerous 
blizzards. The exhibition rooms are equipped only with white objects and the visitors need 
to wear protective clothing. There was music to be heard in each room, composed of Jónsi 
singing and sounds of wind, rain or snow. Each room also has a particular scent and the flat 
surfaces are moving in their own rhythms. The senses are provoked to the very limits.  
 The whiteness is juxtaposed with the Svartalda, “Dark Wave” object next to it. 
Disordering emanation with a sound and big size of forms that consist of the project creates 
the opposite seen in Iceland as a country and in the Icelandic nation. Gregory Volk comments 
 
465 Brown, Mark, Olafur Eliasson returns to Tate Modern with tonne of white Lego, [in:] The Guardian, 
07.07.2019, URL https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2019/jul/09/olafur-eliasson-returns-tate-
modern-tonne-white-lego  (30.12.2019) 
466 Volk, Gregory, Seeking the soul of Iceland, [in:] Hypperallergic, 07.12.2019, URL 
https://hyperallergic.com/531724/seeking-the-soul-of-
iceland/?utm_campaign=sf&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&fbclid=IwAR1M8NLY9nXtReIQgL
BqXUH6SG5HZMbWIlG19ioxWDiQ04E0yfDqZZkbSlY (10.12.2019)  
467 Isl. Heima means at home. Herakut called his street art project about establishing new roots and choosing 
a chose instead of having it determined, also Heima. 
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it as follows: “I am not suggesting that the exhibition, or this installation, is about Iceland; 
nevertheless, Iceland is in both. The installation conjures very dark nights (there are many 
in Iceland), as well as the ocean, which surrounds the island nation with all its mystery and 
power, and both the wonderment and vulnerability one often feels in the volcanic and volatile 
landscape”468. 
 
 The “Icelandness” is a feature to find in the grand majority of Icelandic artwork. 
Depending on the type of work, as well as the artist's character and interests, it manifests 
differently. The automatic processes of Sara Riel’s writing, presented in the exhibition 
Automatic in Kling and Bang gallery, were further developed into the project that decorates 
the wall of the Ministry of Fishery. Intuitive writing while being in a meditative state, brings 
Riel closer to the source matter, as she says469. The sculptor Steinunn Þórarinsdóttir latches 
on the deep longing for connection and loneliness even when being around our dearest ones 
in her works. The casted figures of people have neither facial features nor any detailed forms. 
The posture of their bodies and facing one another brings the intensity into her works. Even 
if there is just one human silhouette shown, there is another one that ought to stand in front 
of it and connect to it. Sometimes only centimetres apart though unable to connect because 
of the inner limitations and other times, thousands of kilometres away, on another continent, 
parted by the physical distance.  
 
 Even though ”Icelandness'' is a sensation that arose on the elusive factors, it seems 
to be present in most of the Icelandic artworks. It is like a statement of belonging, bravery, 
and the wide-open sensitivity to the ‘seen’ and the ‘shadowy’. Fascinating is the presence of 
“Icelandness'' not only in folk art but specifically open to such meaningful saturation, or in 
the fine arts of the artists who could have gotten the flow of it thanks to the professional 
education, but also in the street artworks. Urban creativity of young people is also heavy 
with the meanings, showing furry creatures from the fairy tales, landscapes and local 
attractions. Ugly Boys, whose great area of interest is graffiti writing, engage in the projects 
on Laugavegur that present creatures from Norse mythology. Selur’s first socially 
acknowledged mural shows a person under the northern lights sky, with the Icelandic poem 
about searching for the meanings, at the side. Among his further projects, there are birds 
 
468 Volk 2019 
469 Interview with Sara Riel  
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engaged in the fights that are led amid the Icelandic landscape. Sara Riel’s murals are often 
a playful interpretation of the creatures that get active in the dark, like in Animali or present 
in the local nature, like in Kingdoms. However, also the graffiti written on the fences of the 
building sites are showing the places of interest, like Hallgrímskirkja, or robots fight on the 
background of the volcano. 
 The other significant thing is that the “Icelandness” seems to be transferable. The 
deep connections to the Icelandic reality are to be also found in street art made by foreign 
artists. The first example to mention is the works of Guido van Helten that express the history 
and the energetical flow of the location very well. The approach of creating artwork to belong 
in the local community is indisputably one of the personal aims of van Helten; nevertheless, 
it is something outstanding in Iceland.  
 Also, the artists who were taking part in the Wall Poetry could have transferred the 
“Icelandness” onto the walls. The inspiration by the song does not explain the perspicacious 
character of some artworks, for example, The Fist loaded with energy and connotation to the 
Norse Gods, all placed in the landscape of northern Iceland. Likewise, the works of Elle that 
play with the meanings of the wolf ridden by the woman howling to the moon leave the 
unforgettable impression that it is difficult to forget.  
 Many of the street artists that got once “infected” by “Icelandness,” tend to come 
back. Guido van Helten could not part from the island for many years, continuously coming 
back to paint yet another mural. Likewise, Herakut, who participated in the Wall Poetry of 
2016, came back in 2019 to paint a long wall thematized on the instant love to the new home, 
to Iceland that welcomed immigrants and offered them a better place to live. The closeness 
to another mural in the area, Phoenix of Sara Riel, shows the idea of most powerful sides of 
the “Icelandness.” Shaping mind through the strength of the Phoenix that always re-birth to 
show beauty and power. The pride with which is facing the flame when the time comes — 
the openness and faith in the eyes of the creature. And then, just few hundred meters further, 
the lyrical story of those who needed a new life. Of those who ,full of hope, went into the 
unknown and were only received warmly, lovingly, respectfully. With the qualities that 
enabled Icelander to survive through the centuries and the same that create the specific social 
and aesthetic basis for the current community. 
 Jón Gnarr is convinced that Iceland is one of the best countries in the world and has 
an essential purpose. It is a land of the opposites of the nature forces that humans need to 
respect and live by. It is a place where people stand tall and proud and respect one another 
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because they are aware of the importance of the strength given by the connection. It is a 
country with brave people who do not hesitate to stand up for those in a more vulnerable 
position: for women, to be treated no worse than men. For non-heterosexual people, whose 
gender and intimate preferences are to be decided individually by each human being for him 
or herself. For those who come seeking the shelter and those who need care due to the mental 
difficulties. Iceland is the country where climate change is drastically visible in the melting 
glaciers. Erupting volcanoes result in hurricanes paralyzing the island but also significant 
parts of the world when the effects are spreading with the gusts of winds. Iceland may set 
the example for all the nations, says Gnarr470. This is the approach visible also in arts and 
condensed into the “Icelandness”. 
  
 
470 Interview with Jón Gnarr on 17.12.2018 
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9. Summary 
 
 
 This thesis aimed to present the main events in the history of formation and 
development of Icelandic street art scene to academic circles for the first time. As no research 
has been conducted on the topic and only limited studies on Icelandic contemporary art, this 
is a first presentation on the matter. Due to the complex approach practiced in street art 
research, the dissertation shows an overview of the history of graffiti and street art in Iceland. 
On account of the pioneer character of this study, it was decided upon presenting the history 
of Icelandic graffiti and street art scene instead of conducting particular works of detailed 
stylistic or iconographic analysis from history or history of art point of view. Focus was 
given to the factors that shaped the formation and development of the movement with regard 
to actual problematic and state of international research on street art in the world. 
 The topic was presented from the view of an international researcher. The different 
tools and methodologies obtained through the background of other European countries and 
the academic experience gained in Poland, Iceland, and Germany, allowed a 
multidimensional approach to the topic that lies in the scope of several various academic 
disciplines. Thanks to a familiarity with the country, language skills, and trust obtained in 
the time of residency in Iceland, this study was enriched by the first-hand material that would 
have been impossible to obtain otherwise.  
 There were a few significant obstacles in the course of this research, amid which the 
difficulties connected to the sources were among the most problematic ones. In conjunction 
with the still socially ambivalent perception of street art and possibility of legal 
consequences connected to graffiti activities, many of the interlocutors needed certain 
persuasion to be talked to or did not wish to have their identities revealed.  
 The other critical element was prevalent disinformation connected to the written 
materials. It took a long time to obtain official answers to inquiries and even longer to 
retrieve any documentation. Ultimately, it was possible only in dint of the support from the 
former mayor Jón Gnarr. The misinformation on the responsibility of individual institutions 
or parties was followed by the uncertainty of the scope of duties for buildings ownership and 
facilities maintenance. This is, though, one of the factors specific for Iceland and shaping 
the street art scene there. As such, an incomplete source was also accepted as a source and 
providing incomplete information as an irrefutable fact.  
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 Further challenges were set through the character of the sources for the development 
of street art and the social response to it. This included articles in the daily press, only in 
internet published articles and feuilletons, and social media feeds. Although Morgunblaðið 
and Fréttablaðið newspapers and The Reykjavík Grapevine magazine have extensive online 
archives, not all articles quoted in this study are still available online. Some of the materials 
were obtained in the past and provided information saved in the paper form or as notes and 
screenshots. Some of the further attempts to access materials gained in the past proved 
ineffectual. Likewise, materials published on Facebook or Twitter platforms are, in principle, 
editable and may be subject to archiving or deleting. They were handy to follow and assess 
the community reactions to street art at a certain stage and, as such, remain valuable sources. 
The evanescence of some part of the materials accessible only online is connected to the 
topic of research. Preferably the sources should be saved in form of URLs and screenshots, 
yet sometimes it may be problematic due to the very limited time of accessibility. Depending 
on the nature, some sources are edited, deleted or archived after a short period of time. 
 
 The direct locally conducted research was done in two parts, whereas the first one 
took place in the years 2008 to 2011 and the second 2017 to 2019. The street art scene has 
been changing continuously, undergoing significant changes caused by the socio-political 
situation of the country. The unceasing fluctuation of the researched theme shaped the 
ultimate choice for the form this study is presented in and left some of the corresponding 
areas for further research. In the following sections, the extant fields for further research are 
addressed. 
 One of the critical and urgent points to follow up on is the creation of accurate 
documentation and segregation of the photographic materials that Jói in the Tunnel collected 
throughout a decade. It is an assemblage of the unique character of all the street art 
communities as the watchman every day photographed each new graffiti piece. As long as 
this material is accessible and the interlocutor is available and ready to cooperate, it is crucial 
to proceed with this task. This would also require a researcher with relevant knowledge of 
the history of art methodology in order to create an informative, professional catalogue. The 
essential thing is to create a catalogue and, based on this, a full descriptive interpretation of 
the collection from the perspective of chronology and evolution of the individual style of the 
artists. It would also give a basis for an itemized interpretation of the development of street 
art in the community over the years, depending on the sociological and political factors. 
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 This dissertation commences the research on Icelandic street art and shows yet 
another of the Icelandic contemporary art facets. It adds to the global research on street art 
and social factors that influence the art movement. The representation of this material on an 
international level will, hopefully, awaken an interest in modern and contemporary art in 
Iceland and, as a result, engage more international academics in further study. There is also 
hope for the eventual widening of the educational offer in the area of art history that might 
be led at the Icelandic universities. 
 
 The study conducted for this dissertation should be preferably expanded by looking 
into the graffiti that was made in the noncurated space of Hjartagarðurinn. Similarly, also 
here, the documentation of particular artworks and changes in time should be recreated. This 
task would involve obtaining materials online, from different social and touristic platforms, 
where pictures were shared. There was no single curator or supervisor in the Heart Garden 
like there was in Hlíðargöngin. Having these two documentaries would allow conducting 
the comparative study of both cases. 
 After having prepared these two case studies, it could be juxtaposed with the 
unlimited expansion of the street art, meanwhile, where there was no officially assigned 
space for graffiti. As presented in this thesis, the situation was growing out of control, 
causing social displeasure and, as a result, implementing a Zero Tolerance Policy. 
 Further on, elaboration on the said studies would allow an assessment in terms of 
social changes and the actual influence of graffiti on the life of young people. The allegedly 
detrimental influence and impulses leading to the growing crime rate would be most 
probably refuted so that the corresponding argument given by the authorities against 
assigning an official space for street art would be dismissed and, accordingly, suitable funds 
could be assigned. As a result, it might cause redefining the Zero Tolerance Policies, not 
only in Iceland but also in other countries that applied it.. 
 
 This thesis presented yet unstudied Icelandic street art and, by that means, added to 
the history of Scandinavian and Nordic street art worlds. It proved that due to the specific 
idiosyncrasies, Icelandic urban creativity has been evolving in quite different conditions and 
directions than in other Nordic countries. As described at the beginning of this dissertation, 
some of them began to re-evaluate the Zero Tolerance policy by ways of supporting 
particular graffiti projects, festivals, or even academic events. Another disparity in the 
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Icelandic approach is that there has never been full compliance with regulations - though in 
this case, the reason for this seems to be found in the societal circumstances.  
 In this context, the opinion of Jón Gnarr, who in the title of his book points out that 
after he became a mayor of a large town, he changed the world471, may make more than just 
an ironic sense. According to his often-shared thought, Iceland might serve as an 
experimental platform for different social approaches due to the structure of the country472. 
The ideas implemented and tried out in Iceland, maybe spread further and develop in the 
other places in the world. In this manner, the case study on Hlígargöngin and Hjartagarðurin 
may and should serve to prove an actual detrimental - or not - influence of graffiti and street 
art. Further on, it would enable communities to re-approach Zero Tolerance Policies, and, 
through the implementation of conscious changes, programs may be adjusted to serve their 
communities better. More street art and social initiatives for young people, young artists, 
and experienced creators could be supported, and the funds would possibly be divided 
differently. 
 Another point addressed in this dissertation is the phenomenon of “Icelandness” as a 
set of factors that have been influencing Iceland and Icelanders throughout the centuries, 
ultimately creating the conditions for the specific character of the local art. In considering 
this theme, one should keep in mind that it applies foremostly to the Icelandic artists, who 
grew up in the collective awareness and history of the country, which created this specific 
cumulative “Icelandness” flow. Nevertheless, it seems not to be limited to the Icelanders but 
also applies to the artists who, for different reasons, decided to create in Iceland. Assessing 
this collective memory and experiences passed down through generations seems to be 
possible through blending with the locals and growing into it as a new part of the colourful 
mosaic. 
 The said “Icelandness” and common approach toward art and street art in particular 
may bring a valuable voice to the discussion of the legitimacy of street art and the point of 
expanding the open urban space into the closed exhibition space in the gallery. It is especially 
interesting from the perspective of a country so dependent on nature and spending much time 
outdoors. 
 This last point included in the aspect of “Icelandness” that is worth further 
investigation is: the connection to nature, inspiration from nature, and attempts to include 
 
471 Gnarr 2014 
472 Interviews with Jn Gnarr on 17.12.2018 and 04.10.2019 
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nature also in all types of artworks. Even the graffiti artworks sometimes are made with 
using of the materials directly obtained in nature, like the Austurbæjarskóli school project of 
Sara Riel473.  
 
 As underlined throughout this thesis, many single factors and threads are tangled 
together to create a unique environment for graffiti and street art in Iceland. Some of them 
are known from other communities, whereas others are typical for this particular culture. 
There was a series of lectures in 2009 held in the Nordic House in Reykjavík on the topic of 
similarities between Icelandic and Japanese architecture and arts474. Seemingly two very 
different cultures may be looked at through the lenses of development possibilities of the 
insular countries, although it seems more crucial to juxtapose Icelandic street art with street 
art in Ireland. Both countries had similar influences through the Irish Monks and Vikings in 
the era of settlements and, later, the experience of nations that had to preserve their own 
culture under foreign rule. The impact of the aggressors and limitation of possibilities to 
cultivate and explore national identity were likewise comparable in both countries. The 
contemporary art in both places has had the experience of an unstable state after 
independence was regained, and the national culture rediscovered. The political changes 
caused by the European Union and the opening of the job markets were followed by the 
creation of a multicultural society forced by the growing number of immigrants from 
different parts of the world. Both countries responded to the situation differently, also in the 
matter of arts. It would be interesting to compare the ways and results in both cultures, their 
circumstances, and the effect on contemporary urban creativity. The topic would be adequate 
for academics of diverse specializations. 
 
 Icelandic contemporary art has been created with a specific microcosmos scale that 
varies from other countries. Implementing the same artistic influences of the 20th  century as 
in the other parts of the word, it responded to them in a locally grounded way. It may serve 
as a very valuable possibility to look at cultural impacts and occurrences from a closer view 
and understand the processes of evolution and change better. A study conducted in Iceland 
on international phenomena is easier to administer as the scale is much smaller. 
 
473 Interview with Sara Riel 
474 Kristinsson, Sigurður Kjartan, 101 Tokyo: A Crash Course, [in:] The Reykjavík Grapevine, 22.06.2009, URL 
https://grapevine.is/icelandic-culture/art/2009/06/22/art-101-tokyo/ (30.12.2019) 
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Nevertheless, the results of the study apply to other communities of similar circumstances 
as well.  
 While Iceland is already leading in some social initiatives, it might indeed have the 
power to influence and change the world, in the sense that Gnarr wishes for. Women holding 
power and authority, the approach towards sexual minority and gender decisions have been 
acknowledged worldwide and looked into with great interest. The extraordinarily low rate 
of crime, intense sense of community, and connection proves that Icelandic society is 
valuable to learn from. Unfortunately, until now, the area of art research has been left 
forsaken. This thesis sets a direction for a change through the first academic case study and 
an invitation for further research coming from the local and international community. 
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List of the Icelandic names and their translation in English 
 
 
Places 
Hjartagarðurinn    Heart Garden, graffiti and street art spot 
Hlíðargöngin     The Tunnel, graffiti writing spot 
Skólavörðuholt    Central district of Reykjavík 
 
Proper names 
Besti Flokkurinn    Best Party grounded by Jón Gnarr 
Fréttablaðið     Daily newspaper 
Góðverkasamtökin    The Charity of Good Deeds 
Laxdæla Saga     Saga of the People of Laxárdal 
Menningarnótt    The Culture Night 
Morgunblaðið     Daily newspaper connected to the right wing 
Sjálfstæðisflokksins     Independence Party, (right-wing) 
 
Exhibition spaces  
Ásmundarsafn     Branch of Reykjavík Art Museum, named after 
      Ásmundur Sveinsson 
Hafnarhús     Branch of Reykjavík art Museum, located in 
      the harbour 
Kjarvalsstaðir     Branch of Reykjavík Art Museum, named after 
      Jóhannes S. Kjarval 
Listasafn Íslands    National Gallery of Iceland 
Listasafn Reykjavíkur    Reykjavík art Museum 
Þjóðminjasafn Íslands   National Museum of Iceland 
Norræna húsið    Nordic House 
 
Educational institutions 
Háskóli Íslands    University of Iceland 
Kvikmyndaskóli Íslands   Icelandic Film School 
Listaháskóli Íslands    Iceland University of Arts 
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Institutions 
Bandalags íslenskra listamanna  Federation of Icelandic Artists 
Kvikmyndamiðstöð Íslands   Icelandic Film Centre 
Samband íslenskra myndlistarmanna Association of Icelandic Visual Artists 
Skipulagsstofnun    The Icelandic National Planning Agency 
Slippfélagið      Society for ship maintenance 
Þjóðskjalasafn Íslands   National Archives of Iceland 
 
Authorities 
Akureyrarstofa    Office of Akureyri 
Alþingi     Althing, Icelandic Parliament 
Framkvæmdasvið Reykjavíkurborg   City of Reykjavík's Construction and Property 
      Department 
Lýðheilsustöð      The Directorate of Health 
Reykjavíkurborg    City of Reykjavík 
Sjávarútvegs- og Landbúnað-  Ministry of Fisheries and Agriculture 
 arráðuneytið  
Stjórnarráð Íslands    Ministry for the Environment and Natural  
      Resources 
Velferðarsvið Reykjavíkurborg  City of Reykjavík’s Welfare Department 
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Photography credentials 
 
Individual persons 
 
Adamsdóttir, Margrét  
 Pic. 49, 79, 
 Shared from own collection 
Adibah Isa 
 Pic. 8, 
 https://www.buro247.sg/culture/news/gucci-art-walls-alex-merry-shanghai-hong-
 kong.html?gallery=7446&slide=0&fbclid=IwAR32PwioGO4MmJPDma 
 LW0VLBwYN9GwbQrbbp_g52g9IaYAaSTcCo26ODe8c (02.09.2019) 
Alden, Jason 
 Pic. 7, 
 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2019-07-23/luxury-brands-gucci-l ouboutin-graffiti-
 ads-take-over-street-art (02.09.2019)  
Bernódusson Ólafur  
 Pic. 43, 
 https://www.mbl.is/greinasafn/grein/1468959/?item_num=5&searchid=64af9e370 
 b39f52cde87b75cbccd4bdb0d3fcb4e (12.02.2019) 
Bicknic, Art 
 Pic. 111, 
 https://grapevine.is/icelandic-culture/2018/07/24/brighten-the-corners-kari-vidarsson-brings-
 street-art-to-snaefellsnes/ (28.09.2019) 
Björk, Fredrik 
 Pic. 11, 
 https://www.mah.se/Nyheter/Kalendern/Why-an-indoor-park-Reflections-from-the-Caroli-Park-
 project/ (03.09.2019) 
Claesen, Thordis 
 Pic. 19-20, 24-32, 34, 
 Icepick. Icelandic street art, USA 2007, Berlin 2009 
Colla, Eddie WordPress Page  
 Pic. 1, 
 https://eddiecolla.wordpress.com/outside/#jp-carousel-1245 (11.05.2019) 
Finnbogadóttir, Kristel 
 Pic. 36, 
 https://www.mbl.is/greinasafn/grein/1386204/ (20.10.2019) 
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Fuss, Peter 
 Pic. 13, 
 http://www.peterfuss.com/indexpf9.html (11.11.2019) 
Giamio, Cara 
 Pic. 37 – 40, 
 http://www.Reykjavík.com/visit-Reykjavíks-heart-while-its-still-beating/  (27.10.2019) 
Gnarr, Jón  
 Pic. 115, 
 Twitter (06.11.2018, 14.12.2018) 
Guðmundsdottir, Ellen 
 Pic. 78, 
 https://www.facebook.com/GraffitiReykjavík/ (20.07.2018) 
Guðmundsdóttir, Myrian Marti 
 Pic. 74, 
 https://www.facebook.com/pg/draumurhafsins/photos/?ref=page_internal  (17.12.2018) 
Idrizi, Dukagjin  
 Pic. 46, 
 https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151748877129159&set=p.10151748
 877129159&type=3&theatre (20.02.2019) 
Klein, Bruno 
 Pic. 10, 
 Shared from own collection 
Klausmeier, Alex 
 Pic. 5-6, 
 Shared from own collection 
Kohlstedt, Kurt 
 Pic. 9 
 https://99percentinvisible.org/article/clean-city-law-secrets-sao-paulo-uncovered-outdoor-
 advertising-ban/ (02.09.2019) 
Kramer, Nika 
 Pic. 89 – 92, 
 Shared from own collection 
Marsh Scott and Iffland Edmund 
 Pic. 12, 
 https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2017/nov/19/vandalised-george- michael-mural-
 sydney-makeover (03.09.2019) 
Mayson, Lee 
 Pic. 66, 
 https://faroutmagazine.co.uk/kurt-vile-wakin-on-a-pretty-day/ (12.10.2019) 
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Ösp, Auður 
 Pic. 82 – 83, 85, 
 https://www.iheartReykjavík.net/street-art-in-Reykjavík-wall-poetry/ 
Riel, Sara 
 Pic. 23, 54-56, 59 – 65, 67-68, 70 
 http://sarariel.com  
Rose, Joanna Zofia 
 Pic. 2-4, 14-17, 42, 44, 51, 57 -58, 71, 75 – 78, 80 – 81, 84, 86 – 88, 92 – 94, 96 –  110, 
 115 - 118 
 Own collection 
Van Helten, Guido 
 Pic. 45, 47, 53, 
 https://www.guidovanhelten.com/projects/ (19.02.2019) 
Weber, Sven S'keb 
 Pic. 50, 
 https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152553386354559&set=t.59724570
 2&type=3&theater (06.05.2019) 
Yamasaki, Parker 
 Pic. 69, 
 The Reykjavík Grapevine, Issue 11 – 2013 
Þórðarson, Jón Gunnar 
 Pic. 48 
 https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156666497909563&set 
 =p.10156666497909563&type=3&theater and  1https://www.facebook.com/search/top/ 
 ?q=guido%20van%20helten%20iceland&epa=SEARCH_BOX (10.11.2019) 
 
 
Anonymous 
 
albumm.is  
 Pic. 22, 
 https://guidetoiceland.is/Reykjavík-guide/street-art-in-Reykjavík-icelandic-guide-to-urban-
 graffiti (18.10.2019) 
Jói in the Tunnel Facebook fan page 
 Pic. 18, 
 https://www.facebook.com/joeinthetunnel/photos/a.1709353795950826/ 
 1709353799284159/?type=3&theatre (09.09.2019) 
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Facebook’s feed of Tanya Lind 
 Pic. 41, 
 https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152097078457621&set=a. 
 10151999879877621&type=3&theatre (25.09.2019) 
Fréttablaðið 
 Pic. 114, 
 https://www.visir.is/g/2018181119964/banksy-personuleg-gjof-og-endadi-heima-i- stofu-
 1/11 (19.12.2018) 
Karolina Fund 
 Pic. 21, 22, 
 https://www.karolinafund.com/project/view/1052 (19.10.2019) 
Listamann Gallery 
 Pic. 112 – 113, 
 https://listamenn.is/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Heavy.jpg (22.11.2019) 
Morgunblaðið 
 Pic. 52, 
 https://www.mbl.is/greinasafn/grein/1539496/ 
nolionsinengland 
 Pic. 33, 
 ttps://www.flickr.com/photos/nolionsinengland/7573918512 (20.06.2019) 
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Fig. 1 Research on social reception of street art 
 
A. Street art is valuable in the visual landscape of Reykjavík 
and should be officially supported 
B. Street art is valuable but needs no further financial support 
C. Street art is accepted but graffiti and tagging should be banned 
D. Street art, graffiti, tags should be covered by Zero Tolerance Policy 
and be a subject to fines 
 
 
First phase of research 2008 - 2010 
A. 4 people = 6,66 % 
B. 17 people = 28,33 % 
C. 28 people = 46,66 % 
D. 11 = 18,33 % 
 
Second phase of research 2017 - 2019 
A. 18 people = 30 % 
B. 21 people = 35 % 
C. 15 people = 25 % 
D. 6 people = 10 %  
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Photographs 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 1. Eddie Colla, The problem with vandalism is that it eventually attracts unwanted 
museum exhibitions, San Francisco 
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Pic. 2 • Hangaren in Malmö, view inside, May 2019 
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Pic. 3 Hangaren in Malmö, view inside, May 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 4 Hangaren in Malmö, view inside, May 2019  
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Pic. 5 Jubilee celebrations of the Berlin Wall Fall, 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 6 Jubilee celebrations of the Berlin Wall Fall, 2019 
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Pic. 7 Christian Louboutin mural on Great Eastern Street, East London, painted by the 
Global Street Art Agency 
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Pic. 8 Gucci Wall in Shanghai 
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Pic. 9 Sao Paulo before and 
after introducing Clean City Policy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 10 Leaflet found in Honolulu, April 2019 
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Pic. 11 Caroli Park in Malmö 
 
 
 
Pic. 12 George Michel mural in Australia  
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Pic. 13 Peter Fuss, Who killed Barack Obama, Wrocław 2008 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 14 Urban Nation Museum in Berlin, February 2019 
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Pic. 15 Urban Nation Museum in Berlin, February 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 16 Urban Nation Museum in Berlin, February 2019 
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Pic. 17 Hangaren, Malmö 2019, outside view 
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Pic. 18. Removal of the graffiti in Hlíðargöngin 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 19 Afi er cool, view of Hlíðargöngin and police letters corresponding to the graffiti 
presence in the Tunnel  
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Pic. 20 Hlíðargöngin, Inside the Tunnel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 21 Jói in the Tunnel, with his portrait, Reykjavík Culture Night 2015 
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Pic. 22 Hlíðargöngin, view after Reykjavík Culture Night 2015 
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Pic. 23 Reykjavík street art, before 2009 
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Pic. 24 Sheep motif overview, before 2009 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 25 Halo, cat motif, overview, before 2009 
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Pic. 26 Æbol, eye motif, overview, before 2009 
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Pic. 27 Súrkula, Woman, before 2009 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 28 Súrkula, Cat, before 2009  
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Pic. 29 Nores, Character group and colon pattern, before 2009 
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Pic. 30 Wyh’s graffiti, before 2009 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 31 Kyte’s graffiti, before 2009 
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Pic. 32 Atom’s graffiti, before 2009 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 33 Atom and Chulo’ s project, before 2009 
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Pic. 34 Kez’s graffiti, before 2009 
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Pic. 35 Cleaning up works in Hjartagarðurinn, 20.07.2011 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 36 Tanya Lind cleaning up in Hjartagarðurinn, 2011 
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Pic. 37 Hjartagarðurinn, general view with the Wolf 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 38 Hjartagarðurinn, Monster vs Child 
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Pic. 39 Hjartagarðurinn, general view 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 40 Hjartagarðurinn, view for the sitting area and graffiti blackboard 
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Pic. 41 Demolition of Hjartagarðurinn 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 42 Square where Hjartagarðurinn used to be, 2018  
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Pic. 43 Guido van Helten, Sailors, Skagaströnd – in the painting process, 2013 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 44 Guido van Helten, Afi, Reykjavík 2013 
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Pic. 45, Guido van Helten, No exit, Reykjavík 2013/2014 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 46 Guido van Helten, No exit, Reykjavík, 01.03.2014, painting process  
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Pic. 47 Photographs for No exit taken in Reykjavík Museum of Photography 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 48 Removal of the No exit triptych, 2019  
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Pic. 49 Guido van Helten, Hella, Vestmannaeyar, after 2014 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 50 View of the building before painting the mural of Guido van Helten 
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Pic. 51 Guido van Helten, Girl, Akureyri, 2014 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 52. Guido van Helten, Jón from Vör, Kopavogur, 2015 (?) 
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Pic. 53 Guido van Helten, Sæfari 2015 
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Pic. 54 Reykjavík street art, between 2006 and 2009 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 55 Sara Riel’s and Nomad’s graffiti in Reykjavík, between 2006 and 2009 
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Pic. 56 Sara Riel’s and Nomad’s graffiti in Reykjavík, between 2006 and 2009 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 57 Sara Riel’s and Nomad’s graffiti in Reykjavík, between 2006 and 2009 (left), Wall 
Poetry 2016 (right) 
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Pic. 58 Magnús Tómasson, Anonymous bureaucrat, Reykjavík 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 59 Sara Riel, Monkey motif 
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Pic. 60 Sara Riel, Hands, 2008 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 61 Sara Riel, Ahorn, Reykjavík, 2010 
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Pic. 62. Sara Riel, Phoenix, Reykjavík, 2012 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 63 Sara Riel, Variation on the Phoenix theme, between 2010 and 2013  
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Pic. 64 Sara Riel, Memento mori, 2013 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 65 Sara Riel, Memento mori, 2013  
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Pic. 66 Kurt Vile, Record‘s cover, Wakin On A Pretty Daze, 2013 
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Pic. 67 Sara Riel, Toothwheels, 2013 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 68 Sara Riel, Toothwheels, 2013 
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Pic. 69, Sara Riel, Is it legal?, The Reykjavík Grapevine cover, 2013 
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Pic. 70, Sara Riel, Feather, Reykjavík, 2014 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. Sara Riel, Glitur hafsins, Ministry of Fisheries and Agriculture building, Reykjavík 
2018 
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Pic. 72 Sara Riel, Sketches for the Flora Islands mural, 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 73 Sara Riel, Flora Islands, Reykjavík 2019 
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Pic. 74 Rafaella Brizuela Sigurðardóttir, Draumur Hafsins, Reykjavík 2012 
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Pic. 75, Selur, Northern Lights, Reykjavík, around 2008 / 2010 (?) 
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Pic. 76 Selur, Eagle, Reykjavík 
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Pic. 76 Selur, Pigeon, Reykjavík, around 2015 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 77 Selur, Pigeon, Reykjavík, around 2015 
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Pic. 78 Graffiti workshops advertisement, Reykjavík 2012 
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Pic. 79, Kristin Thorlaksdottir, Girl and the nature, Reykjavík 2013 / 2014 (?) 
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Pic. 80 Urban Nation Museum for Urban Contemporary Art, Berlin, 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 81 Urban Nation Museum for Urban Contemporary Art, Berlin, 2019 
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Pic. 82 Wall Poetry 2015 murals location map 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 83 DEIH XLF, Waterfall, Wall Poetry 2015 
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Pic. 84 Tankpetrol, Over, Wall Poetry 2015 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 85 Evoca 1, Fisherman, Wall Poetry 2015 
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Pic. 86 D*Face, Agent Fresco, Laxdaela Saga, Wall Poetry 2015 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 87 Elle, Tuttugu og Eitthvað, Wall Poetry 2015 
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Pic. 88 Caratoes, Óður til móður, Wall Poetry 2015 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 89 Wall Poetry 2015 and 2016 murals location map 
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Pic. 90 Wes and Onur, The fist, Wall Poetry 2016 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 91 Herakut, The musician, Wall Poetry 2016 
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Pic. 92 Pflegm, Eternal pilgrimage, Wall Poetry 2016 
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Pic. 93 Graffiti at Hlemmur bus station, Reykjavík 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 94 Graffiti at Hlemmur bus station, Reykjavík, detail 
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Pic. 94 Graffiti interactions, Reykajvik 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 95 Hera, Heima, Reykjavík 2019 
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Pic. 96 Graffiti on the construction site railing downtown Reykjavík, 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 97 Graffiti on the construction site railing downtown Reykjavík, 2018 
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98. Ugly brothers, graffiti on the old prison walls, Reykjavík 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
99. Ugly brothers, graffiti on the old prison walls, Reykjavík 2019 
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Pic. 100 Ugly boys, graffiti downtown Reykjavík, 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 101 Graffiti in the gangways downtown Reykjavík 2018  
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Pic. 102 Graffiti in the gangways downtown Reykjavík 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 103 Graffiti in the backyard downtown Reykjavík 2019 
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104. Hlígargönginn graffiti, Reykjavík 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
105. Graffiti in the backyard downtown Reykjavík 2019 
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Pic. 106 Graffiti street next to Hallgrímskirja church, Reykjavík 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 107 Graffiti street next to Hallgrímskirja church, Reykjavík 2019  
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Pic. 108 Graffiti in the embassy area, Reykjavík 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 109 Graffiti in the embassy area, Reykjavík 2019 
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Pic. 110 Graffiti in the parking lot downtown Reykjavík, 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 111 Kári Viðarsson in Hellisandur street art village, 2018 
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Pic. 112 Sara Riel, Heavy, out of the capital, 2015 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic 113 Sara Riel, Happy go lucky, out of the capital, 2015 
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Pic 114. Flower Thrower in the office of the Mayor of Reykjavík, Jón Gnarr, ca. 2011 
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Pic 115. Myself and Klaki wish you goodnight, Jón Gnarr’s post on Twitter, 06.11.2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic 116. Power-sanding Flower Thrower, 14.11.2018 
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Pic. 117 Tweet on Jón Gnarr referring to Banksy who contacted him directly, as a woman, 
16.11.2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pic. 118 Jón Gnarr with the power-sanded Flower Thrower, 2019 
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